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Abstract

We numerically analyze three problems of mechanics described below. The efficacy of
computational models is verified by comparing presently computed results for example problems
with those available in literature.
Effective utilization of single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and single layer
graphene sheets (SLGSs) as reinforcements in nanocomposites requires their strong binding with
the surrounding matrix. An effective technique to enhance this binding is to functionalize
SWCNTs and SLGSs by covalent attachment of some chemical groups. However, this damages
their pristine structures that may degrade their mechanical properties. Here, we delineate using
molecular mechanics simulations effects of covalent functionalization on elastic moduli of these
nanomaterials. It is found that Young’s modulus and the shear modulus of an SWCNT (SLGS),
respectively, decrease by about 34% (73%) and 43% (42%) with 20% (10%) of carbon atoms
functionalized for each of four functional groups of different polarities studied.
A shell theory that gives results close to the solution of the corresponding 3-dimensional
problem depends upon the shell geometry, applied loads, and initial and boundary conditions.
Here, by using a third order shear and normal deformable theory and the finite element method
(FEM), we delineate for a doubly curved shell deformed statically with generalized tractions and
subjected to different boundary conditions effects of geometric parameters on in-plane and
transverse stretching and bending deformations. These results should help designers decide when
to consider effects of these deformation modes for doubly curved shells.
Composite laminates are usually fabricated by curing resin pre-impregnated fiber layers
in an autoclave under prescribed temperature and pressure cycles. A challenge is to reduce
residual stresses developed during this process. Here, we determine using the FEM and a genetic

algorithm optimal cycle parameters that cure the laminate in the minimum time and
simultaneously minimize residual stresses. It is found that in comparison to the manufacturer’s
recommended cycle, for a laminate with the span/thickness of 12.5, one optimal cycle reduces
residual stresses by 47% and the total cure time from 5 to 4 hours and another optimal cycle
reduces the total cure time to 2 hours and residual stresses by 8%.
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General Audience Abstract

We analyze using computational techniques three mechanics problems described below.
In the last three decades, two carbon nanomaterials (i.e., allotropes of carbon having
length-scale of 10-9 m), namely, single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and single layer
graphene sheets (SLGSs) have evolved as revolutionary materials with exceptional properties per
unit weight that are superior to conventional engineering materials. A composite (i.e., a material
made by combining two or more materials to attain desired properties which cannot be achieved
by any of its constituents alone) made by using either of these carbon nanomaterials as
reinforcements in a polymer could be a potential candidate for applications requiring high
strength and light weight. However, the effective utilization of these composites for an
application requires the strong binding between their constituents. An effective technique to
enhance this binding is to modify the surface properties of SWCNTs and SLGSs by covalently
bonding to them suitable chemical group that is usually called covalent functionalization.
However, this damages their pristine structures that may degrade their mechanical properties.
Here, it is found that the functionalization reduces elastic moduli of carbon nanomaterials, the
reduction increases with an increase in the amount of functionalization and is essentially
independent of the functionalizing chemical group. This study should help engineers interested
in utilizing these materials to design novel nanocomposites.
Composite laminates, made by stacking and binding together layers of fiber-reinforced
composites, are widely used in aircraft, aerospace, marine, automobile, power generation,
chemical and ballistic applications due to their high strength and stiffness per unit weight
compared to that of conventional metallic materials. Shell theories are widely used to analyze
deformations of composite laminates which reduces a 3-dimensional (3-D) problem to an

equivalent 2-D problem by making certain assumptions related to the deformations of the
laminate. This approach requires less computational effort to find a numerical solution (i.e., an
approximate solution obtained using a computational technique) of the problem as compared to
that needed for solving the full 3-D problem. However, the accuracy of the results predicted by a
shell theory depends on the problem being studied, i.e., the shell geometry, applied loads, initial
conditions (i.e., the motion of the laminate at the start of application of the load) and boundary
conditions (i.e., constraints imposed on the deformations of the edges of the laminate). Here, we
analyze effects of geometric parameters of the laminated shells on their deformations for
different types of applied loads and various boundary conditions specified on the edges. The
results should help designers find an optimal geometry of the composite laminates for a given
mechanical application.
Fiber-reinforced composite laminates are usually fabricated by curing (which involves
heating and cooling in a prescribed manner under application of the pressure) resin preimpregnated fiber layers under prescribed temperature and pressure cycles. However, during this
cure process the laminate deforms and the final product is not stress-free. Here, we find optimal
parameters of the cure cycle that minimize stresses developed during the cure process as well as
the time required to cure the laminate. It is found that for a laminate studied these optimal
parameters reduce the stresses by 47% and the cure time from 5 to 4 hours in comparison to the
standard cure cycle recommended by the laminate manufacturer. This study will provide
manufacturing engineers with an approach to fabricate composite laminates of desired quality.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

This dissertation addresses computational analysis of three distinct problems of mechanics.
The first problem, studied in Chapters 2 and 3, deals with analyzing mechanics of covalently
functionalized carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene sheets. The second problem, studied in
Chapters 4 and 5, involves analysis of quasistatic deformations of linearly elastic doubly curved
laminated shells. The third problem, studied in Chapter 6, deals with the cure cycle optimization
for fabricating composite laminates. We have briefly reviewed below these three topics.

1.1 Carbon nanotubes and graphene sheets
In the last two decades, single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and single layer
graphene sheets (SLGSs) have evolved as revolutionary materials with exceptional mechanical,
electronic and thermal properties which are superior to those of conventional engineering
materials when the mass density and directional effects are considered. Iijima [1] is usually
credited with discovering a carbon nanotube. While studying manufacturing methods for
fullerene in 1991, he found multiple coaxial SWCNTs, called multi-wall carbon nanotubes
(MWCNTs), having the diameter in the range of 4-30 nm and the length up to 1 µm. Whereas an
SWCNT is a cylindrical structure made of hexagonal arrays of carbon atoms, an SLGS is a flat
monolayer of carbon atoms having similar bonding mechanism to that of an SWCNT. Thus an
SWCNT can be considered as a roll up of an SLGS. As pointed out by Geim and Novoselov [2],
graphene has been theoretically studied for about 60 years as a building block of the 3dimensional (3-D) graphite. However, an SLGS was believed to be unstable and presumed not to
exist in the free state until 2004 when Novoselov et al. [3-4] isolated a free standing SLGS from
graphite that propelled research on graphene thereafter.
A few graphene led applications include foldable and very strong touch screens for
mobile phones [5], protective coatings [6], sensors [7], batteries of extremely high capacities [8],
superfast computer chips [9], drug delivery devices [10] and hydrogen storage systems [11]. Per
unit weight SLGSs and SWCNTs are the stiffest and the toughest materials known with Young’s
modulus of the order of 1012 Pa and breaking strength more than 100 times greater than that of a
1

steel film of the same thickness [12]. These exceptionally high specific mechanical properties
coupled with large length to diameter ratios for SWCNTs and large surface areas and flexibility
for SLGSs make them potential candidates for reinforcements in polymer matrix
nanocomposites. These nanocomposites are likely to be game changing materials for applications
requiring high strength and light weight such as airplane fuselage, automotive parts and armors.
However, the effective utilization of either SWCNTs or SLGSs in a composite requires their
strong interfacial binding with the matrix surrounding them. The modification of the surface
properties of SWCNTs and SLGSs through chemical functionalization involving covalent
attachment of functional groups to their carbon atoms appears to be an effective means of
enhancing their binding with the surrounding matrix [13]. The electronic structures of SLGSs
and SWCNTs, their functionalization, and modeling techniques are briefly reviewed below.

1.1.1 Electronic structures of an SLGS and an SWCNT
The bonding mechanisms in an SLGS and an SWCNT are similar to those in graphite.
The atomic number of carbon atom is 6 and its electronic structure is 1s2 2s2 2px1 2py1. In
graphite, each carbon atom is sp2 hybridized implying one s-orbital and two p-orbitals combine
to form three hybridized sp2-orbitals making 120º angle with one another in a plane as shown in
Fig. 1.1. The remaining p-orbitals are perpendicular to the plane of s-orbitals (graphitic plane)
and form π-bonds between two carbon atoms. The strong σ-bonds are responsible for high elastic
moduli and strengths of an SLGS and an SWCNT. The π-bonds are weaker than the σ-bonds and
are responsible for the interlayer interactions in the bulk graphite. In Fig. 1.2 are depicted
schematics of an SLGS, an SWCNT and a double wall CNT which is comprised of two coaxial
SWCNTs.
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Fig. 1.1 Bonds in sp2 hybridization in graphite monolayer [14]

Fig. 1.2 Schematics of an SLGS, an SWCNT, and a double wall carbon nanotube

1.1.2 Functionalization of SLGSs and SWCNTs
The surface properties of SWCNTs and SLGSs can be improved by either physical (noncovalent) or chemical (covalent) functionalization [13]. Figures 1.3(a) and 1.3(b) illustrate
physical and chemical functionalization of an SWCNT, respectively. In the physical
functionalization, SWCNTs and SLGSs are functionalized non-covalently by aromatic
compounds, surfactants or polymers employing non-bonded interactions between the SWCNT or
the SLGS and the attached group. It is advantageous since it does not alter the pristine structure
of the SWCNT and the SLGS and hence their mechanical properties. However, these functional
groups are attached to graphene or nanotubes mainly with weak van der Waals interactions
resulting in low load transfer efficiency between the reinforcements and the matrix. In
3

comparison to the physical functionalization, the chemical functionalization involving covalent
attachment of functional groups to atoms of SWCNTs and SLGSs provides relatively strong
interfacial binding between SWCNTs or SLGSs and the surrounding matrix thereby enhancing
the load transfer efficiency.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.3 Schematics of (a) physically [13] and (b) chemically functionalized SWCNT

The effectiveness of covalent functionalization in increasing the interfacial binding
strength between SWCNTs and polymers is evident from the experimental results [15-19].
Grujicic et al. [20] have shown that the covalent functionalization of triple-walled CNTs
improves the load transfer efficiency especially when loads are applied in a direction orthogonal
to the CNT axis. Yang et al. [21] studied interactions between covalently functionalized
SWCNTs and nylon-6 polymer using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with the condensedphase optimized molecular potentials for atomistic simulation studies (COMPASS) force-field.
They found an increase in the binding energy of the SWCNT with the nylon-6 due to
functionalization. Their results indicate that oxygen containing groups such as hydroxyl and
carboxyl are effective in enhancing the binding energy whereas methyl group does not improve
binding between SWCNTs and the nylon-6 polymer. Zheng et al. [22] investigated effect of
chemical functionalization on interfacial bonding characteristics of SWCNTs with poly methyl
methacrylate and polyethylene matrices using MD simulations and the COMPASS force-field.
From results of the nanotube pullout simulations, they observed that SWCNT-polymer interfacial
shear strength increased by 1000% when 5% of carbon atoms were functionalized with phenyl
group.
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1.1.3 Molecular mechanics
Nano-structured materials such as SLGSs and SWCNTs are extremely difficult to test in
experiments due to very small length and time scales involved. Molecular mechanics (MM)
simulations, amongst other techniques, offer an advantage of replacing physical experiments by
virtual experiments and enable one to efficiently and inexpensively study mechanics of nanomaterials.
The MM is a method for modeling forces between atoms and their deformation
mechanisms. It utilizes the Born-Openheimer approximation to reduce interactions among the
nuclei to that between atoms [23]. The interaction of an atom with its bonded and non-bonded
neighboring atoms is represented by a potential energy function. The total potential energy of an
atom equals the summation of potential energies due to different bonded and non-bonded
interactions. Molecular statics (MS) and MD are two approaches associated with the MM
method. MS simulations are used to find a relaxed equilibrium configuration of a given
molecular structure through minimization of its potential energy whereas the MD technique
provides motions of atoms by solving equations representing Newton’s second law of motion.
The gradient of the potential energy with respect to the position of atoms gives atomic
interaction forces and knowing their masses, one can predict their motions using the MD method.
We use the MM3 potential [24] in our study because of similarities between the sp2
bonds in the hexagonal structure of SWCNTs (or SLGSs) and the hexagonal structure of
aromatic proteins for which the potential was originally developed. In this potential, the energy
of the system equals the sum of energies due to bonded and non-bonded interactions given by
Eq. (1.1) [24]. The contributions for bonded interactions come from bond stretching (Us ), inplane angle bending (U ), out of plane bending (U  ), torsion (U ), and cross-interactions
including stretch-bend (Us ), angle-angle (U ' ) and stretch-torsion (Us ). The non-bonded
interactions are van der Waals (UvdW ) and dipole-dipole electrostatic (U ' ) . These interactions
are schematically illustrated in Figs. 1.4(a) through 1.4(i).
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U '  0.021914K ' (  0 )( ' 0' )
Us  5.9975Ks (r  r0 )(1  cos3)

UvdW  [2.25(d v / d)6  1.84(105 ) exp{12.00(d / d v )}]

U ' 

14.3928[ '(cos   3cos  cos  ')]
R 3D

(1.1)

In Eq. (1.1) r is the distance between two bonded atoms as shown in Fig. 1.4(a), and θ the
included angle of the three bonded atoms is shown in Fig. 1.4(b). A subscript 0 on a variable
represents its value in the configuration of the minimum potential energy with no external loads
applied to the structure. If an atom is bonded to three other atoms, the angle between one of the
bonds and the plane defined by the three adjacent atoms is represented by  as depicted in Fig.
1.4(c). For the atom linkage i-j-m-n depicted in Fig. 1.4(d), the torsion angle, ϕ, is the angle
between planes defined by atoms {i, j, m} and {j, m, n}. Variables r and r  in the expression
for Us equal lengths of the two bonds which make angle θ between them as shown in Fig.
1.4(e). Variables  and  appearing in U ' are two bond angles centered at the same atom as
shown in Fig. 1.4(f). In the expression for U vdW , d is the distance between the centers of two
interacting atoms i and j,  

ei

e j and d v  rvi  rvj , where e and rv are, respectively, the

energy scale factor and the van der Waals radius for an interacting atom. In the expression for
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U ' , D is a non-dimensional constant, variables  and  are bond centered dipole moments,

 the angle between two dipoles,  and  angles made by two dipoles with the line connecting
their centers, and R the distance between their centers as depicted in Fig. 1.4(i). Values of
constants Ks , K , K  , V1, V2 , V3 , e, rv , Ks, Ks, K  ', and D given by Ponder [25] and used in
this work are also listed in Table 1.1. In Table 1.1, atom types 1, 2 and 3 represent, respectively,
the sp3 carbon in alkane, the sp2 carbon in alkene and the sp2 carbon in carbonyl; 5, 21, 23, 24
hydrogen in alkane, hydroxyl, amine and carboxyl, respectively; 6, 7 oxygen in hydroxyl and
carbonyl, respectively; 8 the sp3 nitrogen; and 11 fluorine.

Fig. 1.4 Schematic illustration of atomic interactions in the MM3 potential. Bonds and atoms
depicted by the solid and the dotted lines represent their positions before and after the
deformation, respectively.
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Table 1.1 Values of constants involved in the expression of the MM3 potential
Bond stretching:
Atoms: i-j
Ks (mdyne/Å)

1-1
4.49

2-2
7.5

1-5
4.74

1-6
5.7

6-21
7.63

1-3
4.8

3-7
10.1

3-6
6

6-24
7.15

1-1-2
0.54

2-1-2
0.45

2-1-5
0.55

1-6-21
0.75

1-3-7
0.85

1-3-6
0.65

3-6-24
0.69

1-8-23
0.6

1-2

2-2

1-3

7-3

6-3

0.1

0.2

0.59

0.65

1.7

1-1-1-2
0.2
-0.2
1.3

1-1-1-5
0
0
0.28

1-1-6-21
0.4
0
0.1

1-1-3-7
-0.457
1.106
-0.16

1-1-3-6
0.55
1.55
0.1

1-3-6-24
0
5.39
1.23

1-1-2
0.13

2-1-2
0.13

2-1-5
0.08

1-6-21
0.09

1-3-7
0.13

1-3-6
0.13

3-6-24
0.09

1-8-23
0.03

In-plane angle bending:
Atoms: i-j-k
1-1-1
2
Kθ (mdyne-Å/rad )
0.67
Out-of-plane bending:
Bond: i-j
2

Kγ (mdyne-Å/rad )
Torsion:
Atoms: i-j-m-n
V1 (kcal/mol)
V2 (kcal/mol)
V3 (kcal/mol)

1-1-1-1
0.185
0.17
0.52

Stretch-bend:
Atoms: i-j-k
Ksθ (mdyne/rad)

1-1-1
0.13

Angle-angle:
Kθθ’

0.24 for all atoms types

Stretch-torsion:
Atoms: i-j
Ksϕ (mdyne/rad)

1-1
0.059

1-2
0.27

1-3
0.1

1-6
0.1

1-8
0.061

van der Waals:
Atom: i
rv (Å)
e (kcal/mol)

1
2.04
0.027

2
1.96
0.056

3
1.94
0.056

5
1.62
0.02

6
1.82
0.059

7
1.82
0.059

8
1.93
0.043

11
1.71
0.075

21
1.6
0.016

Dipole-dipole:
Atoms: i-j
D

1-2
0.9

1-3
1.01

1-6
1.17

1-8
0.68

3-6
0.12

3-7
1.86

6-21
-1.67

6-24
-1.01

8-23
-1.34

1-8
5.3

8-23
6.42

24
0.9
0.015

23
1.6
0.018

1.1.4 Objective of the work on SWCNTs/SLGSs
The studies summarized in subsection 1.1.2 evince the effectiveness of covalent
functionalization in enhancing the interfacial binding between the constituents of
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nanocomposites comprised of CNT reinforcements and polymer matrices. However, the covalent
bonds introduced by chemical functional groups to the walls of the SLGS or the SWCNT may
damage their pristine structures and degrade their mechanical properties. The objective of the
present work is to delineate the effect of the covalent functionalization on elastic moduli of
SWCNTs and SLGSs. This work is presented in Chapters 2 and 3 for SWCNTs and SLGSs,
respectively.

1.2 Composite laminated structures
Composite laminated structures are widely used in aircraft, aerospace, marine,
automobile, power generation, chemical and ballistic applications. Below we have briefly
reviewed composite materials and theories developed to analyze deformations of composite
structures.

1.2.1 Composite materials
A composite material, also called composite, is made by combining two or more
materials to attain desired properties which cannot be achieved by any of its constituents alone.
Usually, a composite material is comprised of two phases, a reinforcing phase and a matrix
phase. The reinforcements are in the form of fibers, particles, flakes, whiskers or sheets and
commonly made of a metal, glass or graphite whereas the matrix phase is in the bulk form and
commonly made of a metal, ceramic or polymer. The reinforcements are the primary load
carrying members and the purpose of the matrix is to bind the reinforcements together and
transfer the applied load to them. Advantages of composite materials include high specific
strength and high specific stiffness as compared to that of conventional metallic materials, high
impact strength, and high corrosion resistance.
A composite laminate is made by stacking together layers of a fiber reinforced composite
material, called lamina. The effective properties of the composite can be changed by varying the
orientation of the fibers in each lamina. A special case of laminated structures is a sandwich
structure which consists of a thick flexible core enclosed in relatively thin face sheets. The core
9

is usually honeycomb or metallic foam that carries an appreciable proportion of the load and the
face sheets are usually made of metals or fiber reinforced composites which impart stiffness to
the structure. Sandwich structures are used as integral elements of marine constructions to
provide resistance to blast loads induced by underwater explosions or implosions.

1.2.2 Brief overview of shell theories
Numerous theories have been developed to analyze deformations of laminated beams,
plates and shells which reduce the 3-D problem to a 2-D problem usually by making kinematic
assumptions (i.e., assuming a displacement field). A shell is regarded as a plate when the radii of
curvature of the shell are very large (theoretically infinite) as compared to its side lengths. A
shell (plate) is regarded as a curved (flat) beam when one of its length dimensions is very large
compared to the other two dimensions so that the deformation in that direction can be assumed to
be negligible. Thus a shell theory can be used to study deformations of plates and beams by
making appropriate geometric assumptions. In Figs. 1.5(a) and (b) are depicted schematics of a
plate and a doubly curved shell (i.e., shell with two principal radii of curvature). A shell is called
shallow (deep) if its rise equals at most (at least) one-fifth of its smallest planform dimension. It
can be regarded as thick, moderately thick, and thin if the ratio of the smallest curvilinear length
and/or the smallest radius of curvature to the thickness is, respectively, at most 10, between 10
and 20, and at least 20 [26].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.5 Schematics of a plate and a doubly curved shell
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In general all shell theories can be categorized based on their consideration of transverse
deformations as (i) classical theories that neglect the transverse shear and the transverse normal
strains, (ii) shear deformation theories that consider the transverse shear strains but neglect the
transverse normal strains, and (iii) shear and normal deformation theories that account for both
transverse shear and normal strains. Classical shell theories (CSTs) such as Love’s first
approximation theory (LFAT) [27], Donnell’s [28], Sanders’ [29] and Flügge’s [30] shell
theories provide very good results for thin shallow shells. For a plate and a beam, the CSTs
reduce to Kirchhoff’s [31] thin plate theory and the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, respectively.
For moderately thick shells, shear deformation theories can predict accurate response of
the shell. The first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) assumes constant transverse shear
strains across the shell thickness and is used in conjunction with an appropriate shear correction
factor to account for non-uniform through-the-thickness shear strains. For a plate and a beam, the
FSDT reduces to Mindlin’s plate theory [32] and the Timoshenko beam theory [33],
respectively. Higher order shear deformation theories (HSDTs) [34-37] consider non-uniform
through-the-thickness shear strains and usually do not require a shear correction factor. In many
HSDTs, the number of independent variables is reduced by requiring the transverse shear
stresses to vanish on the major surfaces of the shell.
When the plate is either thick or subjected to equal and opposite normal tractions on its
top and bottom surfaces, the transverse normal deformations may become considerable. Also for
a plate made of a soft material or a laminated plate with materials of the adjoining layers having
significant difference in the values of their elastic constants, the transverse normal deformation
becomes important. For instance, Reissner [38] pointed out that for sandwich shells with
(tEf)/(hEc) >> 1 both transverse shear and transverse normal deformations should be considered,
where t and Ef (h and Ec) equal, respectively, the thickness and the longitudinal modulus of the
face sheet (core). Based on energy considerations Koiter [39] recommended that any refinement
of the LFAT must simultaneously consider both transverse shear and transverse normal stresses.
Hildebrand et al. [40], Reissner [41], Whitney and Sun [42, 43], Lo et al. [44], Carrera et al. [45],
Vidoli and Batra [46], and Batra and Vidoli [47], amongst others, have developed shear and
normal deformation theories.
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Deformations of laminated shells are often analyzed by using either an equivalent single
layer (ESL) or a layer-wise (LW) shell theory. In the ESL (LW) theory the number of unknowns
is the same as (the number of layers times) that for a monolithic shell. Thus a LW theory is
computationally more expensive than an ESL theory. However, in an ESL theory the transverse
normal and the transverse shear stresses obtained from constitutive relations and the shell theory
displacements may not satisfy traction continuity conditions across interfaces between adjoining
layers. Hence, in order to accurately compute the transverse stresses either a one-step or a twostep stress recovery scheme (SRS) is often employed in conjunction with an ESL. The former
involves integration of the 3-D equilibrium equations along the thickness direction by starting
from a major surface of the shell and the latter an iterative technique involving a predictorcorrector approach [48]. In a LW theory the traction continuity conditions are built into the weak
formulation of the problem. Different ESL and LW shell theories have been reviewed by Carrera
[49], Ambartsumian [50, 51], Reddy [52], Reddy and Arciniega [53], and Kapania [54], amongst
others. Rohwer et al. [48] and Kant and Swaminathan [55], amongst others, have reviewed
different SRSs.
It seems that there is no universal shell theory that gives accurate results for all shell
problems. The order of the shell theory that gives stresses and displacements close to those
obtained from the solution of the corresponding 3-D problem depends upon the problem being
studied, i.e., the shell geometry, applied loads, and initial and boundary conditions.

1.2.3 Objectives of the work on doubly curved laminated shells
In this work we analyze static infinitesimal deformations of composite laminated shells
using a third order shear and normal deformable theory (TSNDT) in conjunction with a one-step
SRS. In the TSNDT the three displacement components at a point are represented as complete
polynomials of degree three in the thickness coordinate. One objective is to investigate whether
or not the TSNDT coupled with the one-step SRS accurately predicts stresses in the vicinity of
an edge where failure may initiate and propagate inwards and boundary layer effects near
bounding surfaces in moderately thick shells. A major focus of the study is to delineate effects of
geometric parameters of a doubly curved shell on stress distributions and strain energies of
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various deformation modes such as in-plane and transverse deformations and stretching and
bending deformations. Chapters 4 and 5 of the dissertation provide details of these studies.

1.3 Fabrication of fiber reinforced composite laminates
A commonly used technique to fabricate fiber reinforced polymer composite (FRPC)
laminates is curing of prepregs, i.e., resin preimpregnated fiber plies, in an autoclave under
prescribed temperature and pressure cycles. Each prepreg ply is laid up in the prescribed
orientation to form a laminate of the desired stacking sequence. The effective properties of each
lamina in the laminate could be different. In a hybrid FRPC, the fiber and the resin properties are
different in each lamina. The mismatch in properties both at the constituent and at the ply level
can induce residual stresses in the laminate during the cure process. Thus a major challenge in
curing laminates is to keep the magnitude of residual stresses below a prescribed minimum
value. Other challenges include achieving uniform curing of the laminate and reducing the void
content to a sufficiently low value so that the compressive and the inter-laminar shear properties
of the laminate are not affected since these properties depend upon the void content [56].
Furthermore, it is ideal to cure the laminate in the least possible time to reduce the fabrication
cost. One way to achieve these objectives is to optimize the cure cycle parameters under
constraints such as uniform curing. A brief description of the autoclave assisted fabrication
process and a brief review of the optimization techniques are presented below.

1.3.1 Autoclave assisted fabrication of the laminate
During curing of prepregs under prescribed temperature and pressure cycles, the major
surfaces of the laminate are covered by peel plies which are peeled off after curing to provide
clean and contaminant free surfaces of the laminate. The laminate is placed on a smooth plate
(tool) in an autoclave and a sheet of non-porous teflon, called release film, is placed between the
tool and the laminate to prevent the laminate from bonding to the tool surface and to facilitate its
removal from the tool after it has been cured. A sheet of an absorbent material, called bleeder, is
placed on top of the laminate to absorb the excess resin that is released from prepregs during the
cure process and is covered with a metal lid above it and a sheet of porous teflon below it.
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Usually an air breather and a sheet of porous teflon are placed above the metal lid to provide a
path for the flow of air entrapped in the laminate and volatiles formed during the curing when
resin flows out of the laminate in all three directions. The entire assembly is enclosed in a
vacuum bag and subjected to prescribed temperature and pressure cycles to cure the laminate.
Sometimes dams are provided to prevent the flow of the resin from one or more edges of the
laminate and to also constrain the lateral motion of the laminate during the consolidation.
A schematic of a typical vacuum bag assembly [57] is displayed in Fig. 1.6. In Fig. 1.7
are exhibited the photographs, taken from the website of Gurit (www.gurit.com), of peel ply,
release film, bleeder (or air breather) and vacuum bagging film which are usually made of nylon
or polyester, teflon, polyester fibers and nylon, respectively.

Fig. 1.6 Magnified view of the schematics of a typical vacuum bag assembly [57]

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1.7 Photographs, taken from www.gurit.com, of materials of (a) peel ply, (b) release film,
(c) bleeder and air breather and (d) vacuum bagging film
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1.3.2 Review of cure cycle optimization studies
During the cure process the residual stresses are developed in the laminate both at the
constituent level and at the ply-level; the former due to mismatch in properties of the fibers and
the matrix materials and the latter due to mismatch in effective properties of the laminas because
the fiber orientations could be different in different layers. These stresses can be reduced by
proper selection of the cure cycle parameters for a given laminate. Many studies including those
of Guo et al. [58], Ciriscioli et al. [59], Hojjati and Hoa [60], White and Kim [61], Oh and Lee
[62] and White and Hahn [63, 64], amongst others, have found that the manufacturer’s
recommended cure cycle is not necessarily the optimal cycle and it should be modified to reduce
the residual stresses and improve the quality of the cured laminate.
Purslow and Childs [65] deduced optimal parameters of the cure cycle by fabricating
several test panels using different process cycles until the desired properties of the part were
obtained. However, this brute-force approach is expensive and time consuming since it requires
fabrication and testing of a large number of panels. Holl and Rehfield [66] proposed the real time
monitoring of cure cycle parameters using a control algorithm. The information about the
physical state of the resin is collected during the cure process through sensors embedded in the
laminate and parameters (temperature, pressure) of the cure cycle) are altered in real time to
follow processing rules implemented in the control algorithm which are based on either
experience or theoretical calculations. However, this approach [67] is expensive, sensors are
difficult to embed in a laminate, the presence of sensors perturbs the cure process and sensors are
likely to get permanently embedded in the cured laminate.
An effective and inexpensive approach to determine cure cycle parameters for obtaining
laminates of desired quality is process modeling. Equations governing physical phenomena that
occur during the cure process are numerically solved for variables of interest, effects of cure
cycle variables on desired properties of the cured laminate are analyzed, and values of optimal
cycle parameters are deduced that can be further refined through experiments. One of the earlier
process models was developed by Loos and Springer [68] which consists of three sub-models.
The first sub-model provides time histories of the temperature and the degree of cure (DoC) at
every point in the laminate, the second predicts the distribution of the fiber and the resin volume
fractions in the composite, the pressure field developed in the resin and the change in the
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laminate thickness, and the third predicts the residual stresses and strains in the laminate. Bogetti
and Gillespie [69, 70], White and Kim [61], Oh and Lee [62], White and Hahn [63, 64], Gopal et
al. [71], Li et al. [72], Pantelelis et al. [73], Jahromi et al. [74], Vafayan et al. [75], Pillai et al.
[76] and Rai and Pitchumani [77], amongst others, have either developed their own cure models
or used existing ones to optimize the cure cycle parameters for achieving desired characteristics
of the laminate.

1.3.3 Objective of the work on curing of laminates
In this work we analyze the cure process of FRPC laminates using a process model
incorporating the integrated sub-model approach of Loos and Springer [68]. The objective of this
work is to determine optimal parameters of the cure cycle that (i) provide uniform and nearly
complete curing of the laminate (i.e., the DoC is the same everywhere and equals at least 0.96)
within a specified time period, and (ii) minimize the process induced residual stresses in the
laminate without adversely affecting its transverse mechanical properties. The details of this
work are included in Chapter 6.

1.4 Organization of the dissertation
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapters 2 and 3 include, respectively, the material on the delineation of the effects of
covalent functionalization on the elastic moduli of the pristine SWCNTs and SLGSs using MM
simulations.

Chapters 4 and 5 describe the work on the analysis of static infinitesimal

deformations of composite laminated shells using the TSNDT and a SRS. Numerical solutions of
boundary-value problems are obtained by using the in-house developed FE software using
MATLAB. We investigate in Chapter 4 whether or not the TSNDT and the SRS accurately
determine through-the-thickness distributions of transverse stresses near edges and boundary
layer effects by comparing the results with those obtained by either analytical (available in the
literature) or numerical (with the commercial FE software, ABAQUS) solutions of the 3-D linear
elasticity theory equations. The focus of Chapter 5 is to delineate the effect of geometric
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parameters (such as ratios of the curvilinear length to thickness, the minimum principal radius of
curvature to the curvilinear length, and the ratio between the two principal radii of curvature) on
strain energies due to different deformation modes (e.g., in-plane and transverse deformations,
stretching and bending deformations). The cure process of FRPC laminates using process
simulations with the FEM and the commercial software, COMPRO, ABAQUS, MATLAB, is
analyzed and optimized in Chapter 6. The minimization of the process induced residual stresses
and the total cure cycle time while attaining uniform and nearly complete laminate curing is
accomplished by using a genetic algorithm (included in MATLAB) and the Latin hypercube
sampling method. Conclusions and contributions of this work are summarized in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2 In-plane Elastic Moduli of Covalently Functionalized Single-Wall
Carbon Nanotubes
The contents of this chapter have appeared in Computational Material Science, vol. 83, 349-361,
2014 and partially in a chapter of the book Modeling of Carbon Nanotubes, Graphene and Their
Composites (K. I. Tserpes and N. Silvestre, Eds.), Springer Series in Materials Science, 2014,
vol. 188, 111 – 134.

2.1 Abstract
Effective utilization of single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) as reinforcements in
composites necessitates their strong interfacial bonding with the surrounding matrix. The
covalent functionalization of SWCNTs is an effective method to enhance this bonding. However,
covalent bonds introduced by a functional group may alter the pristine structure of the SWCNT
and affect its mechanical properties. Thus it is important to delineate effects of covalent
functionalization on elastic properties an SWCNT.

We study here effects of covalent

functionalization on Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio and shear modulus of an SWCNT in the
graphitic plane. We consider hydrogen (-H), hydroxyl (-OH), carboxyl (-COOH), and amine (NH2) as model functional groups in this work. We use molecular mechanics (MM) simulations
with the MM3 potential and the software TINKER to analyze simple tension and torsional
deformations of pristine and functionalized SWCNTs. As is commonly assumed, we hypothesize
that the response of an SWCNT to these deformations is the same as that of an energetically and
geometrically equivalent continuum cylinder of wall thickness 3.4 Å. From curves of the strain
energy density of deformation versus the axial strain and the shear strain for each
functionalization group, values of Young’s modulus and the shear modulus, respectively, are
deduced.

From results of the tension tests on a pristine and an SWCNT fully functionalized

with hydrogen (-H), Poisson’s ratio is computed. It is found that for each functional group
studied and 20% functionalization, Young’s modulus and the shear modulus decrease by about
34% and 43%, respectively, and Poisson’s ratio of the functionalized SWCNT is more than that
of the pristine SWCNT. These results should help in determining mechanical properties of
SWCNT reinforced nanocomposites by using a micromechanics approach.
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2.2 Introduction
Researchers have employed experimental, analytical, density functional theory (DFT),
molecular dynamics (MD) and molecular mechanics (MM) simulations to predict mechanical
properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs). Assuming that the wall thickness of a single-wall CNT
(SWCNT) can be approximated as 0.34 nm, Treacy et al. [1], Wong et al. [2], and Krishnan et
al. [3] experimentally determined that Young’s modulus of a CNT is in terapascal (TPa) range.
Xing et al. [4] employed MD simulations to predict Young’s modulus of an SWCNT. Li and
Chou [5] computed elastic properties of CNTs using combined structural mechanics and MM
approach. Chang and Gao [6] investigated size dependent elastic properties of SWCNTs through
MM simulations. Sears and Batra [7] determined the wall thickness, Young’s modulus, and
Poisson’s ratio of CNTs using MM simulation with the MM3 potential and the software
TINKER. They assumed that the responses of an SWCNT in simple tension and pure torsional
deformations are energetically equivalent to those of a thin cylinder made of an isotropic and
homogeneous material and of length, mean radius and thickness equal to those of the SWCNT.
They found the wall thickness and Young’s modulus of an SWCNT to be 0.046 nm and 7.26
TPa, respectively. Shen and Li [8] used MM potential and energy equivalent principle to
determine values of five elastic constants of a CNT assuming the CNT as a transversely isotropic
material with the centroidal axis of the tube as the axis of transverse isotropy. Batra and Sears [9]
proposed that the axis of transverse isotropy of a CNT is a radial line rather than the centroidal
axis. By studying with MM simulations radial expansion of an SWCNT, they showed that
Young’s modulus in the radial direction is about 1/4th of that in the axial direction. Gupta and
Batra [10, 11] predicted the material moduli of an SWCNT and the wall thickness of the
equivalent continuum cylinder by matching frequencies of bending, axial and torsional vibrations
as well as that of radial breathing modes of a free-free SWCNT with those of the equivalent
continuous cylinder. As pointed out, amongst others, by Gupta and Batra [10, 11], different
techniques give varying values for the wall thickness of an SWCNT. Wu et al. [12] developed
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an atomistic based finite deformation shell theory for an SWCNT and found its stiffness in
tension, bending, and torsion.
The SWCNTs due to their cylindrical shape, large length to diameter ratio, and high
specific properties are potential candidates as reinforcements in composites. However, the
effectiveness of SWCNTs as reinforcements depends on their uniform dispersion in and strong
adhesion with the surrounding matrix. It has been very challenging to simultaneously meet these
two requirements. The functionalization of SWCNTs appears to be an effective means of
achieving good bonding between SWCNTs and the surrounding matrix. The surface properties
of CNTs can be modified by either physical or chemical functionalization. The physical
functionalization is achieved by attaching noncovalent groups such as polymer, peptides or
surfactants to the nanotubes. It is advantageous since it does not alter the pristine structure of
nanotubes and hence their mechanical properties. However, these functional groups are attached
to nanotubes with weak van der Waals interactions resulting in low load transfer efficiency
between the nanotube and the matrix. In comparison, the chemical functionalization involving
the covalent attachment of functional groups to atoms of CNTs provides relatively strong
interfacial bonding between CNTs and the surrounding matrix thereby enhancing the load
transfer efficiency. Grujicic et al. [13] have shown that the covalent functionalization of triplewalled CNTs improves the load transfer efficiency especially when loads are applied in a
direction orthogonal to the CNT axis. Experimental works [14-18] have demonstrated the
effectiveness of covalent functionalization in increasing the interfacial bonding strength between
CNTs and polymer chains.
Although chemical functionalization enhances the binding of SWCNTs with the
surrounding matrix, it may damage their cylindrical shape due to the introduction of covalent
bonds, and reduce the average value of their moduli. Much of the research work on the
determination of elastic properties of SWCNTs has considered pristine SWCNTs. Since the
covalently functionalized SWCNTs would be better candidates for reinforcements in a composite
than the pristine SWCNTs, it is important to determine the effect of covalent functionalization on
elastic moduli of an SWCNT. Zhang et al. [19] used atomistic simulations to analyze mechanical
properties of hydrogenated SWCNTs and found a decrease in their Young’s modulus, strength,
and ductility with an increase in the percentage of C-H bonds. Kuang and He [20] computed
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Young’s moduli of vinyl functionalized SWCNTs using MM simulations with the condensephase optimized molecular potential for atomistic simulation studies (COMPASS) force field
and found that Young’s modulus depends on the density of the sp3 hybridized carbon atoms and
chirality of the CNTs. They found up to 33% reduction in Young’s modulus with 38% of carbon
atoms functionalized. Namilae et al. [21] found that for uniaxial tensile deformations of vinyl
functionalized SWCNTs the fracture strain decreased with an increase in the functionalization.
Ling et al. [22] predicted Young’s modulus of functionalized CNTs using MM and MD
simulations with the COMPASS force field and observed that Young’s modulus depends on the
functionalizing material and the amount of functionalization. Recently, Milowska and Majewski
[23] studied effect of different functional groups on elastic properties of functionalized CNTs
using DFT calculations. Their results showed that an increase in the amount of covalently bound
material to the wall of a CNT decreases Young’s, shear and bulk moduli.
An important factor in selecting a covalent group to functionalize an SWCNT is the
feasibility of chemical functionalization. Khare et al. [24] developed hydrogenated CNTs using
electric discharge. The oxygen containing groups such as hydroxyl (-OH) and carboxyl (-COOH)
can be bonded to the wall of a CNT by treating the CNT in an oxidizing environment such as a
mixture of concentrated H2SO4 and HNO3 or H2SO4 and H2O2 [25]. An advantage of these
groups is that they can be easily substituted by other functional groups allowing additional
modification of the CNTs [26-28]. Haddon et al. used the nanotube-bound carboxylic acid
groups for attaching long alkyl chains to SWCNTs via amide linkages [29-31] and via
carboxylate-ammonium salt ionic interactions [32]. Sun et al. showed that the esterification of
the carboxylic acid groups could also be used to functionalize and solubilize nanotubes of any
length [33-35]. Wilson et al. illustrated the use of anilines to functionalize nanotubes [36]. It is
also possible to synthesize amino functionalized CNTs by NH3 plasma treatment [37] or by
substitution of -F in fluorinated CNTs with diamines [38]. Noting that there are many
functionalizing agents, we limit ourselves to somewhat arbitrarily chosen four groups, namely, H, -OH, -COOH, and -NH2, and study their effects on modifying elastic moduli of an SWCNT
for varying percentage of functionalization. We use MM simulations and the freely available
software TINKER [39] to accomplish this objective. It is found that the elastic moduli of an
SWCNT decrease with an increase in the number of carbon atoms that are functionalized.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The MM3 potential and the virtual tests are
described in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we first show that our approach of functionalizing
carbon atoms gives results consistent with those obtained by other investigators. We then
deduce values of Young’s and shear moduli as a function of the number of carbon atoms
functionalized and the functionalizing agent.

Conclusions of this work are summarized in

Section 2.4.

2.3 Molecular mechanics simulations
2.3.1 Force-field
The MM3 potential [40] with higher order expansions and cross-terms has been used to
model interatomic interactions. This potential is suitable for studying deformations of CNTs
because of similarities between sp2 bonds in the hexagonal structure of CNTs and the hexagonal
structure of aromatic proteins for which the potential was originally developed. In this potential
the energy U of the system, given by Eq. (2.1), equals the sum of energies due to bonded and
non-bonded interactions. The contributions for bonded interactions come from bond stretching
(Us ), in-plane angle bending (U ), out of plane bending (U  ), torsion (U ), and cross-interactions

including stretch-bend (Us ), angle-angle (U ' ) and stretch-torsion (Us ). The non-bonded
interactions are van der Waals (UvdW ) and dipole-dipole electrostatic (U ' ) .
Us  71.94Ks (r  r0 )2 [1  2.55(r  r0 ) 

7
2.55(r  r0 ) 2 ]
12

U  0.0219K (  0 )2[1  0.014(  0 )  5.6(105 )(  0 )2  7.0(107 )(  0 )3  2.2(108 )(  0 )4 ]

U  0.0219K   2 [1  0.014  5.6(105 ) 2  7.0(107 )3  2.2(108 ) 4 ]
U  (V1 / 2)(1  cos )  (V2 / 2)(1  cos 2)  (V3 / 2)(1  cos3)

Us  2.511Ks[(r  r0 )  (r  r0 )](  0 )

U '  0.021914K ' (  0 )( ' 0' )
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Us  5.9975Ks (r  r0 )(1  cos3)

UvdW  [2.25(rv / r)6  1.84(105 ) exp{12.00(r / rv )}]
U ' 

14.3928[ '(cos   3cos  cos  ')]
R 3D

(a) Parameters r,  and  [7]

(2.1)

(b) Parameters involved in dipole-dipole interaction [45]

Fig. 2.1 Definitions of some variables in the MM3 potential
Parameters r,  and  in Eq. (2.1) are shown in Fig. 2.1(a). If an atom is bonded to three
other atoms, the angle between one of those bonds and the plane defined by those three adjacent
atoms is represented by  . Variables  and  appearing in U ' are two bond angles centered at
the same atom. Variables r and r  involved in Us are the lengths of two bonds which make
angle  between them. A subscript, 0, on a variable represents its value in the configuration of
the minimum potential energy for no external loads applied to the SWCNT.  and rv are
material parameters representing an energy scale factor and van der Waals’ distance,
respectively. As depicted in Fig. 2.1(b), variables  and  ' are bond centered dipole moments, 
is the angle between two dipoles,  and  ' are angles made by two dipoles with the line
connecting their centers, and R is the distance between their centers. Values of constants
Ks , K , K  , V1, V2 , V3 , , rv , Ks, Ks, K  ', and D given by Ponder [39, 40] are used in this

work.
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2.3.2 Modeling of functionalized SWCNTs
Functionalization of a zigzag (10, 0) finite length SWCNT of aspect ratio 12 is
considered as a model problem. The molecular structure of a functionalized SWCNT can be
obtained from topologies of the pristine SWCNT and the functional group. All simulations are
done with a cut-off distance of 9.5 Å and at zero Kelvin. First, the potential energy of the
SWCNT is minimized by using the steepest decent algorithm with the root mean square (rms)
gradient of 0.001 to obtain its relaxed configuration. The diameter and the length of the relaxed
tube are found to be 0.75 nm and 8.78 nm, respectively. The functional group is then positioned
adjacent to a carbon atom of the relaxed CNT and the potential energy of the structure is
minimized to obtain the relaxed configuration of the functionalized SWCNT. Note that the
introduction of covalent bonds at the functionalized sites alters the hybridization of the affected
carbon atoms from sp2 to sp3. The percentage of functionalization is defined as the ratio of the
number of carbon atoms to which atoms of a functional group are attached to the total number of
carbon atoms in the CNT. Four functional groups, namely hydrogen, hydroxyl, carboxyl, and
amine, have been studied. The carbon atoms to which a functional group is attached are
randomly selected but the same atoms are used for different functional groups for maintaining
consistency in numerical experiments. A few rings of carbon atoms near the two ends of the
CNT are not functionalized to maintain their circularity for applying boundary conditions.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2.2 Schematics of a carbon atom of the CNT attached with (a) hydrogen (-H), (b)
hydroxyl (-OH), (c) carboxyl (-COOH), and (d) amine (-NH2) groups

Figure 2.2 depicts schematics of the functional groups attached to a carbon atom of the
SWCNT. The atoms in white, red, and blue color represent hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen
atoms, respectively. It should be clear from sketches displayed in Fig. 2.2 that the covalent bond
between the carbon atom and a functional group pulls out the carbon atom radially resulting in
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the distortion of the CNT at the functional site. Because of this local deformtions, lengths of the
SWCNT between the two black vertical lines may be different for the same carbon atoms
functionalized with different goups. The SWCNTs functionalized with these groups are
schematically depicted in Fig. 2.3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 2.3 Schematics of a (10, 0) SWCNT having 20% of randomly selected carbon atoms
functionalized with (a) hydrogen (-H), (b) hydroxyl (-OH), (c) carboxyl (-COOH), and (d) amine
(-NH2) groups (Black vertical lines denote rings of carbon atoms where boundary conditions are
specified)
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2.3.3 Virtual tension/ compression and torsion tests
Carbon atoms at ends of the pristine and the functionalized SWCNTs are not saturated
which may lead to end effects during the virtual experiments. To mitigate these, boundary
conditions are applied on carbon atoms whose distance from an end face equals about one
diameter of the SWCNT. In numerical tension/ compression test of an SWCNT, carbon atoms
on a ring near one end of the CNT are fixed and axial tensile/compressive displacement
increments are applied to carbon atoms on the corresponding ring near the other end. After the
application of each displacement increment, the potential energy of the tube is minimized and the
strain energy of the deformed tube is computed by subtracting from it the potential energy of the
unstrained tube. The strain energy density is computed by dividing the strain energy by the
volume of the SWCNT which is taken equal to that of a continuum cylinder of length and
diameter equal to those of the relaxed SWCNT and thickness equal to 0.34 nm which is the
distance between adjacent layers of graphene sheets. The nanotubes are gradually deformed in
simple tension/compression to 2% axial strain. It can be observed from results depicted in Fig.
2.3 that the functionalization induces local deformations of the SWCNT at the functionalization
sites and the functionalized CNTs are not circular prismatic tubes. While computing the volume
of a functionalized CNT, the average diameter of first few rings of carbon atoms near the ends
(which are not attached to a functional group) is used. A polynomial function is fitted by the least
squares method through the (strain energy density, axial strain) data points. The first and the
second derivatives of the strain energy density with respect to the axial strain yield the
corresponding average axial stress and the average Young’s modulus, respectively. This
procedure is the same as that used by Sears and Batra [7] to find Young’s modulus of a pristine
SWCNT. Also, when a CNT is deformed in tension/compression, the circumferential strain is
developed in the CNT due to Poisson’s effect in the graphitic plane.

For infinitesimal

deformations, the negative of the ratio of the circumferential strain to the axial strain equals
Poisson’s ratio. Similarly, virtual torsional tests are conducted by applying rotational rather than
axial displacements to a ring of carbon atoms near one end. The first and the second derivatives
of the strain energy density with respect to the shear strain correspond to the average shear stress
and the average shear modulus of the SWCNT, respectively.
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We note that the afore-stated approach gives average values of the elastic moduli and
neglects local variations in the non-cylindrical shape of the functionalized SWCNT. However, it
provides useful information for developing micromechanical models of CNT-reinforced
polymeric composites. Except for functionalization with the -H group, all atoms of an SWCNT
cannot be functionalized because of the size of the group. The alternative approach of assigning
different thicknesses and elastic moduli to functionalized and un-functionalized carbon atoms
gives an inhomogeneous continuum structure whose deformations can only be analyzed by using
the 3-dimensional elasticity theory. We believe that such an approach is not warranted for
designing SWCNT-reinforced polymeric composites.

2.4 Numerical results
2.4.1 Validation of functionalization
In the relaxed configuration of the functionalized SWCNTs, the equilibrium bond length
between carbon atoms of the CNT and the adjoining atoms of the functional group, if present, is
computed. The C-H bond length in the hydrogen functionalized CNT is found to be 0.111 nm,
which agrees well with that (0.111 nm) in the modified orthogonal tight binding model [41] and
the 0.112 nm given by the DFT calculations [42]. Methanol (CH3OH), acetic acid (CH3COOH),
and amino methane (CH3NH2) are simple structures representing covalent bonds between a sp3
hybridized carbon and hydroxyl, carboxyl, and amine functional group, respectively. These
structures are generated by employing the simplified molecular-input line-entry system
(SMILES) [43, 44] which is used to describe the structure of a chemical molecule shown in Fig.
2.4.
In order to validate the functionalization of the SWCNTs with hydroxyl, carboxyl, and
amine groups, the bond angles and the bond lengths of the functional groups in the relaxed
configuration of the functionalized CNTs have been measured and compared in Tables 2.1
through 2.3 with those in methanol, acetic acid and amino methane. It is evident that there is
good agreement between the two sets of values.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.4 Structures of (a) methanol, (b) acetic acid, and (c) amino methane generated using
SMILES
Table 2.1 Values of geometric parameters in the hydroxyl group
Methanol
R-O-H angle (degrees)
108.13
R-O length (nm)
0.143
O-H length (nm)
0.095
3
R denotes sp hybridized carbon atom

CNT-OH
109.18
0.143
0.095

Table 2.2 Values of geometric parameters in the carboxyl group
Acetic acid
C-O-H angle (degrees)
107.39
R-C-O angle (degrees)
112.04
R-C=O angle (degrees)
126.04
C-O length (nm)
0.135
C=O length (nm)
0.120
O-H length (nm)
0.097
R-C length (nm)
0.150
R denotes sp3 hybridized carbon atom

CNT-COOH
107.6
111.89
126.27
0.135
0.121
0.097
0.153

Table 2.3 Values of geometric parameters in the amine group
Amino methane

CNT-NH2

H-N-H bond angle (degrees)

106.35

106.09

R-N-H bond angle (degrees)

112.35

113.29

Dihedral angle between two R-N-H planes

119.78

121.38

N-H bond length (nm)

0.101

0.101

0.146

0.146

R-N bond length (nm)
R denotes sp hybridized carbon atom
3
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2.4.2 Analysis of relaxed configurations
The potential energy of the system versus the number of iterations required in the steepest
descent method to minimize the potential energies of -H, -OH, -COOH and -NH2 functionalized
SWCNTs is plotted in Figs. 2.5(a) to 2.5(d), respectively. At the end of the minimization
process, the relaxed configurations of the CNTs are obtained. For each functional group, 200
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iterations suffice to minimize the potential energy of a functionalized SWCNT.
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Fig. 2.5 For different percentages of functionalization, potential energy vs. the number of
iterations during the minimization of the potential energies of the SWCNT functionalized with
(a) -H, (b) -OH, (c) -COOH, and (d) -NH2 groups

In Fig. 2.6 we have displayed potential energies of the functionalized CNTs in their
relaxed configuration and in Figs. 2.7(a) to 2.7(d) the contribution from each term of the MM3
potential to the total potential energies of -H, -OH, -COOH and -NH2 functionalized CNTs,
respectively. Note that potential energies plotted in Fig. 2.7 are normalized with respect to the
potential energy of the relaxed pristine CNT.
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COOH functionalized

NH2 functionalized
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Percentage of Functionalized Carbon Atoms

Fig. 2.6 Potential energies in the relaxed configuration of the SWCNT functionalized with (a)
-H, (b) -OH, (c) -COOH, and (d) -NH2 groups

Results presented in Fig. 2.6 indicate that the potential energy of the functionalized tube
in the relaxed configuration is less than that of the pristine CNT and the difference in the
potential energies of pristine and functionalized SWCNT increases with an increase in the
percentage of functionalized carbon atoms. Possible reasons for this include (i) the
functionalization breaks the pi-bond of the sp2 hybridized carbon atoms and changes the atom
type from alkene to the more stable alkane, and (ii) the functionalization reduces energies
associated with torsional and van der Waals components which together contribute to about 90%
of the total potential energy as depicted in Fig. 2.7. However, with the increase in the percentage
of functionalized carbon atoms, the increase in the potential energy due to van der Waals
interaction makes the potential energy curves in Fig. 2.6 non-monotonic. Only for the hydroxyl
and the amine groups, the dipole-dipole interactions contribute noticeably to the potential energy
of the system.
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Fig. 2.7 Individual energy components for the relaxed configurations of the SWCNT with 0, 5,
10, 15 and 20% of randomly selected carbon atoms functionalized with (a) hydrogen, (b)
hydroxyl, (c) carboxyl, and (d) amine
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2.4.3 Results of virtual experiments
In the calculation of Young’s modulus and the shear modulus, as stated above, the
thickness of both pristine and functionalized SWCNT is assumed to be 0.34 nm.
2.4.3.1 Young’s Modulus
The variation of the computed strain energy density with the axial strain for the pristine
SWCNT is shown in Fig. 2.8, and the third order polynomial fit to the data with the regression

Strain Energy Density (108) (J/m3)

coefficient of 1.0 is
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Fig. 2.8 Strain energy density of the pristine SWCNT vs. the axial strain computed using the
MM3 potential

Wv  7.46(1011 ) 3 5.03(1011 ) 2 5.62(105 ) 

(2.2)

where Wv is the strain energy density in J/m3 and  is the nominal axial strain. Thus,
expressions for the axial stress  and the modulus of elasticity E in Pa are
  2.24(1012 ) 2 1.01(1012 ) 5.62(105 )

(2.3)

E  4.48(1012 ) 1.01(1012 )

(2.4)
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The modulus of elasticity at zero axial strain equals 1.01 TPa. It compares well with that
reported in the literature [1-3]. Equation (2.4) suggests that E for an axially stretched SWCNT
decreases with an increase in the axial strain, and E for axially compressed SWCNT is higher
than that of the axially stretched SWCNT. For the hydrogen functionalized CNT, the strain
energy per atom versus the axial strain variation and the axial stress-axial strain curves for
different percentages of functionalization are shown in Figs. 2.9(a) and 2.9(b), respectively.
These plots reveal that the strain energy of deformation of the functionalized SWCNT is less
than that of the pristine SWCNT, and this difference increases with an increase in the number of
functionalized carbon atoms. The slope (hence the modulus of elasticity) of the axial stress-axial
strain curve for the functionalized tube is less than that of the pristine tube. Moreover the
modulus of elasticity decreases with an increase in the percentage of functionalization. This
reduction in the modulus of elasticity could be due to the non-uniformities in the nanotube
structure introduced by the functionalization that lead to localized deformation at the
functionalized sites. Similar results for hydroxyl, carboxyl, and amine groups are exhibited in
Figs. 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12, respectively. For axial compression up to 2% axial strain, we did not
see any sign of local buckling due to non-uniformities in the structure of the functionalized
SWCNT.
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Fig. 2.9 (a) Variation of the strain energy per atom with axial strain, and (b) tensile axial
stress-axial strain curves of -H functionalized SWCNT with the percentage of functionalization
varied from 5 to 20%
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Fig. 2.10 (a) Variation of the strain energy per atom with axial strain, and (b) tensile axial
stress-axial strain curves of -OH functionalized SWCNT with the percentage of functionalization
varied from 5 to 20%
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Fig. 2.11 (a) Variation of the strain energy per atom with axial strain, and (b) tensile axial
stress-axial strain curves of -COOH functionalized SWCNT with the percentage of
functionalization varied from 5 to 20%
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Fig. 2.12 (a) Variation of the strain energy per atom with axial strain, and (b) tensile axial
stress-axial strain curves of –NH2 functionalized SWCNT with the percentage of
functionalization varied from 5 to 20%

Values of Young’s modulus of the functionalized SWCNTs for different percentages of
functionalization listed in Table 2.4 suggest that they do not depend much upon the
functionalizing agent.
Table 2.4 Young’s modulus of the SWCNT functionalized with different groups
Young’s Modulus (TPa)
% of
functionalization
0
5
10
15
20

Hydrogen

Hydroxyl

Carboxyl

Amine

1.01
0.91
0.82
0.74
0.70

1.01
0.91
0.81
0.75
0.69

1.01
0.90
0.80
0.70
0.66

1.01
0.91
0.80
0.72
0.67

In Table 2.5, we have summarized similar results reported in the literature obtained using
various computational methods and force fields along with those from the present study. It is
clear that the present results agree with those of other researchers.
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Table 2.5 Summary of theoretical predictions of the reduction in Young’s modulus of SWCNTs with
covalent functionalization
Analysis
method

Potential/
Force field

CNT

Functional
group
-H
-OH

MM

MM3

5
10
5
10
5
10
5
10

Percentage
reduction in
Young's
modulus
10
18
10
20
11
21
10
21

10

6

20

12

Percentage of
functionalization

(10,0)
-COOH
-NH2

Reference

Present study

AFEM

2nd
generation
interatomic

(9,0)

-H

MM

COMPASS

(10,0)

-C2H3

8
21

16
31

[20]

(10,10)

-H
-OH
-COOH
-NH2

5
5
5
5

11
16
15
14

[22]

6
10
6
10
6
10

9
12
9
14
9
12

[23]

MD

COMPASS

-OH
DFT

-

(10,0)

-COOH
-NH2

[19]

In order to better understand the effect of functionalization on Young’s modulus, strain
energies of deformation in the tension tests of the pristine and the functionalized CNTs have
been obtained in terms of their bonded and non-bonded energy components. In Figs. 2.13(a) to
2.13(d) we have exhibited the contribution of different energy terms to the total strain energy of
deformation at 2% axial strain for hydrogen, hydroxyl, carboxyl, and amine functionalization,
respectively. These values have been normalized with respect to the strain energy of the pristine
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CNT. These results indicate that the functionalization mainly affects every component of the
strain energy, and the change in the strain energy of the functionalized SWCNT from that of the
pristine SWCNT is proportional to the number of functionalized carbon atoms.
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(d)
Fig. 2.13 Break down of the total strain energy of deformation (at 2% axial strain) into
individual energy components for (a) hydrogen, (b) hydroxyl, (c) carboxyl, and (d) amine
functionalized CNTs with percentage of functionalization varying from 0 to 20%
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Various components of the strain energy of the functionalized CNTs as a function of the
functionalizing material for 20% functionalization are plotted in Fig. 2.14. Although the strain
energy components have been found to be functions of the functionalizing material, the total
strain energy of deformation is nearly independent of the functionalizing agent as evident from
results plotted in the figure.
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Fig. 2.14 Break down of the total strain energy of tensile deformation into individual energy
components for the CNTs functionalized (20%) with different functional groups

2.4.3.2 Shear Modulus
The strain energy density of the pristine SWCNT vs. the shear strain applied in the
torsion test is plotted in Fig. 2.15. A third order polynomial fitted through these data with the
regression coefficient of 1.0 is

Wv  2.66(1010 )3  2.00(1011 ) 2  1.57(108 )

(2.5)

where  is the shear strain. Thus, expressions for the shear stress  and the shear modulus G in
Pa are
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  7.98(1010 ) 2  4.00(1011 )  1.57(108 )

(2.6)

G  1.60(1011 )  4.00(1011 )

(2.7)
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Fig. 2.15 Strain energy density of the pristine SWCNT vs. the shear strain computed using the
MM3 potential

The shear modulus at zero shear strain equals 0.4 TPa. The mean value of the shear
modulus of the functionalized CNT is calculated by assuming that the average cross-sectional
area is circular and is unchanged during functionalization. These values are listed in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6 Shear modulus of the SWCNT functionalized with different groups
Shear Modulus (TPa)
% of
functionalization
0
5
10
15
20

Hydrogen

Hydroxyl

Carboxyl

Amine

0.40
0.36
0.33
0.31
0.30

0.40
0.36
0.33
0.29
0.27

0.40
0.35
0.31
0.30
0.23

0.40
0.36
0.32
0.31
0.30
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As discussed in the subsection 2.2.3, the computed shear moduli of the functionalized
CNTs are the average values since the functionalized tubes do not have the same cross section
throughout the length. Values listed in Table 2.6 reveal that the shear modulus of the
functionalized CNT is less than that of the pristine CNT and the reduction is essentially the same
for each functional group. We have plotted in Figs. 2.16(a) to 2.16(d) the strain energy per atom

Strain Energy per Atom (1023) (J)

vs. the shear strain curves for -H, -OH, -COOH, and -NH2 functionalized SWCNTs, respectively.
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Fig. 2.16 Variation of the strain energy per atom with the shear strain for (a) hydrogen, (b)
hydroxyl, (c) carboxyl, and (d) amine functionalized CNTs with percentage of functionalization
varying from 0 to 20%

It can be observed from results exhibited in Fig. 2.16 that the strain energy of
deformation of the functionalized SWCNT is less than that of the pristine SWCNT. The
contribution from each term to the total strain energy (at 7% shear strain) for -H, -OH, -COOH,
and -NH2 functionalized SWCNTs, is presented in Fig. 2.17(a) to 2.17(d). Note that the energies
depicted in the figure are normalized with respect to the strain energy of shear deformation of the
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pristine CNT. These results suggest that every component of the strain energy is affected by the
functionalization and the difference in the strain energies of the pristine and the functionalized
SWCNT increases with an increase in the number of functionalized carbon atoms.
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Fig. 2.17 Break down of the total strain energy of deformation (at 7% shear strain) into
individual energy components for (a) hydrogen, (b) hydroxyl, (c) carboxyl, and (d) amine
functionalized CNTs with percentage of functionalization varying from 0 to 20%
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The strain energy of shear deformation as a function of the functionalizing material is
plotted in Fig. 2.18 for 20% functionalized SWCNTs. It is clear from these results that the strain
energy does not depend on the type of the functionalizing material.
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Fig. 2.18 Break down of the total strain energy of shear deformation into individual energy
components for the SWCNT functionalized (20%) with different functional groups

Table 2.7 Values of various parameters for the pristine SWCNT and the SWCNT functionalized with H group
Pristine CNT
Unstrained
Bond
lengths
Bond
angles

Dihedral
angles

Tensile
(2%)

When -H is attached to atom 1
Compressive
(2%)

Unstrained

Tensile
(2%)

Compressive
(2%)

1-2 length (nm)

0.135

0.135

0.134

0.151

0.152

0.150

1-3 length (nm)

0.135

0.135

0.134

0.15

0.151

0.151

2-3 length (nm)

0.135

0.137

0.132

0.152

0.153

0.150

4-1-3 angle (°)

120.32

121.15

119.51

112.55

113.94

110.94

4-1-2 angle (°)

120.32

121.15

119.51

116.6

118.49

115.06

3-1-2 angle (°)
Angle between 4-1-3
and 2-1-3 (°)
Angle between 4-1-2
and 3-1-2 (°)
Angle between 3-1-4
and 2-1-4 (°)

117.02

115.43

118.59

110.05

108.34

111.35

-162.56

-162.96

-162.13

-132.07

-134.35

-129.69

162.57

162.96

162.13

129.81

131.95

127.50

161.97

162.03

161.98

128.63

129.47

127.62
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Fig. 2.19 A portion of the pristine SWCNT
For the SWCNT functionalized with the -H group, we have summarized in Table 2.7
values of various parameters for the pristine and the functionalized tube. A typical portion of the
SWCNT is depicted in Fig. 2.19. It is clear from the values listed in the table that
functionalization significantly alters the bond angles but does not change the dihedral angles and
the bond length. For 2% axial straining of the SWCNT, the change in bond angles and bond
lengths for the pristine and the functionalized SWCNT is nearly the same. We note that the
dihedral angle between atoms a-c-d and b-c-d is the angle between the planes defined by atoms
{a, c, d} and {b, c, d}.

2.4.3.3 Results for five different randomly selected groups of carbon atoms
As stated before the functionalized carbon atoms are randomly selected. For the -H
group, we conducted numerical experiments in tension and torsion for five sets of 20% randomly
selected carbon atoms to which functional groups were attached. The average values of Young’s
modulus and the shear modulus listed in Table 2.8 differed from each other by less than 1%
implying that the selection of carbon atoms for functionalization has virtually no effect on the
mean value of the elastic moduli of functionalized SWCNT.

Table 2.8 Average values of E and G for five randomly selected groups of carbon atoms for 20% -H
functionalized SWCNTs
Sample
1

E (TPa)
0.70

G (TPa)
0.30

2
3

0.68
0.69

0.28
0.29

4
5

0.69
0.68

0.29
0.28

Standard deviation

0.01

0.01
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2.4.3.4 Poisson’s ratio of SWCNT fully functionalized with -H
Since the cross-section of a functionalized SWCNT varies from point to point, as should
be clear from the tubes plotted in Fig. 2.3, it is not possible to determine Poisson’s ratio from
results of the virtual tension test. However, if all atoms of an SWCNT are functionalized then the
cross-section will be uniform as shown in Fig. 2.20 and one can compute Poisson’s ratio.

Fig. 2.20 Schematics of a fully -H functionalized SWCNT (Black vertical lines denote rings of
carbon atoms where the boundary conditions are specified)
Here, carbon atoms between rings of the SWCNT on which boundary conditions are
specified have only been functionalized. Note that this method cannot be applied to find
Poisson’s ratio of an SWCNT functionalized fully by a carboxyl or amine group since the
distance between two farthest atoms in these groups is more than the C-C bond length of an
SWCNT which makes the functional groups attached to adjacent carbon atoms of the CNT
intersect.
Pristine SWCNT

Functionalized SWCNT

0.40

Poisson's Ratio

0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15

-0.020

-0.015

-0.010

0.10
-0.005 0.000 0.005
Axial Strain

0.010

0.015

0.020

Fig. 2.21 Poisson’s ratio vs axial strain curves for the pristine SWCNT and fully -H
functionalized SWCNT
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Poisson’s ratios of the pristine SWCNT and the fully functionalized SWCNT as a
function of the axial strain are plotted in Fig. 2.21. These plots suggest that for a given value of
the axial strain, Poisson’s ratio of the functionalized SWCNT is more than that of the pristine
SWCNT, and its values at zero strain are 0.19 and 0.34 for the pristine and the functionalized
SWCNT, respectively.
Values of Young’s modulus of the SWCNT functionalized with -H listed in Table 2.4
suggest that Young’s modulus decreases with an increase in the amount of functionalization.
However, the rate of reduction with respect to the amount of functionalization is not constant but
decreases with an increase in the amount of functionalization. For the SWCNT fully
functionalized with -H group, average values of Young’s modulus and the shear modulus were
found to be 0.39 and 0.18 TPa, respectively. For an isotropic linear elastic material, these values
of E and G give Poisson’s ratio equal to 1/12 which noticeably differs from the 0.34 obtained
from results of the MM simulations. The same calculation for the pristine SWCNT gives
Poisson’s ratio = 0.25 which is close to the 0.19 found via MM simulations. It suggests that
values of E and G for the functionalized SWCNT do not satisfy the relation, Poisson’s ratio =
(E/(2G) – 1.0) that is valid for isotropic linear elastic materials.
We note that not all deformations obtained through MM simulations can be correlated
with those from studying deformations of linear elastic, isotropic and homogeneous bodies of the
same shape as the SWCNT. For example, the saturation of frequencies of inextensional modes
of vibration of zigzag SWCNTs found with the MM simulations is not predicted by the linear
elasticity theory, e.g., see [47].
Even though results have been computed for one SWCNT, it can be concluded from
results summarized in Table 2.5 that elastic moduli of other SWCNTs will also decrease with an
increase in the amount of functionalization.

2.4.3.5 Remark
The presently computed reduction in elastic moduli of an SWCNT due to
functionalization provides a partial explanation of the discrepancy between theoretically
predicted and experimentally determined values of elastic moduli of SWCNT-reinforced
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polymeric composites. Other reasons include SWCNTs not uniformly distributed and properly
aligned in the composite.
Some results presented herein have appeared in the book chapter [46]. Other chapters in
the book discuss different aspects of nanomaterials and nanostructures.

2.5 Conclusions
The effect of covalent functionalization on average values of Young’s modulus, shear
modulus and Poisson’s ratio in the graphitic plane of an SWCNT has been studied. Most likely
due to localization of deformation at the functionalized sites, values of Young’s and the shear
moduli decrease with functionalization and the reduction is proportional to the percentage of
functionalization. For the four functional groups studied, the reduction in the moduli is
essentially the same and increases with an increase in the percentage of atoms to which
functional groups are attached. Approximately 34% and 43% reduction in the values of Young’s
modulus and the shear modulus of the pristine SWCNT occurs for 20% of functionalization.
However, the rate of decrease in the values of these moduli slows down with an increase in the
percentage of functionalized carbon atoms.

For example, for the SWCNT with all atoms

functionalized with hydrogen, the average values of Young’s modulus and the shear modulus
were found to be 0.39 and 0.18 TPa, respectively, and that for the pristine tube were 0.70 and
0.30 TPa, respectively. Poisson’s ratios of a pristine SWCNT and the SWCNT fully
functionalized with -H group have been found to be 0.19 and 0.34, respectively.
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Chapter 3 Elastic Moduli of Covalently Functionalized Single Layer
Graphene Sheets
The contents of this chapter have appeared in Computational Material Science, vol. 95, 637-650,
2014.

3.1 Abstract
Due to their flexibility, large surface area and high specific mechanical properties, single layer
graphene sheets (SLGSs) are potential candidates as filler materials for improving mechanical
properties of polymers. Their effective utilization as reinforcements requires strong interfacial
binding with the matrix surrounding them. The covalent functionalization of SLGSs is an
effective technique to enhance this binding. However, covalent bonds introduced by a functional
group usually alter the pristine structure of the SLGS that may affect its mechanical properties.
Thus it is important to delineate effects of covalent functionalization on elastic moduli of an
SLGS. We consider five groups of different polarities, namely, hydrogen (-H), hydroxyl (-OH),
carboxyl (-COOH), amine (-NH2), and fluorine (-F) as model functional groups and investigate
their effects on values of Young’s modulus and the shear modulus of the SLGS. We use
molecular mechanics (MM) simulations with the MM3 potential and the software TINKER to
conduct the study. The pristine and the functionalized SLGSs are deformed in simple tension and
simple shear, and from curves of the strain energy density of deformation versus the axial strain
and the shear strain, values of Young’s modulus and the shear modulus, respectively, are
derived. These values are based on the hypothesis that the response of an SLGS is the same as
that of an energetically and geometrically equivalent continuum structure of wall thickness 3.4
Å. It is found that functionalization reduces the elastic moduli of the SLGSs which could be due
to nearly 120% local strains induced at the functionalized sites of relaxed but unloaded SLGS,
and the change in hybridization from sp2 to sp3. The decrease in the value of the modulus
increases with an increase in the amount of functionalization but is essentially independent of the
functionalizing agent. For 10% functionalization, Young’s modulus and the shear modulus of the
SLGS are found to decrease by about 73% and 42%, respectively. However, the moduli of a
fully functionalized SLGS are about the same as those of a 4% functionalized sheet. Even though
the moduli of the pristine armchair and zigzag SLGSs are the same, the moduli of functionalized
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armchair SLGSs are about 20% less than those of the corresponding zigzag SLGSs. The work
will help material scientists interested in designing graphene sheet reinforced polymeric
composites.

Keywords: Single layer graphene sheet, Young’s modulus, Shear modulus, Covalent
functionalization, Molecular mechanics

3.2 Introduction
A great deal of research has been devoted to investigating mechanical properties of a
single layer graphene sheet (SLGS) in the last two decades. Methods used to find values of
elastic moduli include ab initio calculations, density functional theory (DFT), molecular
mechanics (MM) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, continuum theories, and
experimental techniques. Many of these approaches hypothesize that the response of an SLGS to
an applied load is the same as that of an energetically and geometrically equivalent continuum
structure (ECS). Since an SLGS is only an atom thick, it is a challenging task to find the wall
thickness of the ECS. In Table 3.1 we have summarized values of Young’s modulus, E, basal
plane stiffness, K, Poisson’s ratio, , and wall thickness, t, obtained by various investigators
using different techniques. Here, K, E and t are related by K  Et . We note that of the results
reported in Table 3.1, Kudin et al. [3] and Gupta and Batra [12] have found values of the wall
thickness to be 0.893 and 1 Å, respectively. Neek-Amal and Peeters [13] assumed it to be 1 Å
and other researchers have taken it to equal 3.4 Å, which is the interlayer separation distance in
bulk graphite.
Due to their high elastic moduli and large surface area (theoretical limit = 2630 m2/g)
[16], SLGSs are desirable reinforcing materials for improving mechanical properties of polymer
based composites. However, in order to effectively utilize SLGSs as reinforcements, it is
necessary to achieve their strong interfacial binding with the surrounding matrix. Chemical
functionalization involving covalent bonding of functional groups to carbon atoms of the SLGS
is an effective method to enhance this binding. However, the introduction of covalent bonds by
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functional groups alters the pristine structure of the SLGS that may degrade its mechanical
properties. Hence, it is important to determine the effect of covalent functionalization on elastic
moduli of SLGSs.
Table 3.1 Values of E, K, ν and t for an SLGS reported in the literature
ν

t (Å)

0.186
0.149

3.4
3.4
0.894

Author(s)

Method/Potential

K (N/m)

E (TPa)

van Lier et al. [1]
Liu et al. [2]
Kudin et al. [3]

Ab initio
Ab initio
Ab initio

~377
~357
345

1.1
1.05
3.86

Brenner's 1st generation

236

0.412

Brenner's 2nd generation

243

0.397

~420
323
358
340±50

1.24

~227
~276
312

0.669
0.812

0.416
0.465
0.31

3.4
3.4

Cadelano et al. [10]

DFT
DFT
DFT
Nano-indentation (experimental)
Tersoff-Brenner
-along zigzag
-along armchair
Tight binding atomistic simulations

Jiang et al. [11]

MD with Brenner's 2nd generation potential

318-369

0.95-1.1

0.17

3.35

Gupta and Batra [12]
Neek-Amal and Peeters [13]
Neek-Amal and Peeters [14]

MM with MM3 potential
MD with Brenner's bond-order potential
MD with Brenner's bond-order potential

340

3.4
1.3±0.07
0.49-0.63

0.21

1
1
3.35

Lajevardipour et al. [15]

Monte Carlo with the valence force field model
of Perebeinos and Tersoff

Arroyo and Belytschko [4]
Konstantinova et al. [5]
Faccio et al. [6]
Klintenberg et al. [7]
Lee et al. [8]
Reddy et al. [9]

164-211

3.4
0.18

350.42±3.15

Pei et al. [17, 18] investigated mechanical properties of hydrogen (-H) and methyl (-CH3)
functionalized SLGSs using MD simulations with the adaptive intermolecular reactive bond
order (AIREBO) potential. They found that Young’s modulus of the SLGS decreased by 30%
and the tensile strength and the fracture strain dropped by 65% when all atoms of the SLGS were
functionalized with hydrogen. For 30% atoms of the SLGS functionalized with the methyl group,
the elastic modulus, the tensile strength and the fracture strain were found to decrease by 18%,
43% and 47%, respectively. Zheng et al. [19] used MM and MD simulations and the condensed
phase optimized molecular potential for atomistic simulation studies (COMPASS) force field to
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investigate the effect of chemical functionalization on mechanical properties of an SLGS at 1 K.
They found 42.2% reduction in Young’s modulus with 16% functionalization with the carboxyl
(-COOH) group, and ~41.5% drop in the shear modulus with 7.5% functionalization with the
hydroxyl group. Kheirkhah et al. [20] used MD simulations with the AIREBO potential to study
shear deformations of -H functionalized SLGSs at 300 K, and found that the shear modulus of
the SLGS gradually decreased with an increase in the functionalization to 50% with hydrogen.
The polarity of a functional group covalently bonded to carbon atoms of the SLGS is an
important factor in determining binding between the two, and with a matrix material. Here we
consider five groups of different polarities, namely, hydrogen (-H), hydroxyl (-OH), carboxyl (COOH), amine (-NH2), and fluorine (-F) as model functional groups and determine their effects
on elastic moduli of SLGSs for varying percentage of functionalization. We employ MM
simulations with the MM3 potential and the freely available software TINKER [21] to perform
the study.

3.3 Molecular Mechanics Simulations
3.3.1 Force-field
As in our previous work on single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) [22] and on SLGSs
by Gupta and Batra [12], we use the MM3 potential [23] with higher order expansions and crossterms to model interatomic interactions. We note that the basal plane stiffness of 340 N/m found
using the MM3 potential agrees with that found experimentally [24]. This potential, given by Eq.
(3.1), is suitable for studying deformations of an SLGS because of similarities between sp2 bonds
in the hexagonal structure of graphene and the hexagonal structure of aromatic proteins for
which the potential was originally developed. For this potential the energy of the system equals
the sum of energies due to bonded and non-bonded interactions. The contributions for bonded
interactions come from bond stretching (Us ), in-plane angle bending (U ), out-of-plane bending
(U  ), torsion (U ), and cross-interactions including stretch-bend (Us ), angle-angle (U ' ) and

stretch-torsion (Us ). The non-bonded interactions are van der Waals (UvdW ) and dipole-dipole
electrostatic (U ' ) .
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Us  71.94Ks (r  r0 )2 [1  2.55(r  r0 ) 

7
(2.55(r  r0 ) 2 )]
12

U  0.0219K (  0 )2[1  0.014(  0 )  5.6(105 )(  0 )2  7.0(107 )(  0 )3  2.2(108 )(  0 )4 ]
U  0.0219K   2 [1  0.014  5.6(105 ) 2  7.0(107 )3  2.2(108 ) 4 ]
U  (V1 / 2)(1  cos )  (V2 / 2)(1  cos 2)  (V3 / 2)(1  cos3)

Us  2.511Ks[(r  r0 )  (r  r0 )](  0 )

U '  0.021914K ' (  0 )( ' 0' )
Us  5.9975Ks (r  r0 )(1  cos3)

UvdW  [2.25(rv / r)6  1.84(105 )exp{12.00(r / rv )}]
U 

14.3928[(cos   3cos  cos )]
R 3D

(a) Parameters r, ,  and  [12];

(3.1)

(b) parameters in dipole-dipole interaction [22]

Fig. 3.1 Definitions of some variables in the MM3 potential
Parameters r, ,  and  in Eq. (3.1) are shown in Fig. 3.1(a). Variables  and 
appearing in U ' are two bond angles centered at the same atom. If an atom is bonded to three
other atoms, the angle between one of the bonds and the plane defined by the three adjacent
atoms is represented by  . Variables r and r  in the expression for Us equal lengths of the two
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bonds which make angle  between them. A subscript, 0, on a variable represents its value in
the configuration of the minimum potential energy with no external loads applied to the SLGS.
Material parameters  and rv represent an energy scale factor and the van der Waals distance,
respectively. As depicted in Fig. 3.1(b), variables  and  are bond centered dipole moments,

 is the angle between two dipoles,  and  are angles made by two dipoles with the line
connecting their centers, and R is the distance between their centers. Values of constants
Ks , K , K  , V1 , V2 , V3 , , rv , Ks , Ks , K ' , and D given by Ponder [21] are used in this

work.

3.3.2 Modeling of functionalized SLGSs
Functionalization of a finite zigzag SLGS of size 50 Å x 50 Å is considered as a model
problem. The molecular structure of a functionalized SLGS is obtained from topologies of the
pristine SLGS and the functional group. All simulations are done with a cut-off distance of 9.5 Å
and at zero Kelvin. First, the potential energy of the SLGS is minimized by using the steepest
decent algorithm with the root mean square (rms) gradient of 0.001 kcal/mol/Å to obtain its
relaxed configuration. The size of the relaxed sheet is found to be 47.10 Å x 47.75 Å. The
functional group is then positioned adjacent to a carbon atom of the relaxed SLGS and the
potential energy of the structure is minimized to obtain the relaxed configuration of the
functionalized SLGS. We note that the introduction of covalent bonds at the functionalized sites
alters the hybridization of the affected carbon atoms from sp2 to sp3.
Five functional groups, namely, hydrogen, hydroxyl, carboxyl, amine, and fluorine are
considered. We analyze deformations of SLGSs functionalized with each of these functional
groups with the amount of functionalization varied from 0 to 10%. The percentage of
functionalization is defined as the ratio of the number of carbon atoms to which atoms of a
functional group are attached to the total number of carbon atoms in the SLGS. Thus zero
percentage of functionalization represents the pristine SLGS. We also study hybrid
functionalized SLGSs in which equal number of carbon atoms are functionalized with hydrogen
and carboxyl groups.
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The carbon atoms to which a functional group is attached are randomly selected.
However, the same set of atoms, except for the fluorine group, is used for different functional
groups to maintain consistency in numerical experiments. For an SLGS functionalized with
fluorine, we could not bond fluorine atoms to two carbon atoms which are either bonded together
(which makes distance between two F atoms, dF-F = 1.34 Å) or are bonded to a common carbon
atom (which corresponds to dF-F = 2.33 Å). However, we could functionalize all carbon atoms of
the SLGS with fluorine by having covalently bonds pointing upwards and downwards on
alternate carbon atoms (see Fig. 3.4). Lee et al. [25], using DFT, found that when two fluorine
atoms in a functionalized SLGS come closer than 2.892 Å, the relative energy of graphene-F2
becomes very high that makes C-F bonding less favorable. However, they could obtain stable
configuration of 100% fluorinated graphene which is consistent with the work of Johns and
Hersam [26]. We also study SLGSs fully (100%) functionalized with hydrogen and hydroxyl
groups. We could not fully functionalize SLGSs with either carboxyl or amine groups since the
distance between two farthest atoms in these groups is larger than the C-C bond length in the
SLGS.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 3.2 Schematics of a carbon atom of the graphene attached with (a) hydrogen (-H), (b)
hydroxyl (-OH), (c) carboxyl (-COOH), (d) amine (-NH2), and (e) fluorine (-F) groups
Figure 3.2 depicts schematics of the functional groups covalently bonded to a carbon

atom of the SLGS. Unless otherwise mentioned, atoms in green, navy, olive, blue, and pink color
represent carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, and fluorine, respectively. These configurations
reveal that the covalent bond between the carbon atom and a functional group pulls the carbon
atom out of the plane of the SLGS resulting in the distortion at the functionalized site. Figures
3.3(a) through 3.3(f) exhibit schematics of SLGSs 2% functionalized with hydrogen, hydroxyl,
carboxyl, amine, fluorine, and hybrid (hydrogen and carboxyl), respectively. In Fig. 3.4 we have
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depiced schematics of an SLGS 100% functionalized with the fluroine group; similar sketches
for the SLGSs 100% functionalized with -H and -OH groups are not shown. In the 100%
functionalized SLGSs alternate carbon atoms have a functional group cavalently bonded to them
pointing upwards and downwards. We note that the relaxed (or equilibrated) SLGSs partially
functionalized with any of these five groups are not flat. However, the mid-surface of the 100%
functionalized SLGS is indeed flat.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)

(f)
Fig. 3.3 Schematic sketches of SLGSs with 2% atoms functionalized with (a) -H, (b) -OH, (c)
-COOH (d) -NH2, (e) -F, and (f) hybrid groups

Fig. 3.4 Schematic sketch of an SLGS having all atoms functionalized with the -F group

3.3.3 Virtual tension/ compression and shear tests
Boundary conditions on SLGSs are applied on carbon atoms one row away from the ends
in order to mitigate effects of unsaturated ends. In Figs. 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) we have shown
displacements applied on carbon atoms at the right edge of the SLGS for simulating virtual
tension and shear tests, respectively. The X- and the Y- coordinate axes are oriented along the
zigzag and the armchair directions, respectively. In numerical tension/compression tests, carbon
atoms on a row near one end of the SLGS are fixed and incremental axial displacements are
applied to carbon atoms on the corresponding row near the other end as depicted in Fig. 3.5(a).
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After each displacement increment, the potential energy of the sheet is minimized and the strain
energy of the deformed sheet is computed by subtracting from it the potential energy of the
unstrained sheet. The strain energy density is computed by dividing the strain energy by the
volume of the SLGS which is taken equal to that of the ECS of in-plane area equal to the
undeformed but relaxed SLGS and thickness equal to 3.4 Å which is the interlayer separation in
bulk graphite. We note that when the SLGS is functionalized, its in-plane area changes and the
functionalized SLGS is not a perfect rectangle. In Table 3.2, we have listed the average length, a,
and the average width, b, of each functionalized sheet which are used to calculate the in-plane
area of the sheet.
Table 3.2 Average length and average width of functionalized SLGS in their relaxed configurations
Hydrogen

Hydroxyl

Carboxyl

Amine

Fluorine

Hybrid

%
Functionalization

a (Å)

b (Å)

a (Å)

b (Å)

a (Å)

b (Å)

a (Å)

b (Å)

a (Å)

b (Å)

a (Å)

b (Å)

2
4
6
8
10

45.89
46.00
46.08
46.15
46.12

45.56
45.71
45.82
45.78
45.65

45.88
45.98
46.05
46.12
46.04

45.55
45.70
45.80
45.76
45.59

45.86
45.95
45.99
46.01
45.93

45.54
45.68
45.73
45.63
45.37

45.86
45.95
45.99
46.03
45.95

45.53
45.66
45.73
45.65
45.43

45.86
45.96
45.99
46.09
46.06

45.54
45.65
45.79
45.73
45.69

45.88
45.98
46.04
46.11
46.08

45.55
45.69
45.79
45.75
45.72

100

49.66 48.02

-

-

-

-

-

-

51.84 50.88

49.62 49.29

A polynomial is fitted by the least squares method to the data points (strain energy
density, axial strain). The first and the second derivatives of the strain energy density with
respect to the axial strain yield the corresponding average axial stress and the average Young’s
modulus, respectively. This procedure is the same as that used by Gupta and Batra [12] and by
Sears and Batra [27] to find Young’s modulus of an SGLS and an SWCNT, respectively.
Furthermore, when axial tensile/compressive strain is applied to the SLGS, transverse strain is
developed in the sheet due to Poisson’s effect. For infinitesimal deformations, the negative of the
ratio of the transverse strain (away from the fixed left edge) to the axial strain equals Poisson’s
ratio. Similarly, the SLGSs are deformed in simple shear by applying tangential displacements
rather than axial displacements as shown in Fig. 3.5(b) and the average shear modulus is
computed as the second derivative of the strain energy of shear deformation with respect to the
shear strain. The shapes of the pristine SLGS deformed in tension and shear are displayed in
Figs. 3.5(a’) and 3.5(b’), respectively.
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(a’)

(a)

(b)

(b’)

Fig. 3.5 For a zigzag SLGS, depiction of boundary conditions for (a) virtual tension test and
(b) virtual shear test. Shapes of the SLGS deformed in tension and shear are shown in Figs. (a’)
and (b’) respectively. The black line near the left edge shows the row of fixed atoms and the red
line near the right edge shows the row of atoms to which displacements are applied. Structures in
green and blue colors correspond to unstrained and strained SLGSs, respectively.
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3.4 Results
3.4.1 Validation of functionalization
In the relaxed configuration of the functionalized SLGS, the equilibrium bond length
between carbon atoms of the graphene and the adjoining atoms of the functional group, if
present, is computed. In Fig. 3.6 we have displayed a typical portion of the SLGS. When a
hydrogen atom is attached to atom 1 in the Fig., the resulting bond lengths and bond angles are
summarized in Table 3.3. We note that the torsion angle between atoms a–c–d and b–c–d is the
angle between the planes defined by atoms {a, c, d} and {b, c, d} and the H-C-C is the angle H1-3.

Fig. 3.6 A portion of the pristine SLGS

Table 3.3 Values of various parameters for the pristine SLGS and a functionalized SLGS

Bond Lengths (Å)

Bond Angles (°)

Torsion Angles (°)

1-2 Length
1-3 Length
2-3 Length
C-H Length

Pristine SLGS
1.34
1.35
1.35
-

-H functionalized SLGS
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.12

4-1-3 Angle
4-1-2 Angle
3-1-2 Angle
H-C-C Angle

119.91
120
120
-

112.35
112.21
112.22
106.67

Angle between 4-1-3 and 2-1-3
Angle between 4-1-2 and 3-1-2

-180
-180

-127.42
127.39

Angle between 3-1-4 and 2-1-4

-180

127.37
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The C-C length, 1.49 Å reported in Table 3.3 agrees well with 1.493 Å [28], and the C-H
length, 1.12 Å listed in Table 3.3 compares well with 1.125 Å [28] and 1.13 Å [29] obtained with
DFT calculations. Dzhurakhalov and Peeters [30] studied hydrogenation of a SLGS using the
second generation reactive empirical bond order Brenner inter-atomic potential. They found C-C
and C-H lengths to be 1.52 Å and 1.09 Å, respectively, and H-C-C and C-C-C angles to be
107.2º and 111.6º, respectively, which are comparable with those reported in Table 3.3.
The C-F bond length in the 100% fluorine functionalized SLGS at 0 K is found to be 1.37
Å, which compares well with 1.36-1.37 Å given by ab-initio calculations [31] and 1.41 Å [32],
and 1.40 Å [33] given by the reactive force field (ReaxFF) potential at the room temperature.
Also, the C-C bond length in this fluorinated sheet at 0 K is found to be 1.51 Å compared to 1.58
Å given by ReaxFF potential [32] at room temperature.
Methanol (CH3OH), acetic acid (CH3COOH), and amino methane (CH3NH2) are simple
structures representing covalent bonds between a sp3 hybridized carbon and hydroxyl, carboxyl,
and amine functional groups, respectively. These structures are generated by using the simplified
molecular-input line-entry system (SMILES) [34, 35] which is used to describe the structure of a
chemical molecule shown in Fig. 3.7.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3.7 Structures of (a) methanol, (b) acetic acid, and (c) amino methane generated using
SMILES
In order to validate the functionalization of the SLGS with hydroxyl, carboxyl, and amine
groups, the bond angles and the bond lengths of the functional groups in the relaxed
configuration of the functionalized SLGSs have been measured and compared in Tables 3.4
through 3.6 with those in methanol, acetic acid and amino methane. It is evident that there is
good agreement between the two sets of values.
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Table 3.4 Values of geometric parameters in the hydroxyl group
Methanol

-OH functionalized SLGS

R-O-H angle (°)
108.13
R-O length (Å)
1.43
O-H length (Å)
0.95
R denotes sp3 hybridized carbon atom

109.42
1.43
0.95

Table 3.5 Values of geometric parameters in the carboxyl group
Acetic acid
C-O-H angle (°)
107.39
R-C-O angle (°)
112.04
R-C=O angle (°)
126.04
C-O length (Å)
1.35
C=O length (Å)
1.20
O-H length (Å)
0.97
R-C length (Å)
1.50
R denotes sp3 hybridized carbon atom

-COOH functionalized SLGS
108.02
112.70
126.28
1.35
1.21
0.97
1.55

Table 3.6 Values of geometric parameters in the amine group
Amino methane

-NH2 functionalized SLGS

H-N-H bond angle (°)

106.35

106.35

R-N-H bond angle (°)

112.35

113.45

Dihedral angle between two R-N-H planes

119.78

121.64

N-H bond length (Å)

1.01

1.02

1.46

1.46

R-N bond length (Å)
R denotes sp3 hybridized carbon atom

3.4.2 Potential energies of functionalized SLGSs
In Fig. 3.8 we have plotted potential energies of the functionalized SLGSs in their relaxed
configuration as a function of the amount of functionalization. These plots reveal that the
potential energy of the functionalized SLGS monotonically increases with the amount of
functionalization. We have shown in Figs. 3.9(a) through 3.9(f) the contribution from each term
of the MM3 potential to the total potential energies of -H, -OH, -COOH, -NH2, -F, and hybrid
functionalized SLGSs, respectively.
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Hydrogen
Amine

Hydroxyl
Fluorine

Carboxyl
Hybrid

Potential Energy (kcal/mol)

2500
2000

1500
1000
500
0
0

2

-500

4

6

8

10

Percentage of Functionalization

Fig. 3.8 Potential energies in the relaxed configuration of SLGS vs. the percentage of
functionalization with (a) -H, (b) -OH, (c) -COOH, (d) -NH2, (e) -F and (f) hybrid groups
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Fig. 3.9 For 0, 2, …, 10 % functionalization, individual energy components for the relaxed
configurations of (a) -H, (b) -OH, (c) -COOH, (d) -NH2, (e) -F and (f) hybrid functionalized
SLGSs

Results presented in Figs. 3.9(a) through 3.9(f) indicate that the functionalization
influences energies due to bond stretching, angle bending, torsion and van der Waals
interactions. Only for the SLGS functionalized with hydroxyl, carboxyl, and amine groups, the
dipole-dipole interactions contribute noticeably to the potential energy of the system. The
functionalization alters bond lengths, bond angles and torsion angles as evidenced by values
listed in Table 3.3. These increase energies due to bond stretching, angle bending and torsion
energy components, as illustrated, respectively, by their values depicted in Fig. 3.9.

3.4.3 Local strains due to functionalization
The configurations depicted in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 indicate that the functionalization
deforms the SLGS by pulling the affected carbon atom out of the plane which may introduce
high local strains in the SLGS at the functionalized sites. We determine these local strains by
assuming that the SLGS can be regarded as a continuum structure. First we compute
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displacements (u, v, w) of all carbon atoms of the SLGS from their coordinates (x, y, z) in the
relaxed functionalized and (X, Y, Z) in the relaxed pristine configurations from the relations

u  x  X, v  y  Y, w  z  Z

(3.2)

Note that the relaxed pristine SLGS is flat at 0 K, hence Z-coordinates of all carbon
atoms are zero. Next, we use in-built functions in MATLAB to interpolate displacements at a
point in the continuum sheet and compute the displacement gradients at various points. From
values of the displacement gradients, we find in-plane components of the Green- St. Venant
strain tensor, E, from the following equations [36]:

Eij 

1  u i u j u k u k 



 (i , j  1, 2; k  1, 2, 3)
2  X j Xi Xi X j 

(3.3)

Unless mentioned otherwise, (u1 , u 2 , u 3 ) represent (u , v, w) . In Eq. (3.3), (X1 , X2 )
correspond to (X , Y) and E11 , E22 , E12 represent E xx , E yy , E xy , respectively. Furthermore, the
repeated index k implies summation over its range, 1, 2, and 3. In Fig. 3.10 we have exhibited
fringe plots of Exx, Eyy and Exy in the SLGS 2% functionalized with -H group; that for the –OH
group is similar to the one for the -H group. The coordinate axes have been normalized with their
lengths a = 47.10 Å and b = 47.75 Å in the relaxed configuration of the pristine SLGS. These
plots suggest that the magnitude of the local axial strain, Exx or Eyy, at the functionalized sites of
both sheets is about 0.14 even when the potential energy of the functionalized SLGS has been
minimized. The maximum in-plane shear strain, Exy, equals about 0.06. Similar results are
obtained for the SLGS functionalized with other functional groups but are omitted for the sake of
the brevity. We note that since the plane of the SLGS is defined by Z=0, we cannot obtain
transverse components of the Green- St. Venant strain tensor, E. However, we can obtain all six
components of the Almansi-Hamel strain tensor,  , from the following equations since the zcoordinates of carbon atoms are nonzero in the functionalized or the current configuration [36].

ij 

1  u i u j u k u k 



 (i , j, k  1, 2, 3)
2  x j x i x i x j 
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(3.4)

In Eq. (3.4), (x1 , x 2 , x3 ) correspond to (x , y , z) and 11 , 22 , 33 , 12 , 13 , 23 represent

xx , yy , zz , xy , xz , yz , respectively.
The maximum values of components of the Almansi-Hamel strain tensor in 2% -H and OH functionalized SLGSs, listed in Table 3.7, indicate that functionalization can induce very
high (~120%) values of the transverse normal and the transverse shear strains. We note that of all
six components of Almansi-Hamel strain tensor at a point, transverse normal strain is dominant.
From the components of Almansi-Hamel strain tensor, we calculate the effective strain, e [36]
using Eq. (3.5). The values of the effective strain in 2% -H and -OH functionalized sheets as
reported in Table 3.7 are found to be more than 200%.

e 



3 2
xx  2yy  2zz  22xy  22xz  22yz
2



(3.5)

The sheets may rupture during the functionalization process due to such high local strains
induced in them. However, no failure criteria are included in our work.
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Fig. 3.10 Components of the Green-St. Venant strain tensor (a) E xx , (b) E yy , and (c) E xy in
the SLGS 2% functionalized with the -H group
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Table 3.7 Maximum values of components of the Almansi-Hamel strain tensor in SLGS 2%
functionalized with -H and -OH groups
Maximum values of strain
components

-H

-OH

xx
yy

0.10

0.09

0.10

0.09

zz
xy

1.28

1.16

0.05

0.06

xz
yz

0.93

0.90

0.56

0.79

e

2.28

2.15

For elastic deformations stresses at a point are unique functions of strains at that point.
Thus stresses at points of high strains will also have high values. Namilae et al. [37] computed
stresses at the sites of functionalized atoms in their molecular dynamics simulations of
functionalized SWCNTs. We note that the computation of stresses usually (e.g. by the Hardy
method [38]) requires averaging over a small domain that can smear out their values. Hardy’s
method requires averaging over a sphere centered at the point of interest in the current
configuration, and thus cannot be easily adapted to the current situation because of the scarcity of
atoms in the sphere with the center at the functionalized carbon atom.
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Fig. 3.11 Strain energy of deformation (kcal/mol) of the SLGS due to (a) 2%, and (b) 10% of H functionalization

Another measure of deformations of the SLGS due to functionalization is the strain
energy of deformation. In Fig. 3.11(a) and 3.11(b) we have depicted fringe plots of the strain
energy of the SLGS in kcal/mol due to 2% and 10% of hydrogen functionalization, respectively.
We note that the scales used in the two figures are different. The maximum strain energy in the
10% hydrogen functionalized SLGS is about twice of that in the 2% hydrogen functionalized
SLGS.

3.4.4 Results of virtual experiments
The pristine and functionalized zigzag SLGSs are deformed in tension/compression and
shear and values of the elastic moduli are deduced by the method described in section 3.3.3.

3.4.4.1 Pristine SLGS
The variation of the computed strain energy density with the axial strain for the pristine
SLGS is shown in Fig. 3.12.
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Fig. 3.12 Strain energy density of the pristine SLGS vs. the axial strain computed using the
MM3 potential

The third order polynomial fit to the data with the regression coefficient of 1.0 is
Wv  7.53(1011 ) 3 5.22(1011 ) 2 1.04(106 ) 

(3.6)

where Wv is the strain energy density in J/m3 and  is the nominal axial strain. Thus,
expressions for the axial stress  and the modulus of elasticity, E , in Pa are
  2.26(1012 ) 2 1.04(1012 ) 1.04(106 )

(3.7)

E  4.52(1012 ) 1.04(1012 )

(3.8)

Young’s modulus, E, at zero strain is 1.04 TPa which corresponds to the basal plane
stiffness, K, of 353.6 N/m. This value of E or K compares well with the range of values reported
in Table 1.1 obtained using various methods. Equation (3.8) indicates that E for an axially
stretched SLGS decreases with an increase in the axial strain. Furthermore, for the same value of
the axial strain, E is lower for the axially stretched sheet than that of an axially compressed
SLGS. Furthermore, from results of the tension/compression tests, the computed variation of
Poisson’s ratio (or function) with the axial strain plotted in Fig. 3.13 shows that Poisson’s ratio at
zero strain equals 0.19. This value of Poisson’s ratio agrees well with 0.186 given by ab initio
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calculations [2], 0.18 given by DFT calculations [6] and 0.21 given by MM simulations [12].
Poisson’s ratio slowly decreases with an increase in the axial strain.
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Fig. 3.13 Poisson’s ratio vs axial strain for the pristine SLGS

In Fig. 3.14 we have illustrated the strain energy density vs. the shear strain for the
pristine SLGS.

The third order polynomial fitted through data points with the regression

coefficient of 1.0 is
Wv  4.67(109 )3  1.29(1011 ) 2  4.17(104 )

(3.9)

where  is the shear strain. Thus, expressions for the shear stress  and the shear modulus G in
Pa are
  1.40(1010 ) 2  2.58(1011 )  4.17(104 )

(3.10)

G  2.80(1010 )  2.58(1011 )

(3.11)

The shear modulus at zero shear strain equals 0.26 TPa which agrees with 0.28 TPa [39]
found experimentally, 0.28 TPa [19] and 0.29 TPa [20] computed by MD simulations, and 0.22
TPa obtained by atomistic simulations [40].
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Fig. 3.14 Strain energy density of the pristine SLGS vs. the shear strain computed using the
MM3 potential

3.4.4.2 Functionalized SLGSs
3.4.4.2.1 Young’s modulus
For hydrogen, hydroxyl, carboxyl, amine, fluorine, and hybrid functionalized SLGSs, the
strain energy density vs. the axial strain curves for different percentages of functionalization
were plotted. Since they are similar for each functional group, only those for the carboxyl group
are depicted in Fig. 3.15. The applied compressive axial strains are kept small enough to avoid
local bucking due to non-uniformities in the structure of the functionalized SLGSs. Results in
these plots evince that for each value of the axial strain the functionalization reduces the strain
energy of deformation from that of the pristine SLGS. In order to better understand the effect of
functionalization on the strain energy of deformation, we have exhibited in Fig. 3.16 the
contribution of different energy terms to the total strain energy of deformation at 0.06% axial
strain due to the six functionalization groups studied.
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Fig. 3.15 Variation of the strain energy density with the axial strain for the –COOH
functionalized SLGSs with the percentage of functionalization varied from 0 to 10%

The normalized strain energies plotted in Fig. 3.16 reveal that the functionalization
mainly reduces the strain energy associated with the bond stretching component of the MM3
potential and increases the strain energy due to van der Waals interaction. However, as a net
effect, the total strain energy of the SLGS decreases due to functionalization and the reduction in
the strain energy increases with an increase in the percentage of functionalization. We note that
energies in Fig. 3.16 are normalized with respect to the strain energy of the pristine SLGS at
0.06% axial strain.
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Fig. 3.16 Break down of the total strain energy of deformation (at 0.06% tensile strain) into
individual energy components for (a) hydrogen, (b) hydroxyl, (c) carboxyl, (d) amine, (e)
fluorine and (f) hybrid functionalized SLGSs with percentage of functionalization varying from 0
to 10%. The total strain energy plotted in Figs. (a) through (f) are shown on magnified scale in
Figs. (a’) through (f’), respectively.
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The axial stress-axial strain curves for the -NH2 functionalized SLGS deformed in simple
tension are plotted in Fig. 3.17; curves for the other functional groups are omitted since they are
similar to those shown for the -NH2 group. These results suggest that the functionalization
reduces the slope of the axial stress-axial strain curve and hence Young’s modulus, E, of the
functionalized sheet is less than that of the pristine sheet. Moreover the value of E decreases with
an increase in the percentage of functionalization. This reduction in the value of E could be
caused by the local high strains induced in the SLGS due to functionalization as evidenced by
results exhibited in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11.
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Fig. 3.17 For 0 to 10 % functionalization, the axial stress-axial strain curves for the –NH2
functionalized SLGSs deformed in tension

Values of E for the functionalized SLGSs for different percentages of functionalization
are listed in Table 3.8. These values are found by using average values of the axial strain and the
axial stress. Values of E listed in Table 3.8 suggest that E decreases with an increase in the
amount of functionalization, is nearly independent of the functionalizing agent, and E for fully
functionalized SLGS is about the same as that for the 2-4% functionalized SLGS. The relaxed
configuration of the unloaded fully functionalized SLGS is flat and there are no high local strains
induced in it. Thus deformations of the fully functionalized SLGS are nearly homogeneous but
those of the partially functionalized SLGS are inhomogeneous. The values of the basal plane
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stiffness K of fully functionalized SLGSs displayed in Table 3.9 show that our results agree with
those obtained by other investigators.
Table 3.8 Young’s modulus of the SLGSs functionalized with different groups
Young’s Modulus (TPa)
% Functionalization
0
2
4
6

Hydrogen
1.04
0.78
0.54
0.44

Hydroxyl
1.04
0.76
0.53
0.44

Carboxyl
1.04
0.76
0.61
0.47

Amine
1.04
0.78
0.61
0.49

Fluorine
1.04
0.76
0.47
0.37

Hybrid
1.04
0.77
0.59
0.47

8

0.37

0.36

0.38

0.41

0.32

0.39

10

0.28

0.25

0.28

0.28

0.22

0.28

100

0.54

0.72

-

-

0.52

-

Table 3.9 Basal plane stiffness (K) of fully functionalized SLGS with –H and –F reported by various
investigators
Reference

Method/Potential

Functional group

K (N/m)

Present

MM/MM3

Combined continuum elasticity and DFT

-H
-F
-H
-H
-H
-F
-H

183.6
176.8
200.6
204.0
241.4
224.4
217.6

Pei et al. [17]
Li et al. [41]

MD/AIREBO
MD/AIREBO

Leenaerts et al. [42]

DFT

Cadelano and Colombo [43]
Singh et al. [32]

MD/ReaxFF

-F

250.0

In order to check if any inelastic deformations had been introduced during the numerical
experiments, we unloaded the SLGS and found for a given value of the axial displacement, the
strain energy of deformation during loading equaled that during unloading.
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3.4.4.2.2 Shear modulus
We have plotted in Fig. 3.18 the strain energy density versus the shear strain curves for
the fluorine functionalized SLGS which are typical for the six functional groups studied. These
results suggest that the functionalization reduces the strain energy of shear deformation from that
of the pristine SLGS, and the reduction in the strain energy increases with an increase in the
amount of functionalization. However, the strain energy does not vary much with the increase in
the amount of functionalization beyond 6%. Furthermore, the decrease in the strain energy
density is not monotone with respect to the increase in the amount of functionalization.
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Fig. 3.18 Variation of the strain energy density with the shear strain for the -F functionalized
SLGSs with the percentage of functionalization varied from 0 to 10%

The contribution from different components to the total strain energy of shear
deformation for the SLGSs functionalized with -H, -OH, -COOH, -NH2, -F, and hybrid groups
are depicted in Figs. 3.19(a) through 3.19(f), respectively. Note that the energies depicted in Fig.
3.19 are normalized with respect to the strain energy of shear deformation of the pristine SLGS.
These results suggest that while various components affect the strain energy, the net effect is a
decrease in the strain energy of the SLGS when it is functionalized.
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Fig. 3.19 Break down of the total strain energy of deformation (at 0.52% shear strain) into
individual energy components for (a) -H, (b) -OH, (c) -COOH, (d) -NH2, (e) -F, and (f) hybrid
functionalized SLGSs with percentage of functionalization varying from 0 to 10%
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In Table 3.10 we have listed values of the shear modulus of the SLGS functionalized with
different functional groups and for varying percentage of functionalization.

Table 3.10 Shear modulus of the SLGSs functionalized with different groups
Shear Modulus (TPa)
% Functionalization
0
2
4
6

Hydrogen
0.26
0.21
0.18
0.14

Hydroxyl
0.26
0.21
0.18
0.14

Carboxyl
0.26
0.21
0.17
0.14

Amine
0.26
0.21
0.17
0.14

Fluorine
0.26
0.21
0.16
0.11

Hybrid
0.26
0.21
0.18
0.14

8

0.15

0.15

0.14

0.15

0.14

0.15

10

0.15

0.14

0.14

0.15

0.13

0.15

100

0.16

0.15

-

-

0.17

-

Values reported in Table 3.10 suggest that the functionalization decreases the shear
modulus of the SLGS, and the reduction is essentially the same for different functional groups.
The shear modulus is found to decrease monotonically with an increase in the percentage of
functionalization up to 6%, beyond that it does not change much. The value 0.15 TPa of the
shear modulus for 8% -OH functionalized SLGS compares well with 0.17 TPa [19] obtained
using MD simulation with the COMPASS force field for 7.5% -OH functionalization.
In our study of SWCNTs [22], we found 61% and 55% reduction in the values of E and
G, respectively, when the SWCNT is 100% functionalized with the hydrogen group. Here E and
G for the SLGS are found to decrease by 48% and 38%, respectively, suggesting that a fully
functionalized SLGS may be a better candidate for reinforcement in nano-composites than a
fully functionalized SWCNT. Of course, the two reinforcements have different shapes and will
provide strengths in different directions of the composite.

3.4.4.3 Effect of random selection of atoms on values of elastic moduli
As stated before the carbon atoms for functionalization are randomly selected. For the
SLGS functionalized with the -H group, we conducted numerical experiments in
tension/compression and shear for five sets of 4% randomly selected carbon atoms to which
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functional groups were attached. The average values of E and G listed in Table 3.11 differ from
each other by 4% and 1.6%, respectively, implying that the selection of carbon atoms for
functionalization has virtually no effect on the mean value of the elastic moduli of functionalized
SLGSs.
Table 3.11 Average values of E and G for five groups of randomly selected carbon atoms for 4% -H
functionalized SLGS
Sample

E (TPa)

G (TPa)

1

0.54

0.18

2
3
4

0.62
0.56
0.64

0.22
0.22
0.21

5
% Standard deviation

0.63
4.07

0.19
1.59

3.4.4.4 Effect of chirality
In order to investigate the effect of chirality on the elastic moduli of SLGSs, we
performed virtual experiments on the pristine and 4% functionalized SLGSs.

Table 3.12 Values of E and G for pristine and 4% functionalized zigzag and armchair SLGSs
E (TPa)

G (TPa)

SLGS
Pristine
-H
-OH

Zigzag
1.04
0.54
0.53

Armchair
1.04
0.38
0.38

%Difference
0
28
27

-COOH
-NH2

0.61
0.61

0.46
0.46

25
25

-F

0.47

0.38

19

100

Zigzag
0.26
0.18
0.18

Armchair
0.26
0.22
0.22

%Difference
0
-18
-22

0.17
0.17

0.22
0.13

-24
-27

0.16

0.21

-29

3.4.4.5 Effect of sample size of finite SLGSs
As mentioned earlier, we study deformations of a finite size sample of the SLGS. All
results reported so far are for a SLGS of unrelaxed size 50 Å x 50 Å. In order to investigate the
effect of sample size of an SLGS on its elastic moduli, we study deformations of two more finite
SLGSs of dimensions 75 Å x 75 Å and 100 Å x 100 Å in their unrelaxed configurations. Upon
relaxation, their dimensions are found to be 71.30 Å x 71.07 Å and 95.62 Å x 94.33 Å,
respectively. In Table 3.13, we have summarized values of elastic moduli for the pristine and a
4% -H functionalized SLGS for each of three finite size samples. These values imply that the
size of the finite SLGS has no major effect on the elastic moduli.

Table 3.13 Values of E and G for pristine and 4% functionalized zigzag SLGSs of different sizes
Unrelaxed Size

E (TPa)

G (TPa)

Pristine

4% -H functionalized

Pristine

4% -H functionalized

50 Å x 50 Å
75 Å x 75 Å
100 Å x 100 Å

1.04
1.03
1.02

0.54
0.48
0.46

Standard deviation

0.01

0.04

0.26
0.27
0.26
0.006

0.18
0.16
0.11
0.036

3.5 Conclusions
The effect of covalent functionalization on average values of Young’s modulus and the
shear modulus of a single layer graphene sheet (SLGS) has been studied using molecular
mechanics simulations and the MM3 potential. It is found that large (~120%) local strains are
induced at the sites of atoms to which functional groups are covalently bonded in a partially
functionalized SLGS. Using average values of the axial strain and the axial stress, it is found that
values of the two moduli decrease with an increase in the number of carbon atoms to which
functional groups are attached, and this reduction in the value of the elastic moduli is the same
for each one of the five functional groups studied. Approximately 73% and 42% reduction,
respectively, in values of Young’s and the shear moduli of the pristine SLGS occurs for 10% of
functionalization. However, for a fully functionalized SLGS, values of the two elastic moduli are
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essentially the same as those for the SLGS with about 4% of atoms functionalized, and the
reductions in the values of the two moduli are about 40%. We note that full functionalization can
be achieved with only -F, -H and -OH groups. Even though the pristine SLGS behaves as an
isotropic material in the plane of the SLGS, a partially functionalized SLGS behaves as an
anisotropic material.
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Chapter 4 Through-the-Thickness Stress Distributions near Edges of
Composite Laminates using Stress Recovery Scheme and Third Order Shear
and Normal Deformable Theory
The contents of this chapter have appeared in Composite Structures, vol. 131, 397-413, 2015.

4.1 Abstract
The reliable prediction of failure in laminated plates using stress based failure theories
requires accurate evaluation of stresses. Noting that stresses are likely to be singular near
laminate edges, we explore here whether or not a third order shear and normal deformable plate
theory (TSNDT) and the commonly used stress recovery scheme (SRS) enables one to accurately
compute stresses near edges of a composite laminate deformed statically with surface tractions
applied on its major surfaces. In the TSNDT the three displacement components at a point are
expressed as complete polynomials of degree three in the thickness coordinate. For laminated
plates, we use a single layer TSNDT and the SRS to compute through-the-thickness distribution
of transverse normal and transverse shear stresses. However, for monolithic plates stresses are
obtained directly from the constitutive relations. Using in-house developed software based on the
finite element (FE) formulation of the problem, we study seven example problems for plates
subjected to different boundary conditions at the edges and various loads such as combined
normal and tangential tractions uniformly distributed on the major surfaces, non-uniform
pressure acting on a part of the major surface, and sinusoidal normal tractions. For each problem
studied stresses computed using the TSNDT are compared with those obtained by analyzing 3dimensional (3-D) linear elastic deformations with either the FE commercial software,
ABAQUS, or the analytical solution reported in the literature. The significance of the present
work is in investigating whether or not the TSNDT and the SRS give accurate values of stresses
near edges of moderately thick laminates. It is found that for some thick laminates
(span/thickness = 5), stress distributions near an edge predicted by the TSNDT coupled with the
SRS differ by 40% from those computed by analyzing the 3-D deformations.
Keywords: TSNDT, Laminated plates, Static deformations, Stress recovery scheme
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4.2 Introduction
A great deal of research has been devoted to developing theories for analyzing
deformations of plates. The assumptions made in the classical plate theory (CPT) or the
Kirchhoff [1] thin plate theory are: (i) a straight line perpendicular to the mid-surface (transverse
normal) before deformation remains straight and normal to the mid-surface after deformation,
and (ii) the plate thickness remains unchanged. These assumptions imply that the transverse
normal and shear strains are zero. The condition of null transverse normal strain is usually
identically satisfied by modifying the stress-strain relation. This theory may not give accurate
distributions of transverse normal and shear stresses and strains for moderately thick plates
(thickness/span > 1/10). This shortcoming is partially overcome by using a stress recovery
scheme (SRS) in which equilibrium equations are integrated along the thickness direction to
compute transverse normal and shear stresses by starting from the surface tractions applied on
one of the major surfaces of the plate. Many works have successfully applied the SRS to
determine stresses at interior points of a plate.
Rather than making kinematic assumptions (i.e., assuming a displacement field) for a
plate Cosserat and Cosserat [2] regarded a plate as a surface with a director (3-dimensional
vector) attached to each point of the plate. Deformations of the director account for transverse
shear and transverse normal deformations of the plate. Constraining the director to be always a
unit vector that stays normal to the mid-surface of the plate is equivalent to using the Kirchhoff
plate theory. This theory is usually called the direct plate theory since no assumptions on
through-the-thickness variations of displacements are made. Ericksen [3] has studied plane
waves in plates by using such a theory. Koiter and Simmonds [4], Naghdi [5], Antman [6],
Leissa [7] and Carrera [8] amongst others have reviewed the literature on plate theories. There
are numerous other review articles and books on plate theories that are not mentioned here for
the sake of brevity.
Mindlin and Medick [9] expressed the three displacement components at a point as an
infinite series in terms of two functions one of which is the Legendre polynomials of the
thickness coordinate, z, and the other a function of the in-plane coordinates, (x, y), of a point on
the plate mid-surface. They used the principle of virtual work to derive equations for the plate
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theory of different order. The plate theory in which terms up to the order z K are kept is usually
called the Kth order theory. They used the 2nd order theory to study vibrations of a plate. It is hard
to characterize the order of the plate theory when trigonometric functions in the z-coordinate
rather than the Legendre polynomials are used to expand displacements.
Teresi and Tiero [10] deduced plate theories by seeking stationary points in suitable
subspaces of the functional spaces in which the potential energy, the complementary energy and
the Hellinger–Prange–Reissner (HPR) functionals are defined. For an isotropic plate they
showed that these methods give different values of the flexural and shear rigidities. Advantages
of using the HPR principle include making independent assumptions on the stress and
displacement fields, and exactly satisfying traction boundary conditions prescribed on the major
surfaces of the plate. Vidoli and Batra [11] and Batra and Vidoli [12] used the HPR principle to
deduce plate theories of different orders for piezoelectric and orthotropic linear elastic plates.
When constitutive relations for the plate theory are derived by using the HPR principle, they
called the plate theory “mixed”. However, when these equations are deduced from the assumed
displacement field and the constitutive relations of the 3-dimensional (3-D) linear elasticity
theory, they called it “compatible”. We note that most plate theories studied in the literature are
compatible. Batra and Vidoli [12] showed that for infinitesimal deformations of a very thick
cantilever beam (length/thickness = 2) the mixed plate theory gives stress distributions in close
agreement with the analytical solution of the problem than that from the compatible plate theory
of the same order. Batra et al. [13] used the plate theories of different orders up to K = 5 to study
wave propagation in thick plates.
As has been pointed by Carrera [14] and also evidenced by numerical solutions provided
by Qian et al. [15, 16] the order of the plate theory that gives stresses and displacements close to
those predicted by the 3-D linear elasticity theory (LET) depends upon the problem being
studied, i.e., the plate geometry, applied loads, and initial and boundary conditions. Said
differently, there is no universal plate theory that gives accurate results for all plate problems.
Truncating the series expansion for the displacements and stresses introduces errors that are not
easy to quantify a priori.
Due to their high specific properties, laminated composite structures are widely used in
construction, automobile, aerospace and marine applications. In general, the theories developed
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for analyzing deformations of laminated composite structures can be divided into two major
categories, namely, equivalent single layer (ESL) theories and layerwise zig-zag theories. In the
ESL the displacement field assumed is the same as in a monolithic plate, thus the number of
unknowns is independent of the number of layers in the laminate. The challenge is to satisfy the
continuity of surface tractions at interfaces between adjoining layers. The simplest ESL theory is
the classical laminated plate theory (CLPT) [17] which is an extension of the CPT to thin
laminated plates. For thick laminated plates, higher order ESL theories [18-20] can provide more
accurate response than that predicted by the CLPT. However, the transverse normal and shear
stresses computed using ESL theories may not be accurate and continuous across the interface
between the adjoining layers. This is remedied using a SRS. The layerwise zig-zag theories [2126] satisfy the continuity of surface tractions at the layer interfaces but introduce considerably
more unknowns into the problem.
Carrera in a review paper [27] has pointed out that the first zig-zag theory for multilayered structures was proposed by Lekhnitskii [22] who studied deformations of laminated
composite beams. Ren [28, 29] extended Lekhnitskii’s theory to study deformations of
anisotropic plates. Ren and Owen [30] applied this theory to study vibrations and buckling of
laminated plates. Following the Reissner-Mindlin plate theory, Ambartsumian [31, 32] proposed
a zig-zag theory to analyze deformations of layered anisotropic plates and shells. Whitney [33]
extended Ambartsumian’s theory to general anisotropic symmetric and nonsymmetric plates, and
Rath and Das [34] further extended Whitney’s work to doubly curved shells for dynamic
problems. For more details and historic evaluation of various ESL and zig-zag theories, readers
should study review papers by Carrera [27], Ambartsumian [35, 36], Ghugal and Shimpi [37],
Reddy [38], and Reddy and Arciniega [39].
The SRSs employed by various investigators can be classified, in general, as one-step and
two-step methods [40]. In the one-step method, the in-plane stresses are obtained using
constitutive relations and the plate theory displacements, and the transverse stresses are
computed by integrating the equilibrium equations over the laminate thickness. For example,
Pagano [41] obtained closed-form solutions for inter-laminar stresses in a simply supported
laminated plate by integrating equilibrium equations of the 3-D elasticity over the plate
thickness. He first obtained analytical expressions for intra-laminar stresses based on the CLPT
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and differentiated them with respect to spatial coordinates to compute derivatives of stresses for
use in the equilibrium equations. The inter-laminar stresses thus computed agreed well with the
analytical solution of the problem based on the 3-D linear elasticity theory (3-D LET). Rohwer
[42] also showed that solving the equations of equilibrium locally yields acceptable values of
transverse shear stresses with the CLPT or a higher order plate theory. The two-step methods use
iterative techniques to compute inter-laminar transverse stresses. For example, Noor et al. [43,
44] used a predictor-corrector approach with the first order shear deformable theory (FSDT) [8]
to compute transverse stresses from the equilibrium equations. In the predictor phase, the inplane stresses are obtained using the FSDT with a shear corrector factor, and the transverse
stresses are determined from the equilibrium equations and the corresponding strain energies are
computed. The corrector phase uses predicted values of either the strain energy due to shear
deformations or shear stresses to refine either the shear correction factor or through-the-thickness
distributions of displacements, respectively, until the convergence is obtained. Malik and Noor
[45] employed a slightly different predictor-corrector approach in which displacements and
strains are refined until the convergence is obtained and then using the constitutive relations inplane stresses are obtained, and from the equilibrium equations transverse stresses are computed.
Chaudhuri and Seide [46] rather than using the 3-D equations of equilibrium used 1-D quadratic
shape functions through the thickness of each layer to compute transverse shear stress
distributions in the laminate. Engelstad et al. [47], Byun and Kapania [48] and Hartman et al.
[49] extended the use of one-step SRSs to geometrically non-linear problems while Park et al.
[50] used a two-step SRS similar to that employed by Noor et al. [43] to predict inter-laminar
stresses in the laminated panels undergoing finite rotations.
Here we study static infinitesimal deformations of laminated composite plates using the
compatible third-order shear and normal deformable theory (TSNDT). The assumed
displacement field is continuous through the laminate thickness. For a monolithic plate, we find
stresses directly from the constitutive relations. However, for multi-layered plates, we obtain inplane stresses from the constitutive relations and compute transverse stresses by using the onestep SRS. No shear correction factor is used. We numerically solve equations of the plate theory
by the FEM with our in-house code, and compare computed results with the corresponding
analytical solutions or finite element (FE) results based on the 3-D LET obtained with the
commercial software ABAQUS. It is found that for some laminates the SRS coupled with the
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TSNDT displacement field gives stresses at points near the laminate edges that differ by as much
as 40% from their analytical values. However, stresses at interior points are quite accurate and
differ by at most 7% from their analytical values. Thus studying failure and damage initiation
and propagation in laminated composites using an ESL may not be desirable even though it is
computationally less expensive.

4.3 Formulation of the problem
Consider a laminated plate, shown in Fig. 4.1, composed of N layers of not necessarily
the same thickness.

Fig. 4.1 Geometry and coordinate system for a laminated plate

Each ply is made of a homogeneous, orthotropic and linear elastic material with adjacent layers
assumed to be perfectly bonded to each other. Let (X1 , X2 , X3 ) denote fixed rectangular
Cartesian coordinate axes in the reference (undeformed) configuration of the laminated plate
such that X3  0 represents the mid-surface, h the total thickness, and a and b lengths of sides
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along the X1 - and the X 2 - directions, respectively. The vertical positions of the bottom and the
top surfaces of layer k are denoted by h k and h k+1 , respectively, with k = 1 and k = N
representing the bottom and the top layer of the laminate.
Let x be the position vector of a point p in the current configuration that occupied place
X in the reference configuration. The displacement u and components of the infinitesimal strain

tensor ij at p are given, respectively, by u  x  X and

1   u  uj 
ij   i 
 (i, j=1, 2, 3)
2   X j  Xi 

(4.1)

For infinitesimal deformations studied herein, displacements in Eq. (4.1) can also be
differentiated with respect to x rather than X . In the TSNDT the displacement, u i , at a point is
expressed as a complete polynomial of degree 3 in X 3 that can be obtained by Taylor series
expansion of u i in the thickness coordinate, X 3 , up to order 3, i.e.,

u i (X1 , X 2 , X3 )  u ij (X1, X 2 )A j (X 3 )
Aj 

X3j ,

u
u i0 = u i (X1, X 2 , 0), u i1  i
X3

(i  1, 2, 3; j  0, 1, 2, 3),

X3

2ui
, 2u i2 
X32
=0

X3

 3u i
, 6u i3 
X33
=0

.

(4.2)

X3 =0

Unless stated otherwise, a repeated index implies summation over the range of the index.
We substitute for u i from Eq. (4.2) into Eq. (4.1) to get
  Zi (X3 ) Ldi (X1, X2 ) (i = 0, 1, 2, 3)

(4.3)

where

 [∈11 ∈22 ∈33 2 ∈23 2 ∈13 2 ∈12 ]T ,

(4.3.1)

and

d0  [u10 u 20 u30 ]T , d1  [u11 u 21 u31 ]T , d2  [u12 u 22 u32 ]T and d3  [u13 u 23 u33 ]T

(4.3.2)

are, respectively, vectors of the displacement, the slope, the curvature and the curvature gradient
at a point on the laminate mid-surface. The 12-dimensional vector d = [ d 0 , d1 , d 2 , d 3 ] is
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called the vector of generalized displacements at a point on the plate mid-surface. The matrices
Z i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) and the operator matrix L in Eq. (4.3) are defined in the Appendix A,

respectively, by Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2).
As for the components of the strain tensor, components of the Cauchy stress tensor are
written as a 6-dimensional (6-D) vector

  [σ11 σ22 σ33 σ23 σ13 σ12 ]T

(4.4)

The constitutive relation (Hooke’s law) for a linear elastic material is

ij  Cijmn mn , Cijmn  Cmnij  C jimn , (i, j, m, n  1, 2, 3)

(4.5)

Here C is the fourth-order elasticity tensor having 21 independent components for a general
anisotropic material. For an orthotropic, a transversely isotropic and an isotropic material, the
independent components of C reduce, respectively, to 9, 5 and 2.
With respect to the material principal axes Eq. (4.5) for an orthotropic material of layer k
becomes
k   k
k
k
k 
 σ11
C1111 C1122
C1133
0
0
0   11
 k   k



k
k
0
0
0   k22 
σ 22  C1122 C2222 C2233
 k   k
 k 
k
k
0
0
0   33
σ33  C1133 C2233 C3333

 k 
 k 
k

0
0
C2323
0
0 2 23 
σ 23   0

 k  
k
k 
  2 13
σ
0
0
0
0
C
0
1313
 13  



k
k 
σk   0

0
0
0
0
C
2

  12 
 12  
1212 

(4.6)

where quantities for the kth layer are indicated by the superscript k. In the global coordinate axes

(X1 , X2 , X3 ) Cijmn are computed by using the tensor transformation rules for the stress and the
strain tensors, and the 6 x 6 matrix may be fully populated; e.g. see [39]. For the TSNDT, the
elastic constants in Eq. (4.6) are the same as those used in the LET, i.e., they are not modified to
satisfy ∈33  0 as is often done in the CPT.
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We use the principle of minimum potential energy, given by Eq. (4.7), to derive
equations governing static deformations of the plate:

  0

(4.7)

Here,  is the variational operator, and  is the potential energy of the plate which in the
absence of body forces is given by



 

1 N
k
  
2 k=1 Ωk

T

 k dΩk   uT f dA

(4.8)

A

k

in which Ω represents the region occupied by the k th layer, and A is the part of the bounding
surface of the plate on which surface traction, f , is specified. Points on the remainder of the
boundary of the domain,  , occupied by the plate have either null tractions (i.e., are on a free
surface) or have displacements prescribed on them. The work done by reaction forces at points of
the boundary where displacements are prescribed is not included in Eq. (4.8) because there
variations in the prescribed displacements are null. Thus equilibrium equations are derived from
N



     k
k
k=1 Ω



T

σ k dΩk   uT f dA  0

(4.9)

A

We substitute in Eq. (4.9) for  k in terms of k from Eq. (4.6), and substitute for k in
terms of the generalized displacements defined on the laminate mid-surface from Eq. (4.3). Also,
we substitute for u in terms of d i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) from Eq. (4.2). In the resulting expression for

 , we integrate with respect to X 3 over the plate thickness to obtain the following integral
equation:
ba

    dTi LT Dij Ld j dX1dX2   diT Xi3 f dA  0 (i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3)
00

(4.10)

A

N h k+1

where Dij    ZiTCk Z j dX3

(4.10.1)

k=1 h k

The mid-surface,   [0, a] x [0, b] , of the plate is discretized into a FE mesh of Ne
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disjoint 8-node iso-parametric elements where the region e occupied by the element e is given
by, e  [X1e , X1e1 ] x [Xe2 , Xe21 ] . Thus  equals the sum of integrals over each element. The
12-dimensional vector d of generalized displacements at a point in an element is expressed in
terms of values of d at the 8-nodes using the FE basis functions. Thus the total number of
unknowns in the problem equals 12Nnode where Nnode equals the number of nodes. We note that
in the FE formulation of the corresponding 3-D problem, the number of unknowns equals

3 N*node . Since N*node >> Nnode, the total number of unknowns for the TSNDT will be much less
than that for the 3-D problem. Following the standard procedure, we obtain from Eq. (4.10) a
system of algebraic equations. Requiring that the resulting equations hold for all choices of
di (i  0, 1, 2, 3) we obtain the following equilibrium equations (see details in Appendix B):

KU  F

(4.11)

In Eq. (4.11) K is the global stiffness matrix, U the global vector of generalized nodal
displacements, and F the global load vector; expressions for these matrices are given as Eq.
(B.7) in the Appendix. The vector F of generalized forces at nodes is work equivalent to surface
tractions applied on the top, the bottom, and the edge surfaces of the plate. For a FE mesh of
Nnode nodes, before applying essential boundary conditions, the length of vector U equals 12
Nnode since a node has 12 degrees of freedom.
We consider five types of boundary conditions (BCs) specified at a point on a plate edge.
For example, at the edges X1 = 0 and a, the definitions of these BCs in the 3-D LET and their
equivalent in terms of variables of the TSNDT are given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Nomenclature for boundary conditions specified at X1 = 0 or a
Notation

Name

BCs in the 3-D LET

BCs in the TSNDT

A

Clamped

u1  0, u 2  0, u3  0

u1i  0, u 2i  0, u3i  0

B

Simply supported

11  0, u 2  0, u3  0

i
M11
 0, u 2i  0, u3i  0

C

-

u1  0, u 2  0, 13  0

i
u1i  0, u 2i  0, M13
0

D

-

u1  0, 12  0, u3  0

i
u1i  0, M12
 0, u3i  0

F

Traction free

11  0, 12  0, 13  0

i
i
i
M11
 0, M12
 0, M13
0
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In Table 4.1 the index i takes values 0, 1, 2 and 3, and
h/2

i
M1n
  X3i 1n dX3 (n = 1, 2, 3)

(4.12)

 h/2

Displacement (or essential) boundary conditions applied at points on a plate edge are
satisfied while solving algebraic Eq. (4.11).

4.4 Numerical solution of example problems

We analyze static deformations of monolithic and laminated orthotropic plates with
values of their material properties with respect to the material principal axes given by either Data
set 1 or Data set 2 and compare computed results with those obtained by using the 3-D LET and
either analytical techniques or the commercial FE software, ABAQUS, with a uniform 100 x 100
x 10 FE mesh (336,633 DoF) of 8-node brick elements.
Data set 1:

E1  172.5GPa, E1 E2  25, E3  E2 , G12 = G13 = 0.5E2 , G23 = 0.2E2 , ν12  ν13  ν23  0.25
Data set 2:

E1  251GPa, E 2  48GPa, E3  7.5GPa, G12 = 13.6GPa, G13 = 12GPa, G 23 = 4.7GPa,
ν12  0.036, ν13  0.25, ν 23  0.171
Here E denotes Young’s modulus, G the shear modulus and ν the Poisson’s ratio. When
discussing results below we use the more common notation and replace X1 , X 2 and X 3 by x, y
and z, respectively, and u1 , u 2 and u 3 by u, v and w, respectively.
The in-plane stresses (xx , yy , xy ) are obtained directly from the constitutive relations
and displacements found using the plate theory. Through-the-thickness variations of the
transverse shear (xz , yz ) and the transverse normal (zz ) stresses have been computed by
using the constitutive relation for monolithic plates and by employing the stress-recovery scheme
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(SRS) for laminated plates; these are denoted by C and SRS, respectively, in the plots. In the
SRS, the three equilibrium equations are integrated with respect to z starting from the bottom
face with surface tractions prescribed there as “initial conditions”. At interfaces between two
adjoining layers, the displacement and the traction continuity conditions are satisfied; the former
because we have used the single layer theory and the latter during integration of equilibrium
equations with respect to z. The difference between surface tractions thus computed and the
applied surface tractions on the top surface is an indicator of the error in the numerical solution
of the problem. In the SRS scheme, the spatial gradients of the in-plane stresses are found first
by computing the stresses at the 3 x 3 quadrature points in each FE on the mid-surface, fitting a
complete quadratic polynomial to the stress values at the 9-points by the least squares method,
and then differentiating the polynomial function with respect to x and y. We note that for a
quadratic serendipity element, Barlow [52] found that the optimal stress points coincide with the
2 x 2 Gauss points for the Lagrange quadratic element.

4.4.1 Convergence of the solution with FE mesh refinement
For six uniform n x m FE meshes with n and m elements along the x- and the y-axes,
respectively, we have listed in Table 4.2 values of the non-dimensional deflection,

w (0.5a, 0.5b, 0), at the centroid of the mid-surface, the axial stress, xx (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h), at the
centroid of the top surface and the transverse shear stress, xz (0.1a, 0.5b, 0), near the edge x = 0
on the mid-surface of a 0º/90º/0º laminated square plate with all edges clamped and loaded only
by a uniformly distributed tensile traction, q 0 , on the top surface. The corresponding results for
the plate with simply supported BCs on edges y = 0 and b and the BC classified as D in Table
4.1 on the other two edges are presented in Table 4.3. We note that the transverse shear stress is
computed by using the SRS. The displacement and stresses are non-dimensionalized as:

w  w (h3 /b4 )E 2 /q0 and xx , xz   xx , xz  / q0 . The lamination scheme denoted by

1 / 2 / ... /  N for a laminate having N layers with layers 1 and N being the bottom and the top
layers, respectively, indicates that fibers in the kth layer are oriented at an angle  k measured
counter clockwise from the x- axis. The values of elastic constants for orthotropic material of the
plate are given by Data set 1 and values assigned to other parameters are h = 10 mm, a/h = 10, a
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= b, and q 0 = 10 MPa. Numbers in the column “Diff.” denote the change in the value from that
obtained with the immediate previous FE mesh.
Table 4.2 Convergence of solutions for a clamped 0º/90º/0º laminated plate (a/h = 10, a = b)
Mesh

w(0.5a, 0.5b, 0)x100

%Diff.

xx (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h)

%Diff.

xz (0.1a, 0.5b, 0)

%Diff.

15 x 15
17 x 17
19 x 19
21 x 21
23 x 23
25 x 25

0.5212
0.5213
0.5213
0.5213
0.5214
0.5214

0.02
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00

33.076
33.100
33.116
33.128
33.136
33.145

0.07
0.05
0.04
0.02
0.03

4.364
4.349
4.313
4.364
4.388
4.391

-0.34
-0.83
1.17
0.55
0.07

Table 4.3 Convergence of solutions for a 0º/90º/0º laminated plate (a/h = 10, a = b) with simply supported
BCs on edges y = 0, b and the BC type D on the other two edges
Mesh

w(0.5a, 0.5b, 0)x100

%Diff.

xx (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h)

%Diff.

xz (0.1a, 0.5b, 0)

%Diff.

15 x 15
17 x 17
19 x 19
21 x 21
23 x 23
25 x 25

0.6026
0.6026
0.6026
0.6026
0.6026
0.6026

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

38.802
38.829
38.848
38.862
38.872
38.881

0.07
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02

4.968
4.942
4.895
4.979
4.998
4.995

-0.53
-0.96
1.69
0.38
-0.06

It is clear that for both problems the 23 x 23 FE mesh gives converged values of the
computed quantities since the change in their values in going from the 23 x 23 to the 25 x 25 FE
mesh is rather minuscule. At least for these two problems studied, the deflection and the in-plane
axial stress converge faster than the transverse shear stress with the mesh refinement and the
convergence rate does not depend much upon the BCs. Note that we have used the ESL theory
for the laminated plate. Unless mentioned otherwise, we will use the 25 x 25 uniform FE mesh
which corresponds to 23,712 nodal degrees of freedom (DoF) to obtain numerical solutions using
the TSNDT for the example problems studied.
We now study seven example problems for monolithic and laminated plates subjected to
a variety of traction boundary conditions on their major surfaces and five different BCs defined
in Table 4.1 on their edges in order to test the applicability of the TSNDT and the SRS to
evaluate stresses at points near the plate edges for a wide range of problems.
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4.4.2 Normal uniform surface traction on isotropic plate
4.4.2.1 Transverse normal and shear stresses from the SRS
We analyze deformations of a clamped square isotropic plate with h = 1 cm, a/h = 10,
values of material parameters given by E  210GPa, ν  0.3 , and a uniformly distributed normal
tensile traction, q0  10MPa , applied only on the top surface. In Fig. 4.2(a) we have displayed
through-the-thickness distributions of the axial stress, xx , and the transverse normal stress, zz ,
along the transverse normal passing through the centroid of the plate and computed using the
constitutive relations and the TSNDT displacement field, and the FE solution based on the 3-D
LET. The two sets of results agree well with each other. For the TSNDT, the transverse normal
stress obtained from the constitutive relation does not exhibit the “boundary layer” phenomenon
near the top and the bottom surfaces of the plate. Furthermore, the computed value of zz differs
from the normal traction applied at the point (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h) by 22%. However, this difference
is reduced to 0.84% and the “boundary layer” effect is accurately captured when the transverse
normal stress is computed using the SRS. We note that through-the-thickness distribution of zz
computed from the constitutive relation and the TSNDT displacement field is quite different
from that found using the 3-D LET. The difference between the deflection, w, and the axial
stress,  xx , at the centroid of the top surface obtained with the uniform 100 x 100 x 10 and the
uniform 150 x 150 x 15 FE meshes (1,094,448 DoF) is 0.04% and 0.6%, respectively. In Fig.
4.2(b) we have displayed through-the-thickness variation of the transverse shear stress,  xz ,
along the transverse normal passing through the point (0.1a, 0.5b, 0) near the edge x = 0. It is
evident that results from the TSNDT agree well with those from the 3-D LET solution both when
the stress is obtained from the constitutive relation and the SRS with the maximum difference of
1.52% at z = 0.
We note that for a very thick (length/thickness = 2) cantilever beam Batra and Vidoli [12]
found that a 7th order shear and normal deformable plate theory derived from the mixed
variational principle gave accurate values of stresses including the boundary layer phenomenon
without using the SRS.
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Fig. 4.2 For a clamped isotropic plate subjected to a uniform normal traction on its top surface,
through-the-thickness distribution of (a) σxx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and σzz (0.5a, 0.5b, z) , and (b)
σxz (0.1a, 0.5b, z) . Stresses are normalized by q 0 .
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4.4.2.2 Effect of plate aspect ratio on the order of plate theory
In order to ascertain for what aspect ratios of the plate, the TSNDT gives accurate values
of stresses, we have studied deformations of the square plate for a/h = 10, 5, 3.33, 2.5 and 2. In
Tables 4.4 and 4.5 (4.6 and 4.7) we have listed values of the non-dimensional deflection at the
centroid of the mid-surface, w  w(0.5a, 0.5b, 0) (h3 /b4 )E /12q0 (1  2 ) and the axial stress,

xx  xx (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h)(a /h)2 /q0 at the centroid of the top surface of the clamped (simply
supported) plate predicted by the TSNDT and computed with a 6th order shear and normal
deformable plate theory (SSNDT) [15] using two local meshless Petrov-Galerkin formulations,
namely MLPG1 and MLPG5, along with their differences with respect to the 3-D LET solutions
[15]. It is found that for a /h  5 , the TSNDT solutions agree well with those from the SSNDT
and from the 3-D LET. For thicker plates, stresses from the SSNDT are in better agreement with
those from the 3-D LET than those from the TSNDT. The maximum difference between values
of axial stress, xx  xx (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h)(a /h)2 /q0 , obtained from the TSNDT and the 3-D LET
is about 11% (9%) when a/h = 2 and all edges of the plate are clamped (simply supported).

Table 4.4 Non-dimensional deflection, w , of the centroid of the clamped plate
a/h

3-D LET [15]

10
5
3.33
2.5
2

0.1486
0.2124
0.3129
0.4471
0.6114

SSNDT +
MLPG1 [15]
0.1468
0.2112
0.3119
0.4470
0.6125

%Diff.
1.21
0.56
0.32
0.02
-0.18

SSNDT +
MLPG5 [15]
0.1476
0.2103
0.3064
0.4408
0.6050

%Diff.

TSNDT

%Diff.

0.67
0.99
2.08
1.41
1.05

0.1486
0.2119
0.3116
0.4451
0.6090

0.03
0.24
0.43
0.46
0.40

Table 4.5 Non-dimensional stress, σ xx , at the centroid of the top surface of the clamped plate
a/h

3-D LET [15]

10
5
3.33
2.5
2

0.1440
0.1613
0.1877
0.2235
0.2725

SSNDT +
MLPG1 [15]
0.1432
0.1617
0.1895
0.2274
0.2887

%Diff.
0.56
-0.25
-0.96
-1.74
-5.94
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SSNDT +
MLPG5 [15]
0.1450
0.1589
0.1836
0.2224
0.2725

%Diff.

TSNDT

%Diff.

-0.69
1.49
2.18
0.49
0.00

0.1448
0.1658
0.1979
0.2419
0.3021

-0.56
-2.76
-5.43
-8.25
-10.86

Table 4.6 Non-dimensional deflection, w , of the centroid of the simply supported plate
a/h

3-D LET [15]

10
5
3.33
2.5
2

0.4249
0.4803
0.5710
0.6952
0.8487

SSNDT +
MLPG1 [15]
0.4220
0.4798
0.5717
0.6967
0.8511

%Diff.
0.68
0.10
-0.12
-0.22
-0.28

SSNDT +
MLPG5 [15]
0.4275
0.4793
0.5589
0.6807
0.8304

%Diff.

TSNDT

%Diff.

-0.61
0.21
2.12
2.09
2.16

0.4249
0.4804
0.5716
0.6965
0.8522

0.00
-0.03
-0.11
-0.19
-0.41

Table 4.7 Non-dimensional stress, σ xx , at the centroid of the top surface of the simply supported
plate
a/h

3-D LET [15]

10
5
3.33
2.5
2

0.2900
0.2976
0.3099
0.3283
0.3568

SSNDT +
MLPG1 [15]
0.2887
0.2984
0.3129
0.3333
0.3640

%Diff.
0.45
-0.27
-0.97
-1.52
-2.02

SSNDT +
MLPG5 [15]
0.2920
0.3020
0.3110
0.3286
0.3692

%Diff.

TSNDT

%Diff.

-0.69
-1.48
-0.35
-0.09
-3.48

0.2910
0.3023
0.3209
0.3472
0.3877

-0.35
-1.59
-3.56
-5.75
-8.65

4.4.2.3 Effect of plate aspect ratio on strain energies of different modes of deformation
We now study the effect of the plate aspect ratio on strain energies of different modes of
deformation of the clamped plate with a = 10 cm. The total strain energy, W, of deformation is
given by
6

W=  Wi ,

(4.13)

i 1

where
N
1 N
1 N
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
   xx xx dΩ , W2     yy yy dΩ , W3    xy xy dΩ ,
2 k 1 Ωk
2 k 1 Ωk
k 1 Ω k
N
N
1 N
W4    kxz kxz dΩ k , W5    kyz kyz dΩ k , W6    kzz kzz dΩ k .
2 k 1 Ωk
k 1 Ω k
k 1 Ω k

W1 

(4.13.1)

Thus W1, W2 and W3 equal strain energies of deformation due to in-plane deformations, and W4,
W5 and W6 due to transverse deformations.
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We first verify the computation of the strain energy for a thick square plate with a/h = 5
and a = 10 cm by comparing its value with that of the work done by external forces; both should
be equal for a static elastic problem. The strain energy of deformation, W, of the plate is found to
be 257.63 and 263.25 mJ when the transverse stresses are obtained from the constitutive relations
and the SRS, respectively. For stresses obtained using the SRS, the corresponding strain tensor is
computed by pre-multiplying the stress tensor with the compliance matrix; and W4, W5 and W6
are evaluated using the recovered stresses and strains. The work done by the external forces
equals 263.09 mJ. Thus, the error in computation of the strain energy is 2.08% and -0.06% when
the transverse stresses are obtained from the constitutive relations and the SRS, respectively.
This provides another check on the accuracy of the computed results.

Table 4.8 Components of strain energy of deformation (mJ) of the plate
Component
W1, W2
W3
W4, W5
W6
Total, W

3-D LET
56.50
14.41
63.96
8.29
263.62

TSNDT (C)
55.61
14.35
62.35
7.36
257.63

%Diff.
1.57
0.44
2.51
11.27
2.27

TSNDT (SRS)
64.33
9.01
263.25

%Diff.
-0.58
-8.71
0.14

We have compared in Table 4.8 each component of the strain energy computed with the
TSNDT solution with that from the 3-D LET solution. The energies computed using stresses
obtained from constitutive relations and the SRS, respectively, are displayed in columns
“TSNDT (C)” and “TSNDT (SRS)”, and their differences with respect to the 3-D LET solution
are listed in columns “Diff.”. The strain energies of deformation predicted by the TSNDT match
well with those from the 3-D LET solution. The maximum difference between the results from
the two theories is about 11% for the strain energy of transverse normal deformation. However,
its contribution to the total strain energy is very small as compared to that of other deformation
modes. We also note that the strain energies of transverse shear deformation are more accurately
captured when the SRS is used, the strain energy due to transverse shear stresses is about 12%
more than that due to in-plane axial stresses and the SRS does not provide much better value of
W6 than that given by the TSNDT (C).
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In Fig. 4.3 we have illustrated for a plate with a = b = 10 cm and subjected to the uniform
traction, q 0 , on its top surface only, the effect of the aspect ratio on strain energies of bending
(W1+W2+W3), transverse shear (W4+W5) and transverse normal (W6) deformations. It is found
that with an increase in the aspect ratio, the strain energy of the bending deformation increases
and that of the transverse shear and the transverse normal deformations decreases. The strain
energies of transverse deformation have been computed using the SRS. For a/h = 5, the
transverse shear and the transverse normal deformation modes account for 48.9% and 3.4% of
the total strain energy, respectively. However, for a/h > 30, the transverse shear deformations

Normalized strain energies

become negligible and the bending deformations dominate.

100
80
Bending
60
Transverse shear
40

Transverse normal

20
0
5
-20

10

15

20

25
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45

50

Aspect ratio, a/h

Fig. 4.3 Variation with the aspect ratio of the normalized values of the strain energies of
deformation due to bending, transverse shear and transverse normal deformations for a
monolithic clamped plate subjected to uniformly distributed tensile normal traction

4.4.3 Equal and opposite uniform tangential tractions applied on the top and the bottom
surfaces of a 0º composite plate
4.4.3.1 Through-the-thickness distribution of stresses
We study deformations of an orthotropic square plate clamped at the left edge with the
remaining three edges traction free, and having h = 1 cm, a/h = 10, values of material parameters
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listed in Data set 2, and equal and opposite uniform tangential tractions applied on the top and
the bottom surfaces. The inset in Fig. 4.4 schematically illustrates the problem studied which is
similar to the beam problem studied by Batra and Vidoli [12] who used a variable order shear
and normal deformable theory. As depicted in Fig. 4.4, the deformed shapes of the section y =
b/2 predicted by the TSNDT and the 3-D FEM are in excellent agreement with each other. The
magnitude of displacement at points P and Q is found to be 1.62 mm.
P
P'

Deformed (TSNDT)

P

Deformed (3-D LET)

P'

Undeformed
Q
Q'

(a)

Q'

Q

(b)

Fig. 4.4 For an orthotropic plate subjected to equal and opposite uniform tangential tractions on
the top and the bottom surfaces (a) deformed shapes of the section y = b/2 computed using the
TSNDT and the 3-D LET, and (b) an enlarged view on a scale 500 times that in Fig. (a) of the
deformation of the segment PQ. The deformed shape of PQ is a polynomial of degree 3.
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Fig. 4.5 For the cantilever orthotropic plate subjected to equal and opposite uniform tangential
tractions on the top and the bottom surfaces, through-the-thickness distributions of (a)
σ xx (x, 0.5b, z) for x/a = 0.07, 0.5 and 0.93, and σ xz (x, 0.5b, z) for x/a = 0.07 and 0.93.

Figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b) depict through-the-thickness distributions of the axial stress,

 xx , and the transverse shear stress,  xz , at various locations near and away from the edges x =
0 and a. Values of  xx obtained using the TSNDT match well with those found by analyzing 3-D
deformations with 2% maximum difference between them at (0.93a, 0.5b, 0). The transverse
shear stress,  xz , computed from the constitutive relation differs from the corresponding 3-D
LET solution by as much as 44.7% at points on the line defined by x  0.07a, y  0.5b near the
clamped edge x = 0 and its value at points of intersection of this line with the two major surfaces
differs from the applied tangential traction by 16.4%. These differences reduce to 3.5% and
10.8% for points on the line x  0.93a, y  0.5b near the traction free edge x = a. However,
when  xz is computed using the SRS the tangential traction boundary conditions on the top and
the bottom surfaces are exactly satisfied and the maximum differences between the two values
from the TSNDT and the 3-D LET solutions reduce to 7.9% and 1.4% along the transverse
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normals passing through the points (0.07a, 0.5b, 0) and (0.93a, 0.5b, 0) , respectively; these
maximum differences occur at points on the plate mid-surface. Thus the transverse shear stress at
a point near the clamped edge is less accurate than that at the corresponding point near the free
edge even when the SRS is employed.

4.4.3.2 Effect of plate aspect ratio on strain energies of different modes of deformation
We have depicted in Fig. 4.6 the strain energies of different deformation modes of the
plate with values of material parameters listed in Data set 1. We also analyze plain strain
deformations of the plate by neglecting deformations in the y-direction (that is equivalent to
studying deformations of a beam) and display in Fig. 4.6 the strain energies of different
deformation modes along with the corresponding results based on a 7th order shear and normal
deformable plate theory reported by Batra and Vidoli [12].
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Fig. 4.6 Variation with the aspect ratio of the normalized values of the total strain energies of
deformation due to bending, transverse shear and transverse normal deformations for orthotropic
plate and beam clamped at x = 0 and traction free on remaining edge(s), and subjected to equal
and opposite uniform tangential tractions on the top and the bottom surfaces. Results from the 7th
order theory are plotted using the data digitized from [12].
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The results plotted in the figure reveal that under similar load, the strain energies of
different deformation modes of the cantilever plate equal those of the cantilever beam. It is
evident that the TSNDT with the SRS accurately predicts strain energies due to different
deformation modes for the problem studied. The difference in the strain energies due to bending
and shear modes for a/h = 2 computed from the TSNDT and that predicted by the 7th order
theory is 1.85% and 5.58%. The contribution from the transverse shear deformation mode to the
total strain energy of the beam is about 25% for a/h = 2 and becomes negligible for a/h = 20. The
strain energy due to transverse normal deformations is negligible because of uniform tangential
tractions applied on the two major surfaces.

4.4.4 Combined tangential and normal uniform surface tractions on clamped 45º composite
plate
We now analyze deformations of a clamped square plate with fibers oriented at 45º to the
x-axis, having h = 2.5 cm, a/h = 10, values of material parameters listed in Data set 2 and only
the top surface loaded by uniformly distributed normal (q z ) and tangential (q x ) tractions each
of magnitude 10 MPa; the problem studied is schematically shown in inset of Fig. 4.7. In Fig. 4.7
we have depicted on the left and the right vertical axes, respectively, the x- and the zdisplacements along the line y = b/2 on the mid-surface of the plate, i.e., u (x, 0.5b, 0) and

w (x, 0.5b, 0) , respectively. It is observed that the transverse normal displacement, w, is one
order of magnitude larger than the in-plane axial displacement, u. Also, displacements predicted
by the TSNDT are in excellent agreement with the corresponding FE solutions of the 3-D LET
equations with the maximum difference between two solutions being less than 0.12%.
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Fig. 4.7 For a clamped 45º composite plate subjected to combined uniform normal and tangential
tractions on its top surface, x- and z- components of displacement along the line y = b/2 on the
mid-surface of the plate
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Fig. 4.8 For a clamped 45º composite plate subjected to uniform normal and tangential tractions
on its top surface, through-the-thickness distribution of (a) σxx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and
σxy (0.25a, 0.25b, z) , and (b) σxz (0.167a, 0.167b, z), σ yz (0.167a, 0.167b, z), and
σzz (0.5a, 0.5b, z) . The stresses are normalized by q0  q 2x  q z2 .

In Figs. 4.8(a) and 4.8(b), we have displayed through-the-thickness distributions of the
in-plane and the transverse stresses, respectively, at arbitrary points in the plate away from the
edges. The results from the TSNDT at these points agree well with the corresponding FE
solutions of the 3-D LET equations. It can be observed from the plots of Fig. 4.8(b) that the
prescribed tangential traction boundary conditions are well satisfied on the top and the bottom
surfaces of the plate. The errors in the computation of the tangential traction at the point (0.167a,
0.167b, 0.5) on the top surface are 0.23% and 0.98% when the stresses are computed from the
constitutive relations and the SRS, respectively. The transverse normal stress predicted from the
TSNDT deformations using the constitutive relation does not exhibit the “boundary layer”
phenomenon near the major surfaces and the computed value at the centroid of the top surface
differs from the applied traction by 10.6%. However, this difference is reduced to 0.31% only
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and the “boundary layers” near the major surfaces are well captured when the stress is computed
using the SRS.
In Figs. 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) we have portrayed through-the-thickness distributions of the
transverse shear stress,  xz , and the transverse normal stress at various sections near the edge x
= 0. It is observed from Fig. 4.9(a) that the distribution of the transverse shear stress at the
section x = 0.05a computed from the TSNDT using the constitutive relation differs at most by
5.6% from the 3-D FE solution and the tangential traction boundary conditions on the major
surfaces are not well satisfied. When the SRS is employed to compute transverse stresses, this
difference reduces to 1.5% and the tangential traction boundary conditions on the top and the
bottom surfaces are accurately satisfied. However, the shear stress distribution at the section x =
0.1a that is away from the edge x = 0 obtained using the TSNDT agrees well with that derived
from the 3-D LET solution (3.3% maximum difference at (0.1a, 0.5b, 0)) whether the stress is
computed from the constitutive relations or the SRS. The results plotted in Fig. 4.9(b) reveal that

zz at two locations near the edge x = 0 computed from the constitutive relation do not satisfy
the normal traction boundary conditions on the major surfaces and do not exhibit “boundary
layer” effect as predicted by the 3-D LET. The transverse normal stresses at these locations, i.e.,
x = 0.05a and 0.1a, computed using the SRS accurately satisfy the normal traction boundary
conditions on the top surface with 0.11% and 0.14% errors, respectively. However, they differ
from the FE solutions of the corresponding 3-D LET equations by as much as 25.7% and 10.9%,
respectively, at z = -0.35h.
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Fig. 4.9 For a clamped 45º composite plate subjected to uniform normal and tangential tractions
on its top surface, through-the-thickness distribution of (a) σ xz (x, 0.5b, z) and (b) σzz (x, 0.5b, z)
for x/a = 0.05 and 0.1.
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4.4.5 Non-uniform pressure applied only on the top surface of clamped 45º composite plate
We study the problem defined in Section 4.4.4 but with the following non-uniform
pressure applied on plate’s top surface with a = 22 cm and a/h = 10.

P0 (0.0005r 4  0.01r 3  0.0586r 2  0.001r  1), r  10.6 cm
P(r)  
0,
r  10.6 cm


(4.14)

Here r is the distance in cm from the centroid of the top surface, and P0 = 10 MPa. We note that
the polynomial function given by Eq. (4.14) represents a typical distribution of pressure on the
plate surface due to an underwater explosion, e.g., see [51]. This pressure profile is schematically
depicted in the inset of Fig. 4.10, and Eq. (4.14) is taken from Ref. [55].
The two distributions of the displacement, w (x, b/2, 0) , of plate’s mid-surface along the
line y = b/2 found by using the TSNDT and by solving the 3-D LET equations plotted in Fig.
4.10 differ from each other by less than 0.02%.
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Fig. 4.10 For a clamped 45º composite plate subjected to pressure given by Eq. (4.14) on its top
surface, z- component of displacement along the line y = b/2 on the mid-surface of the plate
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Fig. 4.11 For a clamped 45º composite plate subjected to pressure given by Eq. (14) on its top
surface, through-the-thickness distributions of (a) σxx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and σxy (0.25a, 0.25b, z) ,
and (b) σxz (0.25a, 0.5b, z) and σzz (0.5a, 0.5b, z) . The stresses are normalized by P0.
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In Figs. 4.11(a) and 4.11(b), we have displayed through-the-thickness distributions of the
in-plane and the transverse stresses, respectively, at arbitrarily chosen points away from the plate
edges. For this problem also, the through-the-thickness stress distributions computed using the
SRS and the FEM applied to solve the 3-D LET equations agree well with each other and the
transverse normal stress shows the “boundary layer” phenomenon. The difference in the normal
traction at the centroid of the top surface of the plate computed from the constitutive relations
and the SRS equals -11.6% and - 0.77%, respectively.
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P
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Fig. 4.12 For a clamped 45º composite plate subjected to pressure given by Eq. (4.14) on its top
surface, σzz (x, 0.5b, 0.5h) along the line y = b/2 on the top surface of the plate
In Fig. 4.12 we have displayed the applied normal traction and the distribution of the
transverse normal stress on the top surface along the y = b/2 computed from the TSNDT and the
3-D LET. The transverse normal stress computed from the TSNDT using the constitutive relation
and the SRS satisfy the normal traction boundary condition on the top surface with maximum
errors of 11.86% and 1.63%, respectively, in the region between x = 0.1a and x = 0.9a. At
(0.056a, 0.5b, 0.5h), these errors increase to 38% and 5%, and become even larger with a
decrease in the distance from the edge x = 0. The transverse normal stress at points located at a
distance smaller than 10% edge-length computed using the SRS is found to be more accurate
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than that obtained from the 3-D LET and the FEM. We note that in the displacement based FE
formulation, the stresses at nodes are not accurately computed. Hence, we obtain the value of

zz at a clamped edge using the least square fit to that evaluated at integration points in the
element adjacent to the edge. At the risk of repetition, we mention that for the 8-node serendipity
element, Barlow proved that stresses at the 2 x 2 quadrature points have the least error [52]. At
the edge x = 0, zz computed from the 3-D LET and the TSNDT using the constitutive relation
as well as the SRS does not equal zero even though the applied normal traction there is zero.
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3-D LET
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Fig. 4.13 For a clamped 45º composite plate subjected to pressure given by Eq. (14) on its top
surface, through-the-thickness distribution of σ xz (0.05a, 0.5b, z)
In Fig. 4.13 we have depicted through-the-thickness distribution of  xz at the section x =
0.05a. The stress obtained from the constitutive relation is not accurate and does not satisfy the
tangential traction boundary conditions on the major surfaces. The difference in maximum value
of  xz at z = 0 thus obtained and that given by the 3-D LET is 5.5%. This difference reduces to
2.4% when  xz is computed using the SRS.
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4.4.6 Angle-ply 45º/0º/45º laminated plate subjected to uniform normal traction on the top
surface
We study deformations of a clamped square angle-ply 45º/0º/45º laminate with h = 3 cm
(each layer is 1 cm thick), a/h = 10, having values of material constants listed in Data set 2 and
subjected to a uniform normal tensile traction, q0  10MPa , only on its top surface.
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Fig. 4.14 For a clamped 45º/0º/45º composite plate subjected to uniform normal tensile traction
on its top surface, through-the-thickness distribution of (a) σxx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and
σ yy (0.5a,0.5b, z) , (b) σzz (0.5a,0.5b, z) , and (c) σxz (0.1a,0.5b, z) and σ yz (0.5a,0.1b, z) . The
stresses are normalized by q 0 .
In Fig. 4.14(a) and (b) we have displayed along the transverse normal passing through the
plate centroid through-the-thickness distributions of the in-plane axial stresses obtained from the
constitutive relations and the transverse normal stress computed using the SRS, respectively.
Values of stresses  xx and  yy computed from the constitutive relations differ from those given
by the solution of the 3-D LET equations by a maximum of 6.95% and 6.25% at the interface of
the top and the middle layer. In Fig. 4.14(c) we have depicted through-the-thickness variations of
the transverse shear stresses,  xz and  yz , computed from the TSNDT using the SRS and those
obtained from the 3-D FEM along the transverse normal passing through points (0.1a, 0.5b, 0)
and (0.5a, 0.1b, 0), respectively. The two sets of results agree well with 2.16% and 5.67%
maximum difference in  xz and  yz , respectively, at z = 0 on the respective sections. Since
transverse stresses computed from the constitutive relations for a laminated plate are not accurate
and continuous across the interface between two adjacent layers, they are not plotted in Fig. 4.14.
We note that the 3-D FE solution is obtained with a uniform 60 x 60 x 6 mesh of 8-node brick
elements in each layer (thus a total 234,423 DoFs).
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4.4.7 Cross-ply 0º/90º/0º laminated plate subjected to sinusoidal tensile normal traction on the
top surface
We study deformations of a thick symmetric cross-ply 0º/90º/0º laminated square plate
having a/h = 5 with equally thick layers, values of material parameters listed in Data set 1, with
the traction free bottom surface and subjected to a sinusoidal distributed tensile normal traction
given by Eq. (4.15) on the top surface.

q (x, y)  q0 sin(x / a)sin(y / b)

(4.15)

The edges y = 0 and b are simply supported and the edges x = 0 and a are either clamped or
simply supported (BCs A or B in Table 4.1).
In Fig. 4.15(a),(b) we have displayed through-the-thickness distributions of the transverse
shear stress,  yz , near the edge x = 0 and along the line y = b/2 on the mid-surface of the
laminate obtained with the TSNDT using the SRS and the corresponding solution given by Vel
and Batra [53] who obtained an analytical solution of the problem based on the 3-D LET using
the generalized Eshelby-Stroh formalism. The plots in Fig. 4.15 are labeled as AA and BB,
respectively, for BCs A and B prescribed on edges x = 0 and a. It is evident from the plots of
Fig. 4.15(a) that the SRS captures the presence of “boundary layers” near the major surfaces of
the laminate with clamped opposite edges. This “boundary layer” is absent when all edges of the
laminate are simply supported. The results plotted in Fig. 4.15(b) show that the TSNDT
accurately predicts the distribution of the transverse shear stress along the span of the laminate.
Here also the stress at an edge is computed by using the least square fit to its values at integration
points in the element adjacent to the edge. The maximum difference between the values of  yz
obtained from the TSNDT and the 3-D analytical solution is 7.2% and occurs at the clamped
edges x = 0 and a.
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Fig. 4.15 For a 0º/90º/0º composite plate subjected to the loading of Eq. (15) on its top surface,
distributions of the normalized transverse shear stress, σ yz (a) through the thickness along the
transverse normal passing through (0.05a, 0, 0), and (b) along the line y = b/2 on the mid-surface
of the laminate for two BCs. The stress in each plot is normalized by its maximum value.
Analytical solutions are plotted using the data digitized from [53].
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In Fig. 4.16 we have displayed the effect of BCs on through-the-thickness variation of the
transverse normal stress near the edge x = 0 of the laminate. Here, one more case is considered in
which the edges y = 0 and b are simply supported and the other two edges are traction free
(indicated by the plot marked as FF in Fig. 4.16). The transverse normal stress also exhibits the
“boundary layer” effect for the BCs other than all edges simply supported. The results from the
TSNDT match well with the analytical solution when edges x = 0 and a are simply supported or
traction free. When these edges are clamped, the TSNDT does not accurately predict the stress
distribution and the maximum difference between the two solutions is 41% at z = 0.27h. The
percentage errors between the computed traction on the top surface at the point (0.075a, 0.5b,
0.5h) using the SRS and the applied traction are 0.56%, 0.28% and 2.48% for BCs AA, BB and
FF, respectively.
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Fig. 4.16 For a 0º/90º/0º composite plate subjected to the loading of Eq. (4.15) on its top surface,
through-the-thickness distribution of normalized σzz (0.075a,0.5b, z) for three BCs. Analytical
solutions are plotted using the data digitized from [53].
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4.4.8 Cross-ply 0º/90º laminated plate subjected to sinusoidally distributed tensile normal
traction on the top surface
We now study deformations of a thick anti-symmetric cross-ply 0º/90º laminated square
plate with a/h = 5 (both layers are equally thick), material properties given by Data set 1 and
subjected to the sinusoidally distributed tensile normal traction given by Eq. (15) only on its top
surface. The edges y = 0 and b are simply supported and four different BCs denoted by A, B, C
and D (see Table 4.1) are specified on the edges x = 0 and a. In Fig. 4.17 we have plotted
through-the-thickness distributions of the transverse shear stress,  yz , near the edge x = 0
obtained from the TSNDT using the SRS and that reported by Vel and Batra [53].
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Fig. 4.17 For a 0º/90º composite plate subjected to the loading of Eq. (4.15) on its top surface,
through-the-thickness distribution of σ yz (0.05a, 0.5b, z) for four BCs. The stress is normalized
by its maximum value. Analytical solutions are plotted using the data digitized from [53].

It is evident that the through-the-thickness distribution of the shear stress at a point near
the boundary depends upon the type of the BC. When the edges x = 0 and a are prescribed with
A or D BCs, the “boundary layer” phenomenon is observed near the bottom surface of the plate.
The TSNDT coupled with the SRS accurately predicts the distribution when the edges x = 0 and
a are clamped (A) or simply supported (B). The maximum difference between the TSNDT and
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the analytical solutions equals 7.6%, 18.18% and 40.27% for AA, CC and DD BCs and it occurs
at z = -0.25h, -0.1h and 0.27h, respectively. This difference can be reduced either by using a
layerwise theory or by employing a higher order shear and normal deformable plate theory or by
using the Hellinger–Prange–Reissner variational principle to drive the plate theory. We note that
for a simply supported 0º/90º/0º laminated beam loaded by sinusoidal normal traction, Batra and
Xiao [54, 56] found accurate values of the transverse shear stresses at the edge by using a
layerwise TSNDT.

Remarks
We note that Tornabene et al. [57] used the Murakami function for laminated plates while
computing the transverse shear and transverse normal stresses using the SRS. We have not used
this function to find out if it will facilitate computation of boundary layer effects near the major
surfaces of a laminated plate.

4.5 Conclusions
A third order shear and normal deformable plate theory (TSNDT) has been used for
analyzing static infinitesimal deformations of composite laminated plates made of linear elastic
orthotropic materials. The finite element method (FEM) is used to obtain numerical solutions for
various example problems using the TSNDT and considering the laminate as a single layer. No
shear correction factor is used. For monolithic plates, the stresses are obtained directly from the
constitutive relations. However, for multi-layered plates transverse shear and normal stresses are
computed using a stress recovery scheme (SRS).
For monolithic plates, in-plane stresses and transverse shear stresses at points situated at a
distance greater than 10% edge-length are accurately computed directly from the constitutive
relations without using the SRS. However, near an edge they are not accurate and differ at some
points by about 45% from the corresponding 3-D LET solutions for some cases of applied
tractions. Also the transverse normal stress computed on the major surfaces differs from the
applied normal traction by about 10-20%, and the “boundary layer” phenomenon near these
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surfaces is not captured. However, when the SRS is employed the transverse normal stress
satisfies the traction boundary conditions on the major surfaces with less than 3% error, exhibits
the “boundary layer” effect as predicted by the 3-D LET, and through-the-thickness stress
distributions in the vicinity of an edge are accurately computed. For problems involving
tangential tractions on the major surfaces of the plate, results from the TSNDT differ by less than
3% from those predicted by a 6th order shear and normal deformable plate theory and the 3-D
LET for span/thickness  5. For a thick plate with span/thickness = 2, this difference increases
to about 11%.
For laminated plates, through-the-thickness distribution of transverse stresses near an
edge is found to depend on the type of boundary condition (BC) specified on that edge. For a
plate with two opposite edges simply supported and the other two edges either clamped or
traction free, transverse stresses in the vicinity of the clamped or the free edge exhibit “boundary
layer” effect near the major surfaces which is found to be absent when all edges of the plate are
simply supported. For a moderately thick laminated plate (span/thickness = 10), the SRS
accurately predicts the stress distributions near an edge. For a thick laminated plate
(span/thickness = 5), the SRS accurately predicts the stress distributions in the vicinity of an
edge ((distance from the edge)/span = 0.05) when all edges are simply supported. However, for
some other BCs up to 40% maximum difference between the results from the TSNDT coupled
with the SRS and the 3-D LET occur near an edge.
For a clamped square plate made of an isotropic material and loaded only on the top
surface by normal tractions the strain energy of transverse shear deformations equals 48.9% and
21.5% for aspect ratios of 5 and 10, respectively. However, for a cantilever plate made of an
orthotropic material with E1/E2 = 25, E2/E3 = 1 loaded by equal and opposite tangential tractions
along the fiber direction, the strain energy of transverse shear deformations equals 7.95% and
2.29%, respectively, for aspect ratios of 5 and 10.
The present work establishes the applicability of the TSNDT coupled with the SRS in
predicting accurate responses of the composite laminated plates for a wide range of problems
without using a shear correction factor and with an advantage of requiring considerably less
degrees of freedom than those needed for solving the problem with the FEM and using the 3-D
LET. However, at points near clamped and free edges of a laminate, one needs to check the
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accuracy of the computed stresses by studying the corresponding 3-D problem especially for
failure/damage initiation and propagation.
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Appendix A

The matrices Z i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) and the operator matrix L appearing in Eq. (4.3) are
given by Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2), respectively.
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Appendix B
The degrees of freedom associated with the ith node are indicated by adding a superscript
i to variables in Eq. (4.2). That is,
i
i
i
i
ui22 ui32 ]T and di3  [u13
ui23 ui33 ]T
di0  [u10
ui20 ui30 ]T , d1i  [u11
ui21 ui31 ]T , di2  [u12

(B.1)

Thus the vector of generalized variables d j ( j  0, 1, 2, 3) of a point in an element e can be
expressed in terms of the 24-D vector dej  d1j , d2j , ..., d8j  containing values of d j at the 8nodes of the element as follows:

d j   dej (j  0, 1, 2, 3)

(B.2)
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Here

  [1I 2I... 8I] ,

(B.2.1)

is a (3 x 24) matrix containing shape functions (ψ1, ψ2 , ..., ψ8 ) associated with the 8 nodes of the
element and I is a (3 x 3) identity matrix. Following the terminology in Chapter 5 of Bathe’s
book [58], we employ 8-node iso-parametric elements for which shape functions for the 8-node
master element are given in Fig. 5.4 of Bathe’s book.
Substituting for dm (m  0, 1, 2, 3) from Eq. (B.2) into Eq. (4.10), the first variation of
the total potential energy of a typical element is given by

e  die K eijdej  die (Tie  Tie  Pi+e  Pi-e  Qi+e  Q-ei )  0 (i, j  0, 1, 2, 3)
T

T

The elemental stiffness matrices

(B.3)

K eij and the elemental load vectors Ti e , Pi e ,Qi e

(i, j  0, 1, 2, 3) appearing in Eq. (B.3) are given by

K eij

e+1
Xe+1
2 X1

   BT DijB dX1dX 2 , where B  L
e
e

(B.4)

X 2 X1

Tie

e+1
Xe+1
2 X1

  
e
e
X 2 X1

Xi3Tf  dX1dX 2 ,

Pie

Xe+1
h/2
2

  
e

X3i Tp  dX3dX 2 ,

X 2 -h/2

Qie

X1e+1 h/2

   X3i Tq  dX3dX1 (B.5)
e
X1 -h/2

where f + and f  are the surface tractions prescribed on the top and the bottom surfaces,
respectively; and p , p , q and q  are the surface tractions prescribed on the edge surfaces, X1
= a, X1 = 0, X 2 = b and X 2 = 0, respectively. Pie and Qie are evaluated only for those
elements that share a boundary with the plate edges.
Recalling that variations in generalized displacements are arbitrary except at nodes where
they are prescribed, we get the following equilibrium equations for an FE:
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(B.6)

where

Fie  Tie  Tie  Pi+e  Pi-e  Qi+e  Q-e
i (i  0, 1, 2, 3)

(B.6.1)

Equations (B.6) are assembled using the standard technique to obtain Eq. (4.11) given in Section
4.3.
The expressions for K, U, and F in Eq. (4.11) are given by
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in which U0 , U1 , U2 and U 3 are the global vectors of generalized displacements.
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Chapter 5 Stretching and Bending Deformations due to Normal and Shear
Tractions of Doubly Curved Shells using Third Order Shear and Normal
Deformable Theory
Some contents of this chapter have appeared in Mechanics of Advanced Materials and Structures
(http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/15376494.2016.1194505), 2016.

5.1 Abstract
We analyze static infinitesimal deformations of doubly curved shells using a third order
shear and normal deformable theory (TSNDT) and delineate effects of the curvilinear
length/thickness ratio (i.e., aspect ratio, a/h), radius of curvature/curvilinear length, R/a, and the
ratio of the two principal radii on through-the-thickness stresses, strain energies of the in-plane
and the transverse shear and normal deformations, and strain energies of stretching and bending
deformations for loads that include uniform normal tractions on a major surface and equal and
opposite tangential tractions on the two major surfaces. In the TSNDT the three displacement
components at a point are represented as complete polynomials of degree three in the thickness
coordinate. Advantages of the TSNDT include not needing a shear correction factor, allowing
stresses for monolithic shells to be computed from the constitutive relation and the shell theory
displacements, and considering general tractions on bounding surfaces. For laminated shells we
use an equivalent single layer TSNDT and find the in-plane stresses from the constitutive
relations and the transverse stresses with a one-step stress recovery scheme. The in-house
developed finite element software is first verified by comparing displacements and stresses in the
shell computed from it with those from either analytical or numerical solutions of the
corresponding 3-dimensional problems.

The strain energy of a spherical shell is found to

approach that of a plate when R/a exceeds 10. For a thick clamped shell of aspect ratio 5
subjected to uniform normal traction on the outer surface, the in-plane and the transverse
deformations contribute equally to the total strain energy for R/a greater than 5. However, for a
cantilever shell of aspect ratio 5 subjected to equal and opposite uniform tangential tractions on
the two major surfaces, the strain energy of in-plane deformations equals 95-98% of the total
strain energy. Numerical results presented herein for several problems provide insights into
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different deformation modes, help designers decide when to consider effects of transverse
deformations, and use the TSNDT for optimizing doubly curved shells.
Keywords: TSNDT, Doubly curved laminated shells, Sandwich shells, Strain energy, Bending
and stretching deformations

5.2 Introduction
Laminated composite shells are widely used in aircraft, aerospace, marine, automobile,
power generation and chemical industries. A shell is called shallow (deep) if its rise equals at
most (at least) one-fifth of its smallest planform dimension [1]. A shell is termed thick,
moderately thick, and thin if the ratio of the smallest curvilinear length and/or the smallest radius
of curvature to the thickness is, respectively, at most 10, between 10 and 20, and at least 20 [1].
For thin shallow shells, classical theories such as Love’s first approximation theory
(LFAT) [2], Donnell’s [3], Sanders’ [4] and Flügge’s [5] shell theories, amongst others,
accurately predict their mechanical deformations. The LFAT is based on the following
postulates: (i) the shell is thin and shallow, (ii) displacements and displacement gradients are
infinitesimal, (iii) the transverse normal stress is negligible, (iv) a normal to the mid-surface
stays normal to it during the deformation process, and (v) the shell thickness, h, does not change.
It is assumed that h/R <<1 and hence terms z/R1 and z/R2 are << 1 where z is the thickness
coordinate with the origin at shell’s mid-surface, and R1 and R2 are the principal radii of
curvature. Postulates (iv) and (v) imply that the transverse shear and the transverse normal
strains vanish. Donnell’s [3], Sanders’ [4] and Flügge’s [5] shell theories are also based on the
above five hypotheses. However, they use different approximations for strains and the shell
curvatures. Donnell’s theory [3] neglects gradients of in-plane displacements in expressions for
the shell curvatures. This makes the theory inconsistent with respect to rigid body motions. For
example, Kraus [6] showed that when a rigid body rotation is applied to a non-spherical curved
shell or an unsymmetrically loaded shell of revolution, torsion is induced in the shell. In Sander’s
theory [4], expressions for shell curvatures are modified to ensure that a rigid body motion does
not induce strains in the shell. Flügge [5] expanded the terms 1/(1 + z/Ri) (i = 1, 2) appearing in
expressions of strains as Binomial series and retained terms up to second order in z/Ri.
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For thick and moderately thick shells, transverse deformations may become significant in
which case classical theories will not provide accurate responses. Reissner [7] pointed out in
1947 that for sandwich shells with (tEf)/(hEc) >> 1 both transverse shear and transverse normal
deformations should be considered. Here t and Ef (h and Ec) equal, respectively, the thickness
and the longitudinal modulus of the face sheet (core). Reissner developed a theory with each face
sheet modelled as a membrane and the core as a 3-dimensional (3-D) continuum. For laminates
with a sinusoidal pressure of amplitude q applied on the top surface, Vel and Batra [8] found that
the average transverse normal strain near a traction free edge is of the order of q/E where E
equals Young’s modulus in the fiber direction.
The first order shear deformation theory (FSDT) assumes constant transverse shear
strains across the shell thickness, and an appropriate shear correction factor is used to account for
non-uniform through-the-thickness shear strains. Higher order shear deformation theories [9-13]
do not require a shear correction factor. Reddy and Liu [11], Liew and Lim [12] and Xiao-ping
[13] developed third order shear deformation theories (TSDTs) for analyzing shells’
deformations in which the in-plane displacements are expressed as complete polynomials of
degree three and the transverse normal displacement is assumed to be constant across the shell
thickness. This leads to a parabolic distribution of transverse shear strains through the thickness
and zero transverse normal strain. The number of independent unknowns involved in these
theories is reduced to that for the FSDT by requiring that transverse shear stresses vanish on the
major surfaces of the shell. Xio-ping [13] incorporated Love’s first order geometric
approximation and Donnell’s simplification.
Shell theories accounting for transverse shear and normal deformations have been
developed, amongst others, by Hildebrand, Reissner and Thomas [14], Reissner [15] and
Whitney and Sun [16, 17]. Bert [18], Leissa [19], Qatu [1, 20] and Liew et al. [21], amongst
others, have reviewed shell theories. For a complete list of papers on shells, the reader should see
the website www.shellbuckling.com developed and regularly updated by Dr. David Bushnell.
For analyzing deformations of laminated shells, either an equivalent single layer (ESL) or
a layer-wise (LW) shell theory is often employed. In the ESL (LW) theory the number of
unknowns is the same as (number of layers times) that for a monolithic shell. Thus a LW theory
is computationally more expensive than an ESL theory. However, in an ESL theory the
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transverse normal and the transverse shear stresses obtained from constitutive relations and the
shell theory displacements are generally not accurate and may not satisfy traction continuity
conditions across interfaces between adjoining layers and traction boundary conditions on major
surfaces. These stresses computed using a stress recovery scheme (SRS), which usually involves
integration of the 3-D equilibrium equations along the thickness direction by starting from a
major surface of the shell, are reasonably accurate. Different ESL and LW thin and thick
plate/shell theories have been reviewed by Carrera [22], Ambartsumian [23, 24], Reddy [25],
Reddy and Arciniega [26], and Kapania [27].
The SRS described above is a one-step method [28] and has been employed by Pagano
[29] and Rohwer [30], amongst others. It is possible that tractions on the top surface computed
using this scheme starting from the bottom surface do not satisfy the applied surface tractions
there. This difference can be used to measure error in the numerical solution. Tornabene et al.
[31] employed the Murakami function for satisfying the traction boundary condition on the top
surface. The two-step methods such as those employed by Noor et al. [32, 33] and Malik and
Noor [34], amongst others, use iterative techniques to compute the transverse stresses and satisfy
traction boundary conditions at both major surfaces. Rohwer et al. [28] and Kant and
Swaminathan [35], amongst others, have reviewed different methods to estimate inter-laminar
transverse stresses. The state-space approach used by Tarn and Wang [36] is a one-step method
and simultaneously integrates along the thickness direction the three displacement components
and the three transverse stresses.
Vidoli and Batra [37] and Batra and Vidoli [38] deduced a variable order plate theory for
piezoelectric and orthotropic linear elastic plates in which the order K up to which terms in the
thickness coordinate, z, are kept is a variable. They called the plate theory “mixed”
(“compatible”) when the constitutive relations for the plate are derived from the Hellinger–
Prange–Reissner principle (from the plate theory displacement field and the constitutive relation
of the 3-D linear elasticity theory (LET)). The mixed theory exactly satisfies traction boundary
conditions specified on the two major surfaces of the plate. Batra and Vidoli [38] showed that for
a thick beam results from the mixed plate theory are in better agreement with the LET solutions
than those from the compatible theory of the same order. Qian et al. [39] (Batra and Aimmanee
[40]) have used the compatible (mixed) theory of different orders to show that in-plane modes of
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free vibration in a thick plate are well captured when K = 3. Qian and Batra [41] have extended
the compatible theory to analyze thermo-elastic deformations. Batra and Xiao [42] have shown
that a LW compatible third order shear and normal deformation theory (TSNDT) gives stresses
in curved laminated beams that agree well with those obtained by using the LET. Using the
TSNDT, Shah and Batra [43] found that for a monolithic clamped square plate loaded with a
uniform normal traction on a major surface, the strain energy of transverse shear deformations
can be about 7% (20%) of the total strain energy of deformations for aspect ratio (i.e.,
length/thickness) of 20 (10), and can be as high as 50% for aspect ratio of 5.
In order to optimally design a doubly curved shell for a given application, it is important
to understand how geometric parameters (e.g., ratio of two principal radii, ratio of the maximum
principal radius of curvature to the curvilinear length, curvilinear length/thickness) affect its
deformations. Shi et al. [44] investigated the effect of the ratio of two principal radii of curvature
on frequencies of free vibration of monolithic isotropic doubly curved shells using the LFAT.
They found that natural frequencies increase with an increase in the R2/R1 ratio for a given R2/l2
ratio and decrease with an increase in the R2/l2 ratio for a given R2/R1 ratio, where l1 and l2 are
the two planform lengths. Fan and Zhang [45], Wu et al. [46] and Huang et al. [47] computed
analytical solutions for static deformations of laminated doubly curved shells and reported the
centroidal displacement of shells for different curvatures. They found that the displacement
decreases with an increase in the curvature for a fixed aspect ratio. The former two studies used
the 3-D LET and the latter used a higher order shear deformation theory (HSDT). For a
monolithic isotropic cylindrical shell, Calladine [48] derived an expression relating the geometric
parameters of the shell and the ratio of stretching and bending stiffnesses. Kalnins [49] studied
free vibrations of monolithic isotropic spherical shells using classical bending theory and
computed strain energies due to bending and stretching for each mode. He identified the
vibration mode as bending (stretching) if the strain energy due to bending (stretching) is larger
than that due to stretching (bending). He found that frequencies of stretching modes are
independent of the shell thickness but those of bending modes increase with the thickness, and
the frequency of the first stretching mode is relatively high compared to that of the first bending
mode. We could not find works describing the effect of geometric parameters on strain energies
of various deformation modes for doubly curved shells deformed under external loads. This
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knowledge can help structural designers identify significant deformation modes for given
loading conditions and optimize geometric parameters of the shell.
Here we study infinitesimal deformations of doubly curved shells deformed statically
with arbitrary surface tractions applied on their major surfaces using the compatible TSNDT and
the finite element method (FEM) to numerically solve several problems using in-house
developed software. For laminated shells, we use an ESL and one-step SRS to compute stresses.
First, we study for various values of length/thickness and (radius of curvature)/length ratios
deformations of doubly curved laminated shells and compare results from the TSNDT with the
corresponding analytical 3-D LET solutions available in the literature. Next, we study three
example problems for a monolithic doubly curved shell subjected to (i) a uniform normal traction
on one of the major surfaces, (ii) combined normal and tangential tractions on a major surface,
and (ii) equal and opposite tangential tractions on the two major surfaces. For most of these
problems we delineate effects of geometric parameters on stresses, and strain energies of bending
and stretching deformations and of in-plane and transverse deformations, and compare
predictions from the TSNDT with those from the solutions of the 3-D LET equations.

5.3 Formulation of the problem
We analyze static infinitesimal deformations of a laminated doubly curved shell
schematically shown in Fig. 5.1. The shell is composed of N layers of not necessarily equal
thickness. Each layer is made of a homogeneous, orthotropic and linear elastic material with
adjacent layers perfectly bonded to each other. The orthogonal curvilinear coordinates

(y1 , y2 , y3 ) are such that y1 = constant and y 2 = constant are curves of principal curvature on
the mid-surface, y3 = 0. The position vectors of a point with respect to the fixed rectangular
Cartesian coordinate axes (X1 , X2 , X3 ) and (x1 , x 2 , x 3 ) with the X 3 - and the x 3 - axes parallel
to the y3 - axis are denoted by X and x in the reference and the current configurations,
respectively. We denote the total thickness and the constant principal radii of curvature of the
mid-surface of the shell by h, R1m and R 2m , respectively, the arc lengths of the shell mid156

surface in the y1 - and the y 2 - directions by a and b, respectively, and the corresponding
planform lengths by l1 and l2 , respectively.

Fig. 5.1 Geometry and coordinate system of a doubly curved laminated shell

Components G ij of the metric tensor in the reference configuration are given by

Gij  Ai  A j , Ai 

X
(i = 1, 2, 3)
 yi

(5.1)

where Ai  A j equals the inner product between vectors A i and A j . We note that for the
orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system, G ij is non-zero only when i = j. The unit base vectors

(e1 , e2 , e3 ) associated with the curvilinear coordinate axes (y1 , y2 , y3 ) are ei 
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A(i)
H (i)

(no sum on

i), where H1 = (1+

y3
y
), H 2 = (1+ 3 ), H3 = 1 , and R1 and R2 are radii of curvature at the
R1
R2

point (y1 , y2 , y3 ) of the planes y 2 = constant and y1 = constant, respectively.
The displacement u of a point is given by u  x  X . The physical components of the
infinitesimal strain tensor in the curvilinear coordinate system are given by [50]

1   u1 u 3 
1   u 2 u3 
1
  , 22 
  , 2 12 


H1   y1 R 1 
H2   y2 R 2 
H1
1 u u  u
1   u3 u 2 
2 13   3  1   1 , 2 23 
 

H1   y1 R 1   y3
H2   y2 R 2 

11 

 u2
1  u1

,
 y1 H 2  y 2
u
 u2
, 33  3 ,
 y3
 y3

(5.2)

where ii (i = 1, 2, 3) is the normal strain along the y i -direction, 12 is the in-plane shear strain,
and 13 and 23 are the transverse shear strains.
In the TSNDT the displacement, u i , at a point is expressed as a complete polynomial of
degree 3 in the thickness coordinate, y3 .

d (y1, y2 , y3 )  (y3 )i di (y1, y2 ), (i  0, 1, 2, 3)

(5.3)

Unless stated otherwise, a repeated index implies summation over the range of the index.
In Eq. (5.3) d  [u1 u 2 u3 ]T and di  [u1i u 2i u3i ]T (i = 0, 1, 2, 3),

(5.3.1)

where ui0 = ui (y1, y2 ,0) (i  1, 2, 3) . One interpretation of variables is:
u i1 

u i
y3

, 2u i2 
y3 =0

2ui
(y3 )2

, 6u i3 
y3 =0

 3u i
(y3 )3

(i  1, 2, 3)

(5.3.2)

y3 =0

The 12-D vector d = [ d 0 , d1 , d 2 , d 3 ] is referred to as the vector of generalized
displacements at a point on shell’s mid-surface. We substitute for u i from Eq. (5.3) into Eq. (5.2)
to obtain
  Zi (y3 ) Ldi (y1, y2 ) (i = 0, 1, 2, 3)

(5.4)
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where

 [∈11 ∈22 ∈33 2 ∈23 2 ∈13 2 ∈12 ]T

(5.4.1)

and matrices Z i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) and the operator matrix L are defined in Appendix C,
respectively, by Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2).
Similar to components of the strain tensor, we write components of the Cauchy stress
tensor as a 6-D vector

  [σ11 σ22 σ33 σ23 σ13 σ12 ]T

(5.5)

The constitutive relation (Hooke’s law) for a linear elastic material is

ij  Cijmn mn , Cijmn  Cmnij  C jimn , (i, j, m, n  1, 2, 3)

(5.6)

where C is the fourth-order elasticity tensor having 21 independent components for a general
anisotropic material. For an orthotropic, a transversely isotropic and an isotropic material, the
independent components of C reduce, respectively, to 9, 5 and 2.
With respect to the material principal axes Eq. (5.6) for an orthotropic material of layer k
becomes
k 
k
k
k
k 
 σ11
 C1111
C1122
C1133
0
0
0   11
 k   k


k
k
0
0
0   k22 
σ 22  C1122 C2222 C2233
 k   k
 k 
k
k
0
0
0   33
σ33  C1133 C2233 C3333

 k 
 k 
k

0
0
C2323
0
0 2 23 
σ 23   0

 k  
 k 
k
0
0
0
C1313
0   2 13
 σ13   0


k
k 
σk   0

0
0
0
0
C1212   2 12 
 12  

(5.7)

where quantities for the kth layer are indicated by the superscript k. In the global coordinate axes
(y1 , y2 , y3 ) Cijmn are computed by using the tensor transformation rules for the stress and the

strain tensors, and the 6 x 6 matrix may be fully populated; e.g., see [26]. For the TSNDT, elastic
constants in Eq. (5.7) are the same as those used in the LET, i.e., they are not modified to satisfy

σ33  0 as is often done in the LFAT.
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We use the principle of minimum potential energy to derive equations governing static
deformations of the shell:

   (W  Wf )  0

(5.8)

where  is the variational operator,  is the potential energy of the shell, and W and Wf are,
respectively, the strain energy of deformation and the work done by the external force in the
absence of body forces given by

W

 

1 N
k
  
2 k=1 Ωk

T

 k dΩk

(5.8.1)

Wf   dT f dA

(5.8.2)

A

k

Here Ω is the region occupied by the k th layer in the reference configuration, and A is the part
of the bounding surfaces of the shell on which surface traction, f , is specified. Points on the
N

k
remainder of the boundary of the domain,     , occupied by the shell have either null
k1

tractions (i.e., are on a free surface) or have displacements prescribed on them. The work done
by reaction forces at points of the boundary where displacements are prescribed is not included
in Eq. (5.8) because variations in the prescribed displacements there are null.
We substitute in Eq. (5.8.1) for  k in terms of k from Eq. (5.7), and substitute for k
in terms of the generalized displacements defined on the mid-surface of the shell from Eq. (5.4).
Also, we substitute in Eq. (5.8.2) for d in terms of d i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) from Eq. (5.3). In the
resulting expression for  , we integrate with respect to y3 over the shell thickness to obtain an
integral equation for  with the integrand defined on the mid-surface.
The mid-surface of the shell is discretized into a finite element (FE) mesh of disjoint 8node iso-parametric quadrilateral elements. Thus  equals the sum of integrals over each
element. Following the standard procedure (e.g., see [43] or Appendix D) we obtain equations
governing static deformations of the shell as
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KU  F

(5.9)

In Eq. (5.9) K is the global stiffness matrix, U the global vector of generalized nodal
displacements, and F the global load vector; their expressions are given by Eq. (B.10) in
Appendix D. The vector F of generalized forces at nodes is work equivalent to surface tractions
applied on the bounding surfaces of the shell. For a FE mesh of Nnode nodes, before applying
essential boundary conditions, the length of vector U equals (12 Nnode) since a node has 12
degrees of freedom.
We consider three types of boundary conditions (BCs) specified at a point on a shell
edge. For example, at the edges y1 = 0 and a, definitions of these BCs in the 3-D LET and their
equivalence in terms of variables of the TSNDT are listed in Table 5.1. In Table 5.1 the index i
takes values 0, 1, 2 and 3, and
h/2

i
M1n
  (y3 )i 1n dy3 , (n= 1, 2, 3)

(5.10)

 h/2

Table 5.1 Nomenclature for boundary conditions specified at y1 = 0 or a
Notation

Type

BCs in the 3-D LET

BCs in the TSNDT

C

Clamped

u1  0, u 2  0, u3  0

u1i  0, u 2i  0, u3i  0

S

Simply supported

11  0, u 2  0, u3  0

i
M11
 0, u 2i  0, u3i  0

F

Traction free

11  0, 12  0, 13  0

i
i
i
M11
 0, M12
 0, M13
0

The displacement (or essential) boundary conditions applied at points on a shell edge are
satisfied while solving algebraic Eqs. (5.9).

5.4 Example problems
When presenting and discussing below results for several problems, we use the more
common notation and replace ( X1 , X 2 , X 3 ) and ( u1 , u 2 , u 3 ) by (x, y, z) and (u, v, w),
respectively. We compare numerical results computed using the TSNDT with the corresponding
3-D LET solutions obtained by either analytical methods or the FEM with the commercial
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software, ABAQUS. Unless mentioned otherwise, the 3-D FE results are obtained using a
uniform mesh of 8-node brick elements with 100 elements along the x- and the y- directions and
10 elements in the thickness direction which corresponds to 336,633 nodal degrees of freedom
(DoF).
We compute stresses from the constitutive relation and the shell theory displacements.
For laminated shells we find in-plane stresses (xx , yy , xy ) from the constitutive relations and
the shell theory displacements, and compute transverse stresses (xz , yz , zz ) by using the onestep SRS; these are indicated below by labels “C” and “SRS”, respectively. We note that the inplane stresses in a FE are evaluated at 3 x 3 quadrature points and by fitting to them a complete
quadratic polynomial by the least squares method, stresses and their derivatives with respect to x
and y at any point in the FE are computed.

5.4.1 Convergence of the solution with FE mesh refinement
We consider a 0º/90º/0º orthotropic laminated spherical shell (R1m = R2m = R) with a = b,
R/a = 2, a/h = 10 and h = 10 mm, only the outer surface subjected to a uniform normal tensile
traction, q 0 , and assign following values to material parameters:
E1  172.4 GPa, E1 E2  25, E3  E2 , G12 = G13 = 0.5E2 , G23 = 0.2E2 , ν12  ν13  ν23  0.25

Here E1 denotes Young’s modulus along the Z1 axis, and G12 ( ν12 ) the shear modulus
(Poisson’s ratio) in the Z1Z2-plane where the Z1-, the Z2- and the Z3- are the material principal
axes. Values of elastic constants with respect to global coordinate axes are obtained by using the
tensor transformation rules.
The lamination scheme, 1 / 2 / ... /  N , for a laminate having N layers with layers 1 and
N being the inner and the outer layers, respectively, implies that fibers in the k th layer are
oriented at angle  k measured counter-clockwise from the x- axis. Unless stated otherwise, each
layer of a laminated shell is assumed to be of equal thickness. In Table 5.2 we have listed for the
shell with all edges either clamped or simply supported, values of the non-dimensional
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deflection, w (0.5a, 0.5b, 0), at the centroid of the mid-surface and the axial stress,

xx (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h), at the centroid of the top surface for six uniform n x m FE meshes with n
and m equaling the number of elements along the x- and the y-axes, respectively. Unless
mentioned otherwise, the displacement and the stresses are non-dimensionalized as:

w  w (h3 /b4 )E2 /q0 and σ  σ / q0 . We note that numbers in the column “Diff.” denote the
change in the value from that obtained with the immediate previous FE mesh. Results reported in
Table 5.2 imply that with the mesh refinement the deflection converges faster than the axial
stress and the convergence rate does not depend much upon the BCs. For simply supported
edges the axial stress at the point (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h) is nearly 3 times that for the clamped edges,
and the deflection at the point (0.5a, 0.5b, 0) for simply supported edges is 5 times that for the
fixed edges. For both problems the 23 x 23 FE mesh gives converged values of the two
quantities. Unless stated otherwise, we use henceforth the 25 x 25 uniform FE mesh
corresponding to 23,712 DoF.

Table 5.2 Convergence of solutions for a 0º/90º/0º laminated spherical shell (a = b, R/a = 2, a/h = 10)
Clamped edges
3

Mesh
15 x 15
17 x 17
19 x 19
21 x 21
23 x 23
25 x 25

w x 10
(0.5a, 0.5b, 0)
1.829
1.829
1.829
1.829
1.829
1.829

%Diff.
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

xx
(0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h)
25.081
25.079
25.077
25.075
25.074
25.074

Simply supported edges
3

%Diff.
-0.008
-0.008
-0.008
-0.004
0.000

w x 10
(0.5a, 0.5b, 0)
9.178
9.178
9.178
9.178
9.178
9.178

%Diff.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

xx
(0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h)
72.788
72.768
72.753
72.743
72.735
72.729

5.4.2 Comparison of TSNDT results with those from the 3-D LET
For different values of the length/thickness and (radius of curvature)/length ratios of the
laminated doubly curved shell we compare the TSNDT predictions with those from the 3-D
LET. Values of material parameters are listed in Section 5.4.1.
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%Diff.
-0.027
-0.021
-0.014
-0.011
-0.008

5.4.2.1 Spherical shell
We study deformations of a simply supported 0º/90º cross-ply laminated spherical shell
with a uniform normal tensile traction, q 0 , applied only on the outer surface. In Table 5.3 we
have compared non-dimensional deflection, w (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h), at the centroid of the top
surface of the shell for a = b, a/h = 100 and 10, and different values of R/a found using the
TSNDT with that given by the analytical 3-D LET solution of Fan and Zhang [45]. There is at
most 2.74% difference between the two sets of results for R/a = 1 and a/h = 10, and this
difference decreases with an increase in R/a. The shell deflection increases with an increase in
the ratio R/a.
3
Table 5.3 Non-dimensional deflection, w (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h) x 10 , at the centroid of the outersurface of the 0º/90º spherical shell

a/h=100
R/a
1
2
3
4
5

3-D LET [45]
0.0725
0.2869
0.6461
1.1440
1.7569

TSNDT
0.0726
0.2870
0.6465
1.1447
1.7580

a/h=10
% Diff.
-0.14
-0.03
-0.06
-0.06
-0.06

3-D LET [45]
6.6628
13.2075
16.1084
17.4280
18.1020

TSNDT
6.8453
13.3982
16.1938
17.4427
18.0743

% Diff.
-2.74
-1.44
-0.53
-0.08
-0.15

5.4.2.2 Cylindrical shell
For simply supported [0º/90º/0º/…] laminated cylindrical shells (1/R2m = 0) subjected
only on the outer surface to the sinusoidal distributed normal tensile traction

q (x, y)  q0 sin(x / a)sin(y / b)

(5.11)

we have compared in Table 5.4 values of the non-dimensional deflection at the centroid of their
mid-surfaces with R1m/a = 4, b/a = 3, and a/h = 10 and 50 computed with the two theories. The
two sets of results are in excellent agreement with each other for thin shells. However, for thick
shells, they differ at most by 6.71%.
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Table 5.4 Non-dimensional deflection, w (0.5a, 0.5b, 0) x 102 , at the
centroid of mid-surface of laminated cylindrical shell of N layers with R1m/a
= 4 and b/a = 3

a/h = 50

a/h = 10

N
3-D LET [46]
TSNDT
%Diff.

2
2.139
2.132
0.33

3
0.5129
0.5169
-0.78

4
1.043
1.050
-0.67

5
0.6059
0.6101
-0.69

10
0.9113
0.9189
-0.83

3-D LET [46]
TSNDT
%Diff.

2.783
2.787
-0.14

0.9396
0.8981
4.42

1.609
1.501
6.71

1.020
0.9524
6.63

1.381
1.314
4.85

5.4.2.3 Doubly curved shells with different radii of curvature
We now consider a simply supported 90º/0º cross-ply laminated doubly curved shell with
a = b, a/h = 10, h = 10 mm, R1m/a = 5 and R2m/R1m = 2, and subjected only on the outer surface
to sinusoidal distributed tensile traction given by Eq. (5.11). We have listed in Table 5.5 the nondimensional deflection and stresses at various locations through the shell thickness obtained by
the two theories. For the TSNDT, the transverse stresses are computed using the SRS. The two
sets of results differ by at most 5% implying that for this problem also the TSNDT with the SRS
gives through-the-thickness stresses close to those obtained from the 3-D LET [47].

Table 5.5 Non-dimensional stresses in the 90º/0º doubly curved shell
with a = b, a/h = 10, R1m/a = 5 and R2m/R1m = 2
z/h
0.5
0+
0-0.5

3-D LET [47]
72.5015
-55.7425
-1.5182
-8.2074

TSNDT
72.2213
-54.2168
-1.4397
-8.3104

%Diff.
0.39
2.74
5.17
-1.25

yy (0.5a, 0.5b, z)

0.5
0+
0-0.5

8.8503
2.0775
62.9176
-69.0028

8.8137
2.0171
62.4791
-69.0674

0.41
2.91
0.70
-0.09

xz (0, 0.5b, z)

0.25
0

3.2347
1.3965

3.1925
1.3937

1.30
0.20

xx (0.5a, 0.5b, z)
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-0.25

0.9362

0.9414

-0.56

yz (0.5a, 0, z)

0.25
0
-0.25

0.727
0.9964
3.1326

0.7050
0.9680
3.1665

3.03
2.85
-1.08

w (0.5a, 0.5b, z)

0.5
0
-0.5

11.9190
11.9581
11.8910

11.8748
11.9150
11.8468

0.37
0.36
0.37

5.4.3 Clamped isotropic monolithic shell subjected to uniform normal traction on the outer
surface
5.4.3.1 Comparison with the 3-D LET solution
5.4.3.1.1 Spherical shell
We study deformations of a clamped spherical shell made of an isotropic material with h
= 10 mm, a/h = 10, a = b, R/a = 5, E = 210 GPa, ν = 0.3, and a uniformly distributed tensile
normal traction, q0  10 MPa , applied only on the outer surface. In Fig. 5.2 we have plotted the
displacement, w (x, b/2, 0) , of points on the mid-surface of the shell along the line y = b/2
obtained by using the TSNDT and the 3-D LET solution computed with the FEM; the inset in the
Figure is a schematic of the problem studied. Results from the two theories agree well with each
other having at most 0.3% difference between them. Stresses σ xx (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h) and σ xz
(0.055a, 0.5b, 0) in the 3-D LET solutions with uniform 100 x 100 x 10 and 80 x 80 x 10 meshes
differed by only 0.07% and 0.6%, respectively.
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1.0

Fig. 5.2 For a clamped spherical shell made of an isotropic material and subjected to a uniform
normal tensile traction on the outer surface, variation of the z-displacement along the curvilinear
line y = b/2 on the shell mid-surface
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= 0.25 (3-D LET)
3d
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(b)
Fig. 5.3 For a clamped spherical shell made of an isotropic material and loaded with a
uniform normal tensile traction q 0 on the outer surface, through-the-thickness distributions of (a)
xx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and zz (0.5a, 0.5b, z) , and (b)  xz at points (0.055a, 0.5b, z) and (0.25a,
0.5b, z). The stresses are normalized by q 0 .
In Fig. 5.3(a) we have exhibited through-the-thickness distributions of the axial stress,
σ xx , and the transverse normal stress, σ zz , along the transverse normal passing through the

centroid of the mid-surface. The axial stresses computed from the two theories differ by 0.82%
and 0.42% at z = h/2 and –h/2, respectively. Because of the shell curvature, magnitudes of the
axial tensile and the axial compressive stresses at corresponding points on the outer and the inner
surfaces of the shell are different. The TSNDT transverse normal stress obtained directly from
the constitutive relation does not exhibit the “boundary layer phenomenon” near major surfaces
as predicted by the 3-D LET and differs from the applied normal traction at the outer surface by
20%. However, this error is reduced to 2.7% and the boundary layer effect is captured when σ zz
is computed using the SRS. In Fig. 5.3(b) we have depicted through-the-thickness variations of
the transverse shear stress, σ xz , along the transverse normal near and away from the edge x = 0,
passing through the points (0.055a, 0.5b, 0) and (0.25a, 0.5b, 0), respectively. It is evident that
for both cases the TSNDT SRS stresses differ from the 3-D LET stresses by at most 2.8% at z =
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0. The transverse shear stress at the point (0.055a, 0.5b, 0) near the edge equals about 2.5 times
that at the interior point (0.25a, 0.5b, 0). We note that the zero tangential traction boundary
conditions at points (0.055a, 0.5b, ±h/2) near the clamped edge x = 0 are well satisfied when σ xz
is computed with the TSNDT and the SRS. However, these boundary conditions are well
satisfied at points (0.25a, 0.5b, ±h/2) away from the edge x = 0 whether or not the SRS is used.

5.4.3.1.2 Doubly curved shell with two different radii of curvature
In Fig. 5.4 we have portrayed through-the-thickness distributions of σ xx and σ xz along
the transverse normal passing through points (0.5a, 0.5b, 0) and (0.055a, 0.5b, 0), respectively,
for the problem studied in subsection 5.4.3.1.1 but now with R1 = 3a and R2 = 2R1.
z/h
sxx
2d (TSNDT [C])
σ̅xx /10

0.5
0.4
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3d (3-D LET)
σ̅sxx
xx /10
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[C])
xz (TSNDT

0.0
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0
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4

5

σ̅sxz
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2d
xz (TSNDT

-0.3
-0.4

sxz
3d LET)
σ̅xz (3-D

-0.5

Fig. 5.4 For a clamped doubly curved shell made of an isotropic material and subjected to a
uniform normal tensile traction q 0 on the outer surface, through-the-thickness distributions of
xx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and  xz (0.055a, 0.5b, z). The stresses are normalized by q 0 .

The distributions of σ xx obtained from the TSNDT and the 3-D LET agree well with each
other having the maximum difference of 1.5% at z = -h/2. However, at points (0.055a, 0.5b,
±h/2) near the edges on the two major surfaces of the shell, the traction boundary condition is
well satisfied only if σ xz is computed using the SRS. The maximum difference between the two
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values of σ xz at points (0.055a, 0.5b, z) obtained using the SRS and the 3-D LET is 1.37%.

5.4.3.1.3 Cylindrical shell
We now study deformations of a cylindrical clamped shell (1/Rm2 = 0) composed of an
isotropic material having h = 10 mm, b/a = 2, a/h = 10, and Rm1/a = 1, E  210GPa, ν  0.3 , and
subjected to a compressive vertical traction (i.e., parallel to the Cartesian X3-axis) of magnitude
q0 = 10 MPa on the outer surface only. Thus in the curvilinear (xyz) coordinate system this
corresponds to combined normal (along the z-axis) and tangential (along the x-axis) non-uniform
surface tractions. We have depicted in Fig. 5.5 the z- and the x- displacements along the line y =
b/2 on the mid-surface of the shell computed using the TSNDT and the 3-D LET; the inset shows
a schematic of the problem studied. It should be clear that the two sets of results agree well with
each other having the maximum difference of 0.15% in w at x/a = 0.5 and 1.67% in u at x/a =
0.21 and 0.79.

w (TSNDT)
w (3-D LET)

Displacement (x, 0.5b, 0) (mm)

0.012

u x 10 (TSNDT)
u x 10 (3-D LET)

0.008
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0.000
0.0

0.2

0.4

x/a

0.6

0.8

1.0

-0.004
-0.008
-0.012

Fig. 5.5 For a clamped cylindrical shell made of an isotropic material and subjected to a
compressive load along the X3- direction on the outer surface only, x- and z- displacements along
the line y = b/2 on the mid-surface of the shell
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Fig. 5.6 For a clamped cylindrical shell made of an isotropic material and subjected to a
compressive load along the X3- direction on the outer surface only, through-the-thickness
distributions of (a) σ xx and σ yy at (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and (b) σ xz and σ zz at (0.25a, 0.5b, z). The
stresses are normalized by q 0 .
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We have portrayed in Fig. 5.6(a) through-the-thickness distributions of the in-plane axial
stresses ( σ xx , σ yy ) and in 6(b) the transverse stresses ( σ xz , σ zz ) along the transverse normal
passing through points (0.5a, 0.5b, 0) and (0.25a, 0.5b, 0), respectively. The differences in the
magnitude of σ xx at the centroid of the outer and the inner surfaces computed from the TSNDT
and the 3-D LET are 1.86% and 0.81%, respectively, and the corresponding differences for σ yy
are 0.25% and 2.52%. The transverse stresses computed using the TSNDT and the SRS satisfy
the traction boundary conditions with only 0.57% and 1.3% error in the normal and the
tangential traction at the point (0.25a, 0.5b, 0.5h) on the outer surface.

5.4.3.2 Effect of shell’s curvature on stress distributions
In Figs. 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) we have depicted through-the-thickness distributions of σ xx
along the transverse normal passing through the centroid of the mid-surface and σ xz computed
using the SRS along points (0.055a, 0.5b, z) for clamped spherical shells studied in subsection
5.4.3.1.1 but with R/a = 1, 2, 3, 10, 50; the inset in Fig. 5.7(a) depicts curves of intersection of
shell’s mid-surfaces with a plane X2 = constant. These results reveal that with an increase in the
shell curvature, the plane of zero axial stress shifts towards the inner surface of the shell; thus the
portion of the shell in axial tension increases as compared to that in axial compression. For R/a =
1, the axial stress at all points on the transverse normal passing through the point (0.5a, 0.5b, 0)
is tensile. The magnitude of the ratio of the axial stresses at the top and the bottom surfaces
increases from 1.06 for R/a = 50 to 10.94 for R/a = 1. It is found that the magnitude of the
transverse shear stress increases with a decrease in the shell curvature. However, the rate of
increase in the magnitude of σ xz slows down with an increase in the value of R/a. The magnitude
of σ xz at z = 0 for R/a = 50 is 2.54 and 1.02 times the corresponding value for R/a = 1 and 10,
respectively.
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Fig. 5.7 For a clamped spherical shell composed of an isotropic material and subjected to
uniform normal tensile traction q 0 on the outer surface, through-the-thickness distributions of (a)
xx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and (b)  xz at (0.055a, 0.5b, z) for different values of R/a. The stresses are
normalized by q 0 .
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5.4.3.3 Effect of the loading on stress distributions
For the problem studied in subsection 5.4.3.1.3 we now consider four different applied
loads, i.e., a uniform traction of magnitude 10 MPa on either the outer or the inner surface only
pointing either radially (along the negative z- axis) or vertically (along the negative X3- axis)
downwards; these loads are denoted by qr and qv, respectively. For tractions along the X3- axis
both normal and tangential tractions act on the shell surface. In Figs. 5.8(a) and 5.8(b) we have
depicted through-the-thickness distributions of the axial stress, σ xx , and the transverse shear
stress, σ xz , in the plane y = b/2 along the sections x = 0.5a and 0.25a, respectively. It is found
that when the shell is subjected to the radial (vertical) load on the outer surface, the plane of zero
axial stress intersects the transverse normal passing through the centroid of the mid-surface at z =
-0.46h (-0.385h). Thus a larger portion of the shell is in axial tension for the vertical traction as
compared to that for the radial traction. The magnitudes of the maximum tensile and
compressive axial stresses at the centroids of the inner and the outer surfaces for the vertical
traction equal, respectively, 2.73 and 0.89 times that for the radial traction. Furthermore, due to
the shell curvature, when the radial or the vertical traction is applied on the inner surface the
axial stress induced in the shell is different from that when the same traction is applied on the
outer surface. When the inner surface is subjected to the radial traction, magnitudes of σ xx at
centroids of the inner and the outer surfaces, respectively, are 2.21 and 0.84 times that for the
same traction applied on the outer surface, and the corresponding ratios for the vertical traction
are 1.56 and 0.97.
Similarly, distributions of the transverse shear stress for the four applied tractions are
different. When the traction is applied on the outer (inner) surface, the ratio of the magnitude of
σ xz at z = 0 for the vertical load to that for the radial load is 1.59 (0.86). Moreover, when the

outer surface is subjected to the radial (vertical) load the magnitude of σ xz at z = 0 is 1.06 (1.96)
times that when the inner surface is subjected to the same load. Although not shown here for the
sake of brevity, it is found that the axial stress changes only the sign with a negligible change in
the magnitude when only direction of the applied load is changed for each of the four traction
boundary conditions.
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Fig. 5.8 For a clamped cylindrical shell made of an isotropic material and subjected to four
different loadings, through-the-thickness distributions of (a) xx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and (b)  xz
(0.25a, 0.5b, z). Stresses are normalized by the magnitude of the applied traction.
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5.4.3.4 Effect of geometric parameters on the strain energy of deformation
The total strain energy, W, of deformation is given by
6

W=  Wj ,

(5.12)

j1

where
N
1 N
1 N
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
k
   xx xx dΩ , W2     yy yy dΩ , W3    xy xy dΩ ,
k
k
k
2 k 1 Ω
2 k 1 Ω
k 1 Ω
N
N
N
1
W4    kxz kxz dΩ k , W5    kyz kyz dΩ k , W6    kzz kzz dΩ k .
2 k 1 Ωk
k 1 Ω k
k 1 Ω k

W1 

(5.12.1)

Alternatively, W can be written as the sum of strain energies of the in-plane (Wi), the transverse
shear (Ws) and the transverse normal (Wn) deformations, i.e.,
W = Wi + Ws + Wn

(5.13)

where Wi =W1+W2+W3, Ws = W4+W5 and Wn = W6
We substitute for ui from Eq. (5.3) into Eq. (5.2) to write physical components of the
infinitesimal strain tensor as
b
  (y3 )b 

(5.14)

where
b
b
 e

e
 

,
 2H
2H (  ) 
( )

b


b
e11


u1b u 3b b u1b b

, e12 
, e13  D jb u1j ,
y1 R1
y 2

e b21 

u 2b b u 2b u 3b b
, e 22 

, e 23  D jb u 2 j ,
y1
y 2 R 2

b
e31


u 3b u1b b u 3b u 2b b

, e32 

, e33  D jb u 3 j ,
y1 R1
y 2 R 2

(5.14.1)

D10  1, D 21  2, D32  3, Dij  0 (i  j  1)
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In above expressions, indices b, i, j take values 0, 1, 2, 3 and other indices take values 1, 2, 3.
The repeated index in the parentheses is not summed. We substitute for  from Eq. (5.14) into
Eq. (5.6) to obtain components of the Cauchy stress tensor as
b
  (y3 )b 

(5.15)

where
b
b

 Cmn mn

(5.15.1)

in which, indices α, β, m, n take values 1, 2, 3, and b takes values 0, 1, 2, 3.
Thus Eq. (5.12) representing the total strain energy of deformation can be written as
W = Wstretch-in + Wbend-in + Wstretch-tr + Wbend-tr + Wcouple
where Wstretch-in

and Wbend-in

(5.16)

are strain energies of stretching and bending deformations,

respectively, corresponding to the in-plane strains, Wstretch-tr and Wbend-tr are those corresponding
to the transverse strains, and Wcouple is the strain energy due to coupling between stretching and
bending deformations; their expressions are given below.

Wstretch in 
Wbend in 

1 N
m n
m n
(y3 ) m (y3 ) n 11
11 +212
12 +m22 n22 )  dΩ k (m, n  1, 3)


2 k 1 Ωk

Wstretch  tr 
Wbend  tr 
Wcouple 

1 N
 (y3 )m (y3 )n 11m 11n +212m 12n +m22 n22 )  dΩk (m, n  0, 2)
2 k 1 Ωk 

1 N
m n
m
n
(y3 ) m (y3 ) n 13
13 +2m23 n23 +33
33
)  dΩ k (m, n  1, 3)


2 k 1 Ωk

1 N
 (y3 )m (y3 )n 13m 13n +2m23 n23 +33m 33n )  dΩk (m, n  0, 2)
2 k 1 Ωk 

1 N
(y3 ) p (y3 )q ijp ijq +(y3 ) r (y3 )s ijr sij  dΩ k (i, j  1, 2, 3; p, s  0, 2; q, r  1, 3)


2 k 1 Ωk

(5.16.1)
We note that for a plate Wcouple equals zero.
We consider a clamped doubly curved shell with a = b = 10 cm, made of an isotropic
material with E  210GPa, ν  0.3 , and subjected to a uniform normal tensile traction, q 0 = 10
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MPa, on its outer surface only, and investigate effects of the aspect ratio, a/h, the normalized
radius of curvature, R1m/a, and the curvature ratio, R2m/R1m, of the shell on strain energies of
different deformations. For static elastic deformations of the shell, the total strain energy of
deformation, W, equals the work done by external forces, We. It should be clear from values
listed in Table 5.6 that W and We differ by at most 3.14%. This further verifies the accuracy of
the computed results.

Table 5.6 Strain energy, W, of deformation and work done, We, by
the external force for shells with a = b = 10 cm
a/h R1m/a R2m/R1m
5
10
1
2
1

5

1

5
2
1

We (mJ)
734
651
494

W (mJ)
730
648
494

%Error
0.54
0.46
0.00

232
223
198

238
230
204

-2.59
-3.14
-3.03

5.4.3.4.1 Strain energies of in-plane and transverse deformations

5.4.3.4.1.1 Effect of aspect ratio
We first assume R1m = R2m = R and illustrate in Fig. 5.9(a) the effect of the aspect ratio,
a/h, for three values of the radius of curvature, R/a = 1, 10 and  (plate), on strain energies of
in-plane and transverse deformations. Unless mentioned otherwise, strain energies of different
deformation modes plotted in the following several Figs. are normalized with respect to the total
strain energy of deformation, W, for each configuration of the shell. Values of W for shells with
R/a = 1 and 10 and different aspect ratios listed in Table 5.7 indicate that for the spherical shell
with given a and R, the total strain energy of deformation increases with an increase in the aspect
ratio. It is clear from plots of Fig. 5.9(a) that for a given curvature, the strain energy of in-plane
deformations increases and that of transverse shear and transverse normal deformations
decreases with an increase in the aspect ratio. We note that the strain energies, W4, W5 and W6,
of transverse deformations have been computed with stresses found using the SRS and the
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corresponding strains by pre-multiplying the stress tensor with the compliance matrix. For R/a =
1 and a/h = 5, the contributions to the normalized total strain energy of deformation from inplane and transverse shear deformations are 73.2% and 23.8%, respectively. For a/h > 20, strain
energies due to transverse shear deformations become negligible and those due to in-plane
deformations dominate. This agrees with results of [51] in that for a/h > 20 predictions from
shear deformation theories converge to those from the classical theory which neglects transverse
shear deformations. The strain energies of the shell with R/a = 10 nearly equal those for the
plate. We note that results for the plate included in Fig. 5.9(a) are from our earlier work [43].

Table 5.7 Total strain energy of deformation, W (mJ), for spherical shells with different values of
the aspect ratio; a = b = 10 cm
a/h

5

6

7

8

9

10

15

20

25

30

40

50

494

837

1190

R/a = 1

204 253 308 367 429

1547

1909

2643

3388

R/a = 10

269 382 530 718 951 1233 3555 7778 14318
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Fig. 5.9 Variation with (a) the aspect ratio, a/h, and (b) the normalized radius of curvature, R/a,
of normalized values of strain energies of deformation due to in-plane, transverse shear and
transverse normal deformations for a monolithic clamped spherical shell made of an isotropic
material subjected to a uniform normal tensile traction on the outer surface. Plotted energies are
normalized with respect to W (listed in Tables 5.7 and 5.8) for each configuration of the shell.

5.4.3.4.1.2 Effect of the shell curvature
We have demonstrated in Fig. 5.9(b) for the clamped spherical shell the effect of the
normalized radius of curvature, R/a, for two values of the aspect ratio, a/h = 5 and 10, on two
components of the strain energy of deformation. With an increase in R/a, (i.e., a decrease in the
curvature) the strain energy of in-plane deformations decreases and that of transverse shear and
transverse normal deformations increases. However, the rate of decrease and increase in W i and
Ws, respectively, slows down with an increase in the magnitude of R/a. For example, for the
shell with a/h = 10 the contribution to the normalized total strain energy of deformation from inplane deformations decreases from 94.3% for R/a = 1 to 80.7% and 79.5% for R/a = 5 and 10,
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respectively. For all shell configurations studied, the strain energy due to transverse normal
deformations is found to be less than 3% of the total strain energy. In Table 5.8 we have reported
for spherical shells with a/h = 5 and 10 values of W for different R/a ratios.

Table 5.8 Total strain energy of deformation, W (mJ), for clamped spherical shells
with different values of the radius of curvature; a = b =10 cm
R/a
a/h = 5
a/h = 10

1
2
204 258
494 905

3
268
1074

4
270
1148

5
271
1184

6
270
1204

7
270
1216

8
270
1224

9
269
1229

10
269
1233

5.4.3.4.1.3 Effect of the curvature ratio
We now consider the shell with R1m/a = 1 and different values of R2m > R1m. In Table 5.9
we have listed values of W for these shells. For a thick shell with a/h = 5, values of R2/R1
between 2 and 5 have a negligible effect on W. However, for a shell with a/h = 10, the value of
W increases from 648 mJ to 730 mJ with an increase in R2/R1 from 2 to 5. In Fig. 5.10 we have
portrayed the effect of the curvature ratio, R2m/R1m, on strain energies of the in-plane and the
transverse deformations for a/h = 5 and 10. It is found that the strain energy of the in-plane
deformations decreases and that of the transverse shear and the transverse normal deformations
increases with an increase in the curvature ratio. The normalized value of W i decreases by 4.8%
and 12.6% in going from R2m/R1m = 1 to 5 for a/h = 10 and 5, respectively, while the
corresponding increase in the normalized values of Wi are 40.4% and 28.7%. For a/h = 5 and
R2m/R1m = 5, the strain energy of transverse shear deformations accounts for 35.8% of the total
strain energy of deformation.
Table 5.9 Total strain energy of
deformation, W (mJ), for doubly curved
shells with different ratios of the radii of
curvature; a = b = 10 cm
R2/R1
a/h = 5
a/h = 10

2
230
648
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Fig. 5.10 Variation with the curvature ratio, R2m/R1m, of the normalized strain energies of
deformation due to in-plane, transverse shear and transverse normal deformations for a
monolithic clamped doubly curved shell made of an isotropic material subjected to a uniform
normal tensile traction on the outer surface. Plotted energies are normalized with respect to W
(listed in Table 5.9) for each configuration of the shell.

5.4.3.4.2 Strain energies of stretching and bending deformations
5.4.3.4.2.1 Effect of the shell curvature
For a spherical shell with a/h = 10 and 5 we have plotted in Figs. 5.11(a) and 5.11(b),
respectively, the effect of the ratio R/a on strain energies of stretching and bending deformations.
We note that, Wstretch = Wstretch-in + Wstretch-tr and Wbend = Wbend-in + Wbend-tr. It is found that for a
given aspect ratio, the strain energy of bending (stretching) deformations increases (decreases)
with an increase in R/a. However, the rate of increase (decrease) in Wbend (Wstretch) slows down
with an increase in R/a. For example, for the shell with a/h = 5, the normalized value of Wbend
(Wstretch) is 50.5% (51.2%) when R/a = 1 and it increases (decreases) to 95.6% (4.5%) and 98.6%
(1.5%) when R/a = 5 and 10, respectively. For the shell with a/h = 10, contributions from Wbend
and Wstretch to the total strain energy of deformations are 29.5% and 70.8%, respectively, for R/a
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= 1 and the corresponding values for R/a = 10 are 98% and 2%. It is observed that for the shell
with a/h = 10, the contribution to Wbend from in-plane deformations is higher than that from
transverse deformations. However for the thick shell (a/h = 5), in-plane and transverse
deformations contribute about equally to the total strain energy of bending deformations. For
example, when R/a = 10 bending deformations due to in-plane and transverse strains account for
77.5% and 20.5%, respectively, of the total strain energy of deformation for a/h = 10 and the
corresponding values for a/h = 5 are 48.3% and 50.2%.
The strain energy of stretching deformations due to transverse strains, Wstretch-tr, is at most
2.2% and the magnitude of Wcouple representing the interaction between stretching and bending
deformations is at most 1.7% which is negligible as compared to other components of the strain
energy; these maximum values correspond to the shell with R/a = 1 and a/h = 5.
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Fig. 5.11 Variation with the normalized radius of curvature, R/a, of the normalized values of
strain energies of deformation due to stretching and bending deformations for a monolithic
clamped spherical shell made of an isotropic material with (a) a/h = 10, (b) a/h = 5, and
subjected to a uniform normal tensile traction on the outer surface. Plotted energies are
normalized with respect to W (listed in Table 5.8) for each configuration of the shell.

5.4.3.4.2.2 Effect of the aspect ratio
We have elucidated in Figs. 5.12(a) and 5.12(b) the effect of the aspect ratio, a/h, on
strain energies of stretching and bending deformations for a spherical shell with R/a = 10 and 1,
respectively. It is clear that the strain energy of stretching (bending) deformations increases
(decreases) with an increase in the aspect ratio. For the shell with R/a = 10, (Wbend, Wstretch) =
(98.5%, 1.5%) of W when a/h = 5 and equals (69.6%, 30.4%) of W when a/h = 50. Note that the
effect of transverse deformations has been included in these two energies. For the deep shell (R/a
= 1), the rate of increase (decrease) of Wstretch (Wbend) slows down with an increase in the
magnitude of a/h. For example, Wstretch increases from 0.512W for a/h = 5 to 0.9W and 0.945W
for a/h = 25 and 50, respectively.
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For an isotropic cylindrical shell (R2 = R, 1/R1 = 0), Calladine [48] computed the ratio of
the stretching and the bending stiffnesses as  

4
12 a 4 (1   2 )
1  (a / b)2  . Thus for a shell with
4
2 2

R h

ν = 0.3, R/a = 1 and a = b, the stretching stiffness will exceed 10 times the bending stiffness
when a/h > 37. The corresponding aspect ratio for the spherical shell for the strain energy of
stretching deformations to exceed that of bending deformations is found to be about 30 from the
plots of Fig. 5.12(b). Furthermore, the expression for  suggests that for fixed values of a and b,
the stretching stiffness dominates over the bending stiffness as either the aspect ratio increases
for a given curvature or the curvature increases for a given aspect ratio.
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Fig. 5.12 Variation with the aspect ratio, a/h, of the normalized values of strain energies of
deformation due to stretching and bending deformations for a monolithic clamped spherical shell
made of an isotropic material with (a) R/a = 10, (b) R/a = 1, and subjected to a uniform normal
tensile traction on the outer surface. Plotted energies are normalized with respect to W (listed in
Table 5.7) for each configuration of the shell.

The strain energy of stretching deformations is mainly due to in-plane strains with
negligible contribution from that due to transverse strains. The contribution to the strain energy
of bending deformations from the transverse strains decreases monotonically with an increase in
the aspect ratio. For example, Wbend-tr/W for R/a = 10 and 1, respectively, equals 50.2% and
24.3% when a/h = 5 and decreases to 9.9% and 1% when a/h = 15. However, with an increase in
the aspect ratio, the strain energy of bending deformations due to in-plane strains increases for
a/h ≤ β and decreases for a/h > β, where β equals 25 and 7 for R/a = 10 and 1, respectively.
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5.4.3.4.2.3 Shell geometries for dominant bending deformations
We have exhibited in Fig. 5.13 the variation of the strain energy of bending deformations,
Wbend, with the ratio, R/a, for different values of the aspect ratio, a/h. For a given value of a/h
Wbend increases with an increase in R/a. However, the rate of increase in Wbend and when it
reaches the saturation value strongly depends upon a/h. For example, for a/h = 5 Wbend exceeds
0.975 for R/a ≥ 9, but for a/h = 50 Wbend exceeds 0.95 for R/a ≥ 35. The inset is a phase plot of
the region in the (R/a, a/h) space and shows that Wbend ≥ 0.95 for points below the red curve.
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Fig. 5.13 For different values of a/h, variation with the normalized radius of curvature, R/a, of
the normalized values of strain energy due to bending deformations for a monolithic clamped
spherical shell made of an isotropic linearly elastic material and subjected to a uniform normal
tensile traction on the outer surface

5.4.4 Cantilever isotropic monolithic shell subjected to equal and opposite uniformly distributed
tangential tractions on the outer and the inner surfaces
These problems are motivated by the observation that during entry of a ship or a boat hull
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into water both tangential and normal tractions act on the hull/water interface.

Similarly,

surfaces of a fish moving in water are subjected to both normal and tangential tractions. For
linear problems, the principle of superposition enables one to study separately problems for
normal and tangential tractions.

5.4.4.1 Comparison with the 3-D LET solution
We analyze deformations of a spherical shell clamped at the edge x = 0, with the
remaining three edges traction free, having h = 10 mm, a/h = 10, a = b, R/a = 5, made of an
isotropic material with E  210 GPa, ν  0.3 , and equal and opposite uniform tangential tractions of
magnitude q 0 = 10 MPa applied on the outer and the inner surfaces. We have depicted in Fig.
5.14(a) the z- and the x- displacements along the line y = b/2 on the mid-surface of the shell with
their scales on the left and the right vertical axes, respectively, and in Fig. 5.14(b) the deformed
shape of the cross-section at y = b/2; the inset is the schematic of the problem studied. The
results from the TSNDT and the 3-D LET are in excellent agreement with each other having at
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most 0.5% difference between them for the two displacement components.

Undeformed

Deformed (TSNDT)

Deformed (3-D LET)

(b)
Fig. 5.14 For a cantilever shell made of an isotropic material and subjected to equal and opposite
uniform tangential tractions on the outer and the inner surfaces, (a) x- and z- components of
displacement along the line y = b/2 on the mid-surface of the shell and (b) deformed shape of the
cross-section y = b/2 with displacements magnified by a factor of 10.

In Figs. 5.15(a) and 5.15(b) we have portrayed through-the-thickness distributions of the
axial stress, σ xx , and the transverse shear stress, σ xz , along different transverse normal sections
near and away from the edges x = 0 and x = a. The axial stress along the transverse normal
passing through points (0.055a, 0.5b, 0), (0.5a, 0.5b, 0) and (0.945a, 0.5b, 0), respectively,
computed using the TSNDT differs from the corresponding 3-D LET solution at most by 3.1%,
1.4% and 2.6%; these maximum differences occur at z/h = -0.15, -0.5 and 0.15, respectively. The
magnitudes of σ xx at corresponding points on the outer and the inner surfaces of the shell are
different due to the curvature of the shell. Furthermore, the magnitude of the axial stress at points
(x, b/2, h/2) located along the line at the intersection of the outer surface and the cross-section y
= b/2, for x = 0.055a is about twice and 19 times that for x = 0.5a and 0.945a, respectively. The
transverse shear stress near the clamped edge obtained from the constitutive relation differs from
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the applied tangential traction at points (0.055a, 0.5b, -0.5h) and (0.055a, 0.5b, 0.5h) on the outer
and the inner surfaces by 2.78% and 14.23%, respectively, and the corresponding differences
near the traction free edge, x = a, at points (0.945a, 0.5b, -0.5h) and (0.945a, 0.5b, 0.5h) are
2.2% and 3.56%, respectively. However, these differences at (0.055a, 0.5b, 0.5h) and (0.945a,
0.5b, 0.5h) reduce to 0.69% and 0.5% when σ xz is computed using the SRS. We note that at the
inner surface of the shell σ xz computed using the SRS exactly satisfies the tangential traction
boundary condition since the applied traction there is used as an initial condition during the
integration of the equilibrium equations. The transverse shear stress computed directly from the
constitutive relation differs from the corresponding 3-D LET solution at most by 12.56% and
9.6% for x = 0.055a and 0.945a, respectively. However, these differences reduce to 8.04% and
7.9% when σ xz is computed using the SRS. We have not checked if refining the FE mesh near
the edges (i.e., using a graded FE mesh) will reduce these differences. The maximum value of
σ xz in the plane y = b/2 along the transverse normal section at x = 0.055a is about 3.75 times that

for x = 0.945a.
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Fig. 5.15 For a cantilever shell made of an isotropic material and subjected to equal and opposite
uniform tangential tractions q 0 on the outer and the inner surfaces, through-the-thickness
distributions of (a) σ xx (x, 0.5b, z) for x/a = 0.055, 0.5 and 0.945, and σ xz (x, 0.5b, z) for x/a =
0.055 and 0.945. The stresses are normalized by q 0 .
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Fig. 5.16 For a cantilever shell made of an isotropic material and subjected to equal and opposite
uniform tangential tractions on the outer and the inner surfaces, variation of σ xx (x, 0.5b, 0.45h)
along the length in the x- direction of the shell
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In Fig. 5.16 we have exhibited the variation of σ xx along the length in the x- direction of
the shell at y = b/2 and z = 0.45h computed using the TSNDT and the 3-D LET. The two sets of
results agree well with each other. At the clamped edge, the difference between values of the
axial stress computed from the two theories is 1.44%; this difference reduces to 0.95% at x/a =
0.055 and 0.92% at x/a = 0.5. At the free edge, x = a, σ xx accurately satisfies the zero traction
boundary condition. The axial stress is maximum at a point located on the clamped edge, x = 0,
and decreases with an increase in the distance of the point from the clamped edge.

5.4.4.2 Effect of the curvature on stress distributions
In Fig. 5.17(a),(b) we have elucidated the effect of the curvature on through-the-thickness
distributions of σ xx and σ xz along the transverse normal passing through the centroid of the midsurface and the point (0.055a, 0.5b, 0) near the clamped edge x = 0, respectively. It is found that
the magnitude of σ xx increases, that of σ xz decreases and the plane of the zero axial stress shifts
towards the mid-surface of the shell with an increase in the R/a ratio. However, the rate of
increase and decrease in magnitudes of σ xx and σ xz slows down with an increase in the value of
R/a. For example, the normalized magnitude of σ xx at the point (0.5a, 0.5b, 0.5h) on the outer
surface of the shell increases from 18.1 for R/a = 1 to 30.4 for R/a = 5 and to 30.6 for R/a = 10.
The normalized magnitude of σ xz at the point (0.5a, 0.5b, 0) on the mid-surface of the shell
decreases from 6 for R/a =1 to 1.9 for R/a = 5 and further to 1.6 for R/a = 10.
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Fig. 5.17 For a cantilever spherical shell made of an isotropic material and subjected to equal and
opposite uniform tangential tractions on the outer and the inner surfaces, through-the-thickness
distributions of (a) xx (0.5a, 0.5b, z) and (b)  xz at (0.055a, 0.5b, z) for different values of
R/a. The stresses are normalized by q 0 .
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5.4.4.3 Effect of geometric parameters on the strain energy of deformation
We investigate the effect of the aspect ratio and the shell curvature on strain energies of
different deformations for the problem studied in subsection 5.4.4.1 with a = b = 10 cm.
5.4.4.3.1 Strain energies of in-plane and transverse deformations
5.4.4.3.1.1 Effect of the aspect ratio
We have demonstrated in Fig. 5.18(a) for a spherical shell the effect of the aspect ratio,
a/h, for R/a = 1 and 10, on strain energies of in-plane and transverse deformations with their
scales given on the right and the left vertical axes, respectively. The results reveal that the strain
energy of in-plane deformations increases and that of transverse shear and transverse normal
deformations decreases with an increase in the aspect ratio of the shell. For R/a = 1, the in-plane
and the transverse shear deformations contribute 78.2% and 22.2%, respectively, to the total
strain energy of deformation when a/h = 2. The normalized strain energy of in-plane
deformations increases to 94.5% and 99.7% when a/h = 5 and 10, respectively, and the
corresponding decrease in the strain energy of transverse shear deformations are 5.8% and 3.3%.
Thus the rate of increase and decrease in Wi and Ws slows down with an increase in the aspect
ratio. In Table 5.10 we have reported values of W for shells with R/a = 1 and 10 and different
aspect ratios.

Table 5.10 Total strain energy of deformation, W (mJ), for spherical shells with different
values of the aspect ratio; a = b = 10 cm
R/a
a/h = 5
a/h = 10

1
4580
6841

2
4495
7622

3
4468
8150

4
4473
8434

5
4478
8591

6
4482
8684

7
4485
8743

8
4487
8783

9
4488
8811

10
4489
8831

5.4.4.3.1.2 Effect of the shell curvature
We have elucidated in Fig. 5.18(b) for a spherical shell the effect of the normalized
radius of curvature, R/a, for a/h = 5 and 10 on strain energies of the in-plane and the transverse
deformations; their scales are shown on the right and the left vertical axes, respectively. It is
found that the contribution to the total strain energy from the in-plane deformations increases and
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that from the transverse shear and the transverse normal deformations decreases with an increase
in R/a. However, the increase in normalized value of Wi in going from R/a = 1 to R/a = 10 is
only 2.9% and 4.3% for a/h = 10 and 5, respectively. The strain energy of transverse shear
deformations is at most 6% for a/h = 5, 10 and the range of values of R/a considered. The
contribution to the total strain energy from the transverse normal deformations is negligible as
compared to those from other deformations for all configurations of the shell studied. In Table
5.11 we have listed for spherical shells with a/h = 5 and 10 values of W for different R/a ratios.

Table 5.11 Total strain energy of deformation, W (mJ), for spherical shells with different values of the radius of
curvature; a = b =10 cm
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Fig. 5.18 Variation with (a) the normalized radius of curvature, R/a, and (b) the aspect ratio, a/h,
of normalized values of the strain energy due to in-plane, transverse shear and transverse normal
deformations for a monolithic cantilever spherical shell made of an isotropic material and
subjected to equal and opposite uniform tangential tractions on the outer and the inner surfaces.
Plotted energies are normalized with respect to W (Tables 5.10 and 5.11) for each configuration
of the shell.
5.4.4.3.1.3 Effect of the curvature ratio
In Fig. 5.19 we have illustrated for the shell with R1m/a = 1 and different values of R2m >
R1m, the effect of the curvature ratio, R2m/R1m, on the strain energy of deformation due to the inplane and the transverse deformations with their scales shown on the right and the left vertical
axes, respectively. We note that the strain energy of in-plane deformations increases and that of
transverse shear and transverse normal deformations decreases with an increase in value of
R2m/R1m. For the range of R2m/R1m considered, the in-plane deformations account for at least
94.5% and the transverse shear deformations at most 5.8% of the total strain energy. The
normalized value of Wi increase in going from R2m/R1m= 1 to R2m/R1m = 10 only by 2.6% for a/h
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= 5 and 10. The transverse normal deformations do not contribute noticeably to the total strain
energy of the shell. In Table 5.12 we have listed values of W for doubly curved shells with R 1/a
= 1, a/h = 5 and 10, and different R2/R1 ratios.
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Fig. 5.19 Variation with the curvature ratio, R2m/R1m, of normalized values of the strain energy
due to in-plane, transverse shear and transverse normal deformations for a monolithic cantilever
doubly curved shell made of isotropic material and subjected to equal and opposite uniform
tangential tractions on the outer and the inner surfaces. Plotted energies are normalized with
respect to W (listed in Table 5.12) for each configuration of the shell.
Table 5.12 Total strain energy of deformation, W
(mJ), for doubly curved shells with different values of
the ratio of the two radii of curvature; a = b =10 cm
R2/R1
a/h = 5
a/h = 10

2
4941
8610

3
4821
8949
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4
4748
9021

5
4700
9026

5.4.4.3.2 Strain energies of stretching and bending deformations
5.4.4.3.2.1 Effect of the shell curvature
We have illustrated for a spherical shell in Figs. 5.20(a) and 5.20(b), the effect of the
normalized radius of curvature, R/a, for a/h = 10 and 5, respectively, on strain energies of
stretching and bending deformations. The results imply that the strain energy of bending
deformations increases and that of stretching deformations decreases with an increase in the
value of R/a. For a/h = 10, (Wbend, Wstretch) = (71.37%, 31.79%) of W for R/a = 1 and these
values change to (95.93%, 4.17%) of W and (98.97%, 1.06%) of W for R/a = 5 and 10,
respectively. Thus the rate of increase and decrease in Wbend and Wstretch slows down with an
increase in the R/a ratio.
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Fig. 5.20 Variation with the normalized radius of curvature, R/a, of the normalized values of
strain energies of stretching and bending deformations for an isotropic monolithic cantilever
spherical shell with (a) a/h = 10, (b) a/h = 5 and subjected to equal and opposite uniform
tangential tractions on the outer and the inner surfaces. Plotted energies are normalized with
respect to W (listed in Table 5.10) for each configuration of the shell.

It is found that for R/a = 1 the contribution from transverse deformations to the total
strain energy of bending deformations is at most 10.23% and 12.59% for aspect ratios of 10 and
5, respectively, which is small as compared to that from the in-plane deformations; these values
decrease with an increase in the R/a ratio. Similarly, the contribution from Wstretch-tr is negligible
as compared to that from Wstretch-in to the total strain energy of stretching deformations. The
magnitude of the strain energy due to interaction between stretching and bending deformations is
0.09W for R/a = 1 and a/h = 5.
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5.4.4.3.2.2 Effect of the aspect ratio
We have exhibited in Figs. 5.21(a) and 5.21(b), the effect of the aspect ratio, a/h, on
strain energies of stretching and bending deformations for a spherical shell with R/a = 10 and 1,
respectively. It is found that strain energies of stretching (bending) deformations increase
(decrease) with an increase in the aspect ratio for R/a = 10 with negligible contribution from
transverse deformations. For R/a = 10, the total strain energy is due to bending deformations
only when a/h = 5 and the contribution from Wbend to W reduces to 80.6% when a/h = 50. For a
deeper shell with R/a = 1, Wbend (Wstretch) decreases (increases) for a/h ≤ 15 and increases
(decreases) for a/h > 15 with an increase in the aspect ratio. For a/h = 15, the contribution to the
total strain energy from bending and stretching deformations are 64.1% and 37.7%, respectively,
with (Wbend-in, Wbend-tr) and (Wstretch-in, Wstretch-tr) = (0.554, 0.087)W and (0.352, 0.247)W,
respectively.
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Fig. 5.21 Variation with the aspect ratio, a/h, of the normalized values of strain energies due to
stretching and bending deformations for an isotropic monolithic cantilever spherical shell with
(a) R/a = 10, (b) R/a = 1, and subjected to equal and opposite uniform tangential tractions on the
outer and the inner surfaces. Plotted energies are normalized with respect to W (listed in Table
5.11) for each configuration of the shell.

5.4.5 Isotropic monolithic shell subjected to uniform normal traction on the outer surface and
specified with various boundary conditions on edges
For the problem studied in subsection 5.4.3.4, we compute strain energies of various
deformation modes for six types of BCs specified on edges of the shell which include CCCC,
SSSS, CCSS, CCFF, CSFF and CFSS, where the notation ABCD indicates that the BC of type
A, B, C and D are specified on the edges x = 0, x = a, y = 0 and y = b, respectively, with their
definitions shown in Table 5.1.
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5.4.5.1 Strain energies of in-plane and transverse deformations
We have depicted the variation of strain energies of the in-plane and the transverse
deformations of the shell with the a/h ratio for R/a = 1 in Fig. 5.22(a) and with the R/a ratio for
a/h = 10 in Fig. 5.22(b) for the six BCs. The results plotted in Fig. 5.22(a) indicate that for all
BCs considered, the strain energy of the in-plane (transverse shear) deformations increases
(decreases) with an increase in the aspect ratio and the rate of increase (decrease) in the
normalized value of Wi (Ws) slows down with an increase in the magnitude of the a/h ratio. For
a/h = 5, the normalized value of Wb is about 90% for the SSSS BC, 85% for the CFSS BC, and
73-75% for the remaining four BCs. The variation in normalized strain energies of the shell due
to the change in BCs decreases as the aspect ratio of the shell increases. For a/h = 20, the
normalized strain energies for the six BCs are about equal.
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Fig. 5.22 Variation with (a) the aspect ratio, a/h, and (b) the normalized radius of curvature, R/a,
of normalized values of strain energies of deformation due to in-plane, transverse shear and
transverse normal deformations for a monolithic spherical shell specified with six different
boundary conditions, made of an isotropic material and subjected to a uniform normal tensile
traction on the outer surface. The components of the strain energy for each configuration of the
shell are normalized by the total strain energy of that shell.

The results plotted in Fig. 5.22(b) reveal that the normalized values of W i and Ws do not
vary much with the R/a ratio. The strain energy of the in-plane deformations is more than 80% of
the total strain energies for all BCs and for the range of R/a considered. For R/a = 10, the
normalized value of Wi is 95% for the SSSS and the CFSS BCs, 85% for the CCSS and the
CCFF BCs and between 85 and 95% for the remaining two BCs. The strain energy due to the
transverse normal deformations is negligible compared to that due to the in-plane and the
transverse shear deformations for all configurations of the shell studied in this subsection.
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5.4.5.2 Strain energies of stretching and bending deformations
For the six BCs, we have portrayed the variation of strain energies of stretching and
bending deformations with the R/a ratio for a/h = 10 in Fig. 5.23(a) and with the a/h ratio for R/a
= 1 in Fig. 5.23(b). The results plotted in Fig. 5.23(a) imply that for all BCs considered, the
strain energy of the bending deformations increases, that of the stretching deformations
decreases and the rate of increase (decrease) in the normalized value of Wbend (Wstretch) slows
down with an increase in the value of R/a. It is found that the results for the CSFF and the CFSS
BCs are nearly equal and those for the remaining four BCs are very close to one another. For R/a
= 1, the normalized value of Wbend for the CSFF and the CFSS BCs is 76% and 82%,
respectively, whereas that for the remaining four BCs are only 25-33%. The variation in a
component of the strain energy due to the change in BCs decreases with an increase in the R/a
ratio and the results for the six BCs are nearly identical for R/a ≥ 10. However, we have not
depicted in the Fig. the results for R/a > 10. For R/a ≥ 8, the strain energy of bending
deformations nearly equals the total strain energy of deformation.
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Fig. 5.23 Variation with (a) the aspect ratio, a/h, and (b) the normalized radius of curvature, R/a,
of the normalized values of strain energies of deformation due to stretching and bending
deformations for a monolithic spherical shell specified with six different boundary conditions,
made of an isotropic material and subjected to a uniform normal tensile traction on the outer
surface. The components of the strain energy for each configuration of the shell are normalized
by the total strain energy of that shell.

The results plotted in Fig. 5.23(b) indicate that the strain energy of the stretching
(bending) deformations increases (decreases) with an increase in the a/h ratio for all cases of
BCs considered and the rate of increase (decrease) in the normalized value of Wbend (Wstretch)
slows down with an increase in the aspect ratio for all BCs except for the CFSS. The normalized
strain energies for the CCCC, the SSSS, the CCSS and the CCFF BCs are nearly equal for all the
configurations of the shell studied, and those for the remaining two BCs are equal for a/h = 5 and
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50 and differs from each other for 5 < a/h < 50. The normalized value of Wstretch for the CCCC,
the SSSS, the CCSS and the CCFF BCs is at least twice that for the remaining two BCs for the
range of the aspect ratio studied. For a/h = 5, the strain energy of bending deformations for the
CSFF and the CFSS BCs is about 91% of the total strain energy while the corresponding value
for the remaining four BCs ranges from 43 to 53%. For a/h = 50, strain energies of the stretching
and the bending deformations are equal for the CSFF and the CFSS BCs whereas the strain
energy of the bending deformations is more than 92% of the total strain energy for the remaining
four BCs. The strain energy due to the coupling between the stretching and the bending
deformation modes is nearly zero for all configurations of the shell studied in this subsection.
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Fig. 5.24 Shell configurations, (R/a, a/h), for which the strain energy of bending deformations
are 95% of the total strain energy for a monolithic spherical shell specified with six different
boundary conditions, made of an isotropic linearly elastic material and subjected to a uniform
normal tensile traction on the outer surface. The components of the strain energy for each
configuration of the shell are normalized by the total strain energy of that shell.

We have exhibited in Fig. 5.24 for the six BCs the phase plot in the (R/a, a/h) space
showing the curves of Wbend = 0.95W. For a given BC, the points below the corresponding curve
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are configurations of the shell with Wbend > 0.95W. The value of R/a that corresponds to Wbend =
0.95W increases with an increase in the aspect ratio for a shell of given BC. The results for the
CSFF and the CFSS and those for the CCFF and SSSS are found to be nearly identical. For a/h =
5, the strain energy of bending deformations exceeds 95% of the total strain energy for R/a > 1.5
when the BCs on the shell edges are the CSFF and the CFSS types whereas the corresponding
value of R/a for the remaining four BCs is about 4. For a/h = 50 the corresponding value of R/a
is 15.7 for the CSFF and the CFSS BCs, 35 for the CCFF and the SSSS BCs, 33 for the CCCC
BC and 29.7 for the CCSS BC.

5.4.6 Clamped sandwich shell subjected to uniform normal traction on the outer surface
We now consider a clamped spherical sandwich shell with a = b = 10 cm, made of two
45° orthotropic face sheets, each of thickness hf, with material properties given in subsection
5.4.2 and an isotropic core of thickness hc. For the core we set ν = 0.2 and Young’s modulus, Ec
= Ef/100 and Ef/1000, where Ef is Young’s modulus of the material of the face sheets along the
fiber direction. We analyze the effect of the ratios R/a, hc/hf and a/h (where h = 2hf + hc) on
strain energies of different deformation modes for this shell.

Table 5.13 Strain energy, W, of spherical sandwich shells with a =
b = 10 cm, R/a = 1, a/h = 10
Ef/Ec

hc/hf

Theory
3-D LET
TSNDT

W (J)
8.59
7.99

Wface sheets/W
0.72
0.78

Wcore/W
0.28
0.22

50

3-D LET
TSNDT

27.10
27.49

0.47
0.51

0.53
0.49

5

3-D LET
TSNDT

14.57
12.08

0.78
0.87

0.21
0.13

50

3-D LET
TSNDT

69.28
63.23

0.68
0.72

0.32
0.28

5
100

1000
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We have compared in Table 5.13 for spherical sandwich shells with a = b = 10 cm, R/a =
1, a/h = 10, Ef/Ec = 100 and 1000 and hc/hf = 5 and 50, the strain energy of deformation, W, of
the shell and relative contributions to W from that of the face sheets, Wface sheet, and of the core,
Wcore, obtained from the TSNDT and the 3-D LET. For Ef/Ec = 100 (1000) and hc/hf = 5, the total
strain energy computed from the TSNDT differs from the corresponding 3-D LET solution by
7% (17%) and this difference reduces to 1.4% (8.7%) for hc/hf = 50. We note that for large
values of hc/hf, the core can possibly buckle. However, we have not considered the possibility of
the core buckling in our analysis.

5.4.6.1 Strain energies of in-plane and transverse deformations

5.4.6.1.1 Effect of aspect ratio
For the shell with R/a = 1 and hc/hf = 10, we have elucidated in Fig. 5.25(a) and 5.25(b)
the effect of the a/h ratio on strain energies of in-plane and transverse deformations for Ef/Ec =
1000 and 100, respectively. The subplots (A) through (C) in each Fig. show normalized strain
energies of the in-plane, the transverse shear and the transverse normal deformations,
respectively, and the subplot (D) illustrates the relative contribution from the strain energies of
the face sheets and the core to the total strain energy of deformation. These results reveal that the
strain energy due to the in-plane deformations increases, that due to the transverse deformations
decreases and the ratio of the strain energy of the face sheets, Wface sheets, to that of the core, Wcore,
increase with an increase in the aspect ratio. For Ec/Ef = 1000 (100), Wface sheets equals 0.74W
(0.58W) for a/h = 5 and it increases to 0.95W (0.87W) when a/h is increased to 50.
It is found that the in-plane deformations dominate in the face sheets with negligible or
zero transverse deformations whereas the transverse deformations dominate in the core. For Ec/Ef
= 100, Wi of the core is about 11-15% of the total strain energy of the in-plane deformations of
the shell for the range of the aspect ratio considered whereas for Ec/Ef = 1000, Wi of the shell
nearly equals that of the face sheets. For a/h = 5, Wn ≈ Ws for Ec/Ef = 100 whereas Wn ≈ 4Ws for
Ec/Ef = 1000. For a/h = 5, R/a = 1, hc/hf = 10 and Ec/Ef = 1000 which correspond to (hf
hc/2R2)(Ef/Ec) = 1.4, the strain energy of the normal deformations is about 23% of the total strain
energy with Wn of the core equaling 0.2W. This results agree with Reissner [52]’s results that
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when the magnitude of (hf hc/2R2)(Ef/Ec) is in the order of 1, the effect of the transverse normal
deformations becomes significant.
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Fig. 5.25 Variation with the aspect ratio, a/h, of normalized values of strain energies of
deformation due to in-plane, transverse shear and transverse normal deformations for a clamped
sandwich spherical shell for (a) Ef/Ec = 1000 and (b) Ef/Ec = 100, subjected to a uniform normal
tensile traction on the outer surface. The components of the strain energy for each configuration
of the shell are normalized by the total strain energy of that shell.

5.4.6.1.2 Effect of the shell curvature
For the shell with a/h = 10 and hc/hf = 10, we have illustrated in Fig. 5.26(a) and 5.26(b)
the effect of the R/a ratio on strain energies of in-plane and transverse deformations for Ef/Ec =
1000 and 100, respectively. The strain energy of the in-plane deformations decreases, that of the
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transverse shear deformations increases and the ratio of the strain energy of the core to that of the
face sheets increases with an increase in the magnitude of R/a ratio. For Ef/Ec = 1000, the strain
energy of the core equals 0.22W and 0.58W for R/a = 1 and 10, respectively. The corresponding
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values for Ef/Ec = 100 are 0.29W and 0.64W.
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Fig. 5.26 Variation with the normalized radius of curvature, R/a, of normalized values of strain
energies of deformation due to in-plane, transverse shear and transverse normal deformations for
a clamped sandwich spherical shell for (a) Ef/Ec = 1000 and (b) Ef/Ec = 100, subjected to a
uniform normal tensile traction on the outer surface. The components of the strain energy for
each configuration of the shell are normalized by the total strain energy of that shell.

For Ef/Ec = 1000, Wn is about 17% of W for R/a = 1 and the corresponding value reduces
to 2% for R/a = 10. For Ef/Ec = 100, Wn/W is less than 4% for the range of R/a values
considered. For R/a = 10 and hc/hf = 10, the strain energy of the transverse shear deformations
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are about 67% and 63% of the total strain energy for Ef/Ec = 1000 and 100, respectively, which
correspond to (Ef (2hf))/(Ec hc) = 200 and 20, respectively. These results agree with Reissner [7,
52]’s results that when (Ef (2hf))/(Ec hc) is large compared to unity, the transverse shear
deformations of flat or curved shells become considerable and should be taken into account in a
shell theory for studying deformations of such sandwich shells.
The core mainly deforms in the transverse deformation modes with negligible or zero
strain energy of the in-plane deformations. For Ef/Ec = 100, Wi of the face sheets contribute to
the total strain energy of the in-plane deformations by about 87-88% for the range of R/a
considered whereas for Ef/Ec = 1000, the corresponding value is about 97-98%.

5.4.6.1.3 Effect of the ratio of the thickness of the core to that of the face sheet
For the shell with a/h = 10 and R/a = 1, we have elucidated in Fig. 5.27(a) and 5.27(b)
the effect of the hc/hf ratio on strain energies of in-plane and transverse deformations for Ef/Ec =
1000 and 100, respectively. It is found that with an increase in the hc/hf ratio, the ratio of the
strain energy of the core to that of the face sheet increases for the three components of the strain
energy. When hc/hf is increased from 5 to 50, the ratio of (Wi, Ws) of the core to that of the face
sheets increase from (0.08, 4.64) to (0.61, 23.71) for Ef/Ec = 100. The corresponding ratios for
Ef/Ec = 1000 increase from (0.02, 0.82) to (0.09, 29.32). Thus the increase in Ws of the core due
to increase in the hc/hf ratio is more significant than that in Wi. For hc/hf = 50, the total strain
energy of the transverse normal deformations equals that of the core for the two values of Ec/Ef
ratio. For hc/hf = 5, the strain energy of the core contributes to the total strain energy by 12.5%
and 21.7% for Ef/Ec = 1000 and 100, respectively. The corresponding values for hc/hf = 50 are
27.5% and 49%.
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Fig. 5.27 Variation with the ratio of the thickness of the core to that of the face sheet, hc/hf, of
normalized values of strain energies of deformation due to in-plane, transverse shear and
transverse normal deformations for a clamped sandwich spherical shell for (a) Ef/Ec = 1000 and
(b) Ef/Ec = 100, subjected to a uniform normal tensile traction on the outer surface. The
components of the strain energy for each configuration of the shell are normalized by the total
strain energy of that shell.

5.4.6.2 Strain energies of stretching and bending deformations

5.4.6.2.1 Effect of aspect ratio
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For the shell with R/a = 1 and hc/hf = 10, we have depicted in Fig. 5.28(a) and 5.28(b) the
effect of the a/h ratio on the strain energy due to the stretching and the bending deformations and
their coupling for Ef/Ec = 1000 and 100, respectively. The subplots (A) through (C) in each Fig.
show normalized values of Wstretch, Wbend and Wcouple, respectively.
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Fig. 5.28 Variation with the aspect ratio, a/h, of normalized values of strain energies of the
stretching and the bending deformations for a clamped sandwich spherical shell for (a) Ef/Ec =
1000 and (b) Ef/Ec = 100, subjected to a uniform normal tensile traction on the outer surface. The
components of the strain energy for each configuration of the shell are normalized by the total
strain energy of that shell.

The strain energy of the stretching deformations increases and that of the bending
deformations decreases. The maximum magnitude of the strain energy due to coupling between
the stretching and the bending deformations is 16% which occurs for a/h = 5 and Ef/Ec = 1000,
and is less than 6% for all other configurations of the shell studied. For the range of a/h values
studied, the strain energy of the stretching deformations accounts for more than 60% of the total
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strain energy, and the contribution from Wstretch of the face sheets to the total strain energy of the
stretching deformations is 84-88% and 96-98% for Ef/Ec = 100 and 1000, respectively. Thus the
stretching deformations are dominant in the face sheets. For a/h = 5, the strain energy due to the
bending deformations of the shell is about 50% (43%) of the total strain energy for E f/Ec = 1000
(100) with Wbend of the core equaling 24% (32%) of W. For a/h = 50, the shell mainly deforms in
the stretching mode with Wbend < 0.08W for the two values of the Ef/Ec ratio.

5.4.6.2.2 Effect of the shell curvature

For the shell with a/h = 10 and hc/hf = 10, we have depicted in Fig. 5.29(a) and 5.29(b)
the effect of the curvature on the strain energy due to the stretching and the bending
deformations and their coupling for Ef/Ec = 1000 and 100, respectively. The strain energy of the
stretching deformations decreases and that of the bending deformations increases with an
increase in the R/a ratio. The strain energy due to the coupling between the stretching and the
bending deformations is negligible (less than 0.04W) for all configurations of the shell
considered. For the two values of the Ef/Ec ratio, the strain energy of the stretching deformations
is about 75% for R/a = 1 which reduces to less than 13% for R/a = 10. The stretching
deformations are dominant in the face sheets and the bending deformations in the core. For the
range of R/a and the two values of the Ef/Ec ratio studied, the contribution from Wstretch (Wbend)
of the face sheets (core) to the total strain energy of the stretching (bending) deformations is
about 83-98% (66-72%).
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Fig. 5.29 Variation with the normalized radius of curvature, R/a, of normalized values of strain
energies of the stretching and the bending deformations for a clamped sandwich spherical shell
for (a) Ef/Ec = 1000 and (b) Ef/Ec = 100, subjected to a uniform normal tensile traction on the
outer surface. The components of the strain energy for each configuration of the shell are
normalized by the total strain energy of that shell.
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5.4.6.2.3 Effect of the ratio of the core thickness to that of the face sheet
For the shell with a/h = 10 and R/a = 1, we have depicted in Fig. 5.30(a) and 5.30(b) the
effect of the hc/hf ratio on strain energies of the stretching and the bending deformations and their
coupling for Ef/Ec = 1000 and 100, respectively.
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Fig. 5.30 Variation with the ratio of the thickness of the core to that of the face sheet, hc/hf, of
normalized values of strain energies of the stretching and the bending deformations for a
clamped sandwich spherical shell for (a) Ef/Ec = 1000 and (b) Ef/Ec = 100, subjected to a uniform
normal tensile traction on the outer surface. The components of the strain energy for each
configuration of the shell are normalized by the total strain energy of that shell.

It is found that with an increase in the hc/hf ratio, the contribution from the strain energy
of the core to that of the shell increases for the three deformation modes. For E f/Ec = 1000, the
contribution from Wbend of the core to the total strain energy of the bending deformations
increases from 41% to 85% when hc/hf is increased from 5 to 50 whereas the contribution from
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Wstretch of the core to the total strain energy of the stretching deformations is less than 8% for the
three values of the hc/hf ratio. For Ef/Ec = 100, the contribution from Wstretch of the core to the
total strain energy of the stretching deformations increases from 7% to 40% when h c/hf is
increased from 5 to 50 whereas the contribution from Wbend of the core to the total strain energy
of the bending deformations for the three values of the hc/hf ratio is nearly the same ranging from
67 to 72%. The strain energy due to the coupling between the stretching and the bending
deformation is less than 4% of the total strain energy for all configurations of the shell studied in
this problem.

5.5 Conclusions
Static infinitesimal deformations of doubly curved shells made of either isotropic or
orthotropic linear elastic materials have been studied using a third order shear and normal
deformable shell theory (TSNDT) and the finite element method (FEM). The effects of the shell
aspect ratio, the ratio of the two radii of curvatures and normal and tangential tractions applied
on the shell major surfaces on strain energies of bending and stretching deformations have been
quantified. For laminated shells, transverse shear and transverse normal stresses are computed
using a one-step stress recovery scheme (SRS) and an equivalent single layer theory. No shear
correction factor is used.
The transverse shear and the transverse normal stresses computed with the SRS are found
to be close to those obtained by analyzing 3-D deformations with the linear elasticity theory
(LET). For a/h = 10 and R/a = 1, the centroidal deflection of a laminated shell predicted by the
TSNDT agrees well with that obtained from the solution of the 3-D LET equations with the
difference between the two less than 3% and 7% for spherical and cylindrical shells,
respectively. These differences decrease with a decrease in the shell curvature.
For shells made of an isotropic material the transverse shear stresses at points located in
the vicinity of an edge (at a distance less than 5.5% edge-length) predicted by the TSNDT differ
from the corresponding 3-D LET solutions by ~13% when they are obtained from constitutive
relations. This difference reduces to ~8% when the SRS is employed to find them. However, the
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in-plane axial stresses near an edge computed from the TSNDT differ by only 3% from the
corresponding 3-D LET solutions. The transverse normal stress computed from the constitutive
relation and the TSNDT displacements differs from the applied normal traction on the major
surfaces by about 20% and does not exhibit the “boundary layer” phenomenon near the major
surfaces as predicted by the 3-D LET. However, when this stress is computed using the SRS the
normal traction boundary conditions are satisfied with at most 3% error and the boundary layer
effect is accurately captured. Similarly, for a cantilever shell subjected to equal and opposite
tangential tractions on the two major surfaces, the transverse shear stress obtained directly from
the constitutive relation differs from the applied tangential traction on a major surface near the
clamped edge by about 14% which is reduced to 0.7% when the SRS is employed. For all
problems studied, the one-step SRS gave accurate values of the transverse shear and the
transverse normal stresses.
For a monolithic clamped spherical shell subjected to uniform normal traction on a major
surface, the strain energy of in-plane deformations increases and that of transverse deformations
decreases with an increase in either the aspect ratio (a/h) for a given radius of curvature R or the
ratio R/a for a given a/h. For a thick shell with a/h = 5 and R/a = 10, the in-plane and the
transverse deformations contribute nearly equally to the total strain energy. The strain energy of
a shell almost equals that of a plate for R/a > 10. For a shell with R/a = 1 and a/h > 30, the strain
energies of stretching deformations exceeds 90% of the total strain energy. However, for a shell
with R/a = 10 and a/h < 20, the strain energy of bending deformations exceeds 90% of the total
strain energy. For a shell with aspect ratio of 10, the in-plane deformations contribute more as
compared to the transverse deformations to the strain energy of bending deformations. However,
for thick shells (a/h = 5), the in-plane and the transverse deformations contribute about equally to
the strain energy of bending deformations. For R/a = 1 and a/h = 10 (50), the strain energy of the
stretching (bending) deformations is about 27% (92%) of the total strain energy of the
deformation when all edges of the shell are clamped and the corresponding value increases
(decreases) to 82% (50%) when two opposite edges of the shell are clamped and traction free and
the remaining two edges are simply supported.
For a monolithic cantilever spherical shell subjected to equal and opposite tangential
tractions on the outer and the inner surfaces, transverse shear deformations contribute about 20%
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to the total strain energy of deformation for R/a = 1 and a/h = 2, and this contribution decreases
with an increase in the aspect ratio. For R/a = 10, the shell deforms completely in bending with
almost no stretching deformations when the aspect ratio equals 5. However, for a thin shell (a/h
= 50), stretching deformations contribute ~ 20% to the total strain energy.
For a spherical sandwich shell uniform normal traction on a major surface, the in-plane
deformations are dominant in the face sheets and the transverse deformations in the core. For the
shell with R/a = 10, a/h = 10, the ratio of the thickness of the core to that of the face sheet, h c/hf,
equal to 10 and the ratio of Young’s modulus of the face sheet material in the fiber direction to
that of the isotropic core material, Ef/Ec equal to 1000, the strain energy of the transverse shear
deformations accounts for about 67% of the total strain energy. For Ec/Ef = 1000, a/h = 5, hc/hf
=10 and R/a = 1, the strain energy of the transverse normal deformations is about 23% of the
total strain energy.
The close agreement between results from the TSNDT and the 3-D LET for a large
variety of problems studied herein suggests that the TSNDT can be used to optimally design
doubly curved shells subjected to generalized tractions.
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Appendix C

The matrices Z i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) and the operator matrix L appearing in Eq. (5.4) are given by
Eqs. (C.1) and (C.2), respectively.
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Appendix D
The derivation of equations governing static deformations of the shell using the principle
of minimum potential energy based on the finite element (FE) formulation of the problem is
presented in this section.
The equilibrium equations are derived from Eq. (D.1) which is obtained by substituting
Eqs. (5.8.1) and (5.8.2) in to Eq. (5.8) representing the principle of minimum potential energy
N



     k
k
k=1 Ω



T

σ k dΩk   dT f dA  0

(D.1)

A

The nomenclatures of various terms in Eq. (D.1) are given in Section 2. We substitute in Eq.
(D.1) for  k in terms of k from Eq. (5.7), and substitute for k in terms of the generalized
displacements defined on the mid-surface of the shell from Eq. (5.4). Also, we substitute for d in
terms of d i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) from Eq. (5.3). In the resulting expression for  , we integrate with
respect to y3 over the shell thickness to obtain the following integral equation:
ba

    dTi LT Dij Ld j dy1dy2   dTi (y3 )i f dA  0 (i, j = 0, 1, 2, 3)
00

(D.2)

A

N h k+1

where Dij    ZiTCk Z j dy3

(D.2.1)

k=1 h k

We discretize the mid-surface,   [0, a] x [0, b] , of the shell into a FE mesh of Ne disjoint 8node iso-parametric elements where the region e occupied by the element e is given by,

e  [y1e , y1e1 ] x [ye2 , ye21 ] . Thus  equals the sum of integrals over each element. The 12dimensional vector d of generalized displacements at a point in an element is expressed in terms
of values of d at the 8-nodes using the FE basis functions. The total number of unknowns in the
problem equals 12Nnode, where Nnode = the number of nodes. We note that in the FE formulation
of the corresponding 3-D problem, the number of unknowns = 3 N*node , where N*node equals the
number of nodes in the 3-D problem. Since N*node >> Nnode, the total number of unknowns for the
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TSNDT is << than that for the 3-D problem.
The degrees of freedom associated with the ith node are indicated by adding a superscript
i to variables in Eq. (3.1). That is,
i
i
i
i
di0  [u10
ui20 ui30 ]T , d1i  [u11
ui21 ui31 ]T , di2  [u12
ui22 ui32 ]T and di3  [u13
ui23 ui33 ]T

(D.3)

Thus the vector of generalized variables d j ( j  0, 1, 2, 3) of a point in an element e can be
expressed in terms of the 24-D vector dej  d1j , d2j , ..., d8j  containing values of d j at the 8nodes of the element as follows:

d j   dej (j  0, 1, 2, 3)

(D.4)

Here

  [1I 2I... 8I] ,

(D.4.1)

is a (3 x 24) matrix containing shape functions (ψ1, ψ2 , ..., ψ8 ) associated with the 8 nodes of the
element and I is a (3 x 3) identity matrix. Following the terminology in Chapter 5 of Bathe’s
book [53], we employ 8-node iso-parametric elements for which shape functions for the 8-node
master element are given in Fig. 5.4 of Bathe’s book.
Substituting for dm (m  0, 1, 2, 3) from Eq. (D.4) into Eq. (D.2), the first variation of the total
potential energy of a typical element is given by

e  dei Keijdej  die (Tie  Tie  Pi+e  Pi-e  Qi+e  Q-ei )  0 (i, j  0, 1, 2, 3)
T

T

The elemental stiffness matrices

(D.5)

K eij and the elemental load vectors Ti e , Pi e ,Qi e

(i, j  0, 1, 2, 3) appearing in Eq. (D.5) are given by
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(D.7)
where f + and f  are the surface tractions prescribed on the outer and the inner surfaces,
respectively; and p , p , q and q  are the surface tractions prescribed on the edge surfaces, y1
= a, y1 = 0, y 2 = b and y 2 = 0, respectively. Pie and Qie are evaluated only for those elements
that share a boundary with the shell edges.
Recalling that variations in generalized displacements are arbitrary except at nodes where they
are prescribed, we get the following equilibrium equations for an FE:
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where

Fie  Tie  Tie  Pi+e  Pi-e  Qi+e  Q-ei (i  0, 1, 2, 3)

(D.8.1)

Equations (D.8) are assembled using the standard technique to obtain

KU  F

(D.9)

where
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in which U0 , U1 , U2 and U 3 are the global vectors of generalized displacements.
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Chapter 6 Optimal Cure Cycle Parameters for Minimizing Residual Stresses
in Fiber Reinforced Polymer Composite Laminates
A manuscript prepared from contents of this chapter has been submitted to a refereed journal for
publication.

6.1 Abstract
The curing of a fiber reinforced composite laminate in an autoclave generally induces residual
stresses that may make the cured laminate curved. Here, we find optimal cure cycle parameters
for asymmetric cross-ply laminates that (i) provide uniform and nearly complete curing of the
laminate (i.e., the degree of cure is the same everywhere and equals at least 0.96) within a
specified time period, and (ii) minimize residual stresses without adversely affecting the
transverse effective elastic modulus of the laminate. We simulate the cure process by using
functionalities built in the commercial finite element software ABAQUS, the cure process
modeling software COMPRO and the multi-purpose software MATLAB. After having
satisfactorily compared the presently computed results for the curing of three laminates with
either experimental or numerical findings available in the literature, we use a genetic algorithm
and the Latin hypercube sampling method to optimize the cure cycle parameters. It is found that
in comparison to the manufacturer’s recommended cure cycle (MRCC), for a cross-ply laminate
with the span/thickness equal to 12.5, one optimal cycle reduces residual stresses by 47% and the
total cure time from the MRCC time of 5 hours to 4 hours and another optimal cycle reduces the
total cure time to 2 hours and residual stresses by 8%. For the same cross-ply laminate with the
span to thickness ratio of 125, an optimal cycle reduces the process induced curvature by 13% in
comparison to the MRCC but increases the total cure time from 5 to 7.4 hours. The approach
presented here can be used by manufacturing engineers to obtain cure cycle parameters for
fabricating composite laminates of desired quality.
Keywords: Cure process modeling, Cure cycle optimization, Genetic algorithm, Residual
stresses, Composite laminate
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6.2 Introduction
A common technique for fabricating fiber reinforced polymer composite laminates is
curing of resin pre-impregnated fibers (hereafter written as pre-pregs) in an autoclave under
prescribed temperature and pressure cycles with the cycle parameters determining the quality of
the cured laminate. Purslow and Childs [1] experimentally deduced optimal parameters of the
cure cycle by fabricating several test panels until laminates with desired properties were
produced. Holl and Rehfield [2] proposed real time monitoring of cure cycle parameters using a
control algorithm based on test results and physics of the process. The information about the
physical state of the resin is collected during the cure process through sensors embedded in the
laminate and the cure cycle parameters (temperature, pressure) are adjusted in real time.
However, as pointed out by Hubert and Poursartip [3], this approach is expensive and sensors are
not only difficult to embed in a laminate but they also perturb the cure process and cannot be
easily removed from the cured laminate. An effective and relatively inexpensive approach for
determining cure cycle parameters is process modeling.
A mathematical model of the cure process that incorporates most, if not all, of the
relevant physics yields a system of partial differential equations as well as initial and boundary
conditions or equivalently an initial-boundary-value problem (IBVP) that is numerically solved
for variables of interest. The validity of the mathematical model is established by comparing
computed results with test observations. The input to the model includes [4] time histories of the
autoclave temperature and pressure, material models for the resin and the fibers, and the laminate
geometry. The model output includes time histories of the degree of cure (DoC) of the resin,
residual stresses in the cured laminate, the laminate shrinkage and thickness, the fiber (or resin)
volume fraction and elastic moduli of the cured laminate. Effects of cure cycle parameters on the
desired properties of the cured laminate are analyzed, and values of optimal cycle parameters are
deduced that are verified through experiments.
One of the early process models developed by Loos and Springer [5] consists of three
integrated sub-models, namely, the heat transfer considering internal heat generation, the resin
flow including the laminate consolidation, and residual stresses in the laminate. Loos and
Springer [5] studied curing of unidirectional fiber reinforced flat laminates made of
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thermosetting resin matrix, and considered 1-dimensional (1-D) heat transfer in the thickness
direction and the resin flow parallel to the fibers and along the laminate thickness. The
temperature distributions and the resin flow determined by numerically solving the governing
equations were found to agree with the corresponding experimental data.
Bogetti and Gillespie [6, 7] developed cure models for thick (up to 7.62 cm thickness)
thermosetting composites, proposed a constitutive relation for characterizing the material
behavior that incorporates chemical hardening, dependence of the resin viscosity and moduli on
the temperature and the DoC, thermal and cure shrinkage strains, and assumed fibers to be
transversely isotropic about the longitudinal axis and the matrix to be isotropic. Initially the
uncured resin is assumed to behave as a viscous fluid. Subsequently the resin stiffness increases
and it undergoes chemical shrinkage, and finally when almost fully cured it behaves as an elastic
solid. The elastic parameters of fibers are assumed to remain constant throughout the cure
process. The elastic moduli of the transversely isotropic cured composite were deduced by using
a micro-mechanics approach from those of the fibers and the matrix and their volume fractions.
By assuming that the material response is linear elastic during each time step and the matrix has
different elastic moduli depending upon its DoC, they computed incremental strains and stresses
during each time step, and time histories of the laminate moduli.
Guo et al. [8] experimentally and numerically (using the finite element method (FEM))
studied curing of thick thermosetting matrix composite laminates and suggested that the
manufacturer’s recommended cure cycle (MRCC) be modified to reduce through-the-thickness
temperature gradients in thick laminates and thereby improve upon the quality of the cured
laminate. Ciriscioli et al. [9] experimentally measured the temperature, the ionic conductivity
and the compaction (i.e., change in the laminate thickness) in graphite/epoxy laminates, and
showed that the MRCC gives temperature overshoot (i.e., temperature at an interior point in the
laminate becomes significantly more than the surface temperature) and incomplete curing. They
concluded that the MRCC should not be used to fabricate laminates of more than 52 plies for the
ply thickness they used. The temperature overshoot introduces locally high temperature gradients
which may adversely affect the laminate quality. Experimental results of Ciriscioli et al. [9] for
the temperature and the thickness change agreed quantitatively with the corresponding numerical
predictions from Loos and Springer’s model [5] and that for the ionic conductivity agreed
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qualitatively with numerical solutions [5] of the resin DoC and the viscosity equations. Since the
ionic conductivity is related to the DoC and the resin viscosity and no experimental technique for
measuring the latter two parameters were available, they compared only trends for the three
parameters. Hojjati and Hoa [10] developed a 1-D cure model considering heat transfer and resin
flow in the thickness direction and found that either the temperature overshot in the laminate or
the incomplete compaction occurred using the MRCCs for thick laminates. They suggested that
the consolidation can be improved by either bleeding the resin from both the top and the bottom
surfaces of the laminate or by using a pre-bleeding technique in which first thin modules are
compacted and then thick parts are fabricated by putting together the thin modules.
White and Kim [11] developed a two-stage curing technique to address problems of
thermal spiking and non-uniform consolidation in thick laminates. In stage 1, a thin stack of
material is partially cured. Subsequently, another thin stack is placed on top of the first stack and
the assembly is subjected to the stage 1 cure cycle. This procedure is repeated until the laminate
of the desired thickness is obtained and the final curing occurs in stage 2. They demonstrated that
the staged curing reduces the void content and does not adversely affect the inter-laminar shear
strength and the mode-I fracture toughness. Kim and Lee [12] proposed a cure cycle with cooling
and reheating steps and demonstrated that it reduces the temperature overshoot in thick
laminates. The slopes of these two sequential steps were calculated by a trial and error approach.
Oh and Lee [13] studied curing of glass/epoxy laminates using a 3-D cure model and the FEM,
and found optimal values of the cure cycle parameters with cooling-reheating steps that
minimize the temperature overshoot in the laminate. However, they did not consider constraints
on the final DoC and its uniformity.
White and Hahn [14, 15] developed a model to predict the cure induced residual stresses
in the laminate by assuming the material to be linearly viscoelastic and accounting for chemical
and thermal strains. By employing a least squares fit through experimental data for the
graphite/bismaleimide (BMI) composite laminate, they deduced the major Poisson’s ratio as an
affine function of the DoC and the effective transverse modulus as a quadratic function of the
DoC for the DoC > 0.82. They found that process induced residual stresses cause out-of-plane
deformations that resulted in asymmetric laminates being curved. They [16] conducted a
parametric study for thin asymmetric laminates to investigate effects of cure cycle parameters on
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the process induced curvature and transverse mechanical properties, and concluded that the
curvature and (hence residual stresses) can be reduced without compromising the transverse
mechanical properties by curing the laminate at a lower temperature for a longer period of time
in two-stage cure cycles. In order to maintain transverse properties while modifying the cure
cycle parameters to reduce the process induced curvature, the final DoC at any point of the
laminate was not allowed to be less than 0.95. The optimal cure cycle thus found gave the final
minimum DoC of 0.98, and reduced the non-dimensional curvature by 18% but increased the
total cycle time by 3 hours in comparison to the MRCC. However, introducing an intermediate
low temperature dwell in the optimized cure cycle (thus converting the two-stage cycle to a
three-stage cycle) reduced the curvature by 20% from that induced in the laminate cured with the
two-stage MRCC without further lengthening the total cycle time.
By employing the cure kinetics model and material parameters used in White and Hahn’s
work [16], Gopal et al. [17] determined an optimal cure cycle to minimize residual stresses in
asymmetric [0N / 90 N ] cross-ply composite laminates. By considering one input variable at a
time, they investigated effects of rates of the first-stage heating, the second-stage heating and the
cooling on residual stresses, determined the optimal value for the three parameters which
corresponds to the minimum in-plane axial stresses, and found an optimal cycle as a combination
of these parameters with the assumption that there is no interaction among effects of these
parameters. Temperatures and dwell times of the first and the second stage cure were not
considered as variables in their study.
Using a design sensitivity analysis, Li et al. [18] determined a cure cycle for thick
laminates which minimizes the cure time and keeps the maximum temperature in the laminate
produced by the exotherm below an allowable value. Pantelelis et al. [19] used a genetic
algorithm (GA) in conjunction with a 1-D process model to obtain optimal cure cycle parameters
for thermoset-matrix composites that reduce the cure time and satisfy the constraints on the
minimum DoC and the maximum temperature in the laminate. Using dynamic artificial neural
networks, Jahromi et al. [20] found cure cycle parameters to minimize the temperature gradients,
maximize the final DoC and satisfy the constraint on the maximum allowable temperature. Using
a coupled FEM and GA technique, Vafayan et al. [21] determined the optimal cure cycle
parameters for a glass/epoxy laminate that minimize the cure time, gradients of the temperature
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and the DoC in the laminate as well as satisfy the constraint on the minimum DoC and the
maximum allowable temperature. Pillai et al. [22] and Rai and Pitchumani [23] studied
optimization problems of finding cure cycle parameters that reduce the total cycle time subjected
to a set of constraints.
In this work, we numerically analyze curing of thermoset-matrix composites with
functionalities built in the commercial software COMPRO for modeling the cure process, the
finite element (FE) software ABAQUS for obtaining numerical solutions of the corresponding
IBVPs, and MATLAB for the GA. The cure model incorporated in COMPRO uses an integrated
sub-model approach similar to that of Loos and Springer [5] for simulating the cure process. The
objective of the present study is to determine optimal parameters of the cure cycle that provide
uniform and nearly complete curing of the laminate in the minimum time and simultaneously
minimize the process induced residual stresses without adversely affecting the effective
transverse modulus of the laminate. We use a GA with the Latin hypercube sampling (LHS)
technique for the optimization study.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.3, a brief description of the
cure simulation model built in COMPRO is provided. In Section 6.4, the efficacy of the
simulation model is verified by comparing predictions from it with either experimental or
numerical results available in the literature for three example problems. In section 6.5, the
optimization problem is formulated and results are discussed. Conclusions of the work are
summarized in Section 6.6.

6.3 Simulation approach
The curing of a fiber-reinforced laminate, development of residual stresses in it, and the
prediction of elastic moduli of the cured laminate are studied by using the commercial FE
software, ABAQUS, with the commercial software, COMPRO. The software COMPRO has
built-in cure models and is coupled with ABAQUS to obtain numerical solutions of the IBVPs.
The ABAQUS-COMPRO combination simulates the cure process in three sequential
steps, namely, thermo-chemical, flow-compaction and stress-deformation analyses. The three
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sub-models are one-way coupled in the sense that results from the thermo-chemical analysis are
employed in the flow-compaction sub-model, and those from these two sub-models in the stressdeformation sub-model. In these analyses, it is assumed that the laminate is void free, its plies
are perfectly bonded, and the material of each ply is homogeneous and transversely isotropic
with the fiber axis as the axis of transverse isotropy. The effective thermo-mechanical properties
are computed by using a micro-mechanics approach from those of the fibers and the matrix and
their volume fractions.
The thermo-chemical model considers heat transfer among the air/fluid in the autoclave,
the laminate and the tool, accounts for the heat generated/absorbed in the laminate due to
exothermic/endothermic chemical reactions during the cure process, and predicts time histories
of the temperature and the DoC at every point of the laminate. The inputs to the thermo-chemical
model are values of the mass density, the specific heat and the thermal conductivity of
constituents, the resin heat of reaction and an experimentally deduced expression for the rate of
the DoC in terms of the temperature and the DoC.
The flow-compaction analysis utilizes results from the thermo-chemical model to
simulate compaction of the laminate and the resin flow under the applied pressure. The laminate
is idealized as a system of homogeneous, transversely isotropic and linearly elastic fiber-bed
fully saturated with the resin. This analysis computes the fiber-bed displacements and the resin
pressure from which other parameters such as the final thickness of the laminate, the fiber and
the resin volume fractions, and the resin velocity are computed. The inputs to the flowcompaction model are values of permeabilities, elastic constants of the fiber-bed and the resin
viscosity as a function of the temperature and the DoC. Here, values of the temperature and the
DoC at a given time are obtained from the thermo-chemical analysis.
The stress-deformation model computes residual stresses and strains developed in the
laminate. Since the material of each ply is assumed to be homogeneous, only residual stresses in
a ply and not in a constituent are predicted. The inputs to this model are values of the elastic
moduli and coefficients of thermal expansion of the fibers and the matrix, the specific volume
shrinkage of the resin, and the experimentally determined relation between the cure shrinkage
and the resin volumetric strain. Since the resin elastic modulus is specified as a function of the
DoC, its value at a material point is updated after every time step. The thermo-physical
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properties of the fibers are assumed to be independent of the cure process. The volume fractions
of the fiber and the resin predicted from the flow-compaction analysis are used in the micromechanics equations to compute effective properties of the lamina.
The governing equations with pertinent initial and boundary conditions for the three submodels [24, 25], the corresponding FE formulation, and the micro-mechanics equations [24] to
compute effective properties of the composite ply are given in the Appendix subsections E.1 and
E.2.

6.4 Comparison of presently computed results with those from the literature
We use the following error norm
1/2

d1
 d1

2
e 0    [ Ref (s)   Pr esent (s)]2 ds /   Re
f (s)ds 
d0
d0


(6.1)

to quantify the difference between the presently computed solutions for two example problems
and their either numerical or experimental results available in the literature. In Eq. (6.1) d0 and
d1 are either two instants of time or two points in space, and  Ref ( Pr esent ) the literature’s
(presently computed) solution.

Fig. 6.1 The geometry of the pre-preg stack and the coordinate system used in the analysis
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We have depicted in Fig. 6.1 the rectangular Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) and an
N-layered pre-preg stack of length, width and thickness equal to a, b and H, respectively, with
the thickness of each ply equalling H/N. Thus x = 0 and a, and y = 0 and b represent edge
surfaces of the laminate, and z = H/2 the mid-surface.

6.4.1 400-ply 0◦ graphite/epoxy composite laminate

The first example problem, taken from Costa and Sousa [4] and Carlone and Palazzo
[26], involves curing of a 305 x 254 x 36.5 mm graphite/epoxy composite laminate made of 400
plies of equal thickness with fibers in each layer oriented along the x-axis and the fiber volume
fraction, Vf = 0.58. We use the cure-kinetic and the viscosity models for the epoxy resin, the
material and the physical properties of the constituents (see the Appendix, subsection E.3), the
cure cycle and initial and boundary conditions the same as those used in [4] and [26]. In Fig. 6.2
we have depicted time histories of the autoclave air temperature, T' (t), and the compaction
pressure, P' (t), with their scales shown on the left and the right vertical axes, respectively.
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Fig. 6.2 The cure temperature and pressure time histories taken from [4, 26]
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6.4.1.1 Thermal histories
The temperature at all surfaces of the laminate is assumed to equal that of the
surrounding air; thus effects of the convection and thermal resistances associated with the
bagging materials are neglected [4]. At time t = 0, it is assumed that the laminate is at 25 ◦C with
the DoC = 0 at every point.
In Fig. 6.3(a),(b) we have portrayed the presently computed time histories of the
temperature and the DoC at centroids of the top and the middle surfaces of the laminate and
those given in Refs. [4] and [26]. We note that the iterative scheme [24] employed in the current
work assumes that in each time step either the temperature or the DoC is known and the other
variable is found until its values at every point have converged within the prescribed tolerance of
0.1%. Based on the number of iterations required to obtain a converged solution, the size of the
next time step is varied between the assigned minimum and maximum values, Δtmin and Δtmax,
respectively.
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Fig. 6.3 Comparison of the time histories of the (a) temperature, and (b) DoC at centroids of the
top and the mid-surfaces of the laminate with those of Refs. [4, 26]. The dotted curves are plotted
using the data digitized from the plots of [4, 26].
In Fig. 6.3 we have compared solutions computed with (Nx x Ny x Nz, Δtmax, Δtmin) = (24 x 18 x
6, 60 s, 0.01 s) and (30 x 24 x 8, 30 s, 0.01 s) where Nx, Ny and Nz denote, respectively, the
number of 3-D 8-node brick elements in the x-, the y- and the z-directions. With the minimum
time step size of 0.01 s a converged solution is computed. Results of Refs. [4] and [26] are also
converged solutions with respect to the domain discretization. The two sets of results for the
temperature and the DoC are found to be very close to each other with e 0 less than 1.6% and
3.4% for the temperature and the DoC, respectively. A sharp increase in the DoC rate (measured
by the slope of the curve in Fig. 6.3(b)) at the start of the first two dwell periods is observed that
causes the temperature inside the laminate becoming higher than the air temperature in the
autoclave. There is a small difference between temperatures at the mid- and the top-surfaces for
all times during the cure cycle. For t < 80 min, the temperature at the top surface is a little higher
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than that at the mid-surface but the reverse holds for 80 < t < 210 min and 250 < t < 310 min
suggesting that exothermic curing of the resin occurs during the time intervals for which the air
temperature in the autoclave is kept constant.

6.4.1.2 Laminate compaction
The surface traction equal to the compaction pressure, P' (t), is prescribed on the top
surface of the laminate, displacements at the bottom surface of the laminate are assumed to be
zero, and the normal displacement and the tangential tractions are assumed to be zero on the
remaining four edge surfaces. The resin is allowed to flow out of the laminate only from the top
surface and the resin flux (i.e., velocity normal to the surface) is taken to be zero at the remaining
surfaces. It is equivalent to assuming that the bottom surface of the laminate is perfectly bonded
to the impermeable, smooth and rigid tool, and stationary, impermeable and rigid walls touch the
four edge surfaces of the laminate. At time t = 0, displacements and the resin pressure in the
uncured laminate are assumed to be zero.
In Fig. 6.4 we have exhibited time histories of the converged values of the thickness
reduction and the fiber volume fraction, Vf, during the consolidation process with their scales
given on the left and the right vertical axes, respectively. The 23.6% and 22.7% reductions in the
final laminate thickness, respectively, predicted by the present analysis and that reported in [4]
differ from each other by 4%. We note that Costa and Sousa [4] assumed that the compaction
pressure is applied at t = 0 while we have considered a rise time of 10 min before the compaction
pressure becomes steady. As the compaction progresses, the resin flows out of the laminate and
hence Vf increases. The value of Vf at the centroid of the laminate mid-surface increases from
0.58 at t = 0 to 0.715 at the end of the consolidation process, it is found to be constant through
the laminate thickness, and the maximum variation in values of Vf in the xy-plane of the
laminate is only 0.8%.
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Fig. 6.4 Time histories of the percentage reduction in the laminate thickness and the fiber volume
fraction at the laminate centroid during the consolidation process. The green curve is plotted
using the data digitized from the plot in [4].

6.4.2 0◦ glass-polyester composite laminate

We now consider a problem studied by Bogetti and Gillespie [6, 7] who analyzed the
thermo-kinetics and cure induced residual stresses in 0◦ unidirectional glass-polyester composites
with Vf = 0.54, a = b = 15.24 cm and two values of H equalling 1.85 and 2.54 cm. We use the
cure-kinetic model, values of physical and material parameters (see the Appendix, subsection
E.4), the cure cycle and the initial and the boundary conditions same as those used by Bogetti
and Gillespie [6, 7].
We note that Bogetti and Gillespie [7] modeled only the laminate and did not consider
effects of other components of the vacuum bag assembly and of the consolidation pressure. They
neglected the effect of the heat convection and prescribed the time history of the temperature,

T '(t) , depicted in Fig. 6.5, on the top and the bottom surfaces of the laminate and assumed the
four edge surfaces to be thermally insulated. For comparing the results, we have also made the
same assumptions.
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Fig. 6.5 The cure temperature time history for the problem studied in subsection E.2, taken from
Refs. [6, 7]
We exploit the problem symmetry and model only one-quarter of the laminate above the
mid-surface bounded by x = a/2 and a, y = b/2 and b, and z = H/2 and H. We note that if the
effect of the tool on the bottom surface of the laminate is considered, the problem will not be
symmetric about the laminate mid-surface. However, the present analysis gives an idea of the
mechanism that governs the development of residual stresses. The temperature on the top
surface, z = H, is assumed to equal the air temperature, T' (t), and the surfaces x = a/2 and a, y =
b/2 and b, and z = H/2 are assumed to be thermally insulated. The normal displacement and the
tangential tractions are prescribed to be zero at x = a/2, y = b/2 and z = H/2, and the remaining
surfaces of the laminate are assumed to be traction free. At time t = 0, it is assumed that the
laminate is at 20° C, uncured, at rest (i.e., displacements at every point are zero) and stress free.
6.4.2.1 Thermal histories
In Figs. 6.6(a) and 6.6(b), we have compared, respectively, time histories of the presently
computed temperature and the DoC at the centroid of the mid-surface with the corresponding
results of Bogetti and Gillespie [6] (which are converged with respect to the nodal spacing and
the time step size) who used the alternating direction explicit finite difference method to solve
the thermo-kinetics equations. The two sets of results for the temperature have e 0 = 2.87% and
0.17% for H = 1.85 and 2.54 cm, respectively, over the 400 min cure cycle. The corresponding
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differences for the DoC are 9.74% and 7.48%. The present solution is obtained with 30 x 30 x 8
(30 x 30 x 12) 8-node brick elements, Δtmin = 0.01s and Δtmax = 10 s for H = 1.85 (2.54) cm. We
note that the present solution is converged with respect to the FE mesh and the time step size; the
convergence of the results for the 2.54 cm thick laminate is shown in Fig. 6.6(a). In Fig. 6.6(b)
we have also included the time history of the DoC at the centroid of the top surface of the 2.54
cm thick laminate which is found to agree well ( e 0 = 3.4%) with the result of Patham and Huang
[27] who also used the same equations, initial and boundary conditions and values of thermophysical parameters as those used by Bogetti and Gillespie [6]. It is observed from the plots of
Fig. 6.6(b) that there is a significant difference in the values of the DoC for the top and the midsurfaces for 154 < t < 236 min beyond which the values of the DoC at these two points equal
unity. We note that when an exothermic reaction occurs within the laminate, the temperature
increases rapidly there, exceeds that of the surrounding air and a sudden increase in the DoC is
observed.
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Fig. 6.6 Time histories of (a) the temperature and (b) the degree of resin cure at the centroids of
the middle and the top surfaces of the laminate. The curves indicated as being from [6] and [27]
are plotted using the data digitized from the corresponding plots
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Fig. 6.7 Through-the-thickness distributions of (a) the temperature and (b) the degree of resin
cure at t = 164 min. The curves indicated as being from [6] are plotted using the data digitized
from the corresponding plot in [6].

We have compared in Figs. 6.7(a) and 6.7(b), through-the-thickness distributions of the
temperature and the DoC with the corresponding solutions of Bogetti and Gillespie [6] at t = 164
min when the DoC equals 1 at the mid-surface of the 2.54 cm thick laminate. For H = 1.85 (2.54)
cm the average differences in the temperature and the DoC distributions from the two solutions
are 0.54% (0.93%) and 1.93% (1.34%), respectively. The plots of Figs. 6.7(a) and 6.7(b) evince
that at t = 164 min, there are noticeable temperature and the DoC gradients through the laminate
thickness.

6.4.2.2 Residual stresses
In Fig. 6.8 we have portrayed through-the-thickness distribution of the in-plane normal
stress,  yy , at the end of the cure cycle. As the laminate cures from the interior to the exterior
surfaces (as evidenced by plots of Figs. 6.6(b) and 6.7(b)), the interior is stiffer than the
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surrounding material. Thus the deformation of the major surfaces is constrained by the stiffer
interior causing the tensile stress near the major surfaces and the compressive stress near the
mid-surface. The magnitude of the stress in the thicker laminate is higher than that in the thinner
laminate due to more significant DoC gradients. The presently computed residual stress
distribution for H = 2.54 cm differs from that of Bogetti and Gillespie [7] and Nielsen [28] (who
also used the same equations, initial and boundary conditions and values of material/physical
parameters as those in [7]) by e 0 = 20% and 9.7%, respectively. We note that solutions of
references [7] and [28] are obtained using the classical laminated plate theory (with in-house
software) whereas the present solution is computed using the 3-D linear elasticity theory. This
could be a reason for discrepancy between the presently computed solution and those of [7] and
[28]. For H = 1.85 cm, the present solution differs from that of [7] by e 0 = 24%.
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Fig. 6.8 Through-the-thickness distributions of the in-plane normal stress,  yy , at the end of the
cure cycle. Curves indicated as being from [7] and [28] are plotted using the data digitized from
the corresponding plots in these references.
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6.4.3 [04o / 904o ] graphite/epoxy composite laminate
The third example problem, taken from Kim and Hahn [29], involves curing of a 152 x
25 x 1.2 mm graphite/epoxy [04 / 904 ] cross-ply laminate with Vf = 0.6. Thus fibers in the top
four and the bottom four layers are parallel to the x- and the y-axis, respectively. We note that
Kim and Hahn [29] numerically performed thermo-chemical analysis and experimentally
computed the transverse modulus of the lamina.

6.4.3.1 Thermal histories
For the thermo-chemical analysis we use the cure-kinetics model, values of thermal and
physical properties of the constituents (see the Appendix, subsection E.3) and initial and
boundary conditions the same as those used by Kim and Hahn [29]. The temperature at all
surfaces of the laminate is assumed to equal that of the surrounding air, T’(t), whose time history
is depicted in Fig. 6.9. At time t = 0, it is assumed that the laminate is at 23 °C and is uncured.
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Fig. 6.9 The autoclave temperature time history, taken from Ref. [29], for the problem studied in
subsections 6.4.3.1 through 6.4.3.3

In Fig. 6.10 we have portrayed time histories of the maximum and the minimum
temperature, Tmax (t) and Tmin (t), and of the maximum and the minimum DoC, cmax (t) and cmin
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(t), in the laminate. Here, ϕmax (min) (t) = max (min) {ϕ (x, y, z, t), (x, y, z)  [0, a] x [0, b] x [0,
H]} with ϕ = T and c. These results suggest that the temperature and the DoC are essentially
uniform in the laminate. Moreover, the final value of the DoC is 1 implying that the laminate is
fully cured. We have also plotted in Fig. 6.10 the numerical solution of Kim and Hahn [29] for
the DoC time history (they found it to be the same everywhere in the laminate) that differs from
the present values by e 0 = 3.6%. Kim and Hahn [29] did not provide the FE mesh used. The
present converged solution is obtained with a uniform FE mesh of 150 x 25 x 6 8-node brick
elements and (∆tmin, ∆tmax) = (0.01, 10) s.
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Fig. 6.10 Time histories of the maximum and the minimum temperature and DoC in the
laminate. The curve indicated as [29] is plotted using the data digitized from the corresponding
plot in this reference.

6.4.3.2 Elastic moduli
In Fig. 6.11 we have displayed evolution of the computed effective modulus, E2, of the
lamina in the direction transverse to the fibers and the corresponding two independent sets of
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experimental results [29]. In [29], two 152 x 25 x 1.2 mm [908 ] panels were fabricated and their
transverse elastic modulus found from the tensile test data. For each specimen, the cure was
interrupted at t = 35, 95, 117, 177 and 237 min, the specimen was cooled to the room
temperature at approximately 3°C/min and the specimens were tested. In our numerical
simulations we cool down the specimen to the room temperature and find the corresponding
DoC, compute the resin modulus from the value of the DoC using the relation given in Table A.3
of the Appendix, and determine E2 of the lamina using the micro-mechanics equation given in
the Appendix subsection E.2. Thus we perform five independent numerical simulations to
compute E2 at the five time instances. The presently computed effective transverse modulus is
close to the experimental value. The value of E2 of the cured lamina, 8.94 GPa, computed from
the present analysis is only 3% larger than the mean of the elastic moduli, 8.67 GPa, of the two
specimens found from the test data. The longitudinal modulus, E1, of the lamina (computed using
the micro-mechanics equation given in the Appendix subsection E.2), about 125 GPa, remains
constant during the cure process since it is not a resin dominant property. With respect to the
material principal axes (y1, y2, y3) with the y1- and the y2- axes being parallel and transverse to
the fiber direction and the y3-axis along the thickness direction, the remaining effective elastic
constants of the lamina computed using the corresponding micro-mechanics equations given in
the Appendix subsection E.2 are: (E3, G12, G13, G23, ν12, ν13, ν23) = (8.94 GPa, 4.36 GPa, 4.36
GPa, 3.03 GPa, 0.25, 0.25, 0.44). At time t = 0, E2 of the lamina equals 26 MPa. Knowing
effective elastic constants of the laminas, those of the laminate can be computed using equations
given in the Appendix subsection E.5 which for the [04 / 904 ] laminate in the global (x, y, z)
coordinate system are found to be (Ex, Ey, Ez) = (67.22, 67.22, 10.63) GPa, (Gxy, Gxz, Gyz) =
(4.36, 3.57, 3.57) GPa and (νxy, νxz, νyz) = (0.03, 0.39, 0.39). Similarly effective coefficients of
thermal expansion and thermal conductivities of the lamina computed using the micro-mechanics
equations (see the Appendix subsection E.2) with respect to the material principal axes,
respectively, are (11, 22 , 33 ) = (-2.58 x 10-7, 3.54 x 10-5, 3.54 x 10-5) °C-1 and
( K11, K22 , K33 ) = (15.67, 0.53, 0.53) W/m-K. These properties for the laminate in the global (x,

y, z) coordinate system computed using equations given in the Appendix subsection E.5 are

(xx ,  yy , zz , xy ,  xz ,  yz ) =

(2.63 x 10-6, 2.63 x 10-6, 4.89 x 10-5, 0, 0, 0) °C-1 and

( Kxx , K yy , Kzz , K xy , K xz , K yz ) = (8.1, 8.1, 0.53, 0, 0, 0) W/m-K.
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Fig. 6.11 Time histories of the effective transverse modulus of the lamina. The plotted
experimental data [29] are digitized from the curve in [29].

6.4.3.3 Residual stresses
In the absence of details of the experimental set-up used in Kim and Hahn’s work [29],
we specify boundary conditions (BCs) shown in Fig. 6.12 on the laminate boundaries for the
stress-deformation analysis. All bounding surfaces of the laminate are assumed to be traction
free. The three displacements (ux, uy, uz) of points located on the intersection of the bottom
surface and the surface x = 0, i.e., points (0, y, 0), are assumed to be zero and displacements (u y,
uz) in the y- and the z-directions of points located on the intersection of the bottom surface and
the surface x = a, i.e., points (a, y, 0), are assumed to be zero. At time t = 0, it is assumed that the
laminate is at 23◦C, at rest, and is stress-free.
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Fig. 6.12 Boundary conditions used for the stress-deformation analysis for the problem studied in
subsection 6.4.3.3
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Fig. 6.13 Through-the-thickness distributions of the in-plane axial residual stresses, xx and  yy ,
at (a /2, b/2, z) developed in the laminate at the end of the cure process

We have depicted in Fig. 6.13 through-the-thickness distributions of the in-plane axial
residual stresses, (xx , yy ) , along the transverse normal passing through the centroid of the
laminate. The distributions of xx and  yy are mirror-images of each other about the mid-surface
because of the 0o and 90o fibers below and above it. The maximum magnitude of xx equals
0.25% of Ex. These residual stresses cause the laminate to deform into a doubly curved panel
with approximately equal and opposite curvatures induced in the xz- and the yz-planes; these are
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depicted in Figs. 6.14(a) and 6.14(b), respectively. The magnitude of the curvature in the xzplane,  x , computed using Eq. (6.2)
x  2 h / (l 2 / 4  h 2 )

(6.2)

from the geometry of the deformed shape equals 3.65 m-1. Here l and h are, respectively, the cord
length and the laminate rise shown in Fig. 6.14(a). Similarly, the magnitude of the curvature in
the yz- plane,  y , equals 3.67 m-1. Since the panel length in the y-direction is considerably less
than that in the x-direction (b = a/6), the deformed cross-section of the panel in the yz-plane
looks flat even though the radii of curvature in both planes are nearly the same.

z

z

y

x
(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.14 Deformed shapes of the cross-sections (a) y = b/2 (not to scale), and (b) x = a/2.
Deformations are magnified by a factor of 10.

In Fig. 6.15 we have depicted the variation of the transverse displacement, uz, along the
lines, y = b/2 and x = a/2. The second order polynomials fitted through (uz, x) and (uz, y) points
by

the

least

squares

method

with

R2

=

1

are

u z  (1.83x 2  0.275x ) m

and

2u z
 3.66 m1 and
u z  (1.84y  0.0461y  0.0108) m which give the curvatures,  x  
2
x
2

y  

2u z
 3.68 m1 . These values of  x and  y differ only by 0.3% from their
2
y

corresponding magnitudes computed using Eq. (6.2).
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Fig. 6.15 Variations of the transverse displacement, uz, along the lines y = b/2 and x = a/2 on the
mid-plane of the laminate

6.4.3.4 Comparison of the experimental and the computed process induced curvatures
We now analyze curing of the laminate with a = 254 mm, b = 25.4 mm and H = 1.2 mm
that has been experimentally studied by Madhukar [30] using the cure temperature cycle
depicted in Fig. 6.16. The computed and the experimental final shapes of the cured laminate,
depicted in Fig. 6.17, are identical to each other, with the computed non-dimensional curvature,

   H  42.48x104 , differing by 1.9% from the experimental value,  = 42 x 10-4 (mean of
six test results).
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Fig. 6.16 The cure temperature time history taken from Madhukar [30]
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Fig. 6.17 Final (deformed) shape of the line y = b/2 on the mid-surface of the cured laminate.
The x- and the z- coordinates are normalized to take values between 0 and 1. The plotted
experimental data [30] are digitized from the photograph in [30].

6.4.3.5 Effects of heat convection and compaction pressure
In order to analyze effects of the heat convection and the consolidation pressure, we
restudy the problem analyzed in subsections 6.4.3.1 through 6.4.3.3 but now assume that for all
surfaces of the laminate the convection heat transfer coefficient, hc = 30 and 10 W/m2-K, and the
compaction pressure, P '(t) , is given by Eq. (6.3).
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0.07t MPa,
0  t 10 min


P '(t)  
0.7 MPa,
10  t  290 min
0.7  0.07(t  290) MPa, 290  t  300 min


(6.3)
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Fig. 6.18 Time histories of the temperature and the DoC of the laminate for the problem studied
in subsection 6.4.3.5

In Fig. 6.18 we have depicted time histories of the temperature and the DoC at the
centroid of the laminate mid-surface for two sets of prescribed temperature BCs, i.e., temperature
equal to the air temperature, and hc = 30 and 10 W/m2-K. For the three cases, the temperature
and the DoC time histories at all points in the laminate are found to be essentially identical as
indicated by nearly the same values of ϕmax and ϕmin (ϕ = T and c) in the laminate. The
temperature and the DoC time-histories for the prescribed temperature BC and the convective
heat transfer boundary condition using hc = 30 W/m2-K are identical. For hc = 10 W/m2-K slight
temperature overshoots are observed at the start of the two dwell periods and the DoC timehistory differs from that for the prescribed temperature BC by e 0 = 1%. However, the final
value of the DoC = 1 for the three cases.
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The curvatures induced in the laminate for hc = 30 and 10 W/m2-K and subjected to the
compaction pressure given by Eq. (6.3) are found to be  = 43.82 and 43.43, respectively, which
differ from 43.79 for the prescribed temperature BC and no compaction pressure by 0.07% and
0.8% only. Thus for the problem studied, consideration of heat convection and the compaction
pressure have negligible effects on the output parameters.

6.5 Cure cycle optimization

We now optimize the curing process for the graphite/epoxy [04 / 904 ] composite panel,
analyzed in subsection 6.4.2, for which the computed results agreed well with the experimental
findings [29, 30]. We take values of all parameters to be the same as those used in subsection
6.4.2, neglect effects of the compaction pressure and consider convective heat transfer with h c =
30 W/m2-K for all surfaces of the laminate. We first identify the output parameters to be
optimized, constraint conditions, and the cure cycle variables. Next, we deduce by using the
LHS method, response functions relating each output parameter to the input variables. Finally,
we formulate the optimization problem and solve it using a GA.

6.5.1 Identification of output parameters

The goal is to optimize parameters of the cure cycle depicted in Fig. 6.9 in order to (i)
minimize the process induced curvature in the laminate, (ii) minimize the total cycle time, t cycle,
(iii) maximize the effective transverse modulus of the lamina, E2, and (iv) achieve complete and
uniform curing of the laminate, i.e., obtain the DoC, c = 1, at every point in the laminate.
We recall that the effective transverse modulus, E2, of the lamina is computed using the
micro-mechanics equation (see the Appendix subsection E.2) from the moduli of the fibers and
the matrix and their volume fractions. Since the resin modulus varies with the DoC (see Table
A.3 of the Appendix), E2 is a function of the DoC, c. The variation of E2 with c, displayed in Fig.
6.19, reveals that E2 is a monotonically increasing function of c. Thus the maximum value, 8.94
GPa, of E2 is obtained for c = 1. Hence, by requiring that c = 1 at every point in the laminate, we
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ensure that E2 is maximum. We note that the effective moduli of the laminate, (Ex, Ey, Ez) =
(67.22, 67.22, 10.63) GPa, are also maximum when E2 has the maximum value of 8.94 GPa.
Thus objectives of the optimization problem are to minimize the non-dimensional curvature,  ,

Effective transverse modulus
of the lamina, E2 (GPa)

and the total cycle time, tcycle, and obtain c = 1 everywhere in the laminate.
10
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Fig. 6.19 Variation of the effective transverse modulus of the lamina with the DoC

6.5.2 Identification of input variables
We describe the cure cycle depicted in Fig. 6.9 by seven input variables (T1, T2, t1, …, t5),
shown in Fig. 6.20. The range of each variable, i.e., the design space, used in the optimization
study is listed in Table 6.1.
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Fig. 6.20 Schematic depiction of parameters of the cure temperature cycle

Table 6.1 The range of cure cycle parameters used in the
optimization study
Parameter
(units)
T1 (° C)
T2 (° C)
t1 (min)
t2 (min)
t3 (min)
t4 (min)
t5 (min)

Minimum
value
80
145
5
10
5
10
5

Symbol
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7

Maximum
value
140
215
60
120
60
240
60

6.5.3 Deduction of response functions
We normalize the seven input variables, Xi (i = 1, 2, …, 7), using Eq. (6.4) by their
ˆ  1; i  1, 2,...,7 .
extreme values listed in Table 6.1. Thus in the normalized space, 0  X
i

Xi  Ximin
X̂i  max
Xi  Ximin

(6.4)
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ˆ ,X
ˆ , ..., X
ˆ ) using the LHS technique [31, 32] in
We generate random input vectors (X
1
2
7

conjunction with MATLAB. In the LHS technique, the number, n, of samples (experiments) to
be constructed is predefined by the user and is independent of the number of input variables. The
range of each input variable is divided into n segments of equal length. Thus for constructing n
samples of m input parameters, n points are randomly selected in the m-dimensional space to
satisfy the Latin-hypercube requirement. Statistically, a square grid containing sample points in a
2-D domain is a Latin square if and only if there is only one sample point in each row and
column. A Latin-hypercube is a generalization of the Latin-square to m-dimensional space. In
this study, m = 7, and we take n = 120 and 180. Thus we perform two independent sets of 120
and 180 numerical experiments (simulations) and for each simulation we compute values of c at
every point in the laminate and the non-dimensional curvature,  .
The computed maximum and minimum values, cmax and cmin, of the DoC are found to be
essentially equal to each other implying that each cure cycle provides uniform final curing of the
laminate.
We fit a complete polynomial of degree 2 using the least squares method to the (  , X̂ )
and (c, X̂ ) data points. That is,
7

7

7

ˆ )  a (i)   a (i) X
ˆ    a (i) X
ˆ ˆ
Yi ( X
0
k
k
jm jX m (i  1, 2)
k 1

(6.5)

j 1 m  j

where Y1 and Y2 are  and c, respectively, and values of the 36 coefficients in Eq. (6.5) for n =
120 and 180 for the two output functions are given in Table 6.2. The R2 values of the fit for 
and c obtained with n = 120 (180) are 0.96 (0.95) and 0.85 (0.85), respectively.

Table 6.2 Coefficients of the least squares fit for the non-dimensional curvature,
 , and the degree of cure, c
n = 120
Coefficient
a0
a1
a2
a3



36.1857
-1.4685
22.2057
1.5653

n = 180
c
0.7422
0.0499
0.3359
0.0477
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34.4374
-0.1366
26.4160
-3.3648

c
0.6641
0.1195
0.4755
-0.0848

a4
a5
a6
a7
a11
a12
a13
a14
a15
a16
a17
a22
a23
a24
a25
a26
a27
a33
a34
a35
a36
a37
a44
a45
a46
a47
a55
a56
a57
a66
a67
a77

-4.1035
-3.7583
13.1165
-0.8323
5.1984
-6.1622
-2.7347
-0.3826
3.3886
-1.6462
-0.9024
-6.2945
-0.7302
-1.3322
-4.4137
-7.1244
0.3968
-0.3648
0.9244
-1.5445
-1.2930
0.7984
0.3504
3.2530
-0.2140
0.0814
2.1816
-1.6800
0.3495
-5.1284
0.6996
0.3535

-0.0132
0.0164
0.4136
-0.0031
0.0379
-0.0479
-0.0094
-0.0055
-0.0226
-0.0421
-0.0073
-0.1300
-0.0212
0.0138
-0.0250
-0.2159
0.0182
-0.0117
0.0301
-0.0482
-0.0347
0.0234
-0.0275
0.0619
-0.0013
0.0062
0.0364
-0.0431
0.0136
-0.1773
0.0121
-0.0255

-5.4003
-2.5902
17.3864
2.7155
4.2362
-9.1867
-0.2589
2.0864
2.7587
-3.7861
-0.5307
-7.5665
0.8659
-1.0696
-5.1635
-10.5731
0.5045
-0.4239
0.0854
1.9439
1.8803
0.2603
1.1750
1.6104
0.1834
0.3155
1.6255
-2.5070
-1.2736
-7.1425
-0.8241
-1.4301

-0.0096
0.0843
0.5386
0.0852
-0.0073
-0.1145
0.0718
0.0604
-0.0461
-0.1204
-0.0247
-0.1887
0.0314
0.0130
-0.0533
-0.3145
0.0129
-0.0326
0.0047
0.0486
0.0589
0.0052
-0.0167
-0.0061
-0.0058
0.0052
0.0061
-0.0704
-0.0297
-0.2235
-0.0179
-0.0458

In order to verify the accuracy of model fits obtained from 120 and 180 simulations, we
randomly generate 10 new samples of the normalized input vector, X̂ , that are different from
those used for deducing the model fits. This is ensured by having non-zero Euclidean distance of
the new sample points from those used to find values of coefficients in Eq. (6.5). For these 10
samples, the % difference between the values of  and c from the model fits and the simulations
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are listed Table 6.3. The maximum difference of 4.7% (1.2%) for n = 120 (180) implies that
formula (5), especially for n = 180, provides good estimates of  and c for all values of X̂ .
Table 6.3 Difference (%) between the values obtained
from simulations and those found from Eq. (6.5)
n = 180
Sample



1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Maximum
Mean

0.48
1.03
1.50
1.10
1.55
0.49
0.25
0.87
2.10
0.69
2.10
1.00

c
0.80
1.91
2.06
2.87
4.65
1.44
1.48
2.27
3.83
0.45
4.65
2.18

n = 120


0.23
0.87
0.72
0.36
1.41
0.36
0.92
0.51
0.12
0.09
1.41
0.56

c
0.63
0.79
0.66
0.45
0.72
0.94
0.00
1.39
1.00
0.23
1.39
0.68

Henceforth we use Eq. (6.5) with coefficients derived from results of 180 simulations.
Even though values of coefficients in Eq. (6.5) for n = 120 and 180 listed in Table 6.2 differ
noticeably from each other, results predicted by the two fits are nearly the same as evidenced by
values reported in Table 6.3.

6.5.4 Formulation of the optimization problem

The optimization problem reduces to finding the normalized vector of cure cycle
ˆ (0  X
ˆ  1; i  1, 2,...,7) , that minimizes the non-dimensional curvature,  ( X̂ ), and
variables, X
i

the total cycle time, tcycle ( X̂ ), and satisfies the constraint, c ( X̂ ) = 1 with  ( X̂ ) and c ( X̂ ) given
by Eq. (6.5), and
7

ˆ )    X min  X
ˆ (X max  X min ) 
t cycle ( X
i
i
i
i


i 3

(6.6)
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As mentioned in subsection 6.5.1, the maximum value, 8.94 GPa, of E2 for the lamina
occurs when c = 1. This value is reduced by less than 3% (see Fig. 6.19) for c = 0.96. Hence,
rather than imposing the constraint c ( X̂ ) = 1, we require that the minimum DoC in laminate
must exceed a specified value, c’, i.e., c ( X̂ ) ≥ c’, and analyze the problem for different values of
c’  [0.96, 1] .
We recall that a multi-objective optimization problem may not have a unique solution but
has a set of Pareto optimal solutions [33]. A Pareto optimal solution cannot be improved for an
objective function without worsening the solution of at least one other objective function. In
other words, while selecting one Pareto optimal solution over another to achieve gain in one
objective function, there is always some sacrifice in at least one other objective function. Thus it
may be difficult to decide which Pareto optimal solution(s) to choose for a given problem. To
overcome this, we convert the two-objective optimization problem into a single objective
problem by moving the total cycle time to the set of constraints and require that it not exceed the
ˆ )  t’, and analyze the problem for different values of t’ ≤ 540
allowable time, t’, i.e., t cycle ( X

min. We note that the total cycle time for the maximum values listed in Table 6.1 of the input
variables X3 through X7 does not exceed 540 min.
In order to solve the single objective optimization problem of finding the input vector X̂*
ˆ *  1 (i  1, 2,...,7) so that  ( X̂* ) is the minimum, c ( X̂* ) ≥ c’ and
in the solution space 0  X
i
ˆ * )  t’, we consider c’ = 0.96, 0.98, 0.995 and t’ = 120, 180, …, 540 min resulting in 24
t cycle ( X

cases for the optimization problem. We realize that the total cycle times t’ = 120 and 180 min are
very short. However, we use them to see how they affect output parameters of the cured
laminate. We use a GA included in MATLAB to solve the optimization problem.

6.5.4.1 Brief description of GA
GAs are based on the concept that unfit species extinct and the strong ones pass their
genes to future generations through reproduction. A typical GA has the following steps [34, 35]:
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(i) Population initialization. The algorithm begins by generating a random initial population

which is a collection of solution vectors, called individuals, satisfying the constraints and the
bounds on the variables.
(ii) Computation of fitness scores. The objective function is evaluated for each member of the

current population, and its value is scaled to obtain the fitness score of the individual so that
the individual with the lowest value of the objective function (the most fit) has the highest
fitness score and that with the highest value of the objective function (the least fit) has the
lowest score.
(iii) Selection of parents. A group of individuals, called parents, is selected from the current

population for mating based on their fitness scores (individuals with higher fitness score have
greater chance of being selected than those with lower fitness value).
(iv) Generation of children. The children are generated from parents by three methods, namely,

elitism, crossover and mutation; these children replace the present population and form a new
generation. The individuals in the current generation that have the best fitness scores are
passed to the next generation without any alteration and are called elite children. The
crossover children are generated by combining entries of the vectors, called genes, of a pair
of parents whereas the mutation children are generated by making random changes to a
single parent. The elitism ensures that the best solution(s) from a population is preserved and
the algorithm does not regress. The crossover enables the algorithm to extract the best genes
from individuals and combine them to produce children that are potentially superior to their
parents. The mutation enhances the diversity of the population which in turn increases the
chances of generating individuals with better fitness values.
(v) Checking for stopping criteria. The steps (ii) through (iv) are repeated until a prescribed

stopping criterion has been met.

We use the Augmented Lagrangian GA [36, 37] to solve the optimization problem with
non-linear constraints that are satisfied within a tolerance of 10-6. We employ a rank-based
roulette wheel selection strategy [38] to select parents for mating in which the probability of an
individual being selected depends upon its fitness rank relative to the entire population rather
than the actual value of the objective function, thereby eliminating the effect of spread in values
of the objective function. With np equalling the size of the population, and ne, nc and nm the
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number of the elite, the crossover and the mutation children, respectively, in the population (ne +
nc + nm = np), we specify ne = 2 and nc = Cf (np - ne) with the crossover fraction, Cf = 0.8,
following the MATLAB guidelines. We stop the algorithm when the average change in the best
value of the objective function (corresponds to that of the fittest individual in a generation) for 50
consecutive generations is less than 10-10.

6.5.4.2 Analysis of the optimization results

6.5.4.2.1 Effect of the algorithm variables on results
Before solving the optimization problem for 24 cases, for one case (c’ = 0.995 and t’ =
300 min) we analyze the effect on the best (minimum) value of the objective function (the nondimensional curvature) of the (i) population size, np, (ii) number of elite individuals, ne, in the
population, and (iii) randomization of the initial population.
Variations of the best value of  with np and ne depicted in Figs. 6.21(a) and 6.21(b),
respectively, reveal that optimal values of np and ne are 500 and 2, respectively, although the best
value of  varies by less than 1.2% over the ranges of np and ne considered. Henceforth, we use

Non-dimensional curvature

np = 500 and ne = 2.
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Fig. 6.21 Variation of the best value of the non-dimensional curvature with the (a) population
size, and (b) number of elite individuals in the population

The algorithm randomly generates the initial population and the final result may not be
exactly the same if the same problem is resolved. Hence, we solved the same problem 5 times
using the algorithm, and found the 5 results to be identical implying that the random generation
of the initial population has no effect on the results.

6.5.4.2.2 Results for optimal cure cycles
The optimal cure cycles obtained from the algorithm for the 24 cases, i.e., for the three
values of c’ and the eight values of t’, are depicted in Figs. 6.22(a)-6.22(c), and labelled as C1
through C24. The best values of  and of tcycle satisfying the constraint tcycle ≤ t’ are listed in
Table 3. The value reported in the column “Diff.” is the relative difference between the values of
 for the laminate cured with the optimal cycle and that with the MRCC. The final value of the

DoC equals c’ for all cases studied. We note that for tcycle = 300 min of the MRCC, c = 1, E2 =
8.94 GPa and  = 43.75.
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Fig. 6.22 Optimal cure cycles satisfying the constraints: total cycle time, tcycle ≤ t’ = 120, 180,
…, 540 and the degree of cure, c ≥ c’ for (a) c’ = 0.995, (b) c’ = 0.98 and (c) c’ = 0.96

Table 6.4 The optimum value of the non-dimensional curvature obtained from the optimized cure cycles satisfying
tcycle ≤ t’ and c ≥ c’, where t’ is the maximum allowable cycle time and c’ is the minimum desired DoC. For the
MRCC,  = 43.75, tcycle = 300 min.
c' = 0.995

t' (min)

Cycle
label

tcycle (min)



120
180
240
300
360
420
480
540

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8

120
180
240
300
360
420
438
447

47.43
42.98
41.47
40.93
40.40
39.70
39.66
39.65

%
Diff.
8.41
-1.76
-5.20
-6.45
-7.67
-9.27
-9.36
-9.36

Cycle
label
C9
C10
C11
C12
C13
C14
C15
C16

c' = 0.98
tcycle
(min)
120
180
240
300
360
420
468
469
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44.90
42.29
41.39
40.56
39.44
39.25
38.96
38.96

%
Diff.
2.63
-3.34
-5.39
-7.30
-9.85
-10.30
-10.96
-10.96

Cycle
label
C17
C18
C19
C20
C21
C22
C23
C24

c' = 0.96
tcycle
(min)
120
180
240
300
360
420
435
445



43.44
41.28
40.61
40.43
38.64
38.38
38.28
38.28

%
Diff.
-0.70
-5.64
-7.19
-7.60
-11.69
-12.28
-12.51
-12.51

Results reported in Table 6.4 are depicted in Fig. 6.23 as plots of  vs. tcycle for the three
values of c’; the filled black circle represents the value of  for the MRCC. These results
indicate that for a given prescribed lower limit of the DoC, the curvature induced in the laminate
decreases with an increase in the overall cycle time. The cure cycles depicted in Fig. 6.22
suggest that in order to obtain the prescribed minimum value of the DoC in less time, the
laminate should be cured at higher temperatures T1 and T2. However, it increases the laminate
curvature,  , as evidenced by results listed in Table 6.4. In order to reduce  while maintaining
the minimum prescribed value of the DoC, the laminate should be cured at lower temperatures T1
and T2 for a longer period of time resulting in larger values of the overall cycle time. These
results agree with those of White and Hahn [17] who found that by decreasing the cure
temperature T2 from 182° C (which is in the MRCC) to 165° C and by increasing the
corresponding dwell time from 4 to 7 hours, the curvature induced in the BMI laminate is
reduced by 18%, and the DoC of the laminate equalled 0.98.

Non-dimensional curvature

50

c' = 0.995
c' = 0.98
c' = 0.96

48
46
44

MRCC

42
40
38
36
120

180

240

300

360

420

480

540

Total cycle time (min)

Fig. 6.23 Variation of the non-dimensional curvature with the total cycle time

The eight cure cycles for c’ = 0.995 (C1 through C8) provide E2 = 8.9 GPa which is only
0.35% less than its maximum value, 8.94 GPa, obtained with the MRCC. The cycle C1 cures the
laminate in 120 min, however, it increases  by 8.4% over that for the MRCC. The total times of
the cycle C4 and the MRCC are equal; however,  for the cycle C4 is 6.4% less than that for the
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MRCC. The curvature induced in the laminate cured with either cycle C7 or cycle C8 is 9.4%
less than that for the MRCC but these cycles require 50% more curing time.
The eight cure cycles for c’ = 0.98 (C9 through C16) provide E2 = 8.81 GPa which is
1.4% less than its maximum value. In comparison to the MRCC, cycles C10 and C11 save 2
hours and 1 hour, respectively, and reduce the curvature by 3.3% and 5.4%, respectively. Cycles
C15 and C16 are identical to each other and reduce the curvature by 11% but require 56% more
time than the MRCC.
The eight cure cycles (C17 through C24) for c’ = 0.96 provide E2 = 8.68 GPa which is
2.8% less than its maximum value. The  for cycle C17 is about the same as that for the MRCC
but it saves 3 out of 5 hours of the curing time. The cycle C19 (C20) reduces  and the cure time
by 7.2% (7.6%) and 1 (0) hour, respectively. The cycles C23 and C24 are nearly the same and
reduce  by 12.5% but increase the total cycle time by about 48% over that for the MRCC.
Recalling that solutions of the optimization problem are based on Eq. (6.5), we compare
them with those obtained using the software ABAQUS coupled with COMPRO. For the 24
optimal curing cycles, results for c and  obtained from model fits and simulations are found to
have the average difference of 1% and 0.6%, respectively, and for each cycle, cmax = cmin, i.e., the
laminate is uniformly cured.

z/H
1

MRCC

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-180

-130

-80
-30
20
70
120
Residual stress, σxx (a/2, b/2, z) (MPa)

Fig. 6.24 Through-the-thickness distributions of the residual stress,  xx , at (a/2, b/2, z) in the
laminate cured with the MRCC and cycle C24
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In Fig. 6.24 we have compared through-the-thickness distributions of the in-plane axial
residual stress,  xx , along the transverse normal passing through the laminate centroid cured
with the MRCC and cycle C24. The maximum magnitude of the residual stress,  xx , for cycle
C24 is less than that for the MRCC with the average difference e 0 = 11%, which is close to the
reduction in the curvature reported in Table 6.4. Thus changes in the curvature, reported in Table
6.4, for optimal cure cycles are good indicators of the change in the residual stresses in
comparison to those for the MRCC.

6.5.4.2.3 Optimal cure cycles for a thicker laminate
We now study the optimization problem for the curing of the [0N / 90 N ] laminate studied
above but change N from 4 to 40 which corresponds to the change in H from 1.2 to 12 mm.
Through-the-thickness distributions of the residual stress,  xx , at points (a/2, b/2, z) for the two
laminates cured with the MRCC depicted in Fig. 6.25 reveal that the maximum magnitude of the
residual stress induced in the 12 mm thick laminate is about 7% more than that for the 1.2 mm
thick laminate. We note that the MRCCs for the two laminates are the same. Although not
exhibited here, the through-the-thickness distribution of  yy is found to be the mirror image of
that for  xx about the mid-surface for the two laminates. Moreover,  xx and  yy are found to
be uniform in the xy-plane of the laminate except for points situated in the vicinity of the edges x
= 0 and a distant from the edge by less than 5% of the edge-length. However, the maximum
difference in magnitudes of  xx at two points in the xy-plane of the laminate is found to be at
most 14% for the two laminates; this maximum difference occurs on the bottom surface of the
laminate in the region x/a ≤ 0.05. Furthermore, unlike the thin laminate, the thick laminate
remains flat. Hence, rather than considering the non-dimensional curvature as the objective
function, we take max
xx  max{abs[xx (a / 2, b / 2, z)], 0  z  H} as the objective function for the
thick laminate and find the optimal cure cycle that minimizes max
xx , provides uniformly cured
laminate, and satisfies constraints (i) c ≥ c’ everywhere in the laminate, and (ii) tcycle ≤ t’.
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H = 1.2 mm, MRCC
H = 12 mm, MRCC
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50
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100

150

Fig. 6.25 Through-the-thickness distributions of the residual stress,  xx , at (a/2, b/2, z) in the 1.2
and the 12 mm thick laminates cured with the MRCC

Following the same procedure as that for the 1.2 mm thick laminate and taking n = 180,
values of the 36 coefficients in Eq. (6.5) are given in Table 6.5 with the R2 values of the least
squares fit for max
xx and cmin equalling 0.94 and 0.83, respectively. It is found that, unlike for the
thin laminate, all 180 cure cycles do not give uniform curing of the thick laminate and the
maximum difference between the values of cmax and cmin equals 1.83%. Although this difference
is small, for the optimization problem we specify the constraint cmin ≥ 0.995, thereby ensuring
the complete and the uniform curing of the laminate; the latter due to the reason that the
maximum possible difference between cmax and cmin is negligible (≤ 0.5%). The other constraint
is tcycle ≤ t’. We consider t’ = 120, 180, and 240 min. These values of t’ are smaller than the total
cycle time, 300 min, for the MRCC.

Table 6.5 Coefficients of the least
squares fit for max
xx and cmin
Coefficient

max
xx (MPa)

cmin

a0
a1

107.3396
-8.8549

0.7616
0.0641

a2

85.3424

0.4048
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a3

-11.1745

-0.0500

a4
a5

-30.1225
-28.3194

-0.0437
0.0405

a6

45.8053

0.3828

a7

131.2704

0.0630

a11

14.6480

-0.0001

a12

-37.7132

-0.0950

a13

-9.7805

0.0545

a14
a15

6.6804
23.2118

0.0647
-0.0328

a16
a17

-8.5059
2.8845

-0.0835
-0.0021

a22
a23
a24
a25
a26
a27
a33
a34

-26.3671
-3.2888
-9.6963
-22.0528
-36.7483
26.3145
4.5424
-1.5752

-0.1685
0.0204
0.0131
-0.0452
-0.2561
0.0069
-0.0234
-0.0005

a35
a36

10.4587
3.9244

0.0330
0.0385

a37
a44

4.5996
6.6545

-0.0054
-0.0006

a45
a46
a47
a55
a56
a57
a66
a67

8.7501
2.8917
11.5804
9.8958
-9.1496
-2.0563
-14.6906
-0.9078

0.0029
0.0154
0.0012
0.0163
-0.0407
-0.0178
-0.1614
-0.0034

a77

-102.7189

-0.0427

We verify the accuracy of model fits given by Eq. (6.5) by comparing in Table 6.6 results
for max
and cmin obtained from the model fits with those computed from simulations for
xx
randomly generated 10 samples of X̂ that are different from those used for deducing the model
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fits. The results reported in Table 6.6 indicate that the maximum (mean) of 10 sets of results for
differences between the values of max
xx and cmin found from the simulations and Eq. (6.5) are
2.4% (1.1%) and 2.9% (0.9%), respectively, thereby implying that predictions from model fits
are reasonably accurate.
Table 6.6 % difference between the
values obtained from simulations
and that found from Eq. (6.5)
Sample

max
xx

cmin

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Maximum
Average

2.43
0.46
0.04
0.87
1.85
1.25
1.17
1.75
0.07
1.30
2.43
1.12

0.16
0.68
0.49
2.86
0.25
0.85
0.77
0.03
1.40
0.96
2.86
0.85

We have depicted in Fig. 6.26 optimal cure cycles C25, C26 and C27 obtained for the 12
mm thick laminate corresponding to the three values of t’. The optimum values of the objective
function, max
xx , for cycles C25, C26 and C27 are listed in Table 6.7. The column “Diff.” has the
% difference between values of max
xx for the laminates cured with the optimal and the MRCC
cycles with the latter equalling 169 MPa. The values of tcycle and cmin for each of three cycles are
equal to t’ and 0.995, respectively. The effective transverse modulus of the lamina, E2, achieved
with the three cure cycles is 8.9 GPa which is only 0.35% less than its maximum value, 8.94
GPa, obtained with the MRCC. We note that the effective elastic moduli of the [040 / 9040 ]
laminate, (Ex, Ey, Ez), computed using equations given in the Appendix subsection E.5 equal
(67.22, 67.22, 10.63) corresponding to the maximum value of E2, 8.94 GPa, of the lamina and
are the same as those for the [04 / 904 ] laminate. In comparison to the MRCC, cycles C25, C26
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and C27 reduce max
xx by 11%, 33% and 46%, respectively, and the total cycle time by 3, 2 and 1
hour(s), respectively. Since solutions of the optimization problem are based on results predicted
from model fits given by Eq. (6.5), we verify their accuracy by comparing values of cmin and

max
xx for the three cure cycles with those obtained from the simulations. The two sets of results
are found to differ from each other at most by 0.5% and 6.2% for cmin and max
xx , respectively.
t' = 120 min (C25)
t' = 180 min (C26)
t' = 240 min (C27)

c' = 0.995

Temperature (°C)

220
180
140
100
60
20
0

30

60

90 120 150
Time (min)

180

210

240

Fig. 6.26 Optimal cure cycles for the 12 mm thick laminate satisfying the constraints: total cycle
time, tcycle ≤ t’ = 120, 180 and 240 min and the minimum degree of cure, cmin ≥ 0.995
Table 6.7 The optimum value of  xx
obtained from the optimized cure cycles
satisfying tcycle ≤ t’ and cmin ≥ 0.995, where
t’ is the maximum allowable cycle time.
max

max
For the MRCC,  xx = 169 MPa, tcycle =
300 min.

t’ (min)
120
180
240

Cycle
label
C25
C26
C27

max
xx

% Diff.

150.23
112.46
92.05

11.11
33.46
45.53
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We have compared in Fig. 6.27 through-the-thickness distributions of the residual stress,

 xx , at points (a/2, b/2, z) for the 12 mm thick laminate cured with the MRCC and cycles C25,
C26 and C27. The residual stresses,  xx for cycles C25, C26 and C27 are less than that for the
MRCC by e

0

= 8%, 28% and 47%, respectively.
z/H
1

0.8
0.6

C25
C26

0.4

C27
MRCC

0.2

-180

-120

0
-60
0
60
Residual stress, σxx (MPa)

120

Fig. 6.27 Through-the-thickness distributions of the residual stress,  xx , at (a/2, b/2, z) in 12 mm
thick [040 / 9040 ] laminate cured with the MRCC, and optimal cycles C25, C26 and C27

6.6 Conclusions
The curing of fiber reinforced composite laminates has been studied using a process
model, and optimal cure cycles for asymmetric laminates have been found using a genetic
algorithm in conjunction with the Latin hypercube sampling method. Equations governing the
cure process are solved by using the finite element method in the space domain and the implicit
backward Euler method in the time domain, and results are verified by comparing them with
either experimental or numerical results available in the literature. All computations have been
performed with commercial software COMPRO, ABAQUS, and MATLAB with in-built
material models and solution algorithms. These optimal cycles minimize residual stresses,
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uniformly cure the laminate in the minimum total cure time and satisfy the constraint of the
minimum value, 0.96, of the degree of cure, DoC. With the effective transverse modulus of the
lamina being a monotonically increasing function of the DoC, it has the maximum value
consistent with the prescribed DoC. For a moderately thick laminate of aspect ratio
(span/thickness) 12.5, in comparison to the manufacturer’s recommended cure cycle (MRCC),
one of the optimal cycles reduces residual stresses by 47% and the total cure cycle time from 5 to
4 hours. For a thin laminate of aspect ratio 125, one optimal cure cycle reduces the cure-induced
curvature by 13% but increases the total time to 7.4 hours from 5 hours needed for the MRCC.
Another optimal cycle reduces the total cure cycle time to 2 hours without affecting the DoC by
curing the laminate at higher temperatures but increases the induced curvature by 8% from that
produced by the MRCC. Thus, one can find optimal cure cycles to meet the desired objectives.
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Appendix E

E.1 Finite element formulation of the problem

As mentioned in Section 6.3, the ABAQUS-COMPRO combination simulates the cure
process in three sequential steps, namely, thermo-chemical, flow-compaction and stressdeformation analyses. In these analyses, it is assumed that the laminate is void free, its plies are
perfectly bonded, and the material of each ply is homogeneous and transversely isotropic with
the fiber axis as the axis of transverse isotropy. The effective thermo-mechanical properties are
computed by using a micro-mechanics approach from those of the fibers and the matrix and their
volume fractions; these equations are given in the Appendix subsection E.2. Below we have
provided the governing equations for the three sub-models and the corresponding finite element
(FE) formulation of the problem. For deriving the FE formulation, we denote the global
coordinate system (x, y, z) shown in Fig. 6.1 by the (x1, x2, x3).
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E.1.1 Thermo-chemical analysis
E.1.1.1 Governing equation
The thermo-kinetics are governed by the following equation representing the balance of
internal energy [24]:


 
T 
(cCp,cT) 
 Kij
  Q (i, j  1, 2, 3) on Ω
t
x i  x j 

(E.1)

where Q equals the rate of heat generated per unit volume due to exothermic curing of the resin
(given by Eq. (E.16)), c and r are, respectively, mass densities of the composite and the resin,
Cp,c the specific heat of the composite, K the thermal conductivity tensor of the composite in

the global (x1, x 2 , x 3 ) coordinate system, T the temperature, t the time and Ω the total domain.
Unless mentioned otherwise a repeated index implies summation over the range of the index.
The boundary conditions are given by

 T(x, t) 
 Kij 
n̂ i   h c [T(x, t)  T '(t)]  0 (i, j  1, 2, 3) on c
 x j




(E.2.1)

T(x, t)  Tˆ (x, t) on p

(E.2.2)

where c U p     , the ambient temperature, T', and the prescribed temperature, T̂ , are
known, n̂ is a unit outward normal at point x on Γc, and hc the convective heat transfer
coefficient.
The initial condition is given by

T(x,0)  T0 (x) on Ω

(E.3)
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E.1.1.2 Weak formulation of the problem
Let  :  

be a smooth function that vanishes on Γp. We multiply both sides of Eq.

(E.1) by ϕ and integrate the result over the domain Ω to obtain


 
T 
(

C
T)

d


K
 d   Q  d



c p,c
 ij x j 
 t
 x i 



(E.4)

Using the chain rule of differentiation for the first term on the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (E.4)
and using the divergence theorem for the result, we obtain


T

T
(cCp,c T)  d    Kij
nˆ i dc  
Kij
d   Q  d
x j
x j
 t
c
 x i



We note that we have used ϕ = 0 on Γp in arriving at Eq. (E.5). Substituting for Kij

(E.5)

T
n̂ i on Γc
x j

from Eq. (E.2.1) into Eq. (E.5) we obtain



T
(cCp,c T)  d     h c (T  T ') dc  
Kij
d   Q  d
x j
 t
c
 x i



(E.6)

We rearrange the terms in Eq. (E.7) and neglect the temporal variation of c and Cp,c to obtain

 cCp,c T  d  






T
Kij
d    h cT dc    h cT ' dc   Q  d
x i
x j
c
c


(E.7)

E.1.1.3 Approximate solution using the finite element method (FEM)
We discretize the domain Ω into disjoint FEs of not necessarily the same size. Let there
be K nodes on this domain and 1 (x), 2 (x),..., K (x) be FE basis functions. We write
T(x, t) n (x)d n (t)

(n  1, 2, ..., K)

(E.8)

We use the Galerkin formulation and take the same basis functions for the test function 
as those for the trial solution T.
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(x, t) m (x) cm

(m  1, 2, ..., K)

(E.9)

Substituting for T and ϕ from Eqs. (E.8) and (E.9), respectively, into Eq. (E.7) and requiring that
resulting equations hold for all values of c m we arrive at the following set of coupled ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) governing the thermo-kinetics of the system.

Mmn d n  Umn d n = Fm

(E.10)

where

M mn   cCp,c  m  n d, U mn  




 m

Kij n d   h c  m  n dc
x i
x j
c

Fm  Fm1  Fm2 ,

(E.10.1)

Fm1   h c T '  m dc , Fm2   Q  m d
c



Equation (E.10) can be written in the matrix form as
[M]{d}  [U]{d}  {F}

(E.11)

where

[M]   {N}cCp,c {N}T d, [U]   [A]T [ K ][A] d   {N}h c{N}T dc ,




c

(E.11.1)

{F}  {F }  {F }
1

2

In Eq. (E.11.1)

{N}  [1  2 ...  K ]T ,
 1

 x1
 
[A]   1
 x 2
 1

 x 3

 2
x1
1
x 3
 2
x 3

 K 

x1 
 K 
...

x 3 
 K 
...

x 3 
...

(E.11.2)

{F1}   h c T '{N}d c , {F2 }   Q {N}d
c
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The initial condition is given by

di (0) = T0 (xi ) (i  1, 2, ..., K)

(E.12)

where xi denotes the coordinates of the ith node.

E.1.1.4 Time integration
We use the implicit, backward, and unconditionally stable Euler method to integrate the
coupled ODEs given by Eq. (E.11). We denote {dn 1}  {d (t n 1 )} , {vn 1}  {d (t n 1 )} and
{Fn 1}  {F(t n 1 )} .

We have
[M]{vn 1}  [U]{dn 1}  {Fn 1}

(E.13)

and
{d n 1}  {d n }  t{vn 1}

(E.14)

where ∆t is the time step size. We substitute for {vn+1}from Eq. (E.14) into Eq. (E.13) and
rearrange the terms in the resulting expression to obtain
 [M]

 [U] {d n 1}  {Fneff1}

 t


(E.15)

where
{Fneff1}  {Fn 1} 

[M]{d n }
t

(E.15.1)

The essential boundary conditions are satisfied while solving the algebraic equations
(E.15). We note that Eq. (E.13) is coupled in the temperature, T, and the degree of cure (DoC), c
due to Q appearing in the RHS of Eq. (E.13) which is given by

Q=

dc
(1  Vf )r H r
dt

(E.16)
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where Vf is the fiber volume fraction (the resin volume fraction, Vr = 1-Vf), and Hr the resin heat
of reaction and ρr the resin density. The DoC rate, dc/dt, is assumed to be given by

dc
 f (c,T)
dt

(E.16.1)

in which the function f for a given resin is obtained from the experimental data. The initial value
of the DoC, c (x, 0) = c0 (x) must be specified.
Assuming that Tn and cn at the end of time step n are known, values of T and c at the end
of time step (n + 1) are computed iteratively from the values Tn and cn as follows. First the value
of dc/dt at t = tn is computed at every node using Eq. (E.16.1) from Tn and cn and consequently,

Q (tn) is computed from Eq. (E.16). The first prediction of {Fneff1} , i.e., {Fneff1}(1) , is computed
from Eq. (E.15.1) based on the value of Q (tn), and the first prediction of {d n 1} , i.e., {d n 1}(1) ,
(and hence Tn(1)1 at every node) is obtained using Eq. (E.15). From the values of Tn(1)1 and cn, the
(1)
first prediction of dc/dt, i.e., (dc / dt)(1)
n 1 , is obtained using Eq. (E.16.1) and c n 1 is computed

using Eq. (E.17) below which represents an unconditionally stable backward difference method.
(1)
(1)
c(1)
n 1  cn  (dc / dt)n 1 t

(E.17)

Thus the values of Tn+1 and cn+1 corresponding to the first iteration is known. This procedure is
repeated for the subsequent iterations until the converged values of Tn+1 and cn+1 are obtained
within the prescribed tolerance limit. We note that for computing Tn+1 and cn+1 for n = 0, i.e., at
the end of the first time step, the initial values T0 and c0 are used.

E.1.2 Flow-compaction analysis
E.1.2.1 Governing equations
In the flow-compaction analysis, the laminate is idealized as a system of homogeneous,
transversely isotropic and linearly elastic fiber-bed fully saturated with the resin. The
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conservation of mass equation and the equilibrium equations are given by Eqs. (E.18) [25] and
(E.19), respectively.

  vi    u i 

 0 (i  1, 2, 3)
x i
x i

ij
x j

(E.18)

 0 (i, j  1, 2, 3)

(E.19)

where u is the fiber-bed displacement, ij the Cauchy stress and v the resin velocity relative to
the fiber-bed which is assumed to follow Darcy’s law and given by [25]:
vi  

Sij P
(i, j  1, 2, 3)
 x j

(E.20)

where S is the fiber-bed permeability tensor in the global (x1, x 2 , x 3 ) coordinate system, P the
resin pressure and  the resin viscosity which is assumed to be given by µ = g (T, c) where the
function g is determined experimentally.
Substitution for vi from Eq. (E.20) into Eq. (E.18) gives

  ui 
  Sij P 


 (i, j  1, 2, 3)
x i
x i   x j 

(E.21)

Using the effective stress theory, the stress induced in the composite is written as [25]:
ij  ij  ijP (i, j  1, 2, 3)

(E.22)

where ij is the Kronecker delta and ij the stress borne by the fiber-bed. We substitute for ij
from Eq. (E.22) into Eq. (E.19) to obtain

ij
x j



P
 0 (i, j  1, 2, 3)
x i

(E.23)

The fiber-bed constitutive law relating the fiber-bed stress to the infinitesimal strain is:
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'
ij  Cijkl
kl (i, j, k, l  1, 2, 3)

(E.24)

in which

u
1  u
kl   k  l
2  x l x k


  u (k,l) (k, l  1, 2, 3)


(E.24.1)

where C' is the fourth-order elasticity tensor for the transversely isotropic fiber-bed which has 5
independent constants.
'
Using compressed notations for ij , ij and Cijkl
the constitutive relation given by Eq. (E.24) can

be written as
{ '}  [D]{}

(E.25)

where
{ '}  [ '11  '22

 '33

{}  [11 22 33

 '23

2 23

 '13

2 13

 '12 ]T

(E.25.1)

2 12 ]T

and the elasticity matrix [D] is the corresponding 6 x 6 matrix.
Equations (E.21), (E.23) and (E.24) are solved for P and u with the pertinent initial and boundary
conditions.

Initial conditions:
The initial conditions for P and u are:
P (x,0)  P0 (x)

(E.26.1)

ui (x,0)  ui0 (x) (i  1, 2, 3)

(E.26.2)

where the initial resin pressure, P0, and the initial fiber-bed displacement u0 are known.
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Boundary conditions:
The resin pressure, P, on a part,  p , of the bounding surface Γ is maintained at a known
boundary pressure, P (x, t) , and on the remainder of the boundary,  v , the resin velocity normal
to the surface, v , is specified. Here,  p U  v =  .

P (x, t)  P (x, t) on p

(E.27.1)

vi Ni  v (x, t) (i  1, 2, 3) on v

(E.27.2)

where N is unit outward normal at point x on the boundary  v . We note that the zero normal
velocity of the resin at a boundary represents the impermeable boundary from which the resin
cannot escape.
Substituting for vi from Eq. (E.20) into Eq. (E.27.2) we obtain


Sij P
Ni  v (x, t) (i  1, 2, 3) on  v
 x j

(E.27.3)

The surface traction equivalent to the applied compaction pressure, P '(x, t) , is specified
on a part,   , of the bounding surface,  , of the domain Ω and the fiber-bed displacements are
specified on the remainder of the boundary,  u , where  u U   =  . Thus,

ˆ  P '(x, t)N
ˆ (i, j  1, 2, 3) on 
ij N
j
i


(E.28.1)

ui (x, t)  ui (x, t) (i  1, 2, 3) on u

(E.28.2)

where N̂ is a unit outward normal at point x on the boundary   .
Substitution from Eq. (E.28.1) into Eq. (E.22) yields

ˆ   PN
ˆ  f (i, j  1, 2, 3) on 
ij N
j
ij
j
i


(E.28.3)

ˆ
where fi  P '(x, t)N
i

(E.28.4)
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An example of BCs specified on surfaces   ,  u ,  v and  p is shown in Fig. E.1. Here,
Γσ equals the union of the bounding surfaces x1 = 0, x1 = a, x2 = 0, x2 = b and x3 = H on which
the compaction pressure, P’(t), is applied, Γu equals the surface x3 = 0 at which the fiber-bed
displacements are specified, Γv equals the union of the bounding surfaces x1 = 0, x1 = a, x2 = 0,
x2 = b and x3 = 0 at which the resin velocity normal to the surface is specified, and Γp equals the
surface x3 = H at which the resin pressure, P, is maintained at the known boundary pressure, Pb.
We note that the intersection of the bounding surfaces Γσ and Γv equals the union of the edge

ˆ N.
surfaces x1 = 0, x1 = a, x2 = 0 and x2 = b on which N

Fig. E.1 An example of boundary conditions for the flow-compaction analysis

E.1.2.2 Weak formulation of the problem
E.1.2.2.1 Weak form of the equilibrium equations
Let i :  

(i  1, 2, 3) be smooth functions that vanish on Γu. We take the inner

product of Eq. (E.23) with i and integrate the result over the domain Ω to obtain
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ij
x j

P
i d (i, j  1, 2, 3)
 x i

i d  

(E.29)

Applying the integration by parts and using the divergence theorem for the result yield

 ij



i

ˆ  d    PN
ˆ  d
d   ijP i d   ij N
j i

ij
j i

x j

x



j

(E.30)

We note that we have used i  0 on Γu in arriving at (E.30). Substitution from (E.28.3)
into (E.30) yields

 ij



i

d   ijP i d   fi i d
x j
x j



(E.31)

E.1.2.2.2 Weak form of the continuity equation
Let  :  

be a smooth function that vanish on Γp. We multiplying both sides of Eq.

(E.21) by γ and integrate the result over the domain Ω to obtain

  ui 
  Sij P 
 d  

  d (i, j  1, 2, 3)
 x i
 x i   x j 


(E.32)

Using the chain rule of differentiation for the RHS of Eq. (E.32) and the divergence
theorem for the result to obtain

Sij P
  ui 
 Sij P
 d   
Ni d v  
d (i, j  1, 2, 3)
 x j
 x i
v
 x i  x j


(E.33)

We note that we have used  = 0 on Γp in arriving at Eq. (E.33). Substitution from Eq. (E.27.3)
into Eq. (E.33) we obtain

  ui 
 Sij P
 d     v d v  
d (i, j  1, 2, 3)
 x i
v
 x i  x j
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(E.34)

E.1.2.3 Approximate solution using the FEM
We discretize the domain Ω into disjoint FEs of not necessarily the same size. Let there
be K nodes on this domain and 1 (x), 2 (x),..., K (x) be FE basis functions. We write

P(x, t)   n (x) p n (t)

(n  1, 2, ..., K)

u i (x, t)   m (x) d mi (t)

(i  1, 2, 3; m  1, 2, ..., K)

(E.35)

We use the Galerkin formulation and take the same basis functions for the test functions

 and i (i  1, 2, 3) as those for the trial solutions P and ui.

 (x, t)   p (x) ep
i (x, t)   q (x) cqi

(p  1, 2, ..., K)
(i  1, 2, 3; q  1, 2, ..., K)

(E.36)

E.1.2.3.1 FE formulation of the equilibrium equations
The first tem on the left hand side (LHS) of Eq. (E.31) can be written as

 ij



ij  i  j  ij  i  j 
i
d  



 
 d
x j
x i  2  x j x i 
 2  x j
  ij (i, j) d

(E.37)

(E.37.1)



Substitution from (E.24) into (E.37.1) yields

 ij



i
'
d   u (i, j)Cijkl
(k,l) d
x j


(E.38)

Substitution from (E.35) into (E.24.1) yields



1  
ij  u (i, j)   m d mi  m d mj 

2  x j
x i


(E.39)

Similarly using Eq. (E.36) we obtain
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 q 
1   q
ij  (i, j)  
cqi 
cqj 

2  x j
x i


(E.40)

With the compressed notations, Eqs. (E.39) and (E.40) can be written in matrix form as
{}  [B]{d} and {}  [B]{c}

(E.41)

where
{d}  [d11 d12

d13

{c}  [c11 c12

c13

d 21 d 22
c 21 c 22

d 23 ... d K1 d K2
c 23 ... c K1 c K2

d K3 ]T
c K3 ]T

[B]  [L][N],
  / x1
 0

 0
[L]  
 0
  / x 3

 / x 2

0


0 
 / x 3 
,
 / x 2 
 / x1 

0 
0

 / x 2
0
 / x 3
0
 / x1

(E.41.1)

1 0 0 
[N]   1I  2 I ...  K I  , I  0 1 0 
0 0 1 

Recalling Eq. (E.25)

 ij



i
d   { }T [D]{}d
x j




(E.42.1)



 {c}T  [B]T [D][B] d {d}

(E.42.2)

 {c}T [K]{d}

(E.42.3)







where [K]   [B]T [D][B] d


(E.42.4)

Similarly the second term in the LHS of Eq. (E.31) can be written as
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 ijP



i
d  {c}T  [B]T {}{N}T d {p}
x j






(E.43.1)

 {c}T [G]{p}

(E.43.2)

where {N} is given by Eq. (E.11.2) and
{}  1 1 1 0 0 0 ,
T

{p}  [p1

p 2 ... p K ]T ,



(E.43.3)



[G]    [B]T {}{N}T d


The RHS of Eq. (E.31) can be written as
T
T
 fi i d  {c} [N] {f }

(E.44.1)



 {c}T {Fs }

(E.44.2)

where {Fs }  [N]T {f }

(E.44.3)

Substitution from (E.42.3), (E.43.2) and (E.44.2) into Eq. (E.31) yields

{c}T [K]{d}  [G]{p}  {c}T{Fs }

(E.45)

By requiring that Eq. (E.45) holds for all choices of {c} we obtain
[K]{d}  [G]{p}  {Fs }

(E.46)

E.1.2.3.2 FE formulation of the continuity equation
Substitution from Eqs. (E.35) and (E.36) into Eq. (E.34) yields





{e}T [G]T {d}  [H]{p}  {e}T{Fv }

(E.47)

where
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[H]    [A]T [S][A] /  d,


(E.47.1)

{Fv }   {N}v d v
v

in which [A] is defined in Eq. (E.11.2).
Requiring that Eq. (E.47) holds for all choices of {e} we get

[G]T {d}  [H]{p}  {Fv }

(E.48)

E.1.2.3.3 Coupled equations
Combining Eqs. (E.47) and (E.49) we obtain the following system of coupled ODEs
[A]{y}  [W]{y}  {F}

(E.49)

where

 O
[A]  
T
[G]

s
ˆ

O
[K] [G]
{d}
{F } 

,
[W]

,
{y}

,
{F}


 
 v 
 O [H]
ˆ
O 


{p}

{F }


(E.49.1)

in which O and Ô are (3K x 3K) and (K x K) null matrices, respectively.

E.1.2.4 Time integration
We use the implicit, backward, and unconditionally stable Euler method to integrate the coupled
ODEs

given

by Eq.

(E.49).

We

denote

{yn 1}  {y (t n 1 )} ,

{vn 1}  {y (t n 1 )}

and

{Fn 1}  {F(t n 1 )} .
We have

[A]{vn 1}  [W]{yn 1}  {Fn 1}

(E.50)

and
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{yn 1}  {yn }  t{vn 1}

(E.51)

We substitute for {vn+1}from Eq. (E.51) into Eq. (E.50) and rearrange the terms in the resulting
expression to obtain

[Weff ]{yn 1}  {Fneff1}

(E.52)

where
[A]
 [W],
t
[A]{y n }
{Fneff1}  {Fn 1} 
t
[W eff ] 

(E.52.1)

Knowing {yn}, Eq. (E.52) can be solved for {yn+1}, and {vn+1} can be computed from Eq. (E.51).
The essential boundary conditions are satisfied while solving the algebraic equations (E.52).

E.1.3 Stress-deformation analysis
During the cure process, the material characteristics of the resin change and hence the
effective properties of the composite also change. The modulus of the resin is specified as a
function of the DoC which is generally determined from the experimental data. Thus the
effective elastic properties of the composite are also functions of the DoC and hence vary with
time. To account for the time varying elastic properties of the composite, an incremental solution
approach is adopted. In this approach, the composite material is assumed to exhibit
“instantaneous linear elastic response” [24], i.e., at any given time, the material behavior is linear
elastic although the effective elastic properties of the composite may change throughout the cure
process. During each time step, first the average value of the DoC is computed from its values at
the start and the end of the time step which are obtained from the thermo-chemical analysis.
Next, using the average value of the DoC, the effective elastic properties of the composite ply are
computed which are assumed to be constant during that time step, and subsequently the
incremental displacements, strains and stresses are computed by solving the governing equations.
Finally, the solution at the end of a given time step is obtained as the sum of incremental
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solutions up to that time step.
Equations governing deformations of the laminate during a time step are derived by
minimizing the potential energy, i.e.,

  0

(E.53)

where  is the variational operator and  the potential energy including the strain energy of
deformation and the work done by external forces. In the absence of body forces [24]

1
ˆ ˆ }  {ˆ })  {ˆ }T { } d   uˆ T f dA
    {ˆ }T [D]({
0
0 

 2
A

(E.53.1)

ˆ}  [∈ˆ 11 ∈ˆ 22 ∈ˆ 33 2 ∈ˆ 23 2 ∈ˆ 13 2 ∈ˆ 12 ]T is the strain-field developed during
Here the 6-D vector {
ˆ 0 } the sum of the
ˆ }T the transpose of {ˆ } , {
a given time step (i.e., the incremental strain), {
ˆ t } , and the incremental cure shrinkage strains, {
ˆ s } , {0 } the
incremental thermal strains, {

stress field at the start of the time step (which equals the total stress at the end of the previous
ˆ the (6 x
time step; {0 }  {n } given by Eq. (E.63) below), û the incremental displacement, [D]

6) matrix containing instantaneous elastic coefficients for the composite material and A the part
of the bounding surface of the laminate on which surface traction, f , is specified. Points on the
remainder of the boundary of the domain,  , occupied by the laminate have either null tractions
(i.e., are on a free surface) or have displacements prescribed on them. The work done by reaction
forces at points of the boundary where displacements are prescribed is not included in Eq.
(E.53.1) because of null variations in the prescribed displacements there. The incremental
thermal and cure shrinkage strains in Eq. (E.53.1) are given, respectively, by Eqs. (E.54) and
(E.55) for the time step k.
ˆ ijt  ij (Tk  Tk-1 ) (i, j  1, 2, 3)


(E.54)

ˆ sij  csij (es k  es k-1 ) (i, j  1, 2, 3)


(E.55)
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where superscript k denotes the quantity at time t = tk,  ij and csij are tensors of the coefficient
of thermal expansion and the cure shrinkage coefficients for the composite, respectively, and es k
the total linear resin cure shrinkage strain up to time t = tk which is given by [24]
es  (1  ev )1/3  1

(E.55.1)

T
In Eq. (E.55.1) the resin volumetric strain, e v , is assumed to be ev  c vsh
, where the total
T
specific volume shrinkage, vsh
, for a given resin is determined experimentally.

The incremental strains are related to the incremental displacements by the following
kinematic relation:

1  û û 
ˆ ij   i  j   (i, j  1, 2, 3)

2  x j x i 

(E.56)

We discretize the domain Ω into disjoint FEs of not necessarily the same size. Let there
be K nodes on this domain and 1 (x), 2 (x),..., K (x) be FE basis functions. We write

ûi (x, t) m (x) dˆ mi (t)

(i  1, 2, 3; m  1, 2, ..., K)

(E.57)

Substitution from (E.57) into (E.56) yields



1  
ˆ ij   m dˆ mi  m dˆ mj 


2  x j
x i


(E.58)

With the compressed notations, Eq. (E.58) can be written as
ˆ
ˆ }  [B]{d}
{

(E.59)

where [B] is given by Eq. (E.41.1) and
ˆ  [dˆ
ˆ
{d}
11 d12

dˆ 13

dˆ 21 dˆ 22

dˆ 23 ... dˆ K1 dˆ K2

Substitution from Eq. (E.59) into Eq. (E.53) yields
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dˆ K3 ]T

(E.59.1)

ˆ  {F}
[K]{d}

(E.60)

where

ˆ
[K]   [B]T [D][B]
d,


ˆ 
ˆ 0 }d   [B]T {0}d
{F}   [N] {f }dA   [B] [D]{
T



A

(E.60.1)

T



The essential BCs are satisfied while solving the algebraic equations (E.60). Knowing the

ˆ ij (i, j  1, 2,3) ,
incremental displacements, ûi (i  1, 2, 3) , at a point, the incremental strains, 
can be computed from Eq. (E.56).
The displacements and residual strains and stresses at the end of time step n are given by
n

u n =  uˆ k

(E.61)

k 1

n

ˆk}
{n } =  {

(E.62)

k 1

n

ˆ k {
ˆ k }  {
ˆ 0k })
{n } =  [D]

(E.63)

k 1

where the superscript k denotes the incremental solution for the time step k.

E.2 Micro-mechanics equations to compute effective properties of the composite ply

The effective properties of the composite ply are computed using a micro-mechanics
approach from those of the fiber and the resin and their volume fractions. Fibers are assumed to
be transversely isotropic about the longitudinal axis and the resin to be isotropic. The formulas
listed below are used to compute effective properties of the composite ply with respect to the
material principal axes (y1, y2 , y3 ) with the y1 - axis along the fibers. The thermo-mechanical
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parameters with respect to the global (x1, x 2 , x 3 ) coordinate system are determined from the
tensor transformation rules.

E.2.1 Mass density
The mass density, c , of the composite is given by the rule of mixtures [24], i.e.,
c  Vf f  (1  Vf ) r

(E.64)

where f and r are mass densities of the fibers and the resin, respectively, and Vf the volume
fraction of the fiber.

E.2.2 Specific heat
The specific heat, Cp,c , of the composite is computed from the relation [24]:

Cp,c 

Vf f Cp,f  (1  Vf )r Cp,r

(E.65)

Vf f  (1  Vf )r

where Cp,f and Cp,r are specific heats of the fibers and the resin, respectively. That is, the rule
of mixtures is applied to the quantity, Cp .

E.2.3 Thermal conductivities
Thermal conductivities ( K11, K22 , K33 ) of the composite ply are given by [24]
K11  Vf Kf1  (1  Vf ) Kr

K 22

(E.66)

2


1
4
1 1  B Vf /   


 K33  K r (1  2 Vf /  ) +

tan
,
2

B

1

B
V
/

1

B
V
/

f
f




 K

B  2  r  1
 Kf 2 
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(E.67)

Here K f1 and K f 2 are, respectively, thermal conductivities of the fibers along the longitudinal
and the transverse directions, and K r thermal conductivity of the resin.

E.2.4 Effective elastic moduli
The effective Young’s moduli ( E1 , E 2 , E 3 ) along the (y1, y2 , y3 ) axes, and the shear moduli (

G12 , G13 , G 23 ) and Poisson’s ratios ( 12 , 13 ,  23 ) in the ( y1y2 , y1y3 , y2 y3 ) planes are computed
from the elastic moduli of the fibers ( E1f , E 2f = E3f , 12f = 13f ,  23f , G13f ) and of the resin (
E r ,  r ) by using the following relations [7, 24]:
E1  E1f Vf  E r (1  Vf ) 

E 2  E3 

2
4( r  13f
)k f kr G r (1  Vf )Vf

(k f  G r )kr  (k f  kr )G r Vf

1
2
(1/ 4kT )  (1/ 4G 23 )  (12
/ E1 )

(E.69)

 (G  G r )  (G13f  G r )Vf 
G12  G13  G r  13f

 (G13f  G r )  (G13f  G r )Vf 
G 23 

(E.70)

G r  kr (G r  G 23f )  2G 23f G r  kr (G 23f  G r )Vf 
kr (G r  G 23f )  2G 23f G r  (kr  2G r )(G 23f  G r )Vf

 (  13f )(kr  kf )G r (1  Vf )Vf 
12  13  13f Vf   r (1  Vf )   r

 (kf  G r )kr  (kf  kr )G r Vf 

 23

(E.68)

2
2E1kT  E1E 2  413
kT E 2

2E1kT

(E.71)

(E.72)

(E.73)

In equations (E.68) through (E.73)
G r  Er / 2(1  r )

(E.74)

G 23f  E3f / 2(1  23f )

(E.75)
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2
kf  E2f / 2(1  23f  223f
)

(E.76)

kr  Er / 2(1  r  2 2r )

(E.77)

kT 

(kf  G r )kr  (kf  kr )G r Vf
(kf  G r )  (kf  kr )Vf

(E.78)

E.2.5 Coefficients of thermal expansion
The coefficients of thermal expansion (11, 22 , 33 ) of the composite ply are given by [7, 24]
11 

f1Ef1Vf  r E r (1  Vf )
Ef1Vf  E r (1  Vf )

(E.79)

22  33  (2f  13f 1f )Vf  (r   r r )(1  Vf )  [13f Vf   r (1  Vf )]11

(E.80)

where  f1 and  f 2 are coefficients of thermal expansion of the fibers along the longitudinal and
the transverse axes, respectively, and  r is that of the resin.

E.2.6 Cure shrinkage coefficients
The cure shrinkage coefficients (cs11,cs22 ,cs33 ) of the composite ply are given by [7, 24]
cs11 

E r (1  Vf )
Ef1Vf  E r (1  Vf )

(E.81)

cs22  cs33  (1  r )(1  Vf )  [13f Vf   r (1  Vf )]cs11

(E.82)

E.3 Properties of graphite/epoxy composite

For the epoxy matrix, the heat of reaction, Hr = 4.74 x 105 J/kg, and the cure rate is given
by [4, 26]
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c  0.3
dc (B1  B2c)(1  c)(0.47  c),

B3 (1  c),
1  c  0.3
dt 

(E.83)

where

Bi  Ai e



Ei
RT

(E.83.1)

Here Ai is a constant, Ei the activation energy, T the temperature in K and R = 8.31 J/mol-K the
universal gas constant. Values assigned to various parameters in Eq. (E.83) are given in Table
E.1.
Table E.1 Parameters for the epoxy resin kinetics model
Parameter (units)

Value

A1 (min-1)

2.10 x 109

A2 (min-1)

-2.01 x 109

A3 (min-1)

1.96 x 105

E1 (J/mol)

8.07 x 104

E 2 (J/mol)

7.78 x 104

E3 (J/mol)

5.66 x 104

In Table E.2 we have listed values of material parameters for the graphite/epoxy
composite constituents used for the thermo-chemical analysis. The fibers are assumed to be
transversely isotropic about the longitudinal axis and the matrix to be isotropic. Resin properties
listed in Table E.2 are assumed not to vary with the temperature and the DoC.
Table E.2 Material parameters for fibers and resin [4, 26]
Property

graphite fiber

epoxy resin

Mass density, ρ (kg/m3)

1790

1260

Specific heat, Cp (J/kg-K)

712

1260

Thermal conductivity, K (W/m-K)

Kl = 26, K2 = 2.6

0.167
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The resin viscosity is assumed to vary with the temperature and the DoC as follows [4,
26]:
 U

   exp 
 Zc 
 RT


(E.84)

where   = 7.93 x 10-14 Pa-s, U = 9.08 x 104 J/mol, and Z = 14.1 for the 3501-6 resin.

The permeabilities of the resin impregnated fiber-bed are given by the following KozenyCarman equation [4, 26].

Sxx

1/2
rf2 (1  Vf )3
rf2 (Va / Vf )  1

and Syy  Szz 
4Qxx Vf2
4Qzz
Va / Vf  1

3

(E.85)

in which the fiber radius rf = 4 μm, the modified Kozeny constants, determined experimentally,
are (Qxx, Qzz) = (0.7, 0.2), and the value of Va determined experimentally is 0.8.
The fiber-bed elastic constants in the material principal axes (y1, y2, y3) with the y1-axis
being the axis of transverse isotropy are given by [25]:
fb
fb
fb
fb
fb
fb
E1fb = 117 GPa, Efb
2  E3 = 7.92 MPa, G12  G13  G 23 = 2.64 MPa, 12  13 = 0.

As pointed out by Hubert [25], during the consolidation of the laminate, the coupling between
the longitudinal and the transverse strains is found to be negligible and hence, Poisson’s ratios
fb
fb
12
 13
are assumed to be zero.

The mechanical properties of the graphite fibers and the epoxy resin are listed in Table
E.3.
Table E.3 Mechanical properties of fibers and resin
Property

graphite fiber [39]

epoxy resin [7]

Young’s modulus (GPa)

E1 = 207, E2 = E3 = 20.7

Er  (1  c)E0r  cEr , E0r  3.447x103 , Er  3.447

Poisson’s ratio

ν12 = ν13 = 0.2, ν23 = 0.3

νr = 0.35
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Shear modulus (GPa)

G12 = G13 = 27.6

Gr = Er/2(1+ νr)

Coefficient of thermal expansion (°C-1)

α11 = -9 x 10-7, α22 = α33 = 7.2 x 10-6

α = 5.76 x 10-5

Total specific volume shrinkage

-

T
vsh
 0.03

The resin volumetric strain

-

T
ev  c vsh

As pointed out by White and Kim [39] neglecting the cure dependency of Poisson’s ratio of the
epoxy resin has very little effect on the development of either Young’s or the shear modulus
during cure and thus the accuracy of the computed residual stresses. Hence, Poisson’s ratio has
been assumed to be constant.

E.4 Properties of glass/polyester composite

The rate of resin conversion for the polyester matrix is given by [6, 7]
E


dc
 Ae RT cm (1  c)n
dt

(E.86)

where A = 3.7 x 1022 min-1, ΔE = 1.674 x 105 J/mol, R = 8.31 J/mol-K, m = 0.524, and n = 1.476.

We have listed in Table E.4 the effective thermal and physical properties for the
glass/polyester composite that are assumed to remain constant during the cure process.
Table E.4 Effective thermal properties for glass/polyester composite [6, 7]
Property

Value

Mass density, ρ (kg/m3)

1890

Specific heat, Cp (J/kg-K)

1260

Thermal conductivity, K (W/m-K)

K33 = 0.2163, K11 = 0.4326
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The mechanical properties of the fibers and the resin are assumed to be isotropic for the
example problem studied in subsection 6.4.2 as considered by Bogetti and Gillespie [7] and
listed in Table E.5.
Table E.5 Mechanical properties for fibers and resin [7]
Property

Glass fiber

Polyester resin

Young’s modulus (GPa)

E = 73.08

Er  (1  c)E0r  cEr , E0r  2.757x103 , Er  2.757

Poisson’s ratio

νf = 0.22

νr = 0.40

αf = 5.04 x 10-6

αr = 7.20 x 10-5

Total specific volume shrinkage

-

T
vsh
 0.06

The resin volumetric strain

-

T
ev  c vsh

Coefficient of thermal expansion (

C1 )

E.5 Effective properties of the laminate

E.5.1 Elastic constants
In the global (x, y, z) coordinate system, the effective elastic moduli (Ex, Ey, Ez), shear
moduli (Gxy, Gxz, Gyz) and major Poisson’s ratios (νxy, νxz, νyz) of the laminate comprised of N
laminas can be computed using Eq. (E.87) [40].

E x  1/ H11 , E y  1/ H 22 , E z  1/ H33 ;
G xy  1/ H 66 , G xz  1/ H55 , G yz  1/ H 44 ;
 xy  

(E.87)

H
H
H12
,  xz   13 ,  yz   23
H11
H11
H 22

where
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H  C 1 ,

N

k
m 

k k
C
(V mC3mj / C33
)

i3
N
 V k C k  Ci3C3 j  m1
for i, j  1, 2, 3, 6
,
k
N
 k1  ij
k
m
m
C33


C33  (V / C33 )

m 1



Cij  
0  C ji ,
for i  1, 2, 3, 6; j  4,5

N
k k

 (V Cij /  k )

k 1
,
for i, j  4, 5

N N  Vk Vm
k
m
k
m 

C44C55  C45C54 
 
k 1 m 1   k  m





(E.87.1)



k
k
k
k
in which V k is the volume fraction of layer k and k  C44
.
C55
 C45
C54

In Eq. (E.87.1), Cijk (i, j  1, 2,..., 6) are elastic coefficients of lamina k with respect to the global
(x, y, z) coordinate system satisfying the constitutive relation given by Eq. (E.88).

ik  Cijk kj (i, j 1, 2, ..., 6)

(E.88)

where the 6-D vectors {k } and {k } containing the components of Cauchy stress tensor and
the infinitesimal strain tensor, respectively, in the global (x, y, z) coordinate system are given by
k
{k }  [σ xx

σ kyy

k
σzz

k
k
{k }  [xx
kyy zz

σ kyz
2 kyz

k
σ xz

σ kxy ]T and

k
2 xz

k T
2 xy
]

(E.88.1)

We note that the matrix of elastic coefficients of a lamina in the global (x, y, z) coordinate
system, [C ] , can be computed from that with respect to the material principal axes, [C' ] , using
the following equation [40].
[C ]  [T][C' ][T]T

(E.89)

where
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 cos 2 
sin 2 

2
cos 2 
 sin 

0
0
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0
0

0
0

sin  cos   sin  cos 


0
0
1
0
0
0



0
0
sin 2


0
0
0


cos  sin 
0

 sin  cos 
0

2
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0
0
cos   sin  
0

0

 sin 2

(E.89.1)

Here, θ is the fiber orientation angle in the lamina measured counter clock-wise with respect to
the x-axis.
In the material principal coordinate system, the nine independent elastic coefficients of an
orthotropic lamina, Cij' , are computed using Eq. (E.90) [40] from the effective elastic constants.
'
C11
 E1

1   2332
  
  
'
'
, C12
 E1 21 31 23 , C13
 E1 31 21 32 ,




'
C22
 E2

1  1331
  
1  12 21
'
'
, C23
 E 2 32 12 31 , C33
 E3
,




(E.90)

'
'
'
C44
 G 23 , C55
 G13 , C66
 G12

where
  1  12 21  1331   2332  2  213213 ,
(i)( j)
E (i)



( j)(i)
E ( j)

(i, j  1, 2,3; i  j, no sum on i, j)

(E.90.1)

We note that the effective elastic constants ( E1 , E 2 , E 3 , G12 , G13 , G 23 , 12 , 13 ,  23 ) of the lamina
in the material principal coordinate system are computed using micro-mechanics Eqs. (E.68)
through (E.73) of Appendix subsection E.2.

E.5.2 Coefficients of thermal expansion
In the global (x, y, z) coordinate system, the effective coefficients of thermal expansion
of the laminate comprised of N laminas can be computed using Eq. (E.91) [40].
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 xx  H1j N j ,  yy  H 2 j N j ,  zz  H3 j N j ,
 yz  H 4 j N j ,  xz  H5 j N j ,  xy  H6 j N j ( j  1, 2, ..., 6)

(E.91)

where H is given by Eq. (E.87.1) and
N

N j   Cijk  kj V k (i, j  1, 2, ..., 6)

(E.91.1)

k 1

in which Cijk are elastic coefficients of lamina k in the global (x, y, z) coordinate system given by
Eq. (E.89), V k the volume fraction of lamina k and { k } the 6-D vector containing the
coefficients of thermal expansion of lamina k with respect to the global (x, y, z) coordinate
system which can be computed from that with respect to the material principal axes, { k } , using
the following equation.

ik  Tij kj

(E.92)

where [T] is given by Eq. (E.89.1),

{ k }  [ kxx

 kyy

{

 k22

 kzz

 kyz

 kxz

 kxy ]T and
(E.92.1)

k

k
}  [11

k
33

 k23

k
13

k T
12
]

E.5.3 Thermal conductivities
In the global (x, y, z) coordinate system, the thermal conductivity tensor, K*, for the
laminate comprised of N lamina is computed as [24]
N

K*   K j V j

(E.93)

j 1

where K j is the thermal conductivity tensor of lamina j in the global (x, y, z) coordinate system
which is computed from that in the material principal axes, K j , using Eq. (E.94).
K j  PT K j P

(E.94)
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where

 cos  sin  0 
P =   sin  cos  0 
 0
0
1 

(E.94.1)
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and Contributions

We have analyzed using numerical techniques (i) the mechanics of covalently
functionalized single wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and single layer graphene sheets
(SLGSs), (ii) infinitesimal elastostatic deformations of doubly curved laminated shells, and (iii)
curing of fiber-reinforced polymer composite (FRPC) laminates.
In the first problem, effects of the covalent functionalization on elastic moduli of single
wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and single layer graphene sheets (SLGSs) have been analyzed
using molecular mechanics (MM) simulations with the MM3 potential and the freely available
software TINKER. These carbon nanomaterials are deformed in simple tension and simple shear
using MM simulations and from the curves of the strain energy density of deformation versus the
axial strain and the shear strain, values of Young’s modulus and the shear modulus, respectively,
are deduced. This approach to compute elastic moduli is first validated by comparing the
simulation results for the pristine structures with the experimental results available in the
literature, and then used for the functionalized structures. The results reveal that the
functionalization reduces elastic moduli of the SWCNT and the SLGS, the reduction increases
with an increase in the amount of functionalization, and the moduli are essentially independent
of the type of the functionalizing agent. It is found that Young’s modulus and the shear modulus
of the SWCNT (SLGS) decrease by about 34% (73%) and 43% (42%), respectively, with 20%
(10%) of carbon atoms functionalized. A reason for the reduction in elastic moduli of the
nanomaterials due to functionalization is believed to be the localization of deformations at the
functionalized sites. We have quantified these localized deformations in terms of the local strains
which are found to be very large (~120%) at the sites of atoms to which functional groups are
covalently bonded in a partially functionalized SLGS. These results will enhance the
understanding of the mechanical behavior of carbon nanomaterials, and help material scientists
interested in utilizing these materials as reinforcements in nanocomposites.
In the second problem, infinitesimal deformations of doubly curved composite laminated
shells deformed statically with surface tractions have been analyzed using a third-order shear and
normal deformable theory (TSNDT). An in-house finite element (FE) software has been
developed to obtain numerical solutions of various boundary-value problems. For monolithic
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shell, the six components of the stress tensor have been obtained from the constitutive relation
and the TSNDT displacements. For laminated shells, an equivalent single layer TSNDT is used
and the in-plane stresses are determined from constitutive relations and the TSNDT
displacements, and the transverse stresses are computed using a one-step stress recovery scheme
(SRS) which involves integration of the 3-dimensional (3-D) equilibrium equations along the
laminate thickness. No shear correction factor is used. The developed software is first verified by
comparing the predictions from it for various example problems with either analytical solutions
available in the literature or FE results obtained with the commercial software ABAQUS based
on the 3-dimensional (3-D) linear elasticity theory (LET). After having verified the accuracy of
the TSNDT predictions, effects of geometric parameters of the doubly curved shell such as the
curvilinear length/thickness ratio, a/h, the radius of curvature/curvilinear length ratio, R/a, and
the ratio of the two principal radii of curvature on through-the-thickness stresses, strain energies
of the in-plane, the transverse shear and the transverse normal deformations, and strain energies
of the stretching and the bending deformations have delineated. It is found that for a thick
clamped shell (a/h = 5) subjected to uniform normal traction on the outer surface, strain energies
of the in-plane and the transverse deformations contribute equally to the total strain energy for
R/a > 5. For a sandwich shell with the ratio of the thickness of the core to that of the face sheet
equal to 10 and the ratio of Young’s modulus of the face sheet material in the fiber direction to
that of the isotropic core material equal to 1000, the strain energy of the transverse shear
(normal) deformations accounts for about 67% (23%) of the total strain energy for R/a = 10 (1)
and a/h = 10 (5). We have also deduced the geometric parameters of the shell for which the
strain energy of bending deformations exceeds 95% of the total strain energy. These results
provide insights into different deformation modes, will help decide when to consider the effect of
the transverse shear and the transverse normal deformations in a shell theory, and provide
guidelines for optimizing the geometric parameters of doubly curved shells. Another significance
of this work is in establishing that the TSNDT gives reasonably accurate results for a variety of
problems by using considerably fewer degrees of freedom than those needed for solving the
same problem using the 3-D LET and the finite element method (FEM).
In the third problem, the optimization of cure cycle parameters for minimizing the cure
induced residual stresses in FRPC laminates has been addressed. Equations governing the cure
process are solved by using the FEM in the space domain and the implicit backward Euler
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method in the time domain with the commercial FE software ABAQUS in conjunction with the
cure process modeling software COMPRO. After having verified the simulation results for three
example problems by comparing them with either experimental or numerical results available in
the literature, the cure cycle parameters have been optimized using a genetic algorithm built in
MATLAB in conjunction with the Latin hypercube sampling method. These optimal cure cycles
provide uniform and nearly complete curing of the laminate within the prescribed time period
and simultaneously minimize the residual stresses without adversely affecting the effective
mechanical properties of the laminate. For a moderately thick asymmetric laminate, in
comparison to the manufacturer’s recommended cure cycle (MRCC), one optimal cycle reduces
residual stresses by 47% and the total cure time from 5 to 4 hours and another optimal cycle
reduces the total cure time to 2 hours and residual stresses by 8%. The approach presented in this
study should help manufacturing engineers in optimizing cure cycle parameters for fabricating
laminates of desired quality.
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Appendix F

Here, we have provided a MATLAB code to analyze static infinitesimal deformations of
laminated plates and doubly curved shells using a third order shear and normal deformable
theory [1]. The orthogonal curvilinear coordinates (x, y, z) are such that x = constant and y =
constant are curves of principal curvature on the mid-surface, z = 0. The total thickness and the
constant principal radii of curvature of the mid-surface of the shell are h, Rx and Ry,
respectively, and the arc lengths of the shell mid-surface in the x- and the y- directions are a and
b, respectively. The input variables and the output parameters are explained below.

F.1 Input variables

The user should assign values to the following input variables.
F.1.1 Geometric parameters
(i) pflag: Flag to specify whether a plate or a shell is being studied. For plate, pflag = 0 and for
shell, pflag = 1.

(ii) h: Total thickness in mm
(iii) AR: The aspect ratio, a/h
(iv) b_a_ratio: The length ratio, b/a
(v) R_a_ratio: The ratio, Rx/a
(vi) R_ratio: The ratio, Ry/Rx
F.1.2 Loading parameters
(i) lflag: Flag to specify the type of the applied traction on the major surfaces. For the uniform
normal traction, q0, on a surface lflag = 1. For the sinusoidal traction given by Eq. (1), lflag = 2. For the
non-uniform pressure given by Eq. (2), lflag = 3.

q (x, y)  q0 sin(x / a)sin(y / b)

(F.1)
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q 0 (0.0005r 4  0.01r 3  0.0586r 2  0.001r  1), r  10.6 cm
q(r)  
0,
r  10.6 cm


(F.2)

where r is the distance in cm from the centroid of the major surface on which the load is applied.
The value of q0 should be specified as the values of the variables (ii) through (vii).
(ii) qx_top: Magnitude of the peak tangential load, q0, acting on the top surface pointing towards the
positive x-axis (GPa)
(iii) qx_bottom: Magnitude of the peak tangential load, q0, acting on the bottom surface pointing towards
the positive x-axis (GPa)
(iv) qy_top: Magnitude of the peak tangential load, q0, acting on the top surface pointing towards the
positive y-axis (GPa)
(v) qy_bottom: Magnitude of the peak tangential load, q0, acting on the bottom surface pointing towards
the positive y-axis (GPa)
(vi) qz_top: Magnitude of the peak normal load, q0, acting on the top surface pointing towards the
positive z-axis (GPa)
(vii) qz_bottom: Magnitude of the peak normal load, q0, acting on the bottom surface pointing towards
the positive z-axis (GPa)

F.1.3 Boundary conditions
Five types of boundary conditions (BCs) can be specified at an edge of the shell including
clamped, simply supported, traction free, and BCs of type C and D defined in Table 1 of Shah
and Batra [1]. The values assigned to these BCs are 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively.
(i) x0_surf: BC at x = 0
(ii) xa_surf: BC at x = a
(iii) y0_surf: BC at y = 0
(iv) yb_surf: BC at y = b

F.1.4 Material parameters
(i) Mflag: Flag to specify the type of the plate or shell to be studied. Three types of shells/plates
can be studied with this code: (i) monolithic isotropic shell/plate (Mflag = 1), (ii) n layered
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laminated orthotropic shell/plate (Mflag = 2) and (iii) 3 layered sandwich shell/plate with an
isotropic core and either isotropic or orthotropic face sheets of equal thickness (Mflag = 3).
Specify values for the item (ii) only if Mflag = 1, items (iii) through (v) only if Mflag = 2, and
items (vi) through (xv) only if Mflag = 3.
(ii) E_in, nu_in: E and ν for isotropic material
(iii) no_layer_in: The number of layers in the laminated plate/shell
(iv) theta_in: The fiber orientation angle [θ1 θ2 … θn] in radians with 1 and n being the bottommost and
the topmost layers. The angle is in radians measured counter clock-wise from the positive x-axis.

(v) e1_in, e2_in, e3_in, g12_in, g13_in, g23_in, nu12_in, nu13_in, nu23_in: Elastic constants for the
orthotropic material of the laminated shell. Moduli are in GPa.

(vi) h_ratio: Ratio of the thickness of the core to the thickness of one face sheet
(vii) Ecore_in, nucore_in: E and nu for the isotropic core material
(viii) blayer_in: 1 for the isotropic and 2 for the orthotropic bottom face sheet
(ix) Ebottom_in, nubottom_in: E and nu for the isotropic bottom face sheet (only if blayer_in = 1)
(x) e1b_in, e2b_in, e3b_in, g12b_in, g13b_in, g23b_in, nu12b_in, nu13b_in, nu23b_in: Elastic constants
for the orthotropic bottom face sheet. Moduli are in GPa (only if blayer_in = 2).

(xi) theta_bottom_in: Fiber orientation angle for the orthotropic bottom face sheet (only if blayer_in = 2)
(xii) tlayer_in: 1 for the isotropic and 2 for the orthotropic top face sheet
(xiii) Etop_in, nutop_in: E and nu for the isotropic top face sheet (only if tlayer_in = 1)
(xiv) e1t_in, e2t_in, e3t_in, g12t_in, g13t_in, g23t_in, nu12t_in, nu13t_in, nu23t_in: Elastic constants for
the orthotropic top face sheet. Moduli are in GPa (only if tlayer_in = 2)

(xv) theta_top_in: Fiber orientation angle for the orthotropic top face sheet (only if tlayer_in = 2)
F.1.4 Mesh
The plate/shell is discretized into disjoint 8-node 2D quadrilateral finite elements (FEs).
(i) nl, nb: The number of FEs in the x- and the y-directions, respectively.

F.2 Output parameters

The output parameters are displacements, stresses and strain energies of deformation.
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(i) displacements.dat: It is a (Nnode x 15) matrix whose entries are values of the x- and the ycoordinates, and the 12 degrees of freedom (DoFs) for each node where Nnode is the total
number of nodes in the FE mesh. The 15 columns correspond to [Node x y u10 u11 u12 u13 u20 u21
u22 u23 u30 u31 u32 u33], where Node is the node number, x and y the x- and the y-coordinates of
the corresponding node, uij (i = 1, 2, 3; j = 0, 1, 2, 3) the DoFs on the shell’s mid-surface for the
corresponding node. The values of the three displacements (u1, u2, u3) at a point (x, y, z) can be
obtained as ui (x, y, z) = zj uij (x, y) (i = 1, 2, 3; j = 0, 1, 2, 3; sum on j).

(ii) points_xyz.dat, stress_xx.dat, stress_yy.dat, stress_xy.dat, stress_xz.dat, stress_yz.dat,
stress_zz.dat, stress_xzr.dat, stress_yzr.dat, stress_zzr.dat: The file points_xyz.dat has (x, y, z)
coordinates of all gauss points in the shell at which stresses are computed. With Np equaling the
total number of points, the first, the second and the third columns have the x-, the y- and the zcoordinates of Np points, respectively. The output files stress_xx.dat, stress_yy.dat,
stress_xy.dat, stress_xz.dat, stress_yz.dat, stress_zz.dat have the values of stresses σxx, σyy, σxy,
σxz, σyz, σzz, respectively, at these Np points computed from the constitutive relation and the files
stress_xzr.dat, stress_yzr.dat, stress_zzr.dat have the values of transverse stresses σxz, σyz, σzz,
respectively, computed using the stress recovery scheme.

(iii) work.dat: It has the value of the work done by the external forces.

(iv) energy_out_inplane_transverse.dat: It has values of the strain energies corresponding to the
six components of the strain tensor for the n layered shell. The expressions for these strain
energy components are given in [2]. The file has a (7 x n) matrix whose first six rows of column
k (k = 1, 2, …, n) have the values of the strain energy corresponding to the strains
xx , yy , xy , zz , xz , yz , respectively, and the seventh row has the value of the total strain

energy of layer k. Here, k = 1 and n represent the bottommost and the topmost layers,
respectively. The summation of entries of the seventh row gives the total strain energy of the n
layered shell.

(v) energy_out_stretch_bend.dat: This file has a (6 x n) matrix whose first five rows of column k
(k = 1, 2, …, n) have the values of the strain energies of stretching deformations due to in-plane
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strains, stretching deformations due to transverse strains, bending deformations due to in-plane
strains, bending deformations due to transverse strains and the strain energy due to the coupling
between the stretching and the bending deformations, respectively, and the sixth row has the
value of the total strain energy for the layer k. The expressions for these strain energy
components are given in [2]. The summation of entries of the sixth row gives the total strain
energy of the n layered shell.

F.3 MATLAB code
% MATLAB settings:
clc
clear all
warning off
format long
%% **********Inputs**********************************************************
%**************************************************************************
%Geometry: (in mm)*******************************
pflag=1;
%0-> plate, 1-> doubly curved shell
h=10;
AR=10;
b_a_ratio=1;
R_a_ratio=1;
plate
R_ratio=5;

%
%
%
%

total thickness of the plate (mm)
length in the x-direction to thickness ratio
ratio between the lengths in the y- and the x-directions, b/a
ratio between the Rx and a, Rx/a; enter for shell only, skip for

% ratio between Ry and Rx, Ry/Rx; enter for shell only, skip for plate

%Tangential and normal tractions on the top and the bottom major surfaces:
lflag=1;
%Note: lflag=1 -> uniform traction,
%
lflag=2 -> sinusoidal traction (Eq. 15, Shah and Batra, CMS (2015)),
%
lflag=3 -> nonuniform pressure (Eq. 14, Shah and Batra, CMS (2015))
%Enter values of the load applied in GPa:
%Note: enter +ve value if the load is pointing towards +ve x, y, or z-axes.
qx_top=0;
%max. tangential load on the top surface along the x-direction
qx_bottom=0;
%max. tangential load on the bottom surface along the x-direction
qy_top=0;
%max. tangential load on the top surface along the y-direction
qy_bottom=0;
%max. tangential load on the bottom surface along the y-direction
qz_top=10e-3;
%max. normal load on the top surface along the z-direction
qz_bottom=0;
%max. normal load on the bottom surface along the z-direction
%Boundary conditions on the edge surfaces x=0,a and y=0,b:
%Enter: 1 for clamped edge, 2 for simply supported, 3 for traction free,
%4 and 5 for BC type C and D in Table 1 of Shah and Batra, CMS (2015)
x0_surf=1;
xa_surf=1;
y0_surf=1;
yb_surf=1;
%Material parameters: ******************************
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Mflag=2;
%Mflag=1 ----> 1 layered isotropic, Mfalg=2 ----> n layered orthotropic,
Mflag=3--> 3 layered sandwich
%For isotropic single layer plate or shell only, skip otherwise:
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------E_in=210; %Yong's modulus in GPa
nu_in=0.3; %Poisson's ratio
%For n layer orthotropic plate or shell only, skip otherwise:
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------no_layer_in=3;
%no. of layers
theta_in=[0 pi/2 0]; %fiber orientation angle counter clockwise from positive x axis
in each layer in radians starting from the bottom layer
%9 constants (moduli are in GPa):
e1_in=251;
%E1
e2_in=48;
%E2
e3_in=7.5;
%E3
g12_in=13.6;
%G12
g13_in=12;
%G13
g23_in=4.7;
%G23
nu12_in=0.036;
%Poisson's ratio, nu12
nu23_in=0.25;
%nu23
nu13_in=0.171;
%nu13
%For 3 layer sandwich plate or shell only, skip otherwise:
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------h_ratio=5;
%ratio between thicknesses of core and single face sheet)
%isotropic material properties for core:
Ecore_in=0.175; % E in GPa
nucore_in=0.2; %nu
%bottom face sheet
blayer_in=2;
%blayer=1--> isotropic bottom layer, 2--> orthotropic bottom layer
%if the bottom face sheet is isotropic enter values here, skip otherwise
Ebottom_in=168; % E in GPa
nubottom_in=0.3; %nu
%if the bottom face sheet is orthotropic enter values here, skip otherwise
e1b_in=251; %E1
e2b_in=48; %E2
e3b_in=7.5; %E3
g12b_in=13.6; %G12
g13b_in=12; %G13
g23b_in=4.7; %G23
nu12b_in=0.036; %Poisson's ratio, nu12
nu23b_in=0.171; %nu23
nu13b_in=0.25; %nu13
theta_bottom_in=pi/4; %fiber orientation angle counter clockwise from positive x axis
%top face sheet
tlayer_in=2;

%tlayer=1--> isotropic top layer, 2--> orthotropic top layer

%if the top face sheet is isotropic enter values here, skip otherwise
Etop_in=168; %E in GPa
nutop_in=0.3; %nu
%if the top face sheet is orthotropic enter values here, skip otherwise
e1t_in=251; %E1
e2t_in=48; %E2
e3t_in=7.5; %E3
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g12t_in=13.6; %G12
g13t_in=12; %G13
g23t_in=4.7; %G23
nu12t_in=0.036; %Poisson's ratio, nu12
nu23t_in=0.171; %nu23
nu13t_in=0.25; %nu13
theta_top_in=pi/4; %fiber orientation angle counter clockwise from positive x axis
%FE mesh (8-node quadrilateral elements only):
nl=27; %no. of elements in x-directions
nb=27; %no. of elements in y-directions
%% ****************End of inputs*********************************************
%**************************************************************************
%**********Main-processing**************************************************
%**************************************************************************
pflag1=pflag;
pflag2=pflag;
if Mflag==1
E=E_in; %in GPa
nu=nu_in; %Poisson's ratio
elseif Mflag==2
no_layer=no_layer_in;
%no. of layers
theta=theta_in; %fiber orientation angle in each layer in radians starting from
bottom layer
%9 constants (moduli are in GPa):
e1=e1_in;
e2=e2_in;
e3=e3_in;
g12=g12_in;
g13=g13_in;
g23=g23_in;
nu12=nu12_in;
nu23=nu23_in;
nu13=nu13_in;
else
ns_layer=3;
%number of layer (code works only for 3 layers as of now)
hf=h/(h_ratio+2);
hc=hf*h_ratio;
ths=[hf hc hf];

%thickness of each layer in mm in the order of [bottom core top]

%bottom face sheet layer
if blayer_in==1 %(if bottom face sheet is isotropic enter here)
Ebottom=Ebottom_in; %in GPa
nubottom=nubottom_in;
else

%(if bottom face sheet is orthotropic enter here) moduli are in GPa

e1b=e1b_in;
e2b=e2b_in;
e3b=e3b_in;
g12b=g12b_in;
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g13b=g13b_in;
g23b=g23b_in;
nu12b=nu12b_in;
nu23b=nu23b_in;
nu13b=nu13b_in;
theta_bottom=theta_bottom_in;
end
%top face sheet layer
if tlayer_in==1 %(if top face sheet is isotropic enter here)
Etop=Etop_in;
nutop=nutop_in;
else %(if top face sheet is orthotropic enter here)
e1t=e1t_in;
e2t=e2t_in;
e3t=e3t_in;
g12t=g12t_in;
g13t=g13t_in;
g23t=g23t_in;
nu12t=nu12t_in;
nu23t=nu23t_in;
nu13t=nu13t_in;
theta_top=theta_top_in;
end
%isotropic core layer
Ecore=Ecore_in;
nucore=nucore_in;
end
%Mesh generation:
%mesh size
a=AR*h;
% length of the plate in the x-direction (mm)
b=b_a_ratio*a;
% length of the plate in the y-direction (mm)
Rx=R_a_ratio*a;
Ry=R_ratio*Rx;
if pflag1==1
angle_x=a/Rx;
atop=(Rx+h/2)*angle_x;
abottom=(Rx-h/2)*angle_x;
else
atop=a; abottom=a;
end
if pflag2==1
angle_y=b/Ry;
btop=(Ry+h/2)*angle_y;
bbottom=(Ry-h/2)*angle_y;
else
btop=b; bbottom=b;
end
%mesh generation
nnode=2*nb+1;
%no. of nodes on a verticle edge
nel=nl*nb;
enod1=[1 nb*2+2 3*(nb+1) 3*nb+4 3*nb+5 2*nb+3 3 2];
cod=[2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2];
for k=1:nl
for ii=1:nb
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for jj=1:8
lnod(ii+(k-1)*nb,jj)=enod1(jj)+(ii-1)*cod(jj)+(k-1)*(nb*3+2);
end
end
end
nnod=max(max(lnod)); % total number of nodes
ndf=3*nnod;
%translational dof
nrdf_theta=3*nnod; %rotational dof theta
nrdf_phi=3*nnod; %rotational dof phi
nrdf_gamma=3*nnod; %rotational dof gamma
% %coordinates generation for uniform mesh:
%mid-surface
y0=0:b/(2*nb):b;
y1=0:2*b/(2*nb):b;
y=[y0';y1'];
x0=zeros(2*nb+1,1);
x1=zeros(nb+1,1)+a/(2*nl);
x=[x0;x1];
for k=2:nl
y=[y;y0';y1'];
x=[x;x0+(k-1)*a/nl;x1+(k-1)*a/nl];
end
y=[y;y0'];
x=[x;x0+a];
%top surface
y0top=0:btop/(2*nb):btop;
y1top=0:2*btop/(2*nb):btop;
ytop=[y0top';y1top'];
x0top=zeros(2*nb+1,1);
x1top=zeros(nb+1,1)+atop/(2*nl);
xtop=[x0top;x1top];
for k=2:nl
ytop=[ytop;y0top';y1top'];
xtop=[xtop;x0top+(k-1)*atop/nl;x1top+(k-1)*atop/nl];
end
ytop=[ytop;y0top'];
xtop=[xtop;x0top+atop];
%bottom surface
y0bottom=0:bbottom/(2*nb):bbottom;
y1bottom=0:2*bbottom/(2*nb):bbottom;
ybottom=[y0bottom';y1bottom'];
x0bottom=zeros(2*nb+1,1);
x1bottom=zeros(nb+1,1)+abottom/(2*nl);
xbottom=[x0bottom;x1bottom];
for k=2:nl
ybottom=[ybottom;y0bottom';y1bottom'];
xbottom=[xbottom;x0bottom+(k-1)*abottom/nl;x1bottom+(k-1)*abottom/nl];
end
ybottom=[ybottom;y0bottom'];
xbottom=[xbottom;x0bottom+abottom];
node(:,1)=1:nnod;
mesh=[node x y];
%Nodes to apply B.Cs:
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% extract nodes on the edges
left=1:2*nb+1;
%left edge nodes
right=nnod-2*nb:nnod; % right edge nodes
bottom=[1:3*nb+2:nnod 2*nb+2:3*nb+2:nnod]; %bottom edge nodes
top=[2*nb+1:3*nb+2:nnod 3*nb+2:3*nb+2:nnod];
%Extract all dof of corresponding to nodes on edges
Replacment=eye(4*ndf);
%Translational:
uLeft=(left-1)*3+1;
vLeft=(left-1)*3+2;
wLeft=(left-1)*3+3;

uright=(right-1)*3+1;
vright=(right-1)*3+2;
wright=(right-1)*3+3;

utop=(top-1)*3+1;
vtop=(top-1)*3+2;
wtop=(top-1)*3+3;

%Rotation thetas:
txLeft=ndf+(left-1)*3+1; txright=ndf+(right-1)*3+1;
txbottom=ndf+(bottom-1)*3+1;
tyLeft=ndf+(left-1)*3+2; tyright=ndf+(right-1)*3+2;
tybottom=ndf+(bottom-1)*3+2;
tzLeft=ndf+(left-1)*3+3; tzright=ndf+(right-1)*3+3;
tzbottom=ndf+(bottom-1)*3+3;

ubottom=(bottom-1)*3+1;
vbottom=(bottom-1)*3+2;
wbottom=(bottom-1)*3+3;

txtop=ndf+(top-1)*3+1;
tytop=ndf+(top-1)*3+2;
tztop=ndf+(top-1)*3+3;

%Rotation phis:
phixLeft=2*ndf+(left-1)*3+1; phixright=2*ndf+(right-1)*3+1;
1)*3+1; phixbottom=2*ndf+(bottom-1)*3+1;
phiyLeft=2*ndf+(left-1)*3+2; phiyright=2*ndf+(right-1)*3+2;
1)*3+2; phiybottom=2*ndf+(bottom-1)*3+2;
phizLeft=2*ndf+(left-1)*3+3; phizright=2*ndf+(right-1)*3+3;
1)*3+3; phizbottom=2*ndf+(bottom-1)*3+3;
%Rotation gammas:
gxLeft=3*ndf+(left-1)*3+1; gxright=3*ndf+(right-1)*3+1;
gxbottom=3*ndf+(bottom-1)*3+1;
gyLeft=3*ndf+(left-1)*3+2; gyright=3*ndf+(right-1)*3+2;
gybottom=3*ndf+(bottom-1)*3+2;
gzLeft=3*ndf+(left-1)*3+3; gzright=3*ndf+(right-1)*3+3;
gzbottom=3*ndf+(bottom-1)*3+3;

phixtop=2*ndf+(topphiytop=2*ndf+(topphiztop=2*ndf+(top-

gxtop=3*ndf+(top-1)*3+1;
gytop=3*ndf+(top-1)*3+2;
gztop=3*ndf+(top-1)*3+3;

%Clamped edge
C_left=[uLeft, vLeft, wLeft, txLeft, tyLeft, tzLeft, phixLeft, phiyLeft, phizLeft,
gxLeft, gyLeft, gzLeft];
C_right=[uright, vright, wright, txright, tyright, tzright, phixright, phiyright,
phizright, gxright, gyright, gzright];
C_top=[utop, vtop, wtop, txtop, tytop, tztop, phixtop, phiytop, phiztop, gxtop, gytop,
gztop];
C_bottom=[ubottom, vbottom, wbottom, txbottom, tybottom, tzbottom, phixbottom,
phiybottom, phizbottom, gxbottom, gybottom, gzbottom];
%SS-I end
SS_left=[vLeft, wLeft, tyLeft, tzLeft, phiyLeft, phizLeft, gyLeft, gzLeft];
SS_right=[vright, wright, tyright, tzright, phiyright, phizright, gyright, gzright];
SS_top=[utop, wtop, txtop, tztop, phixtop, phiztop, gxtop, gztop];
SS_bottom=[ubottom, wbottom, txbottom, tzbottom, phixbottom, phizbottom, gxbottom,
gzbottom];
%B2 condition Vel_p179
B2_left=[uLeft, vLeft, txLeft, tyLeft, phixLeft, phiyLeft, gxLeft, gyLeft];
B2_right=[uright, vright, txright, tyright, phixright, phiyright, gxright, gyright];
B2_top=[utop, vtop, txtop, tytop, phixtop, phiytop, gxtop, gytop];
B2_bottom=[ubottom, vbottom, txbottom, tybottom, phixbottom, phiybottom, gxbottom,
gybottom];
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%B3 condition_Vel_p179
B3_left=[uLeft, wLeft, txLeft, tzLeft, phixLeft, phizLeft, gxLeft, gzLeft];
B3_right=[uright, wright, txright, tzright, phixright, phizright, gxright, gzright];
B3_top=[utop, wtop, txtop, tztop, phixtop, phiztop, gxtop, gztop];
B3_bottom=[ubottom, wbottom, txbottom, tzbottom, phixbottom, phizbottom, gxbottom,
gzbottom];
%free end B8 condition_Vel_p179
free_left=[];
free_right=[];
free_top=[];
free_bottom=[];
if x0_surf==1
BC_left=C_left;
elseif x0_surf==2
BC_left=SS_left;
elseif x0_surf==3
BC_left=free_left;
elseif x0_surf==4
BC_left=B2_left;
elseif x0_surf==5
BC_left=B3_left;
end
if xa_surf==1
BC_right=C_right;
elseif xa_surf==2
BC_right=SS_right;
elseif xa_surf==3
BC_right=free_right;
elseif xa_surf==4
BC_right=B2_right;
elseif xa_surf==5
BC_right=B3_right;
end
if y0_surf==1
BC_bottom=C_bottom;
elseif y0_surf==2
BC_bottom=SS_bottom;
elseif y0_surf==3
BC_bottom=free_bottom;
elseif y0_surf==4
BC_bottom=B2_bottom;
elseif y0_surf==5
BC_bottom=B3_bottom;
end
if yb_surf==1
BC_top=C_top;
elseif yb_surf==2
BC_top=SS_top;
elseif yb_surf==3
BC_top=free_top;
elseif yb_surf==4
BC_top=B2_top;
elseif yb_surf==5
BC_top=B3_top;
end
BC_all=[BC_left BC_right BC_top BC_bottom];
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%**********************End of pre-processing*******************************
%**************************************************************************
%*********Main processing*******************************************************
%**************************************************************************
%Elasticity matrices:
%dtcoupled with dt, dtheta, dphi and dgamma
Dtt=zeros(9,9);
%1
Dttheta=zeros(9,9);
%2
Dtphi=zeros(9,9);
%3
Dtgamma=zeros(9,9);
%4
%dtheta coupled with dt,
Dthetat=zeros(9,9);
Dthetatheta=zeros(9,9);
Dthetaphi=zeros(9,9);
Dthetagamma=zeros(9,9);
%dphi coupled with dt,
Dphit=zeros(9,9);
Dphitheta=zeros(9,9);
Dphiphi=zeros(9,9);
Dphigamma=zeros(9,9);

dtheta, dphi and dgamma
%5
%6
%7
%8

dtheta, dphi and dgamma
%9
%10
%11
%12

%dgamma coupled with dt,
Dgammat=zeros(9,9);
Dgammatheta=zeros(9,9);
Dgammaphi=zeros(9,9);
Dgammagamma=zeros(9,9);

dtheta, dphi and dgamma
%13
%14
%15
%16

if Mflag==1
nlayer=1;
elseif Mflag==2
nlayer=no_layer;
elseif Mflag==3
nlayer=ns_layer;
end
for Nlyr=1:nlayer
if Mflag==1 %isoptropic single layered shell
G=E/2/(1+nu);
h1=-h/2; h2=h/2;
c111=E*(1-nu)/(1+nu)/(1-2*nu);
c221=c111;
c331=c111;
c121=E*nu/(1+nu)/(1-2*nu);
c131=c121;
c231=c121;
c161=0;
c261=0;
c361=0;
c661=6/6*G;
c441=c661;
c551=c661;
c451=0;
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elseif Mflag==2

%orthotropic n layered shells

th_N=h/no_layer;
h1=-h/2+(Nlyr-1)*th_N;
h2=h1+th_N;
% 9 independent elastic constants for orthotropic material:
nu21=e2/e1*nu12;nu31=e3/e1*nu13;nu32=e3/e2*nu23;
delta=1-nu12*nu21-nu23*nu32-nu31*nu13-2*nu21*nu32*nu13;
c11=e1*(1-nu23*nu32)/delta;
c12=e1*(nu21+nu31*nu23)/delta;
c13=e1*(nu31+nu21*nu32)/delta;
c22=e2*(1-nu13*nu31)/delta;
c23=e2*(nu32+nu12*nu31)/delta;
c33=e3*(1-nu12*nu21)/delta;
c66=g12;
c44=g23;
c55=g13;
%Elastic coefficients matrix transformed wrt global coordinates:
t1=(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^4; t2=(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^4;
t3=(sin(theta(Nlyr))*cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
t4=sin(theta(Nlyr))*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^3;
t5=cos(theta(Nlyr))*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^3;
c111=c11*t1+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t2;
c121=(c11+c22-4*c66)*t3+c12*(t1+t2);
c131=c13*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2+c23*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
c221=c11*t2+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t1;
c231=c23*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2+c13*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
c331=c33;
c161=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t4+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t5;
c261=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t5+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t4;
c361=(c13-c23)*cos(theta(Nlyr))*sin(theta(Nlyr));
c661=(c11+c22-2*c12-2*c66)*t3+c66*(t1+t2);
c441=c44*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2+c55*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
c451=(c55-c44)*cos(theta(Nlyr))*sin(theta(Nlyr));
c551=c55*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2+c44*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
else
if Nlyr==1

%bottom layer

h1=-h/2;
h2=h1+ths(1);
if blayer_in==1
%if isotropic bottom layer
Gbottom=Ebottom/2/(1+nubottom);
c111=Ebottom*(1-nubottom)/(1+nubottom)/(1-2*nubottom);
c221=c111;
c331=c111;
c121=Ebottom*nubottom/(1+nubottom)/(1-2*nubottom);
c131=c121;
c231=c121;
c161=0;
c261=0;
c361=0;
c661=6/6*Gbottom;
c441=c661;
c551=c661;
c451=0;
else
%if orthotropic bottom layer
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%9 independent elastic constants for orthotropic material:
nu21b=e2b/e1b*nu12b;nu31b=e3b/e1b*nu13b;nu32b=e3b/e2b*nu23b;
deltab=1-nu12b*nu21b-nu23b*nu32b-nu31b*nu13b-2*nu21b*nu32b*nu13b;
c11=e1b*(1-nu23b*nu32b)/deltab;
c12=e1b*(nu21b+nu31b*nu23b)/deltab;
c13=e1b*(nu31b+nu21b*nu32b)/deltab;
c22=e2b*(1-nu13b*nu31b)/deltab;
c23=e2b*(nu32b+nu12b*nu31b)/deltab;
c33=e3b*(1-nu12b*nu21b)/deltab;
c66=g12b;
c44=g23b;
c55=g13b;
%Elastic coefficients matrix transformed wrt global coordinates:
t1=(cos(theta_bottom))^4; t2=(sin(theta_bottom))^4;
t3=(sin(theta_bottom)*cos(theta_bottom))^2;
t4=sin(theta_bottom)*(cos(theta_bottom))^3;
t5=cos(theta_bottom)*(sin(theta_bottom))^3;
c111=c11*t1+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t2;
c121=(c11+c22-4*c66)*t3+c12*(t1+t2);
c131=c13*(cos(theta_bottom))^2+c23*(sin(theta_bottom))^2;
c221=c11*t2+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t1;
c231=c23*(cos(theta_bottom))^2+c13*(sin(theta_bottom))^2;
c331=c33;
c161=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t4+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t5;
c261=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t5+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t4;
c361=(c13-c23)*cos(theta_bottom)*sin(theta_bottom);
c661=(c11+c22-2*c12-2*c66)*t3+c66*(t1+t2);
c441=c44*(cos(theta_bottom))^2+c55*(sin(theta_bottom))^2;
c451=(c55-c44)*cos(theta_bottom)*sin(theta_bottom);
c551=c55*(cos(theta_bottom))^2+c44*(sin(theta_bottom))^2;
end
elseif Nlyr==2
%core isotropic layer
h1=-h/2+ths(1);
h2=h1+ths(2);
Gcore=Ecore/2/(1+nucore);
c111=Ecore*(1-nucore)/(1+nucore)/(1-2*nucore);
c221=c111;
c331=c111;
c121=Ecore*nucore/(1+nucore)/(1-2*nucore);
c131=c121;
c231=c121;
c161=0;
c261=0;
c361=0;
c661=6/6*Gcore;
c441=c661;
c551=c661;
c451=0;
else

%top layer
h1=-h/2+ths(1)+ths(2);
h2=h1+ths(3);
if tlayer_in==1
%if isotropic top layer
Gtop=Etop/2/(1+nutop);
c111=Etop*(1-nutop)/(1+nutop)/(1-2*nutop);
c221=c111;
c331=c111;
c121=Etop*nutop/(1+nutop)/(1-2*nutop);
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c131=c121;
c231=c121;
c161=0;
c261=0;
c361=0;
c661=6/6*Gtop;
c441=c661;
c551=c661;
c451=0;
else
%if orthotropic top layer
%9 independent elastic constants for orthotropic material:
nu21t=e2t/e1t*nu12t;nu31t=e3t/e1t*nu13t;nu32t=e3t/e2t*nu23t;
deltat=1-nu12t*nu21t-nu23t*nu32t-nu31t*nu13t-2*nu21t*nu32t*nu13t;
c11=e1t*(1-nu23t*nu32t)/deltat;
c12=e1t*(nu21t+nu31t*nu23t)/deltat;
c13=e1t*(nu31t+nu21t*nu32t)/deltat;
c22=e2t*(1-nu13t*nu31t)/deltat;
c23=e2t*(nu32t+nu12t*nu31t)/deltat;
c33=e3t*(1-nu12t*nu21t)/deltat;
c66=g12t;
c44=g23t;
c55=g13t;
%Elastic coefficients matrix transformed wrt global coordinates:
t1=(cos(theta_top))^4; t2=(sin(theta_top))^4;
t3=(sin(theta_top)*cos(theta_top))^2;
t4=sin(theta_top)*(cos(theta_top))^3;
t5=cos(theta_top)*(sin(theta_top))^3;
c111=c11*t1+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t2;
c121=(c11+c22-4*c66)*t3+c12*(t1+t2);
c131=c13*(cos(theta_top))^2+c23*(sin(theta_top))^2;
c221=c11*t2+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t1;
c231=c23*(cos(theta_top))^2+c13*(sin(theta_top))^2;
c331=c33;
c161=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t4+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t5;
c261=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t5+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t4;
c361=(c13-c23)*cos(theta_top)*sin(theta_top);
c661=(c11+c22-2*c12-2*c66)*t3+c66*(t1+t2);
c441=c44*(cos(theta_top))^2+c55*(sin(theta_top))^2;
c451=(c55-c44)*cos(theta_top)*sin(theta_top);
c551=c55*(cos(theta_top))^2+c44*(sin(theta_top))^2;
end
end
end
C=[c111 c121 c131 0 0 c161; c121 c221 c231 0 0 c261; c131 c231 c331 0 0 c361; 0 0
0 c441 c451 0; 0 0 0 c451 c551 0; c161 c261 c361 0 0 c661];
%2 Various Z-matrices:
syms z H1 H2 R1 R2
R1=Rx+z; R2=Ry+z;
H1=1+pflag1*z/R1; H2=1+pflag2*z/R2;
Zt=[(z^0)/H1 0 0 0 pflag1*(z^0)/(R1*H1) 0 0 0 0; 0 (z^0)/H2 0 0
pflag2*(z^0)/(R2*H2) 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0*z^(0-1) 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 (0*z^(0-1)+pflag2*(0-1)*(z^0)/R2)/H2 0 (z^0)/H2 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0
(0*z^(0-1)+pflag1*(0-1)*(z^0)/R1)/H1 0 (z^0)/H1;
0 0 (z^0)/H2 (z^0)/H1 0 0 0 0 0];
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Ztheta=[(z^1)/H1 0 0 0 pflag1*(z^1)/(R1*H1) 0 0 0 0; 0 (z^1)/H2 0 0
pflag2*(z^1)/(R2*H2) 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 1*z^(1-1) 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 (1*z^(1-1)+pflag2*(1-1)*(z^1)/R2)/H2 0 (z^1)/H2 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0
(1*z^(1-1)+pflag1*(1-1)*(z^1)/R1)/H1 0 (z^1)/H1;
0 0 (z^1)/H2 (z^1)/H1 0 0 0 0 0];
Zphi=[(z^2)/H1 0 0 0 pflag1*(z^2)/(R1*H1) 0 0 0 0; 0 (z^2)/H2 0 0
pflag2*(z^2)/(R2*H2) 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 2*z^(2-1) 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 (2*z^(2-1)+pflag2*(2-1)*(z^2)/R2)/H2 0 (z^2)/H2 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0
(2*z^(2-1)+pflag1*(2-1)*(z^2)/R1)/H1 0 (z^2)/H1;
0 0 (z^2)/H2 (z^2)/H1 0 0 0 0 0];
Zgamma=[(z^3)/H1 0 0 0 pflag1*(z^3)/(R1*H1) 0 0 0 0; 0 (z^3)/H2 0 0
pflag2*(z^3)/(R2*H2) 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 3*z^(3-1) 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 (3*z^(3-1)+pflag2*(3-1)*(z^3)/R2)/H2 0 (z^3)/H2 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0
(3*z^(3-1)+pflag1*(3-1)*(z^3)/R1)/H1 0 (z^3)/H1;
0 0 (z^3)/H2 (z^3)/H1 0 0 0 0 0];
%dtcoupled with dt, dtheta, dphi and dgamma
Dtt_N=Zt'*C*Zt;
%1
Dttheta_N=Zt'*C*Ztheta;
%2
Dtphi_N=Zt'*C*Zphi;
%3
Dtgamma_N=Zt'*C*Zgamma;
%4
%dtheta coupled with dt, dtheta, dphi and dgamma
Dthetat_N=Ztheta'*C*Zt;
%5
Dthetatheta_N=Ztheta'*C*Ztheta;
%6
Dthetaphi_N=Ztheta'*C*Zphi;
%7
Dthetagamma_N=Ztheta'*C*Zgamma;
%8
%dphi coupled with dt, dtheta, dphi and dgamma
Dphit_N=Zphi'*C*Zt;
%9
Dphitheta_N=Zphi'*C*Ztheta;
%10
Dphiphi_N=Zphi'*C*Zphi;
%11
Dphigamma_N=Zphi'*C*Zgamma;
%12
%dgamma coupled with dt, dtheta, dphi and dgamma
Dgammat_N=Zgamma'*C*Zt;
%13
Dgammatheta_N=Zgamma'*C*Ztheta;
%14
Dgammaphi_N=Zgamma'*C*Zphi;
%15
Dgammagamma_N=Zgamma'*C*Zgamma;
%16
%dtcoupled with dt, dtheta, dphi and dgamma
Dtt=Dtt+eval(int(Dtt_N,z,h1,h2));
%1
Dttheta=Dttheta+eval(int(Dttheta_N,z,h1,h2));
Dtphi=Dtphi+eval(int(Dtphi_N,z,h1,h2));
%3
Dtgamma=Dtgamma+eval(int(Dtgamma_N,z,h1,h2));

%2
%4

%dtheta coupled with dt, dtheta, dphi and dgamma
Dthetat=Dthetat+eval(int(Dthetat_N,z,h1,h2));
%5
Dthetatheta=Dthetatheta+eval(int(Dthetatheta_N,z,h1,h2));
Dthetaphi=Dthetaphi+eval(int(Dthetaphi_N,z,h1,h2));
%7
Dthetagamma=Dthetagamma+eval(int(Dthetagamma_N,z,h1,h2));

%6
%8

%dphi coupled with dt, dtheta, dphi and dgamma
Dphit=Dphit+eval(int(Dphit_N,z,h1,h2));
%9
Dphitheta=Dphitheta+eval(int(Dphitheta_N,z,h1,h2));
%10
Dphiphi=Dphiphi+eval(int(Dphiphi_N,z,h1,h2));
%11
Dphigamma=Dphigamma+eval(int(Dphigamma_N,z,h1,h2));
%12
%dgamma coupled with dt, dtheta, dphi and dgamma
Dgammat=Dgammat+eval(int(Dgammat_N,z,h1,h2));
%13
Dgammatheta=Dgammatheta+eval(int(Dgammatheta_N,z,h1,h2));
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%14

Dgammaphi=Dgammaphi+eval(int(Dgammaphi_N,z,h1,h2));
%15
Dgammagamma=Dgammagamma+eval(int(Dgammagamma_N,z,h1,h2));
%16
end
%*********************Global matrices**************************************
%Stiffness
Kttl=zeros(ndf,ndf);
Ktthetal=Kttl;
Ktphil=Kttl;
Ktgammal=Kttl;
Kthetatl=Kttl;
Kthetathetal=Kttl;
Kthetaphil=Kttl;
Kthetagammal=Kttl;
Kphitl=Kttl;
Kphithetal=Kttl;
Kphiphil=Kttl;
Kphigammal=Kttl;
Kgammatl=Kttl;
Kgammathetal=Kttl;
Kgammaphil=Kttl;
Kgammagammal=Kttl;
%Force
F=zeros(ndf,1);
F_theta=zeros(ndf,1);
F_phi=zeros(ndf,1);
F_gamma=zeros(ndf,1);
%%
%%
%***************Global matrices:
area=0; areatop=0; areabottom=0;
for il=1:nel
kk=il;
%****Elemental coordinates
xe=x(lnod(kk,:)); ye=y(lnod(kk,:)); %8x1
xetop=xtop(lnod(kk,:)); yetop=ytop(lnod(kk,:)); %8x1
xebottom=xbottom(lnod(kk,:)); yebottom=ybottom(lnod(kk,:));

%8x1

ecod=[xe'; ye'];
ecodtop=[xetop'; yetop'];
ecodbottom=[xebottom'; yebottom'];
%*******Elemental matrices******************************************
Fe=zeros(24,1); %Elemental Force
Fe_theta=zeros(24,1);
Fe_phi=zeros(24,1);
Fe_gamma=zeros(24,1);
%Bending stiffness
Ktte=zeros(24,24);
Ktthetae=Ktte;
Ktphie=Ktte;
Ktgammae=Ktte;

%1
%2
%3
%4
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Kthetate=Ktte;
Kthetathetae=Ktte;
Kthetaphie=Ktte;
Kthetagammae=Ktte;

%5
%6
%7
%8

Kphite=Ktte;
Kphithetae=Ktte;
Kphiphie=Ktte;
Kphigammae=Ktte;

%9
%10
%11
%12

Kgammate=Ktte;
Kgammathetae=Ktte;
Kgammaphie=Ktte;
Kgammagammae=Ktte;

%13
%14
%15
%16

%Elemental matrices generation, bending*********
gp=[-0.7745966692 0 0.7745966692];
wgp=[0.5555555555 0.888888888 0.5555555555];
for igp=1:3
for jgp=1:3
r=gp(igp);s=gp(jgp);
r1=1-r;r2=1+r;s1=1-s;s2=1+s;
shape(1)=-r1*s1*(r2+s)/4;shape(2)=r1*r2*s1/2;
shape(3)=-r2*s1*(r1+s)/4;shape(4)=r2*s1*s2/2;
shape(5)=r2*s2*(s-r1)/4;shape(6)=r1*r2*s2/2;
shape(7)=r1*s2*(s-r2)/4;shape(8)=r1*s1*s2/2;
deriv(1,1)=s1*(s+2*r)/4;deriv(1,2)=-r*s1;
deriv(1,3)=s1*(2*r-s)/4;deriv(1,4)=s1*s2/2;
deriv(1,5)=s2*(s+2*r)/4;deriv(1,6)=-r*s2;
deriv(1,7)=s2*(2*r-s)/4;deriv(1,8)=-s1*s2/2;
deriv(2,1)=r1*(2*s+r)/4;deriv(2,2)=-r1*r2/2;
deriv(2,3)=r2*(2*s-r)/4;deriv(2,4)=-s*r2;
deriv(2,5)=r2*(r+2*s)/4;deriv(2,6)=r1*r2/2;
deriv(2,7)=r1*(2*s-r)/4;deriv(2,8)=-r1*s;
jacm=deriv*ecod';
jacmtop=deriv*ecodtop';
jacmbottom=deriv*ecodbottom';
jaci=inv(jacm);
cartd=jaci*deriv;
% transform derivatives to global coordinates
N1x=cartd(1,1); N2x=cartd(1,2); N3x=cartd(1,3); N4x=cartd(1,4);
N5x=cartd(1,5); N6x=cartd(1,6); N7x=cartd(1,7); N8x=cartd(1,8);
N1y=cartd(2,1); N2y=cartd(2,2); N3y=cartd(2,3); N4y=cartd(2,4);
N5y=cartd(2,5); N6y=cartd(2,6); N7y=cartd(2,7); N8y=cartd(2,8);
N=[shape(1) 0 0 shape(2) 0 0 shape(3) 0 0 shape(4) 0 0 shape(5) 0 0
shape(6) 0 0 shape(7) 0 0 shape(8) 0 0;
0 shape(1) 0 0 shape(2) 0 0 shape(3) 0 0 shape(4) 0 0 shape(5) 0 0
shape(6) 0 0 shape(7) 0 0 shape(8) 0;
0 0 shape(1) 0 0 shape(2) 0 0 shape(3) 0 0 shape(4) 0 0 shape(5) 0 0
shape(6) 0 0 shape(7) 0 0 shape(8)];
B=[N1x 0 0 N2x 0 0 N3x 0 0 N4x 0 0 N5x 0 0 N6x 0 0 N7x 0 0 N8x 0 0;
0 N1y 0 0 N2y 0 0 N3y 0 0 N4y 0 0 N5y 0 0 N6y 0 0 N7y 0 0 N8y 0;
N1y 0 0 N2y 0 0 N3y 0 0 N4y 0 0 N5y 0 0 N6y 0 0 N7y 0 0 N8y 0 0;
0 N1x 0 0 N2x 0 0 N3x 0 0 N4x 0 0 N5x 0 0 N6x 0 0 N7x 0 0 N8x 0;
0 0 shape(1) 0 0 shape(2) 0 0 shape(3) 0 0 shape(4) 0 0 shape(5) 0 0
shape(6) 0 0 shape(7) 0 0 shape(8);
0 shape(1) 0 0 shape(2) 0 0 shape(3) 0 0 shape(4) 0 0 shape(5) 0 0
shape(6) 0 0 shape(7) 0 0 shape(8) 0;
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shape(1) 0 0 shape(2) 0 0 shape(3) 0 0 shape(4) 0 0 shape(5) 0 0
shape(6) 0 0 shape(7) 0 0 shape(8) 0 0;
0 0 N1y 0 0 N2y 0 0 N3y 0 0 N4y 0 0 N5y 0 0 N6y 0 0 N7y 0 0 N8y;
0 0 N1x 0 0 N2x 0 0 N3x 0 0 N4x 0 0 N5x 0 0 N6x 0 0 N7x 0 0 N8x];
%9x24
darea=det(jacm)*wgp(igp)*wgp(jgp);
dareatop=det(jacmtop)*wgp(igp)*wgp(jgp);
dareabottom=det(jacmbottom)*wgp(igp)*wgp(jgp);
area=area+darea;
areatop=areatop+dareatop;
areabottom=areabottom+dareabottom;
%Stiffness
Ktte=Ktte+B'*Dtt*B*darea;
Ktthetae=Ktthetae+B'*Dttheta*B*darea;
Ktphie=Ktphie+B'*Dtphi*B*darea;
Ktgammae=Ktgammae+B'*Dtgamma*B*darea;

%1
%2
%3
%4

Kthetate=Kthetate+B'*Dthetat*B*darea;
%5
Kthetathetae=Kthetathetae+B'*Dthetatheta*B*darea;
Kthetaphie=Kthetaphie+B'*Dthetaphi*B*darea;
%7
Kthetagammae=Kthetagammae+B'*Dthetagamma*B*darea;
Kphite=Kphite+B'*Dphit*B*darea;
%9
Kphithetae=Kphithetae+B'*Dphitheta*B*darea;
Kphiphie=Kphiphie+B'*Dphiphi*B*darea;
Kphigammae=Kphigammae+B'*Dphigamma*B*darea;

%6
%8

%10
%11
%12

Kgammate=Kgammate+B'*Dgammat*B*darea;
%13
Kgammathetae=Kgammathetae+B'*Dgammatheta*B*darea;
%14
Kgammaphie=Kgammaphie+B'*Dgammaphi*B*darea;
%15
Kgammagammae=Kgammagammae+B'*Dgammagamma*B*darea;
%16
%Force
qx_t=qx_top*dareatop+qx_bottom*dareabottom;
qy_t=qy_top*dareatop+qy_bottom*dareabottom;
qz_t=qz_top*dareatop+qz_bottom*dareabottom;
qx_theta=qx_top*dareatop*h/2+qx_bottom*dareabottom*(-h/2);
qy_theta=qy_top*dareatop*h/2+qy_bottom*dareabottom*(-h/2);
qz_theta=qz_top*dareatop*h/2+qz_bottom*dareabottom*(-h/2);
qx_phi=qx_top*dareatop*(h/2)^2+qx_bottom*dareabottom*(-h/2)^2;
qy_phi=qy_top*dareatop*(h/2)^2+qy_bottom*dareabottom*(-h/2)^2;
qz_phi=qz_top*dareatop*(h/2)^2+qz_bottom*dareabottom*(-h/2)^2;
qx_gamma=qx_top*dareatop*(h/2)^3+qx_bottom*dareabottom*(-h/2)^3;
qy_gamma=qy_top*dareatop*(h/2)^3+qy_bottom*dareabottom*(-h/2)^3;
qz_gamma=qz_top*dareatop*(h/2)^3+qz_bottom*dareabottom*(-h/2)^3;
Fe=Fe+N'*[qx_t qy_t qz_t]';
Fe_theta=Fe_theta+N'*[qx_theta qy_theta qz_theta]';
Fe_phi=Fe_phi+N'*[qx_phi qy_phi qz_phi]';
Fe_gamma=Fe_gamma+N'*[qx_gamma qy_gamma qz_gamma]';
end
end
for inod=1:8
nodi=lnod(kk,inod);
for idf=1:3
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nrowg=(nodi-1)*3+idf;
nrowe=(inod-1)*3+idf;
%Force
F(nrowg)=F(nrowg)+Fe(nrowe);
F_theta(nrowg)=F_theta(nrowg)+Fe_theta(nrowe);
F_phi(nrowg)=F_phi(nrowg)+Fe_phi(nrowe);
F_gamma(nrowg)=F_gamma(nrowg)+Fe_gamma(nrowe);
for jnod=1:8
nodj=lnod(kk,jnod);
for jdf=1:3
ncolg=(nodj-1)*3+jdf;
ncole=(jnod-1)*3+jdf;
%Stifness
Kttl(nrowg,ncolg)=Kttl(nrowg,ncolg)+Ktte(nrowe,ncole);
Ktthetal(nrowg,ncolg)=Ktthetal(nrowg,ncolg)+Ktthetae(nrowe,ncole);
Ktphil(nrowg,ncolg)=Ktphil(nrowg,ncolg)+Ktphie(nrowe,ncole);
Ktgammal(nrowg,ncolg)=Ktgammal(nrowg,ncolg)+Ktgammae(nrowe,ncole);
Kthetatl(nrowg,ncolg)=Kthetatl(nrowg,ncolg)+Kthetate(nrowe,ncole);
Kthetathetal(nrowg,ncolg)=Kthetathetal(nrowg,ncolg)+Kthetathetae(nrowe,ncole);
Kthetaphil(nrowg,ncolg)=Kthetaphil(nrowg,ncolg)+Kthetaphie(nrowe,ncole);
Kthetagammal(nrowg,ncolg)=Kthetagammal(nrowg,ncolg)+Kthetagammae(nrowe,ncole);
Kphitl(nrowg,ncolg)=Kphitl(nrowg,ncolg)+Kphite(nrowe,ncole);
Kphithetal(nrowg,ncolg)=Kphithetal(nrowg,ncolg)+Kphithetae(nrowe,ncole);
Kphiphil(nrowg,ncolg)=Kphiphil(nrowg,ncolg)+Kphiphie(nrowe,ncole);
Kphigammal(nrowg,ncolg)=Kphigammal(nrowg,ncolg)+Kphigammae(nrowe,ncole);
Kgammatl(nrowg,ncolg)=Kgammatl(nrowg,ncolg)+Kgammate(nrowe,ncole);
Kgammathetal(nrowg,ncolg)=Kgammathetal(nrowg,ncolg)+Kgammathetae(nrowe,ncole);
Kgammaphil(nrowg,ncolg)=Kgammaphil(nrowg,ncolg)+Kgammaphie(nrowe,ncole);
Kgammagammal(nrowg,ncolg)=Kgammagammal(nrowg,ncolg)+Kgammagammae(nrowe,ncole);
end
end
end
end
end
total_area=area;
total_area_top=areatop;
total_area_bottom=areabottom;
%clear all elemental matrices after generating global ones
clear Ktte Ktthetae Ktphie Ktgammae Kthetate Kthetathetae Kthetaphie Kthetagammae
clear Kphite Kphithetae Kphiphie Kphigammae Kgammate Kgammathetae Kgammaphie
Kgammagammae
clear Fe Fe_theta Fe_phi Fe_gamma
%if spatial depenent load: 2-->sinusoidal, 3---> Hasan
if lflag==2

%sinusoidal load
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fs=[0 0 1];
Famp=zeros(ndf,1);
for ii=1:nnod
for ij=1:3
if qz_top~=0
ss=sin(pi*xtop(ii)/atop)*sin(pi*ytop(ii)/btop);
elseif qz_bottom~=0
ss=sin(pi*xbottom(ii)/abottom)*sin(pi*ybottom(ii)/bbottom);
elseif qz_top~=0 && qz_bottom~=0
ss=sin(pi*x(ii)/a)*sin(pi*y(ii)/b);
end
Famp((ii-1)*3+ij)=ss*fs(ij);
end
end
for ii=1:ndf
F(ii)=F(ii)*Famp(ii);
F_theta(ii)=F_theta(ii)*Famp(ii);
F_phi(ii)=F_phi(ii)*Famp(ii);
F_gamma(ii)=F_gamma(ii)*Famp(ii);
end
end
if lflag==3
%explosive load from Hasan's paper
fs=[0 0 1];
Famp=zeros(ndf,1);
for ii=1:nnod
for ij=1:3
if qz_top~=0
rxy=sqrt((xtop(ii)/10-atop/20)^2+(ytop(ii)/10-btop/20)^2);
elseif qz_bottom~=0
rxy=sqrt((xbottom(ii)/10-abottom/20)^2+(ybottom(ii)/10-bbottom/20)^2);
elseif qz_top~=0 && qz_bottom~=0
rxy=sqrt((x(ii)/10-a/20)^2+(y(ii)/10-b/20)^2);
end
if rxy<10.6
ss=-0.0005*rxy^4+0.01*rxy^3-0.0586*rxy^2-0.001*rxy+1;
else
ss=0;
end
Famp((ii-1)*3+ij)=ss*fs(ij);
end
end
for ii=1:ndf
F(ii)=F(ii)*Famp(ii);
F_theta(ii)=F_theta(ii)*Famp(ii);
F_phi(ii)=F_phi(ii)*Famp(ii);
F_gamma(ii)=F_gamma(ii)*Famp(ii);
end
end
%*******************************One global equation************************
%Stiffness matrix::::::::::::::::::::
K=[Kttl 1/2*(Ktthetal+Kthetatl') 1/2*(Ktphil+Kphitl') 1/2*(Ktgammal+Kgammatl'); ...
1/2*(Kthetatl+Ktthetal') Kthetathetal 1/2*(Kthetaphil+Kphithetal')
1/2*(Kthetagammal+Kgammathetal'); ...
1/2*(Kphitl+Ktphil') 1/2*(Kphithetal+Kthetaphil') Kphiphil
1/2*(Kphigammal+Kgammaphil'); ...
1/2*(Kgammatl+Ktgammal') 1/2*(Kgammathetal+Kthetagammal')
1/2*(Kgammaphil+Kphigammal') Kgammagammal];
clear Kttl
clear Ktthetal;
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clear Ktphil;
clear Ktgammal;
clear
clear
clear
clear

Kthetatl;
Kthetathetal;
Kthetaphil;
Kthetagammal;

clear
clear
clear
clear

Kphitl;
Kphithetal;
Kphiphil;
Kphigammal;

clear
clear
clear
clear

Kgammatl;
Kgammathetal;
Kgammaphil;
Kgammagammal;

%Force vector:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fg=[F; F_theta; F_phi; F_gamma];
clear F F_theta F_phi F_gamma
%Sparsing the matrices for static analysis
K=sparse(K);
Fg=sparse(Fg);
Fg_ori=Fg;
%********Post processing ********************************
Fg(BC_all,1)=0;
%essential BC
K(BC_all,:)=Replacment(BC_all,:);
K(:,BC_all)=Replacment(:,BC_all);
%% Static displacements:
X=K\Fg;
Xt=X(1:ndf);
Xtheta=X(ndf+1:2*ndf);
Xphi=X(2*ndf+1:3*ndf);
Xgamma=X(3*ndf+1:4*ndf);

%extract
%extract
%extract
%extract

u0=Xt(1:3:ndf);
v0=Xt(2:3:ndf);
w0=Xt(3:3:ndf);
tx=Xtheta(1:3:ndf);
ty=Xtheta(2:3:ndf);
tz=Xtheta(3:3:ndf);
phix=Xphi(1:3:ndf);
phiy=Xphi(2:3:ndf);
phiz=Xphi(3:3:ndf);
gx=Xgamma(1:3:ndf);
gy=Xgamma(2:3:ndf);
gz=Xgamma(3:3:ndf);
u0_out=full(u0);
v0_out=full(v0);
w0_out=full(w0);
tx_out=full(tx);
ty_out=full(ty);
tz_out=full(tz);
phix_out=full(phix);
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transaltional degrees of freedom
slopes
curvatures
curvature gradients

phiy_out=full(phiy);
phiz_out=full(phiz);
gx_out=full(gx);
gy_out=full(gy);
gz_out=full(gz);
displacements=[mesh u0_out tx_out phix_out gx_out v0_out ty_out phiy_out gy_out w0_out
tz_out phiz_out gz_out];
save displacements.dat displacements -ascii
%%
%external work done:
ext_work=1/2*X'*Fg_ori;
work=full(ext_work);
% %stresses****************************************************************
% np_layer=15; %no of points aling thickness in each layer
% np_gauss=7; % no of gauss points for z-integration
wgauss=[0.1294849661688697 0.2797053914892766 0.3818300505051189 0.4179591836734694
0.3818300505051189 0.2797053914892766 0.1294849661688697];
npoint=0;
nii=0;
for iel=1:nel
il=iel;
%dof at 8 nodes of the element
u0e=u0(lnod(il,:));
v0e=v0(lnod(il,:));
txe=tx(lnod(il,:));
tye=ty(lnod(il,:));
phixe=phix(lnod(il,:)); phiye=phiy(lnod(il,:));
gxe=gx(lnod(il,:));
gye=gy(lnod(il,:));

w0e=w0(lnod(il,:)); %row vector
tze=tz(lnod(il,:));
phize=phiz(lnod(il,:));
gze=gz(lnod(il,:));

dtot=[u0e v0e w0e txe tye tze phixe phiye phize gxe gye gze];
d_t=zeros(24,1); d_theta=zeros(24,1); d_phi=zeros(24,1); d_gamma=zeros(24,1);
k=0;
for i=1:8
for j=1:3
k=k+1;
d_t(k,1)=dtot(i,j);
end
end
k=0;
for i=1:8
for j=4:6
k=k+1;
d_theta(k,1)=dtot(i,j);
end
end
k=0;
for i=1:8
for j=7:9
k=k+1;
d_phi(k,1)=dtot(i,j);
end
end
k=0;
for i=1:8
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for j=10:12
k=k+1;
d_gamma(k,1)=dtot(i,j);
end
end
%:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
%loop along the height at each gauss point in the given element: loop 4
zpoint=0;
for Nlyr=1:nlayer
% loop for number of layers
if Mflag==1 %isoptropic single layered shell
G=E/2/(1+nu);
h1=-h/2; h2=h/2;
th=h;
hmean=(h1+h2)/2;
hdiff=(h2-h1)/2;
c111=E*(1-nu)/(1+nu)/(1-2*nu);
c221=c111;
c331=c111;
c121=E*nu/(1+nu)/(1-2*nu);
c131=c121;
c231=c121;
c161=0;
c261=0;
c361=0;
c661=6/6*G;
c441=c661;
c551=c661;
c451=0;
elseif Mflag==2

%orthotropic n layered shells

th_N=h/no_layer;
h1=-h/2+(Nlyr-1)*th_N;
h2=h1+th_N;
hmean=(h1+h2)/2;
hdiff=(h2-h1)/2;
th=th_N;
% 9 independent elastic constants for orthotropic material:
nu21=e2/e1*nu12;nu31=e3/e1*nu13;nu32=e3/e2*nu23;
delta=1-nu12*nu21-nu23*nu32-nu31*nu13-2*nu21*nu32*nu13;
c11=e1*(1-nu23*nu32)/delta;
c12=e1*(nu21+nu31*nu23)/delta;
c13=e1*(nu31+nu21*nu32)/delta;
c22=e2*(1-nu13*nu31)/delta;
c23=e2*(nu32+nu12*nu31)/delta;
c33=e3*(1-nu12*nu21)/delta;
c66=g12;
c44=g23;
c55=g13;
%Elastic coefficients matrix transformed wrt global coordinates:
t1=(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^4; t2=(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^4;
t3=(sin(theta(Nlyr))*cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
t4=sin(theta(Nlyr))*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^3;
t5=cos(theta(Nlyr))*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^3;
c111=c11*t1+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t2;
c121=(c11+c22-4*c66)*t3+c12*(t1+t2);
c131=c13*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2+c23*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
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c221=c11*t2+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t1;
c231=c23*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2+c13*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
c331=c33;
c161=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t4+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t5;
c261=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t5+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t4;
c361=(c13-c23)*cos(theta(Nlyr))*sin(theta(Nlyr));
c661=(c11+c22-2*c12-2*c66)*t3+c66*(t1+t2);
c441=c44*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2+c55*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
c451=(c55-c44)*cos(theta(Nlyr))*sin(theta(Nlyr));
c551=c55*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2+c44*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
else
if Nlyr==1

%bottom layer

h1=-h/2;
h2=h1+ths(1);
th=ths(1);
hmean=(h1+h2)/2;
hdiff=(h2-h1)/2;
if blayer_in==1
%if isotropic bottom layer
Gbottom=Ebottom/2/(1+nubottom);
c111=Ebottom*(1-nubottom)/(1+nubottom)/(1-2*nubottom);
c221=c111;
c331=c111;
c121=Ebottom*nubottom/(1+nubottom)/(1-2*nubottom);
c131=c121;
c231=c121;
c161=0;
c261=0;
c361=0;
c661=6/6*Gbottom;
c441=c661;
c551=c661;
c451=0;
else
%if orthotropic bottom layer
%9 independent elastic constants for orthotropic material:
nu21b=e2b/e1b*nu12b;nu31b=e3b/e1b*nu13b;nu32b=e3b/e2b*nu23b;
deltab=1-nu12b*nu21b-nu23b*nu32b-nu31b*nu13b-2*nu21b*nu32b*nu13b;
c11=e1b*(1-nu23b*nu32b)/deltab;
c12=e1b*(nu21b+nu31b*nu23b)/deltab;
c13=e1b*(nu31b+nu21b*nu32b)/deltab;
c22=e2b*(1-nu13b*nu31b)/deltab;
c23=e2b*(nu32b+nu12b*nu31b)/deltab;
c33=e3b*(1-nu12b*nu21b)/deltab;
c66=g12b;
c44=g23b;
c55=g13b;
%Elastic coefficients matrix transformed wrt global coordinates:
t1=(cos(theta_bottom))^4; t2=(sin(theta_bottom))^4;
t3=(sin(theta_bottom)*cos(theta_bottom))^2;
t4=sin(theta_bottom)*(cos(theta_bottom))^3;
t5=cos(theta_bottom)*(sin(theta_bottom))^3;
c111=c11*t1+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t2;
c121=(c11+c22-4*c66)*t3+c12*(t1+t2);
c131=c13*(cos(theta_bottom))^2+c23*(sin(theta_bottom))^2;
c221=c11*t2+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t1;
c231=c23*(cos(theta_bottom))^2+c13*(sin(theta_bottom))^2;
c331=c33;
c161=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t4+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t5;
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c261=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t5+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t4;
c361=(c13-c23)*cos(theta_bottom)*sin(theta_bottom);
c661=(c11+c22-2*c12-2*c66)*t3+c66*(t1+t2);
c441=c44*(cos(theta_bottom))^2+c55*(sin(theta_bottom))^2;
c451=(c55-c44)*cos(theta_bottom)*sin(theta_bottom);
c551=c55*(cos(theta_bottom))^2+c44*(sin(theta_bottom))^2;
end
elseif Nlyr==2
%core isotropic layer
h1=-h/2+ths(1);
h2=h1+ths(2);
Gcore=Ecore/2/(1+nucore);
th=ths(2);
hmean=(h1+h2)/2;
hdiff=(h2-h1)/2;
c111=Ecore*(1-nucore)/(1+nucore)/(1-2*nucore);
c221=c111;
c331=c111;
c121=Ecore*nucore/(1+nucore)/(1-2*nucore);
c131=c121;
c231=c121;
c161=0;
c261=0;
c361=0;
c661=6/6*Gcore;
c441=c661;
c551=c661;
c451=0;
else
%top layer
h1=-h/2+ths(1)+ths(2);
h2=h1+ths(3);
th=ths(3);
hmean=(h1+h2)/2;
hdiff=(h2-h1)/2;
if tlayer_in==1
%if isotropic top layer
Gtop=Etop/2/(1+nutop);
c111=Etop*(1-nutop)/(1+nutop)/(1-2*nutop);
c221=c111;
c331=c111;
c121=Etop*nutop/(1+nutop)/(1-2*nutop);
c131=c121;
c231=c121;
c161=0;
c261=0;
c361=0;
c661=6/6*Gtop;
c441=c661;
c551=c661;
c451=0;
else
%if orthotropic top layer
%9 independent elastic constants for orthotropic material:
nu21t=e2t/e1t*nu12t;nu31t=e3t/e1t*nu13t;nu32t=e3t/e2t*nu23t;
deltat=1-nu12t*nu21t-nu23t*nu32t-nu31t*nu13t-2*nu21t*nu32t*nu13t;
c11=e1t*(1-nu23t*nu32t)/deltat;
c12=e1t*(nu21t+nu31t*nu23t)/deltat;
c13=e1t*(nu31t+nu21t*nu32t)/deltat;
c22=e2t*(1-nu13t*nu31t)/deltat;
c23=e2t*(nu32t+nu12t*nu31t)/deltat;
c33=e3t*(1-nu12t*nu21t)/deltat;
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c66=g12t;
c44=g23t;
c55=g13t;
%Elastic coefficients matrix transformed wrt global coordinates:
t1=(cos(theta_top))^4; t2=(sin(theta_top))^4;
t3=(sin(theta_top)*cos(theta_top))^2;
t4=sin(theta_top)*(cos(theta_top))^3;
t5=cos(theta_top)*(sin(theta_top))^3;
c111=c11*t1+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t2;
c121=(c11+c22-4*c66)*t3+c12*(t1+t2);
c131=c13*(cos(theta_top))^2+c23*(sin(theta_top))^2;
c221=c11*t2+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t1;
c231=c23*(cos(theta_top))^2+c13*(sin(theta_top))^2;
c331=c33;
c161=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t4+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t5;
c261=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t5+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t4;
c361=(c13-c23)*cos(theta_top)*sin(theta_top);
c661=(c11+c22-2*c12-2*c66)*t3+c66*(t1+t2);
c441=c44*(cos(theta_top))^2+c55*(sin(theta_top))^2;
c451=(c55-c44)*cos(theta_top)*sin(theta_top);
c551=c55*(cos(theta_top))^2+c44*(sin(theta_top))^2;
end
end
end
C=[c111 c121 c131 0 0 c161; c121 c221 c231 0 0 c261; c131 c231 c331 0 0 c361;
0 0 0 c441 c451 0; 0 0 0 c451 c551 0; c161 c261 c361 0 0 c661];
Cshear=[c441 c451; c451 c551];
H=[h1 hmean-0.9491079123427585*hdiff hmean-0.7415311855993945*hdiff hmean0.4058451513773972*hdiff h1+0.5*th hmean+0.4058451513773972*hdiff
hmean+0.7415311855993945*hdiff hmean+0.9491079123427585*hdiff h2];
for hij=1:length(H)
h_mean(hij)=(h1+H(hij))/2;
h_diff(hij)=(H(hij)-h1)/2;
H_recov1(hij,1)=h_mean(hij)-0.9491079123427585*h_diff(hij);
H_recov1(hij,2)=h_mean(hij)-0.7415311855993945*h_diff(hij);
H_recov1(hij,3)=h_mean(hij)-0.4058451513773972*h_diff(hij);
H_recov1(hij,4)=h_mean(hij);
H_recov1(hij,5)=h_mean(hij)+0.4058451513773972*h_diff(hij);
H_recov1(hij,6)=h_mean(hij)+0.7415311855993945*h_diff(hij);
H_recov1(hij,7)=h_mean(hij)+0.9491079123427585*h_diff(hij);
end
H_total0=cell(1,length(H));
for hij=1:length(H)
H_total0{1,hij}=[H_recov1(hij,:) H(hij)];
end
nij=0;
for hij=1:length(H);
for kij=1:length(H_total0{1,hij})
nij=nij+1;
H_total1(1,nij)=H_total0{1,hij}(1,kij);
end
end
Hlen1=length(H_total1);
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for pt=1:Hlen1

%points along the thickness in each layer

zpoint=zpoint+1;
z=H_total1(pt);
z_cord(zpoint,1)=z;

%total points along the thickness in the shell

R1=Rx+z; R2=Ry+z;
H1=1+pflag1*z/R1; H2=1+pflag2*z/R2;
Zt=[(z^0)/H1 0 0 0 pflag1*(z^0)/(R1*H1) 0 0 0 0; 0 (z^0)/H2 0 0
pflag2*(z^0)/(R2*H2) 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 (pflag2*(0-1)*(z^0)/R2)/H2 0 (z^0)/H2 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0
(pflag1*(0-1)*(z^0)/R1)/H1 0 (z^0)/H1;
0 0 (z^0)/H2 (z^0)/H1 0 0 0 0 0];
Ztheta=[(z^1)/H1 0 0 0 pflag1*(z^1)/(R1*H1) 0 0 0 0; 0 (z^1)/H2 0 0
pflag2*(z^1)/(R2*H2) 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 1*z^(1-1) 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 (1*z^(1-1)+pflag2*(1-1)*(z^1)/R2)/H2 0 (z^1)/H2 0; 0 0 0 0 0
0 (1*z^(1-1)+pflag1*(1-1)*(z^1)/R1)/H1 0 (z^1)/H1;
0 0 (z^1)/H2 (z^1)/H1 0 0 0 0 0];
Zphi=[(z^2)/H1 0 0 0 pflag1*(z^2)/(R1*H1) 0 0 0 0; 0 (z^2)/H2 0 0
pflag2*(z^2)/(R2*H2) 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 2*z^(2-1) 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 (2*z^(2-1)+pflag2*(2-1)*(z^2)/R2)/H2 0 (z^2)/H2 0; 0 0 0 0 0
0 (2*z^(2-1)+pflag1*(2-1)*(z^2)/R1)/H1 0 (z^2)/H1;
0 0 (z^2)/H2 (z^2)/H1 0 0 0 0 0];
Zgamma=[(z^3)/H1 0 0 0 pflag1*(z^3)/(R1*H1) 0 0 0 0; 0 (z^3)/H2 0 0
pflag2*(z^3)/(R2*H2) 0 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 3*z^(3-1) 0 0 0 0;
0 0 0 0 0 (3*z^(3-1)+pflag2*(3-1)*(z^3)/R2)/H2 0 (z^3)/H2 0; 0 0 0 0 0
0 (3*z^(3-1)+pflag1*(3-1)*(z^3)/R1)/H1 0 (z^3)/H1;
0 0 (z^3)/H2 (z^3)/H1 0 0 0 0 0];
%coordinates at given z
if pflag1==1
az=(Rx+z)*angle_x;
else
az=a;
end
if pflag2==1
bz=(Ry+z)*angle_y;
else
bz=b;
end
y0z=0:bz/(2*nb):bz;
y1z=0:2*bz/(2*nb):bz;
yz=[y0z';y1z'];
x0z=zeros(2*nb+1,1);
x1z=zeros(nb+1,1)+az/(2*nl);
xz=[x0z;x1z];
for k=2:nl
yz=[yz;y0z';y1z'];
xz=[xz;x0z+(k-1)*az/nl;x1z+(k-1)*az/nl];
end
yz=[yz;y0z'];
xz=[xz;x0z+az];
xe=xz(lnod(il,:)); ye=yz(lnod(il,:));
ecod=[xe'; ye'];
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%8x1

xe_mid=x(lnod(il,:)); ye_mid=y(lnod(il,:)); %8x1
%::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
%loop for each gauss point in the element: loop 3
area=0;
gp=[-0.7745966692 0 0.7745966692];
%
gp=[-0.9 0 0.9];
%
gp=[-1/sqrt(3) 0 1/sqrt(3)];
epoint=0;
for igp=1:3
for jgp=1:3
epoint=epoint+1;
r=gp(igp);s=gp(jgp);
x_ent(zpoint,epoint)=(xe(1)+xe(3))/2+(xe(3)-xe(1))/2*r;
x-coordinate of the gauss point
y_ent(zpoint,epoint)=(ye(1)+ye(7))/2+(ye(7)-ye(1))/2*s;
y-coordinate of the gauss point
xe_mid(1))/2*r;
ye_mid(1))/2*s;

%global
%global

x_ent_mid(zpoint,epoint)=(xe_mid(1)+xe_mid(3))/2+(xe_mid(3)%global x-coordinate of the gauss point
y_ent_mid(zpoint,epoint)=(ye_mid(1)+ye_mid(7))/2+(ye_mid(7)%global y-coordinate of the gauss point

r1=1-r;r2=1+r;s1=1-s;s2=1+s;
shape(1)=-r1*s1*(r2+s)/4; shape(2)=r1*r2*s1/2; shape(3)=r2*s1*(r1+s)/4; shape(4)=r2*s1*s2/2;
shape(5)=r2*s2*(s-r1)/4; shape(6)=r1*r2*s2/2; shape(7)=r1*s2*(sr2)/4; shape(8)=r1*s1*s2/2;
deriv(1,1)=s1*(s+2*r)/4; deriv(1,2)=-r*s1; deriv(1,3)=s1*(2*rs)/4; deriv(1,4)=s1*s2/2;
deriv(1,5)=s2*(s+2*r)/4; deriv(1,6)=-r*s2; deriv(1,7)=s2*(2*rs)/4; deriv(1,8)=-s1*s2/2;
deriv(2,1)=r1*(2*s+r)/4; deriv(2,2)=-r1*r2/2; deriv(2,3)=r2*(2*sr)/4; deriv(2,4)=-s*r2;
deriv(2,5)=r2*(r+2*s)/4; deriv(2,6)=r1*r2/2; deriv(2,7)=r1*(2*sr)/4; deriv(2,8)=-r1*s;
derivs(1,1)=(1-s)/2;
derivs(1,3)=(1-s)/2;
derivs(1,5)=(1+s)/2;
derivs(1,7)=(1+s)/2;
derivs(2,1)=(1-r)/2;
derivs(2,3)=(1+r)/2;
derivs(2,5)=(1+r)/2;
derivs(2,7)=(1-r)/2;

derivs(1,2)=-(1-s);
derivs(1,4)=0;
derivs(1,6)=-(1+s);
derivs(1,8)=0;
derivs(2,2)=0;
derivs(2,4)=-(1+r);
derivs(2,6)=0;
derivs(2,8)=-(1-r);

derivmix(1,1)=1/4*(1-2*s-2*r);
derivmix(1,3)=1/4*(2*s-2*r-1);
derivmix(1,5)=1/4*(2*s+2*r+1);
derivmix(1,7)=1/4*(2*r-2*s-1);

%d2N/dr2

%d2N/ds2

derivmix(1,2)=r;
derivmix(1,4)=-s;
derivmix(1,6)=-r;
derivmix(1,8)=s;

jacm=deriv*ecod';
jaci=inv(jacm);
%[dr/dx ds/dx; dr/dy ds/dy]
cartd=jaci*deriv; % transform derivatives to global coordinates
if r==0 && s==0
darea_c(zpoint,1)=det(jacm)*2*2;
point
end
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%2 is the weight of gauss

N1x=cartd(1,1); N2x=cartd(1,2); N3x=cartd(1,3); N4x=cartd(1,4);
N5x=cartd(1,5); N6x=cartd(1,6); N7x=cartd(1,7); N8x=cartd(1,8);
N1y=cartd(2,1); N2y=cartd(2,2); N3y=cartd(2,3); N4y=cartd(2,4);
N5y=cartd(2,5); N6y=cartd(2,6); N7y=cartd(2,7); N8y=cartd(2,8);
N1xx=derivs(1,1)*(jaci(1,1))^2;
N2xx=derivs(1,2)*(jaci(1,1))^2;
N3xx=derivs(1,3)*(jaci(1,1))^2;
N4xx=derivs(1,4)*(jaci(1,1))^2;
N5xx=derivs(1,5)*(jaci(1,1))^2;
N6xx=derivs(1,6)*(jaci(1,1))^2;
N7xx=derivs(1,7)*(jaci(1,1))^2;
N8xx=derivs(1,8)*(jaci(1,1))^2;
N1yy=derivs(2,1)*(jaci(2,2))^2;
N2yy=derivs(2,2)*(jaci(2,2))^2;
N3yy=derivs(2,3)*(jaci(2,2))^2;
N4yy=derivs(2,4)*(jaci(2,2))^2;
N5yy=derivs(2,5)*(jaci(2,2))^2;
N6yy=derivs(2,6)*(jaci(2,2))^2;
N7yy=derivs(2,7)*(jaci(2,2))^2;
N8yy=derivs(2,8)*(jaci(2,2))^2;
N1xy=derivmix(1,1)*jaci(1,1)*jaci(2,2);
N2xy=derivmix(1,2)*jaci(1,1)*jaci(2,2);
N3xy=derivmix(1,3)*jaci(1,1)*jaci(2,2);
N4xy=derivmix(1,4)*jaci(1,1)*jaci(2,2);
N5xy=derivmix(1,5)*jaci(1,1)*jaci(2,2);
N6xy=derivmix(1,6)*jaci(1,1)*jaci(2,2);
N7xy=derivmix(1,7)*jaci(1,1)*jaci(2,2);
N8xy=derivmix(1,8)*jaci(1,1)*jaci(2,2);
B=[N1x 0 0 N2x 0 0 N3x 0 0 N4x 0 0 N5x 0 0 N6x 0 0 N7x 0 0 N8x 0
0;
0 N1y 0 0 N2y 0 0 N3y 0 0 N4y 0 0 N5y 0 0 N6y 0 0 N7y 0 0 N8y
0;
N1y 0 0 N2y 0 0 N3y 0 0 N4y 0 0 N5y 0 0 N6y 0 0 N7y 0 0 N8y 0
0;
0 N1x 0 0 N2x 0 0 N3x 0 0 N4x 0 0 N5x 0 0 N6x 0 0 N7x 0 0 N8x
0;
0 0 shape(1) 0 0 shape(2)
shape(5) 0 0 shape(6) 0 0 shape(7) 0 0 shape(8);
0 shape(1) 0 0 shape(2) 0
0 0 shape(6) 0 0 shape(7) 0 0 shape(8) 0;
shape(1) 0 0 shape(2) 0 0
0 shape(6) 0 0 shape(7) 0 0 shape(8) 0 0;
0 0 N1y 0 0 N2y 0 0 N3y 0
N8y;
0 0 N1x 0 0 N2x 0 0 N3x 0
N8x]; %9x24

0 0 shape(3) 0 0 shape(4) 0 0
0 shape(3) 0 0 shape(4) 0 0 shape(5)
shape(3) 0 0 shape(4) 0 0 shape(5) 0
0 N4y 0 0 N5y 0 0 N6y 0 0 N7y 0 0
0 N4x 0 0 N5x 0 0 N6x 0 0 N7x 0 0

B_x=[N1xx 0 0 N2xx 0 0 N3xx 0 0 N4xx 0 0 N5xx 0 0 N6xx 0 0 N7xx 0
0 N8xx 0 0;
0 N1xy 0 0 N2xy 0 0 N3xy 0 0 N4xy 0 0 N5xy 0 0 N6xy 0 0 N7xy 0
0 N8xy 0;
N1xy 0 0 N2xy 0 0 N3xy 0 0 N4xy 0 0 N5xy 0 0 N6xy 0 0 N7xy 0 0
N8xy 0 0;
0 N1xx 0 0 N2xx 0 0 N3xx 0 0 N4xx 0 0 N5xx 0 0 N6xx 0 0 N7xx 0
0 N8xx 0;
0 0 N1x 0 0 N2x 0 0 N3x 0 0 N4x 0 0 N5x 0 0 N6x 0 0 N7x 0 0
N8x;
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0 N1x 0 0 N2x 0 0 N3x 0 0 N4x 0 0 N5x 0 0 N6x 0 0 N7x 0 0 N8x
0;
N1x 0 0 N2x 0 0 N3x 0 0 N4x 0 0 N5x 0 0 N6x 0 0 N7x 0 0 N8x 0
0;
0 0 N1xy 0 0 N2xy 0 0 N3xy 0 0 N4xy 0 0 N5xy 0 0 N6xy 0 0 N7xy
0 0 N8xy;
0 0 N1xx 0 0 N2xx 0 0 N3xx 0 0 N4xx 0 0 N5xx 0 0 N6xx 0 0 N7xx
0 0 N8xx]; %9x24
B_y=[N1xy 0 0 N2xy 0 0 N3xy 0 0 N4xy 0 0 N5xy 0 0 N6xy 0 0 N7xy 0
0 N8xy 0 0;
0 N1yy 0 0 N2yy 0 0 N3yy 0 0 N4yy 0 0 N5yy 0 0 N6yy 0 0 N7yy 0
0 N8yy 0;
N1yy 0 0 N2yy 0 0 N3yy 0 0 N4yy 0 0 N5yy 0 0 N6yy 0 0 N7yy 0 0
N8yy 0 0;
0 N1xy 0 0 N2xy 0 0 N3xy 0 0 N4xy 0 0 N5xy 0 0 N6xy 0 0 N7xy 0
0 N8xy 0;
0 0 N1y 0 0 N2y 0 0 N3y 0 0 N4y 0 0 N5y 0 0 N6y 0 0 N7y 0 0
N8y;
0 N1y 0 0 N2y 0 0 N3y 0 0 N4y 0 0 N5y 0 0 N6y 0 0 N7y 0 0 N8y
0;
N1y 0 0 N2y 0 0 N3y 0 0 N4y 0 0 N5y 0 0 N6y 0 0 N7y 0 0 N8y 0
0;
0 0 N1yy 0 0 N2yy 0 0 N3yy 0 0 N4yy 0 0 N5yy 0 0 N6yy 0 0 N7yy
0 0 N8yy;
0 0 N1xy 0 0 N2xy 0 0 N3xy 0 0 N4xy 0 0 N5xy 0 0 N6xy 0 0 N7xy
0 0 N8xy]; %9x24
%stresses from constititive relations: (unrecovered)
sigmae_g=C*(Zt*B*d_t+Ztheta*B*d_theta+Zphi*B*d_phi+Zgamma*B*d_gamma);
%strain unrecovered:
straine_g=Zt*B*d_t+Ztheta*B*d_theta+Zphi*B*d_phi+Zgamma*B*d_gamma;
Bd0=B*d_t; Bd1=B*d_theta; Bd2=B*d_phi; Bd3=B*d_gamma;
ex0=Zt(1,:)*Bd0; ex1=Ztheta(1,:)*Bd1; ex2=Zphi(1,:)*Bd2;
ex3=Zgamma(1,:)*Bd3;
ey0=Zt(2,:)*Bd0; ey1=Ztheta(2,:)*Bd1; ey2=Zphi(2,:)*Bd2;
ey3=Zgamma(2,:)*Bd3;
exy0=Zt(6,:)*Bd0; exy1=Ztheta(6,:)*Bd1; exy2=Zphi(6,:)*Bd2;
exy3=Zgamma(6,:)*Bd3;
eyz0=Zt(4,:)*Bd0+Ztheta(4,1:7)*Bd1(1:7);
eyz1=Ztheta(4,8:9)*Bd1(8:9)+Zphi(4,1:7)*Bd2(1:7);
eyz2=Zphi(4,8:9)*Bd2(8:9)+Zgamma(4,1:7)*Bd3(1:7); eyz3=Zgamma(4,8:9)*Bd3(8:9);
exz0=Zt(5,:)*Bd0+Ztheta(5,1:8)*Bd1(1:8);
exz1=Ztheta(5,9)*Bd1(9)+Zphi(5,1:8)*Bd2(1:8);
exz2=Zphi(5,9)*Bd2(9)+Zgamma(5,1:8)*Bd3(1:8); exz3=Zgamma(5,9)*Bd3(9);
ez0=Zt(3,:)*Bd0+Ztheta(3,:)*Bd1; ez1=Zphi(3,:)*Bd2;
ez2=Zgamma(3,:)*Bd3; ez3=0*ez2;
strain_z0=[ex0;
strain_z1=[ex1;
strain_z2=[ex2;
strain_z3=[ex3;

ey0;
ey1;
ey2;
ey3;

ez0;
ez1;
ez2;
ez3;

stress_z0=C*strain_z0;
stress_z1=C*strain_z1;
stress_z2=C*strain_z2;
stress_z3=C*strain_z3;
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eyz0;
eyz1;
eyz2;
eyz3;

exz0;
exz1;
exz2;
exz3;

exy0];
exy1];
exy2];
exy3];

strain_inplane_z0=[strain_z0(1,1); strain_z0(2,1);
strain_z0(6,1)];
strain_inplane_z1=[strain_z1(1,1); strain_z1(2,1);
strain_z1(6,1)];
strain_inplane_z2=[strain_z2(1,1); strain_z2(2,1);
strain_z2(6,1)];
strain_inplane_z3=[strain_z3(1,1); strain_z3(2,1);
strain_z3(6,1)];
strain_transverse_z0=[strain_z0(3,1); strain_z0(4,1);
strain_z0(5,1)];
strain_transverse_z1=[strain_z1(3,1); strain_z1(4,1);
strain_z1(5,1)];
strain_transverse_z2=[strain_z2(3,1); strain_z2(4,1);
strain_z2(5,1)];
strain_transverse_z3=[strain_z3(3,1); strain_z3(4,1);
strain_z3(5,1)];
stress_inplane_z0=[stress_z0(1,1); stress_z0(2,1);
stress_z0(6,1)];
stress_inplane_z1=[stress_z1(1,1); stress_z1(2,1);
stress_z1(6,1)];
stress_inplane_z2=[stress_z2(1,1); stress_z2(2,1);
stress_z2(6,1)];
stress_inplane_z3=[stress_z3(1,1); stress_z3(2,1);
stress_z3(6,1)];
stress_transverse_z0=[stress_z0(3,1); stress_z0(4,1);
stress_z0(5,1)];
stress_transverse_z1=[stress_z1(3,1); stress_z1(4,1);
stress_z1(5,1)];
stress_transverse_z2=[stress_z2(3,1); stress_z2(4,1);
stress_z2(5,1)];
stress_transverse_z3=[stress_z3(3,1); stress_z3(4,1);
stress_z3(5,1)];
if r==0 && s==0
energy_inplane_stretching(zpoint,1)=1/2*(strain_inplane_z0'*stress_inplane_z0+strain_i
nplane_z0'*stress_inplane_z2+strain_inplane_z2'*stress_inplane_z0+strain_inplane_z2'*s
tress_inplane_z2);
energy_inplane_bending(zpoint,1)=1/2*(strain_inplane_z1'*stress_inplane_z1+strain_inpl
ane_z1'*stress_inplane_z3+strain_inplane_z3'*stress_inplane_z1+strain_inplane_z3'*stre
ss_inplane_z3);
energy_transverse_stretching(zpoint,1)=1/2*(strain_transverse_z1'*stress_transverse_z1
+strain_transverse_z1'*stress_transverse_z3+strain_transverse_z3'*stress_transverse_z1
+strain_transverse_z3'*stress_transverse_z3);
energy_transverse_bending(zpoint,1)=1/2*(strain_transverse_z0'*stress_transverse_z0+st
rain_transverse_z0'*stress_transverse_z2+strain_transverse_z2'*stress_transverse_z0+st
rain_transverse_z2'*stress_transverse_z2);
energy_couple1(zpoint,1)=1/2*(strain_z0'*stress_z1+strain_z0'*stress_z3+strain_z1'*str
ess_z0+strain_z1'*stress_z2);
energy_couple2(zpoint,1)=1/2*(strain_z2'*stress_z1+strain_z2'*stress_z3+strain_z3'*str
ess_z0+strain_z3'*stress_z2);
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energy_couple(zpoint,1)=energy_couple1(zpoint,1)+energy_couple2(zpoint,1);
energy_strain(zpoint,1)=1/2*(straine_g')*sigmae_g;
end

sigma_x=C*(Zt*B_x*d_t+Ztheta*B_x*d_theta+Zphi*B_x*d_phi+Zgamma*B_x*d_gamma);
sigma_y=C*(Zt*B_y*d_t+Ztheta*B_y*d_theta+Zphi*B_y*d_phi+Zgamma*B_y*d_gamma);
%at each gauss point at each height level
sxx(zpoint,epoint)=sigmae_g(1,1);
syy(zpoint,epoint)=sigmae_g(2,1); szz(zpoint,epoint)=sigmae_g(3,1);
syz(zpoint,epoint)=sigmae_g(4,1);
sxz(zpoint,epoint)=sigmae_g(5,1); sxy(zpoint,epoint)=sigmae_g(6,1);
%at each gauss point at each height level
exx(zpoint,epoint)=straine_g(1,1);
eyy(zpoint,epoint)=straine_g(2,1); ezz(zpoint,epoint)=straine_g(3,1);
eyz(zpoint,epoint)=straine_g(4,1);
exz(zpoint,epoint)=straine_g(5,1); exy(zpoint,epoint)=straine_g(6,1);
end

end
%end of loop 4

end %end of loop 3
end
%end of loop 3
%******************************************************************
% so far extracted stresses from C.R. at each gauss point in the element at each
height level
%******************************************************************
%%
gpoint=epoint;
ztotal=zpoint; %total points along the thickness of the shell
%stress gradients at each gauss point at each height level in the given element
for zp=1:ztotal
coord_mat=[1 x_ent(zp,1) y_ent(zp,1) x_ent(zp,1)^2 y_ent(zp,1)^2
x_ent(zp,1)*y_ent(zp,1);
1 x_ent(zp,2) y_ent(zp,2) x_ent(zp,2)^2 y_ent(zp,2)^2
x_ent(zp,2)*y_ent(zp,2);
1 x_ent(zp,3) y_ent(zp,3) x_ent(zp,3)^2 y_ent(zp,3)^2
x_ent(zp,3)*y_ent(zp,3);
1 x_ent(zp,4) y_ent(zp,4) x_ent(zp,4)^2 y_ent(zp,4)^2
x_ent(zp,4)*y_ent(zp,4);
1 x_ent(zp,5) y_ent(zp,5) x_ent(zp,5)^2 y_ent(zp,5)^2
x_ent(zp,5)*y_ent(zp,5);
1 x_ent(zp,6) y_ent(zp,6) x_ent(zp,6)^2 y_ent(zp,6)^2
x_ent(zp,6)*y_ent(zp,6);
1 x_ent(zp,7) y_ent(zp,7) x_ent(zp,7)^2 y_ent(zp,7)^2
x_ent(zp,7)*y_ent(zp,7);
1 x_ent(zp,8) y_ent(zp,8) x_ent(zp,8)^2 y_ent(zp,8)^2
x_ent(zp,8)*y_ent(zp,8);
1 x_ent(zp,9) y_ent(zp,9) x_ent(zp,9)^2 y_ent(zp,9)^2
x_ent(zp,9)*y_ent(zp,9)];
coeff_xx=coord_mat\sxx(zp,:)';
coeff_yy=coord_mat\syy(zp,:)';
coeff_xy=coord_mat\sxy(zp,:)';
coeff_xz=coord_mat\sxz(zp,:)';
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coeff_yz=coord_mat\syz(zp,:)';
for xyp=1:9

%total gauss points

dsx_dx_cent(zp,xyp)=coeff_xx(2)+2*coeff_xx(4)*x_ent(zp,xyp)+coeff_xx(6)*y_ent(zp,xyp);
%gradient at the each gauss point of the element
dsy_dy_cent(zp,xyp)=coeff_yy(3)+2*coeff_yy(5)*y_ent(zp,xyp)+coeff_yy(6)*x_ent(zp,xyp);
dsxy_dx_cent(zp,xyp)=coeff_xy(2)+2*coeff_xy(4)*x_ent(zp,xyp)+coeff_xy(6)*y_ent(zp,xyp)
;
dsxy_dy_cent(zp,xyp)=coeff_xy(3)+2*coeff_xy(5)*y_ent(zp,xyp)+coeff_xy(6)*x_ent(zp,xyp)
;
dsxz_dx_cent(zp,xyp)=coeff_xz(2)+2*coeff_xz(4)*x_ent(zp,xyp)+coeff_xz(6)*y_ent(zp,xyp)
;
dsyz_dy_cent(zp,xyp)=coeff_yz(3)+2*coeff_yz(5)*y_ent(zp,xyp)+coeff_yz(6)*x_ent(zp,xyp)
;
end
end
%*******************found the stress gradients*********************
%:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
%finding the transverse stresses from the SRS*******************
if pflag1==1 && pflag2==1
cxz(1:gpoint)=-qx_bottom;
cyz(1:gpoint)=-qy_bottom;
czz(1:gpoint)=(1+pflag1*(-h/2)/(Rx-h/2))*(1+pflag2*(-h/2)/(Ry-h/2))*(qz_bottom);
elseif pflag1==0 && pflag2==0
cxzp(1:gpoint)=-qx_bottom;
cyzp(1:gpoint)=-qy_bottom;
czzp(1:gpoint)=-qz_bottom;
end
czt=0;
for Nlyr=1:nlayer
if Mflag==1 %isoptropic single layered shell
G=E/2/(1+nu);
h1=-h/2; h2=h/2;
th=h;
hmean=(h1+h2)/2;
hdiff=(h2-h1)/2;
c111=E*(1-nu)/(1+nu)/(1-2*nu);
c221=c111;
c331=c111;
c121=E*nu/(1+nu)/(1-2*nu);
c131=c121;
c231=c121;
c161=0;
c261=0;
c361=0;
c661=6/6*G;
c441=c661;
c551=c661;
c451=0;
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elseif Mflag==2

%orthotropic n layered shells

th_N=h/no_layer;
h1=-h/2+(Nlyr-1)*th_N;
h2=h1+th_N;
hmean=(h1+h2)/2;
hdiff=(h2-h1)/2;
th=th_N;
% 9 independent elastic constants for orthotropic material:
nu21=e2/e1*nu12;nu31=e3/e1*nu13;nu32=e3/e2*nu23;
delta=1-nu12*nu21-nu23*nu32-nu31*nu13-2*nu21*nu32*nu13;
c11=e1*(1-nu23*nu32)/delta;
c12=e1*(nu21+nu31*nu23)/delta;
c13=e1*(nu31+nu21*nu32)/delta;
c22=e2*(1-nu13*nu31)/delta;
c23=e2*(nu32+nu12*nu31)/delta;
c33=e3*(1-nu12*nu21)/delta;
c66=g12;
c44=g23;
c55=g13;
%Elastic coefficients matrix transformed wrt global coordinates:
t1=(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^4; t2=(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^4;
t3=(sin(theta(Nlyr))*cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
t4=sin(theta(Nlyr))*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^3;
t5=cos(theta(Nlyr))*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^3;
c111=c11*t1+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t2;
c121=(c11+c22-4*c66)*t3+c12*(t1+t2);
c131=c13*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2+c23*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
c221=c11*t2+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t1;
c231=c23*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2+c13*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
c331=c33;
c161=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t4+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t5;
c261=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t5+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t4;
c361=(c13-c23)*cos(theta(Nlyr))*sin(theta(Nlyr));
c661=(c11+c22-2*c12-2*c66)*t3+c66*(t1+t2);
c441=c44*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2+c55*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
c451=(c55-c44)*cos(theta(Nlyr))*sin(theta(Nlyr));
c551=c55*(cos(theta(Nlyr)))^2+c44*(sin(theta(Nlyr)))^2;
else
if Nlyr==1

%bottom layer

h1=-h/2;
h2=h1+ths(1);
th=ths(1);
hmean=(h1+h2)/2;
hdiff=(h2-h1)/2;
if blayer_in==1
%if isotropic bottom layer
Gbottom=Ebottom/2/(1+nubottom);
c111=Ebottom*(1-nubottom)/(1+nubottom)/(1-2*nubottom);
c221=c111;
c331=c111;
c121=Ebottom*nubottom/(1+nubottom)/(1-2*nubottom);
c131=c121;
c231=c121;
c161=0;
c261=0;
c361=0;
c661=6/6*Gbottom;
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c441=c661;
c551=c661;
c451=0;
else
%if orthotropic bottom layer
%9 independent elastic constants for orthotropic material:
nu21b=e2b/e1b*nu12b;nu31b=e3b/e1b*nu13b;nu32b=e3b/e2b*nu23b;
deltab=1-nu12b*nu21b-nu23b*nu32b-nu31b*nu13b-2*nu21b*nu32b*nu13b;
c11=e1b*(1-nu23b*nu32b)/deltab;
c12=e1b*(nu21b+nu31b*nu23b)/deltab;
c13=e1b*(nu31b+nu21b*nu32b)/deltab;
c22=e2b*(1-nu13b*nu31b)/deltab;
c23=e2b*(nu32b+nu12b*nu31b)/deltab;
c33=e3b*(1-nu12b*nu21b)/deltab;
c66=g12b;
c44=g23b;
c55=g13b;
%Elastic coefficients matrix transformed wrt global coordinates:
t1=(cos(theta_bottom))^4; t2=(sin(theta_bottom))^4;
t3=(sin(theta_bottom)*cos(theta_bottom))^2;
t4=sin(theta_bottom)*(cos(theta_bottom))^3;
t5=cos(theta_bottom)*(sin(theta_bottom))^3;
c111=c11*t1+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t2;
c121=(c11+c22-4*c66)*t3+c12*(t1+t2);
c131=c13*(cos(theta_bottom))^2+c23*(sin(theta_bottom))^2;
c221=c11*t2+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t1;
c231=c23*(cos(theta_bottom))^2+c13*(sin(theta_bottom))^2;
c331=c33;
c161=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t4+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t5;
c261=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t5+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t4;
c361=(c13-c23)*cos(theta_bottom)*sin(theta_bottom);
c661=(c11+c22-2*c12-2*c66)*t3+c66*(t1+t2);
c441=c44*(cos(theta_bottom))^2+c55*(sin(theta_bottom))^2;
c451=(c55-c44)*cos(theta_bottom)*sin(theta_bottom);
c551=c55*(cos(theta_bottom))^2+c44*(sin(theta_bottom))^2;
end
elseif Nlyr==2
%core isotropic layer
h1=-h/2+ths(1);
h2=h1+ths(2);
Gcore=Ecore/2/(1+nucore);
th=ths(2);
hmean=(h1+h2)/2;
hdiff=(h2-h1)/2;
c111=Ecore*(1-nucore)/(1+nucore)/(1-2*nucore);
c221=c111;
c331=c111;
c121=Ecore*nucore/(1+nucore)/(1-2*nucore);
c131=c121;
c231=c121;
c161=0;
c261=0;
c361=0;
c661=6/6*Gcore;
c441=c661;
c551=c661;
c451=0;
else
%top layer
h1=-h/2+ths(1)+ths(2);
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h2=h1+ths(3);
th=ths(3);
hmean=(h1+h2)/2;
hdiff=(h2-h1)/2;
if tlayer_in==1
%if isotropic top layer
Gtop=Etop/2/(1+nutop);
c111=Etop*(1-nutop)/(1+nutop)/(1-2*nutop);
c221=c111;
c331=c111;
c121=Etop*nutop/(1+nutop)/(1-2*nutop);
c131=c121;
c231=c121;
c161=0;
c261=0;
c361=0;
c661=6/6*Gtop;
c441=c661;
c551=c661;
c451=0;
else
%if orthotropic top layer
%9 independent elastic constants for orthotropic material:
nu21t=e2t/e1t*nu12t;nu31t=e3t/e1t*nu13t;nu32t=e3t/e2t*nu23t;
deltat=1-nu12t*nu21t-nu23t*nu32t-nu31t*nu13t-2*nu21t*nu32t*nu13t;
c11=e1t*(1-nu23t*nu32t)/deltat;
c12=e1t*(nu21t+nu31t*nu23t)/deltat;
c13=e1t*(nu31t+nu21t*nu32t)/deltat;
c22=e2t*(1-nu13t*nu31t)/deltat;
c23=e2t*(nu32t+nu12t*nu31t)/deltat;
c33=e3t*(1-nu12t*nu21t)/deltat;
c66=g12t;
c44=g23t;
c55=g13t;
%Elastic coefficients matrix transformed wrt global coordinates:
t1=(cos(theta_top))^4; t2=(sin(theta_top))^4;
t3=(sin(theta_top)*cos(theta_top))^2;
t4=sin(theta_top)*(cos(theta_top))^3;
t5=cos(theta_top)*(sin(theta_top))^3;
c111=c11*t1+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t2;
c121=(c11+c22-4*c66)*t3+c12*(t1+t2);
c131=c13*(cos(theta_top))^2+c23*(sin(theta_top))^2;
c221=c11*t2+2*(c12+2*c66)*t3+c22*t1;
c231=c23*(cos(theta_top))^2+c13*(sin(theta_top))^2;
c331=c33;
c161=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t4+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t5;
c261=(c11-c12-2*c66)*t5+(c12-c22+2*c66)*t4;
c361=(c13-c23)*cos(theta_top)*sin(theta_top);
c661=(c11+c22-2*c12-2*c66)*t3+c66*(t1+t2);
c441=c44*(cos(theta_top))^2+c55*(sin(theta_top))^2;
c451=(c55-c44)*cos(theta_top)*sin(theta_top);
c551=c55*(cos(theta_top))^2+c44*(sin(theta_top))^2;
end
end
end
C=[c111 c121 c131 0 0 c161; c121 c221 c231 0 0 c261; c131 c231 c331 0 0 c361;
0 0 0 c441 c451 0; 0 0 0 c451 c551 0; c161 c261 c361 0 0 c661];
Cshear=[c441 c451; c451 c551];
hmean=(h1+h2)/2; hdiff=(h2-h1)/2;
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H=[h1 hmean-0.9491079123427585*hdiff hmean-0.7415311855993945*hdiff hmean0.4058451513773972*hdiff h1+0.5*th hmean+0.4058451513773972*hdiff
hmean+0.7415311855993945*hdiff hmean+0.9491079123427585*hdiff h2];
czti=0;
for ii=(Nlyr-1)*Hlen1+8:8:Nlyr*Hlen1;
czt=czt+1;
czti=czti+1;
ir1=ii-8+1; ir2=ii-8+2; ir3=ii-8+3; ir4=ii-8+4; ir5=ii-8+5; ir6=ii-8+6;
ir7=ii-8+7; ir=ii;
zr1=z_cord(ir1,1); zr2=z_cord(ir2,1); zr3=z_cord(ir3,1);
zr4=z_cord(ir4,1);
zr5=z_cord(ir5,1); zr6=z_cord(ir6,1); zr7=z_cord(ir7,1); zr=z_cord(ir,1);
z_coordinate(czt,1)=zr;
if pflag1==1 && pflag2==1
H1_r1=1+pflag1*zr1/(Rx+zr1);
H1_r2=1+pflag1*zr2/(Rx+zr2);
H1_r3=1+pflag1*zr3/(Rx+zr3);
H1_r4=1+pflag1*zr4/(Rx+zr4);
H1_r5=1+pflag1*zr5/(Rx+zr5);
H1_r6=1+pflag1*zr6/(Rx+zr6);
H1_r7=1+pflag1*zr7/(Rx+zr7);

H2_r1=1+pflag2*zr1/(Ry+zr1);
H2_r2=1+pflag2*zr2/(Ry+zr2);
H2_r3=1+pflag2*zr3/(Ry+zr3);
H2_r4=1+pflag2*zr4/(Ry+zr4);
H2_r5=1+pflag2*zr5/(Ry+zr5);
H2_r6=1+pflag2*zr6/(Ry+zr6);
H2_r7=1+pflag2*zr7/(Ry+zr7);

mu_xz_r1=exp(((3*log(Rx/2 + zr1))/2 - log((Rx + zr1)*(Ry + zr1)) +
log(Ry/2 + zr1))-((3*log(Rx/2 + h1))/2 - log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + log(Ry/2 + h1)));
mu_xz_r2=exp(((3*log(Rx/2 + zr2))/2 - log((Rx + zr2)*(Ry + zr2)) +
log(Ry/2 + zr2))-((3*log(Rx/2 + h1))/2 - log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + log(Ry/2 + h1)));
mu_xz_r3=exp(((3*log(Rx/2 + zr3))/2 - log((Rx + zr3)*(Ry + zr3)) +
log(Ry/2 + zr3))-((3*log(Rx/2 + h1))/2 - log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + log(Ry/2 + h1)));
mu_xz_r4=exp(((3*log(Rx/2 + zr4))/2 - log((Rx + zr4)*(Ry + zr4)) +
log(Ry/2 + zr4))-((3*log(Rx/2 + h1))/2 - log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + log(Ry/2 + h1)));
mu_xz_r5=exp(((3*log(Rx/2 + zr5))/2 - log((Rx + zr5)*(Ry + zr5)) +
log(Ry/2 + zr5))-((3*log(Rx/2 + h1))/2 - log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + log(Ry/2 + h1)));
mu_xz_r6=exp(((3*log(Rx/2 + zr6))/2 - log((Rx + zr6)*(Ry + zr6)) +
log(Ry/2 + zr6))-((3*log(Rx/2 + h1))/2 - log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + log(Ry/2 + h1)));
mu_xz_r7=exp(((3*log(Rx/2 + zr7))/2 - log((Rx + zr7)*(Ry + zr7)) +
log(Ry/2 + zr7))-((3*log(Rx/2 + h1))/2 - log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + log(Ry/2 + h1)));
mu_yz_r1=exp((log(Rx/2
(3*log(Ry/2 + zr1))/2)-(log(Rx/2 + h1)
h1))/2));
mu_yz_r2=exp((log(Rx/2
(3*log(Ry/2 + zr2))/2)-(log(Rx/2 + h1)
h1))/2));
mu_yz_r3=exp((log(Rx/2
(3*log(Ry/2 + zr3))/2)-(log(Rx/2 + h1)
h1))/2));
mu_yz_r4=exp((log(Rx/2
(3*log(Ry/2 + zr4))/2)-(log(Rx/2 + h1)
h1))/2));
mu_yz_r5=exp((log(Rx/2
(3*log(Ry/2 + zr5))/2)-(log(Rx/2 + h1)
h1))/2));
mu_yz_r6=exp((log(Rx/2
(3*log(Ry/2 + zr6))/2)-(log(Rx/2 + h1)
h1))/2));
mu_yz_r7=exp((log(Rx/2
(3*log(Ry/2 + zr7))/2)-(log(Rx/2 + h1)
h1))/2));

+ zr1) - log((Rx + zr1)*(Ry + zr1)) +
- log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + (3*log(Ry/2 +
+ zr2) - log((Rx + zr2)*(Ry + zr2)) +
- log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + (3*log(Ry/2 +
+ zr3) - log((Rx + zr3)*(Ry + zr3)) +
- log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + (3*log(Ry/2 +
+ zr4) - log((Rx + zr4)*(Ry + zr4)) +
- log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + (3*log(Ry/2 +
+ zr5) - log((Rx + zr5)*(Ry + zr5)) +
- log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + (3*log(Ry/2 +
+ zr6) - log((Rx + zr6)*(Ry + zr6)) +
- log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + (3*log(Ry/2 +
+ zr7) - log((Rx + zr7)*(Ry + zr7)) +
- log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + (3*log(Ry/2 +
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mu_xz=exp(((3*log(Rx/2 + zr))/2 - log((Rx + zr)*(Ry + zr)) + log(Ry/2
+ zr))-((3*log(Rx/2 + h1))/2 - log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + log(Ry/2 + h1)));
mu_yz=exp((log(Rx/2 + zr) - log((Rx + zr)*(Ry + zr)) + (3*log(Ry/2 +
zr))/2)-(log(Rx/2 + h1) - log((Rx + h1)*(Ry + h1)) + (3*log(Ry/2 + h1))/2));
for ndeg1=1:length(H)
ndeg=ndeg1-1;
bzz_xz_r1=wgauss(1)*(zrh1)/2*((zr1^ndeg+pflag2*(zr1^(ndeg+1))/(Ry+zr1)));
bzz_xz_r2=wgauss(2)*(zrh1)/2*((zr2^ndeg+pflag2*(zr2^(ndeg+1))/(Ry+zr2)));
bzz_xz_r3=wgauss(3)*(zrh1)/2*((zr3^ndeg+pflag2*(zr3^(ndeg+1))/(Ry+zr3)));
bzz_xz_r4=wgauss(4)*(zrh1)/2*((zr4^ndeg+pflag2*(zr4^(ndeg+1))/(Ry+zr4)));
bzz_xz_r5=wgauss(5)*(zrh1)/2*((zr5^ndeg+pflag2*(zr5^(ndeg+1))/(Ry+zr5)));
bzz_xz_r6=wgauss(6)*(zrh1)/2*((zr6^ndeg+pflag2*(zr6^(ndeg+1))/(Ry+zr6)));
bzz_xz_r7=wgauss(7)*(zrh1)/2*((zr7^ndeg+pflag2*(zr7^(ndeg+1))/(Ry+zr7)));
bzz_yz_r1=wgauss(1)*(zrh1)/2*((zr1^ndeg+pflag1*(zr1^(ndeg+1))/(Rx+zr1)));
bzz_yz_r2=wgauss(2)*(zrh1)/2*((zr2^ndeg+pflag1*(zr2^(ndeg+1))/(Rx+zr2)));
bzz_yz_r3=wgauss(3)*(zrh1)/2*((zr3^ndeg+pflag1*(zr3^(ndeg+1))/(Rx+zr3)));
bzz_yz_r4=wgauss(4)*(zrh1)/2*((zr4^ndeg+pflag1*(zr4^(ndeg+1))/(Rx+zr4)));
bzz_yz_r5=wgauss(5)*(zrh1)/2*((zr5^ndeg+pflag1*(zr5^(ndeg+1))/(Rx+zr5)));
bzz_yz_r6=wgauss(6)*(zrh1)/2*((zr6^ndeg+pflag1*(zr6^(ndeg+1))/(Rx+zr6)));
bzz_yz_r7=wgauss(7)*(zrh1)/2*((zr7^ndeg+pflag1*(zr7^(ndeg+1))/(Rx+zr7)));
bzz_xz(czti,ndeg1)=bzz_xz_r1+bzz_xz_r2+bzz_xz_r3+bzz_xz_r4+bzz_xz_r5+bzz_xz_r6+bzz_xz_
r7;
bzz_yz(czti,ndeg1)=bzz_yz_r1+bzz_yz_r2+bzz_yz_r3+bzz_yz_r4+bzz_yz_r5+bzz_yz_r6+bzz_yz_
r7;
z_vector(czti,ndeg1)=zr^ndeg; %matrix with rows different z and
column different degrees
end
end
for ixy=1:gpoint
darea_c_layer(czti,1)=darea_c(ii,1);
x_ent1(czti,ixy)=x_ent(ii,ixy); y_ent1(czti,ixy)=y_ent(ii,ixy);
energy_inplane_stretching_layer(czti,1)=energy_inplane_stretching(ii,1);
energy_inplane_bending_layer(czti,1)=energy_inplane_bending(ii,1);
energy_transverse_stretching_layer(czti,1)=energy_transverse_stretching(ii,1);
energy_transverse_bending_layer(czti,1)=energy_transverse_bending(ii,1);
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energy_strain_layer(czti,1)=energy_strain(ii,1);
energy_couple_layer(czti,1)=energy_couple(ii,1);
sxx_c_layer(czti,ixy)=sxx(ii,ixy); syy_c_layer(czti,ixy)=syy(ii,ixy);
sxy_c_layer(czti,ixy)=sxy(ii,ixy);
sxz_c_layer(czti,ixy)=sxz(ii,ixy); syz_c_layer(czti,ixy)=syz(ii,ixy);
szz_c_layer(czti,ixy)=szz(ii,ixy);
exx_c_layer(czti,ixy)=exx(ii,ixy); eyy_c_layer(czti,ixy)=eyy(ii,ixy);
exy_c_layer(czti,ixy)=exy(ii,ixy);
exz_c_layer(czti,ixy)=exz(ii,ixy); eyz_c_layer(czti,ixy)=eyz(ii,ixy);
ezz_c_layer(czti,ixy)=ezz(ii,ixy);
dsxz_dx_layer(czti,ixy)=dsxz_dx_cent(ii,ixy);
dsyz_dy_layer(czti,ixy)=dsyz_dy_cent(ii,ixy);
dsx_dx_layer(czti,ixy)=dsx_dx_cent(ii,ixy);
dsxy_dy_layer(czti,ixy)=dsxy_dy_cent(ii,ixy);
dsx_dx_r1=dsx_dx_cent(ir1,ixy); dsy_dy_r1=dsy_dy_cent(ir1,ixy);
dsxy_dx_r1=dsxy_dx_cent(ir1,ixy); dsxy_dy_r1=dsxy_dy_cent(ir1,ixy);
dsx_dx_r2=dsx_dx_cent(ir2,ixy); dsy_dy_r2=dsy_dy_cent(ir2,ixy);
dsxy_dx_r2=dsxy_dx_cent(ir2,ixy); dsxy_dy_r2=dsxy_dy_cent(ir2,ixy);
dsx_dx_r3=dsx_dx_cent(ir3,ixy); dsy_dy_r3=dsy_dy_cent(ir3,ixy);
dsxy_dx_r3=dsxy_dx_cent(ir3,ixy); dsxy_dy_r3=dsxy_dy_cent(ir3,ixy);
dsx_dx_r4=dsx_dx_cent(ir4,ixy); dsy_dy_r4=dsy_dy_cent(ir4,ixy);
dsxy_dx_r4=dsxy_dx_cent(ir4,ixy); dsxy_dy_r4=dsxy_dy_cent(ir4,ixy);
dsx_dx_r5=dsx_dx_cent(ir5,ixy); dsy_dy_r5=dsy_dy_cent(ir5,ixy);
dsxy_dx_r5=dsxy_dx_cent(ir5,ixy); dsxy_dy_r5=dsxy_dy_cent(ir5,ixy);
dsx_dx_r6=dsx_dx_cent(ir6,ixy); dsy_dy_r6=dsy_dy_cent(ir6,ixy);
dsxy_dx_r6=dsxy_dx_cent(ir6,ixy); dsxy_dy_r6=dsxy_dy_cent(ir6,ixy);
dsx_dx_r7=dsx_dx_cent(ir7,ixy); dsy_dy_r7=dsy_dy_cent(ir7,ixy);
dsxy_dx_r7=dsxy_dx_cent(ir7,ixy); dsxy_dy_r7=dsxy_dy_cent(ir7,ixy);
if pflag1==0 && pflag2==0
dsxz_dx_r1=dsxz_dx_cent(ir1,ixy);
dsyz_dy_r1=dsyz_dy_cent(ir1,ixy);
dsxz_dx_r2=dsxz_dx_cent(ir2,ixy);
dsyz_dy_r2=dsyz_dy_cent(ir2,ixy);
dsxz_dx_r3=dsxz_dx_cent(ir3,ixy);
dsyz_dy_r3=dsyz_dy_cent(ir3,ixy);
dsxz_dx_r4=dsxz_dx_cent(ir4,ixy);
dsyz_dy_r4=dsyz_dy_cent(ir4,ixy);
dsxz_dx_r5=dsxz_dx_cent(ir5,ixy);
dsyz_dy_r5=dsyz_dy_cent(ir5,ixy);
dsxz_dx_r6=dsxz_dx_cent(ir6,ixy);
dsyz_dy_r6=dsyz_dy_cent(ir6,ixy);
dsxz_dx_r7=dsxz_dx_cent(ir7,ixy);
dsyz_dy_r7=dsyz_dy_cent(ir7,ixy);
end
if pflag1==1 && pflag2==1
sxx_r1=sxx(ir1,ixy);
sxx_r2=sxx(ir2,ixy);
sxx_r3=sxx(ir3,ixy);
sxx_r4=sxx(ir4,ixy);
sxx_r5=sxx(ir5,ixy);
sxx_r6=sxx(ir6,ixy);
sxx_r7=sxx(ir7,ixy);

syy_r1=syy(ir1,ixy);
syy_r2=syy(ir2,ixy);
syy_r3=syy(ir3,ixy);
syy_r4=syy(ir4,ixy);
syy_r5=syy(ir5,ixy);
syy_r6=syy(ir6,ixy);
syy_r7=syy(ir7,ixy);

xz_int1=wgauss(1)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r1*dsx_dx_r1H1_r1*dsxy_dy_r1)*mu_xz_r1/H1_r1/H2_r1;
xz_int2=wgauss(2)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r2*dsx_dx_r2H1_r2*dsxy_dy_r2)*mu_xz_r2/H1_r2/H2_r2;
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xz_int3=wgauss(3)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r3*dsx_dx_r3H1_r3*dsxy_dy_r3)*mu_xz_r3/H1_r3/H2_r3;
xz_int4=wgauss(4)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r4*dsx_dx_r4H1_r4*dsxy_dy_r4)*mu_xz_r4/H1_r4/H2_r4;
xz_int5=wgauss(5)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r5*dsx_dx_r5H1_r5*dsxy_dy_r5)*mu_xz_r5/H1_r5/H2_r5;
xz_int6=wgauss(6)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r6*dsx_dx_r6H1_r6*dsxy_dy_r6)*mu_xz_r6/H1_r6/H2_r6;
xz_int7=wgauss(7)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r7*dsx_dx_r7H1_r7*dsxy_dy_r7)*mu_xz_r7/H1_r7/H2_r7;
yz_int1=wgauss(1)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r1*dsxy_dx_r1H1_r1*dsy_dy_r1)*mu_yz_r1/H1_r1/H2_r1;
yz_int2=wgauss(2)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r2*dsxy_dx_r2H1_r2*dsy_dy_r2)*mu_yz_r2/H1_r2/H2_r2;
yz_int3=wgauss(3)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r3*dsxy_dx_r3H1_r3*dsy_dy_r3)*mu_yz_r3/H1_r3/H2_r3;
yz_int4=wgauss(4)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r4*dsxy_dx_r4H1_r4*dsy_dy_r4)*mu_yz_r4/H1_r4/H2_r4;
yz_int5=wgauss(5)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r5*dsxy_dx_r5H1_r5*dsy_dy_r5)*mu_yz_r5/H1_r5/H2_r5;
yz_int6=wgauss(6)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r6*dsxy_dx_r6H1_r6*dsy_dy_r6)*mu_yz_r6/H1_r6/H2_r6;
yz_int7=wgauss(7)*(zr-h1)/2*(-H2_r7*dsxy_dx_r7H1_r7*dsy_dy_r7)*mu_yz_r7/H1_r7/H2_r7;
zz_int1=wgauss(1)*(zrh1)/2*(H2_r1*pflag1/(Rx+zr1)*sxx_r1+H1_r1*pflag2/(Ry+zr1)*syy_r1);
zz_int2=wgauss(2)*(zrh1)/2*(H2_r2*pflag1/(Rx+zr2)*sxx_r2+H1_r2*pflag2/(Ry+zr2)*syy_r2);
zz_int3=wgauss(3)*(zrh1)/2*(H2_r3*pflag1/(Rx+zr3)*sxx_r3+H1_r3*pflag2/(Ry+zr3)*syy_r3);
zz_int4=wgauss(4)*(zrh1)/2*(H2_r4*pflag1/(Rx+zr4)*sxx_r4+H1_r4*pflag2/(Ry+zr4)*syy_r4);
zz_int5=wgauss(5)*(zrh1)/2*(H2_r5*pflag1/(Rx+zr5)*sxx_r5+H1_r5*pflag2/(Ry+zr5)*syy_r5);
zz_int6=wgauss(6)*(zrh1)/2*(H2_r6*pflag1/(Rx+zr6)*sxx_r6+H1_r6*pflag2/(Ry+zr6)*syy_r6);
zz_int7=wgauss(7)*(zrh1)/2*(H2_r7*pflag1/(Rx+zr7)*sxx_r7+H1_r7*pflag2/(Ry+zr7)*syy_r7);
%integrals at each gauss point at each height
%level in the layer in the given element
sxz_r_layer(czti,ixy)=(xz_int1+xz_int2+xz_int3+xz_int4+xz_int5+xz_int6+xz_int7+cxz(ixy
))/mu_xz;
syz_r_layer(czti,ixy)=(yz_int1+yz_int2+yz_int3+yz_int4+yz_int5+yz_int6+yz_int7+cyz(ixy
))/mu_yz;
zz_integral1(czti,ixy)=zz_int1+zz_int2+zz_int3+zz_int4+zz_int5+zz_int6+zz_int7+czz(ixy
);
end
if pflag1==0 && pflag2==0
xz_int1p=wgauss(1)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsx_dx_r1+dsxy_dy_r1);
xz_int2p=wgauss(2)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsx_dx_r2+dsxy_dy_r2);
xz_int3p=wgauss(3)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsx_dx_r3+dsxy_dy_r3);
xz_int4p=wgauss(4)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsx_dx_r4+dsxy_dy_r4);
xz_int5p=wgauss(5)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsx_dx_r5+dsxy_dy_r5);
xz_int6p=wgauss(6)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsx_dx_r6+dsxy_dy_r6);
xz_int7p=wgauss(7)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsx_dx_r7+dsxy_dy_r7);
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yz_int1p=wgauss(1)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxy_dx_r1+dsy_dy_r1);
yz_int2p=wgauss(2)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxy_dx_r2+dsy_dy_r2);
yz_int3p=wgauss(3)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxy_dx_r3+dsy_dy_r3);
yz_int4p=wgauss(4)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxy_dx_r4+dsy_dy_r4);
yz_int5p=wgauss(5)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxy_dx_r5+dsy_dy_r5);
yz_int6p=wgauss(6)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxy_dx_r6+dsy_dy_r6);
yz_int7p=wgauss(7)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxy_dx_r7+dsy_dy_r7);
zz_int1p=wgauss(1)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxz_dx_r1+dsyz_dy_r1);
zz_int2p=wgauss(2)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxz_dx_r2+dsyz_dy_r2);
zz_int3p=wgauss(3)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxz_dx_r3+dsyz_dy_r3);
zz_int4p=wgauss(4)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxz_dx_r4+dsyz_dy_r4);
zz_int5p=wgauss(5)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxz_dx_r5+dsyz_dy_r5);
zz_int6p=wgauss(6)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxz_dx_r6+dsyz_dy_r6);
zz_int7p=wgauss(7)*(zr-h1)/2*(dsxz_dx_r7+dsyz_dy_r7);
xz_integralp=xz_int1p+xz_int2p+xz_int3p+xz_int4p+xz_int5p+xz_int6p+xz_int7p;
yz_integralp=yz_int1p+yz_int2p+yz_int3p+yz_int4p+yz_int5p+yz_int6p+yz_int7p;
zz_integralp=zz_int1p+zz_int2p+zz_int3p+zz_int4p+zz_int5p+zz_int6p+zz_int7p;
sxz_r_layer(czti,ixy)=cxzp(ixy)-xz_integralp;
syz_r_layer(czti,ixy)=cyzp(ixy)-yz_integralp;
szz_r_layer(czti,ixy)=czzp(ixy)-zz_integralp;
end
end
end
if pflag1==1 && pflag2==1
for zii=1:length(H)
coord_mat=[1 x_ent1(zii,1) y_ent1(zii,1) x_ent1(zii,1)^2
y_ent1(zii,1)^2 x_ent1(zii,1)*y_ent1(zii,1);
1 x_ent1(zii,2) y_ent1(zii,2) x_ent1(zii,2)^2 y_ent1(zii,2)^2
x_ent1(zii,2)*y_ent1(zii,2);
1 x_ent1(zii,3) y_ent1(zii,3) x_ent1(zii,3)^2 y_ent1(zii,3)^2
x_ent1(zii,3)*y_ent1(zii,3);
1 x_ent1(zii,4) y_ent1(zii,4) x_ent1(zii,4)^2 y_ent1(zii,4)^2
x_ent1(zii,4)*y_ent1(zii,4);
1 x_ent1(zii,5) y_ent1(zii,5) x_ent1(zii,5)^2 y_ent1(zii,5)^2
x_ent1(zii,5)*y_ent1(zii,5);
1 x_ent1(zii,6) y_ent1(zii,6) x_ent1(zii,6)^2 y_ent1(zii,6)^2
x_ent1(zii,6)*y_ent1(zii,6);
1 x_ent1(zii,7) y_ent1(zii,7) x_ent1(zii,7)^2 y_ent1(zii,7)^2
x_ent1(zii,7)*y_ent1(zii,7);
1 x_ent1(zii,8) y_ent1(zii,8) x_ent1(zii,8)^2 y_ent1(zii,8)^2
x_ent1(zii,8)*y_ent1(zii,8);
1 x_ent1(zii,9) y_ent1(zii,9) x_ent1(zii,9)^2 y_ent1(zii,9)^2
x_ent1(zii,9)*y_ent1(zii,9)];
coeff_sxzr=coord_mat\sxz_r_layer(zii,:)';
coeff_syzr=coord_mat\syz_r_layer(zii,:)';
for ixy=1:gpoint
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dsxzr_dx(zii,ixy)=coeff_sxzr(2)+2*coeff_sxzr(4)*x_ent1(zii,ixy)+coeff_sxzr(6)*y_ent1(z
ii,ixy); %at centroid only-ixy=5
dsyzr_dy(zii,ixy)=coeff_syzr(3)+2*coeff_syzr(5)*y_ent1(zii,ixy)+coeff_syzr(6)*x_ent1(z
ii,ixy);
end
end
for ixy=1:gpoint
sxz_zcoeff=z_vector\dsxz_dx_layer(:,ixy);
syz_zcoeff=z_vector\dsyz_dy_layer(:,ixy);
for ijk=1:length(H)
zz_integral2(ijk,ixy)=bzz_xz(ijk,:)*sxz_zcoeff+bzz_yz(ijk,:)*syz_zcoeff;
end
end
zz_int=zz_integral1-zz_integral2;
for ixy=1:gpoint
for imk=1:length(H)
szz_r_layer(imk,ixy)=zz_int(imk,ixy)/(1+pflag1*H(imk)/(Rx+H(imk)))/(1+pflag2*H(imk)/(R
y+H(imk)));
end
end
z_face=z_coordinate(Nlyr*length(H));
end
if pflag1==1 && pflag2==1
for kxy=1:gpoint
cxz(kxy)=sxz_r_layer(length(H),kxy);
cyz(kxy)=syz_r_layer(length(H),kxy);
czz(kxy)=(1+pflag1*z_face/(Rx+z_face))*(1+pflag2*z_face/(Ry+z_face))*szz_r_layer(lengt
h(H),kxy);
end
elseif pflag1==0 && pflag2==0
for kxy=1:gpoint
cxzp(kxy)=sxz_r_layer(length(H),kxy);
cyzp(kxy)=syz_r_layer(length(H),kxy);
czzp(kxy)=szz_r_layer(length(H),kxy);
end
end
%computed stresses
%computing strain energy:
zv=0;
for zvd=2:length(H)-1
zv=zv+1;
stress_vector=[sxx_c_layer(zvd,5);syy_c_layer(zvd,5);szz_r_layer(zvd,5);syz_r_layer(zv
d,5);sxz_r_layer(zvd,5);sxy_c_layer(zvd,5)];
strain_vector=C\stress_vector;
shear_stress_vector=[syz_r_layer(zvd,5);sxz_r_layer(zvd,5)];
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shear_strain_vector=Cshear\shear_stress_vector;
eden_x(zv)=sxx_c_layer(zvd,5)*exx_c_layer(zvd,5);
eden_y(zv)=syy_c_layer(zvd,5)*eyy_c_layer(zvd,5);
eden_xy(zv)=sxy_c_layer(zvd,5)*exy_c_layer(zvd,5);
eden_zr(zv)=stress_vector(3)*strain_vector(3);
eden_yzr(zv)=shear_stress_vector(1)*shear_strain_vector(1);
eden_xzr(zv)=shear_stress_vector(2)*shear_strain_vector(2);
eden_xz(zv)=sxz_c_layer(zvd,5)*exz_c_layer(zvd,5);
eden_yz(zv)=syz_c_layer(zvd,5)*eyz_c_layer(zvd,5);
eden_z(zv)=szz_c_layer(zvd,5)*ezz_c_layer(zvd,5);
eden_inplane_stretching(zv)=energy_inplane_stretching_layer(zvd,1);
eden_inplane_bending(zv)=energy_inplane_bending_layer(zvd,1);
eden_transverse_stretching(zv)=energy_transverse_stretching_layer(zvd,1);
eden_transverse_bending(zv)=energy_transverse_bending_layer(zvd,1);
eden_strain(zv)=energy_strain_layer(zvd,1);
eden_couple(zv)=energy_couple_layer(zvd,1);
end
energy_x(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*1/2*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_x(1)+darea_c_layer(3)*wg
auss(2)*eden_x(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(3)*eden_x(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*wgauss(4)*eden
_x(4)+darea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_x(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wgauss(6)*eden_x(6)+darea_
c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_x(7));
energy_y(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*1/2*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_y(1)+darea_c_layer(3)*wg
auss(2)*eden_y(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(3)*eden_y(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*wgauss(4)*eden
_y(4)+darea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_y(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wgauss(6)*eden_y(6)+darea_
c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_y(7));
energy_zr(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*1/2*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_zr(1)+darea_c_layer(3)*
wgauss(2)*eden_zr(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(3)*eden_zr(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*wgauss(4)*
eden_zr(4)+darea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_zr(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wgauss(6)*eden_zr(6)
+darea_c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_zr(7));
energy_xy(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*1/2*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_xy(1)+darea_c_layer(3)*
wgauss(2)*eden_xy(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(3)*eden_xy(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*wgauss(4)*
eden_xy(4)+darea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_xy(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wgauss(6)*eden_xy(6)
+darea_c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_xy(7));
energy_xzr(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*1/2*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_xzr(1)+darea_c_layer(3
)*wgauss(2)*eden_xzr(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(3)*eden_xzr(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*wgauss
(4)*eden_xzr(4)+darea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_xzr(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wgauss(6)*eden
_xzr(6)+darea_c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_xzr(7));
energy_yzr(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*1/2*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_yzr(1)+darea_c_layer(3
)*wgauss(2)*eden_yzr(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(3)*eden_yzr(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*wgauss
(4)*eden_yzr(4)+darea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_yzr(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wgauss(6)*eden
_yzr(6)+darea_c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_yzr(7));
energy_xz(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*1/2*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_xz(1)+darea_c_layer(3)*
wgauss(2)*eden_xz(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(3)*eden_xz(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*wgauss(4)*
eden_xz(4)+darea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_xz(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wgauss(6)*eden_xz(6)
+darea_c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_xz(7));
energy_yz(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*1/2*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_yz(1)+darea_c_layer(3)*
wgauss(2)*eden_yz(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(3)*eden_yz(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*wgauss(4)*
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eden_yz(4)+darea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_yz(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wgauss(6)*eden_yz(6)
+darea_c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_yz(7));
energy_z(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*1/2*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_z(1)+darea_c_layer(3)*wg
auss(2)*eden_z(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(3)*eden_z(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*wgauss(4)*eden
_z(4)+darea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_z(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wgauss(6)*eden_z(6)+darea_
c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_z(7));
energy_inplane_stretch(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_inplane_stretc
hing(1)+darea_c_layer(3)*wgauss(2)*eden_inplane_stretching(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(
3)*eden_inplane_stretching(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*wgauss(4)*eden_inplane_stretching(4)+da
rea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_inplane_stretching(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wgauss(6)*eden_in
plane_stretching(6)+darea_c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_inplane_stretching(7));
energy_transverse_stretch(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_transverse_
stretching(1)+darea_c_layer(3)*wgauss(2)*eden_transverse_stretching(2)+darea_c_layer(4
)*wgauss(3)*eden_transverse_stretching(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*wgauss(4)*eden_transverse_s
tretching(4)+darea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_transverse_stretching(5)+darea_c_layer(7)
*wgauss(6)*eden_transverse_stretching(6)+darea_c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_transverse_st
retching(7));
energy_inplane_bend(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_inplane_bending(1
)+darea_c_layer(3)*wgauss(2)*eden_inplane_bending(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(3)*eden_i
nplane_bending(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*wgauss(4)*eden_inplane_bending(4)+darea_c_layer(6)*
wgauss(5)*eden_inplane_bending(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wgauss(6)*eden_inplane_bending(6)+d
area_c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_inplane_bending(7));
energy_transverse_bend(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_transverse_ben
ding(1)+darea_c_layer(3)*wgauss(2)*eden_transverse_bending(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(
3)*eden_transverse_bending(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*wgauss(4)*eden_transverse_bending(4)+da
rea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_transverse_bending(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wgauss(6)*eden_tr
ansverse_bending(6)+darea_c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_transverse_bending(7));
energy_str(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_strain(1)+darea_c_layer(3)
*wgauss(2)*eden_strain(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(3)*eden_strain(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*w
gauss(4)*eden_strain(4)+darea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_strain(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wga
uss(6)*eden_strain(6)+darea_c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_strain(7));
energy_coup(iel,Nlyr)=hdiff*(darea_c_layer(2)*wgauss(1)*eden_couple(1)+darea_c_layer(3
)*wgauss(2)*eden_couple(2)+darea_c_layer(4)*wgauss(3)*eden_couple(3)+darea_c_layer(5)*
wgauss(4)*eden_couple(4)+darea_c_layer(6)*wgauss(5)*eden_couple(5)+darea_c_layer(7)*wg
auss(6)*eden_couple(6)+darea_c_layer(8)*wgauss(7)*eden_couple(7));
for jxy=1:gpoint
sxx_shell{1,jxy}(:,Nlyr)=sxx_c_layer(:,jxy);
syy_shell{1,jxy}(:,Nlyr)=syy_c_layer(:,jxy);
sxy_shell{1,jxy}(:,Nlyr)=sxy_c_layer(:,jxy);
sxz_shell{1,jxy}(:,Nlyr)=sxz_c_layer(:,jxy);
syz_shell{1,jxy}(:,Nlyr)=syz_c_layer(:,jxy);
szz_shell{1,jxy}(:,Nlyr)=szz_c_layer(:,jxy);
sxz_r_shell{1,jxy}(:,Nlyr)=sxz_r_layer(:,jxy);
syz_r_shell{1,jxy}(:,Nlyr)=syz_r_layer(:,jxy);
szz_r_shell{1,jxy}(:,Nlyr)=szz_r_layer(:,jxy);
end
end
%****recovery end
%write stresses:
xcoord=x_ent_mid(1,:)/a;
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ycoord=y_ent_mid(1,:)/b;
zcoord=z_coordinate/h;
sxx_t=cell(1,gpoint); syy_t=cell(1,gpoint); sxy_t=cell(1,gpoint);
sxz_t=cell(1,gpoint); syz_t=cell(1,gpoint); szz_t=cell(1,gpoint);
sxzr_t=cell(1,gpoint); syzr_t=cell(1,gpoint);szzr_t=cell(1,gpoint);
for hxy=1:gpoint
for Nlyr=1:nlayer
sxx_t{1,hxy}=[sxx_t{1,hxy}; sxx_shell{1,hxy}(:,Nlyr)];
syy_t{1,hxy}=[syy_t{1,hxy}; syy_shell{1,hxy}(:,Nlyr)];
sxy_t{1,hxy}=[sxy_t{1,hxy}; sxy_shell{1,hxy}(:,Nlyr)];
sxz_t{1,hxy}=[sxz_t{1,hxy}; sxz_shell{1,hxy}(:,Nlyr)];
syz_t{1,hxy}=[syz_t{1,hxy}; syz_shell{1,hxy}(:,Nlyr)];
szz_t{1,hxy}=[szz_t{1,hxy}; szz_shell{1,hxy}(:,Nlyr)];
sxzr_t{1,hxy}=[sxzr_t{1,hxy}; sxz_r_shell{1,hxy}(:,Nlyr)];
syzr_t{1,hxy}=[syzr_t{1,hxy}; syz_r_shell{1,hxy}(:,Nlyr)];
szzr_t{1,hxy}=[szzr_t{1,hxy}; szz_r_shell{1,hxy}(:,Nlyr)];
end
end
sxx_all=[sxx_t{1,1} sxx_t{1,2}
sxx_t{1,7} sxx_t{1,8} sxx_t{1,9}];
syy_all=[syy_t{1,1} syy_t{1,2}
syy_t{1,7} syy_t{1,8} syy_t{1,9}];
sxy_all=[sxy_t{1,1} sxy_t{1,2}
sxy_t{1,7} sxy_t{1,8} sxy_t{1,9}];
sxz_all=[sxz_t{1,1} sxz_t{1,2}
sxz_t{1,7} sxz_t{1,8} sxz_t{1,9}];
syz_all=[syz_t{1,1} syz_t{1,2}
syz_t{1,7} syz_t{1,8} syz_t{1,9}];
szz_all=[szz_t{1,1} szz_t{1,2}
szz_t{1,7} szz_t{1,8} szz_t{1,9}];

sxx_t{1,3} sxx_t{1,4} sxx_t{1,5} sxx_t{1,6}
syy_t{1,3} syy_t{1,4} syy_t{1,5} syy_t{1,6}
sxy_t{1,3} sxy_t{1,4} sxy_t{1,5} sxy_t{1,6}
sxz_t{1,3} sxz_t{1,4} sxz_t{1,5} sxz_t{1,6}
syz_t{1,3} syz_t{1,4} syz_t{1,5} syz_t{1,6}
szz_t{1,3} szz_t{1,4} szz_t{1,5} szz_t{1,6}

sxzr_all=[sxzr_t{1,1} sxzr_t{1,2} sxzr_t{1,3} sxzr_t{1,4} sxzr_t{1,5} sxzr_t{1,6}
sxzr_t{1,7} sxzr_t{1,8} sxzr_t{1,9}];
syzr_all=[syzr_t{1,1} syzr_t{1,2} syzr_t{1,3} syzr_t{1,4} syzr_t{1,5} syzr_t{1,6}
syzr_t{1,7} syzr_t{1,8} syzr_t{1,9}];
szzr_all=[szzr_t{1,1} szzr_t{1,2} szzr_t{1,3} szzr_t{1,4} szzr_t{1,5} szzr_t{1,6}
szzr_t{1,7} szzr_t{1,8} szzr_t{1,9}];
for iixy=1:9
for iiz=1:nlayer*length(H)
nii=nii+1;
stress_xx(nii,1)=sxx_all(iiz,iixy);
stress_yy(nii,1)=syy_all(iiz,iixy);
stress_xy(nii,1)=sxy_all(iiz,iixy);
stress_xz(nii,1)=sxz_all(iiz,iixy);
stress_yz(nii,1)=syz_all(iiz,iixy);
stress_zz(nii,1)=szz_all(iiz,iixy);
stress_xzr(nii,1)=sxzr_all(iiz,iixy);
stress_yzr(nii,1)=syzr_all(iiz,iixy);
stress_zzr(nii,1)=szzr_all(iiz,iixy);
x_cord_point(nii,1)=xcoord(iixy);
y_cord_point(nii,1)=ycoord(iixy);
z_cord_point(nii,1)=zcoord(iiz);
end
end
end %*****end of element loop
points_xyz=[x_cord_point y_cord_point z_cord_point];
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save
save
save
save
save
save
save
save
save
save

points_xyz.dat points_xyz -ascii
stress_xx.dat stress_xx -ascii
stress_yy.dat stress_yy -ascii
stress_xy.dat stress_xy -ascii
stress_xz.dat stress_xz -ascii
stress_yz.dat stress_yz -ascii
stress_zz.dat stress_zz -ascii
stress_xzr.dat stress_xzr -ascii
stress_yzr.dat stress_yzr -ascii
stress_zzr.dat stress_zzr -ascii

etotal_x=sum(energy_x);
etotal_y=sum(energy_y);
etotal_xy=sum(energy_xy);
etotal_z=sum(energy_z);
etotal_xz=sum(energy_xz);
etotal_yz=sum(energy_yz);
etotal_zr=sum(energy_zr);
etotal_xzr=sum(energy_xzr);
etotal_yzr=sum(energy_yzr);
etotal_inplane_stretching=sum(energy_inplane_stretch);
etotal_transverse_stretching=sum(energy_transverse_stretch);
etotal_inplane_bending=sum(energy_inplane_bend);
etotal_transverse_bending=sum(energy_transverse_bend);
etotal_couple=sum(energy_coup);
etotal_stretch_bend=etotal_inplane_stretching+etotal_transverse_stretching+etotal_inpl
ane_bending+etotal_transverse_bending+etotal_couple;
total_SE_from_stretch_and_bend_sum=sum(etotal_stretch_bend);
etotal_strain=sum(energy_str);
total_SE_from_single_const_rel=sum(etotal_strain);
energy_out=[etotal_x; etotal_y; etotal_xy; etotal_z; etotal_xz; etotal_yz];
energy_out_sum=sum(energy_out);
total_se=sum(sum(energy_out));
energy_out=[energy_out; energy_out_sum];
energy_out_stretch_bend=[etotal_inplane_stretching; etotal_transverse_stretching;
etotal_inplane_bending; etotal_transverse_bending; etotal_couple;
etotal_stretch_bend];
save energy_out_inplane_transverse.dat energy_out -ascii
save energy_out_stretch_bend.dat energy_out_stretch_bend -ascii
save work.dat work -ascii
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